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The focus of this thesis is on the genomic diversity of a fungus-growing ant Trachymyrmex
septentrionalis symbiont, the actinomycete bacterium Pseudonocardia. Pseudonocardia symbionts
engage in host defense via the production of antimicrobial compounds that protect the symbiosis
against fungal pathogens that attack the ant’s food source, pathogens that attack the ant hosts, and
more generalized pathogens. These compounds are encoded by biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) in the
genome of these Pseudonocardia and comprise an untapped resource for drug discovery.
Actinomycete genome sequencing is a key component of modern antimicrobial drug discovery
efforts. Short-read sequencing leads to genome fragmentation as a consequence of short read lengths
that are unable to resolve repetitive BGCs. The Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) MinION sequencer
can generate read lengths >2,000,000 base pairs that significantly improve assembly contiguity.
However, MinION sequencing is prone to indel and homopolymer errors, necessitating error correction
after genome assembly. This work validates a hybrid sequencing protocol that combines long-read ONT
MinION data polished by high-accuracy Illumina reads to provide reliable and contiguous assemblies
that can be applied broadly for sequencing and assembly of actinobacterial genomes for antimicrobial
discovery.
To leverage Pseudonocardia symbionts for drug discovery, a better understanding of how and
where BGCs are maintained is essential. To determine patterns of clonality and defensive BGC gene
gain/loss on local scales, whole-genome sequencing was completed for 13 Pseudonocardia symbionts

Sarah Lauren Goldstein – University of Connecticut, 2020

that were isolated from a single ant colony. Symbiont chromosomes from the same T. septentrionalis
colony were clonally related, with very few SNPs or regions of recombination separating strains and
limited gene content differences between them. However, plasmid SNPs and gene content are much
more variable between strains, and plasmid-borne BGCs can be strain specific. These results suggest
that plasmids may be rich sites for accruing BGC diversity that can be targeted for drug discovery.
More broadly, we isolated Pseudonocardia symbionts from colonies from across the Eastern
USA to test the effect of the ant host’s geographic distribution on the population structure of
Pseudonocardia. Although Pseudonocardia symbiont diversity did not correlate with host biogeography,
BGC diversity is conserved locally. Many of the BGCs identified in this study did not match known
compounds, and may be novel. Geographic regions with unique BGC compositions can therefore
potentially be targeted for antimicrobial discovery. This thesis presents a framework for contiguously
and accurately sequencing Pseudonocardia symbiont genomes for drug discovery, and showed that BGC
diversification is a source of local adaptation in an otherwise clonal background.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1

The rise and fall of actinomycete antimicrobials
Unlike the accidental discovery of Penicillin by Alexander Fleming, the discovery of the antibiotic
streptomycin was purposeful. In 1943, with the understanding that soil microbes have the innate ability
to inhibit the growth of other microorganisms using natural products that exhibit antimicrobial activity
(Fleming, 1929), Selman Waksman, then a Professor at Rutgers University, and a new graduate student,
Albert Schatz, set out to identify antimicrobial compounds produced by actinomycete soil bacteria
(Rawlins, 2012). They discovered many antimicrobial compounds, including actinomycin, streptothricin,
fumigacin, clavacin, and streptomycin (Woodruff, 2014). The first four antibiotics discovered were
deemed too toxic for antimicrobial use given high rates of death when administered to animal models.
However, streptomycin was well-tolerated (Rawlins, 2012; Woodruff, 2014). An early study testing the
activity of this new antibiotic in guinea pigs showed that streptomycin could cure infections caused by
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) (Dickinson, 1947), a result that was later replicated in human clinical
studies with great success (Willis, 1947). Streptomycin was so successful that the TB mortality rate fell
by more than 85% in less than two decades following streptomycin’s discovery (Doege, 1965).
Streptomycin remains on the World Health Organization List of Essential Medicines for the treatment of
TB infections (World Health Organization Model List of Essential Medicines, 2019).
The discovery of streptomycin, isolated from the soil bacterium Streptomyces griseus, set in
motion a decades-long “golden age” of antimicrobial development that leveraged actinomycetes and
the secondary metabolite natural products that they produce for drug discovery (Gould, 2016). This
research lead to the discovery of nearly every clinically-relevant class of antibiotics still in use today—
from tetracyclines, to macrolides, to quinolones (ReAct, 2019). However, by the 1970’s the
actinomycete antimicrobial drug discovery pipeline began to run dry. This was largely due to researchers
continuously searching for the same types of soil actinomycetes, and to the traditional screening
methods used for actinomycete-based drug discovery that used culture-based plate assays to test for
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zones of inhibition (Lewis, 2012). These methods were relatively low-throughput and often led to
rediscovery of the same antibiotics due to an exhausted supply of novel and cultivable soil
actinomycetes, increasing both the time and cost of drug discovery (Baltz, 2019; Wright, 2017).
Consequently, during the 1970’s and 1980’s only a handful of new antibiotics were discovered, and no
new class of antibiotic was introduced from 1962 (quinolones) until nearly four decades later in 2000
with the development of linezolid (O’Shea & Moser, 2008). During this time, pharmaceutical companies
and academic institutions turned away from the traditional actinomycete screening approach in favor of
large-scale combinatorial synthesis of new compounds and target-based discovery (Wright, 2017).
However, this shift toward chemical synthesis was not well-validated (Baltz, 2007) and lead to little
commercial success, which, coupled with a lack of investment due to the poor economic returns of
traditional antimicrobial screening, led many companies to shutter their antibiotic research facilities
(Lewis, 2012).

The growing threat of antimicrobial resistance
Just as the pharmaceutical giants Merck, Eli Lilly, and Pfizer were leaving the antibiotic
development space (Gever, 2011; Lewis, 2012), antimicrobial resistance (AMR) was on the rise. That is
not to say that AMR was not noted before the modern antibiotic-resistance crisis. Alexander Fleming
warned of resistance potentially arising to penicillin if the prescribed dose was too low or used for too
short a time (Aminov, 2010). In fact, resistance has been consistently detected within a few years of
each major class of antibiotic being released for widespread use (Centers for Disease Control, 2019a).
Rather, this most recent increase in AMR is due to a confluence of factors, such as the over-prescription
of broad-spectrum antibiotics, patients failing to adhere to their course of treatment, and the
widespread use of antibiotics in agriculture (Centers for Disease Control, 2020).
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Microbes have several innate mechanisms to resist antibiotics, including target modification to
prevent antibiotics from binding to their intended site, enzymatic modification or destruction of
antibiotics, the use of efflux pumps to transport antibiotics outside of the cell, and reduced membrane
permeability that prevents antibiotics from entering the cell (Centers for Disease Control, 2019b; Laws
et al., 2019). These resistance mechanisms can co-occur in a single microbial cell, leading to high levels
of resistance against multiple antibiotics, and accumulation of these genes tends to occur on resistance
plasmids that can easily be laterally transferred from one microbe to another (Nikaido, 2009). This
spread of multidrug resistance has led to urgent and emerging threats, such as Clostridioides difficile
infections that cause life-threatening diarrhea and colitis, and drug-resistant Candida auris fungal
infections that spread easily from patient to patient and that are resistant to all three classes of
antimicrobials used to treat fungal infections (Centers for Disease Control, 2019). At present, more than
2.8 million people in the US acquire an antimicrobial-resistant infection each year, and of those 35,000
die as a result (Centers for Disease Control, 2019). Projections predict that by the year 2050, 10 million
people globally will die from antimicrobial-resistant infections (O’neill, 2016).
Recent public health initiatives have tried to stem the tide of antimicrobial resistance and
reinvigorate drug discovery. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services now require antibiotic
stewardship programs that include physician accountability, pharmaceutical expertise, tracking
prescriptions, reporting cases of AMR, and educational efforts to be implemented at all hospitals that
receive federal funding (American Society for Microbiology, 2019; Redfield & Khabbaz, 2019). Other
government programs, such as the Generate Antibiotic Incentives Now (GAIN) act passed in 2012,
promised incentives for pharmaceutical companies to re-enter the antimicrobial development space by
offering companies extended patent exclusivity and an accelerated drug approval process (Brown,
2013). There is some evidence that the GAIN act has been moderately successful in driving antibiotic
development forward, with 12 new antimicrobial drugs being approved since its passage. However, the
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structure of the GAIN act incentivizes the approval of drugs that are slight modifications of currentlyavailable products, or that have established mechanisms of action without a clear benefit over
presently-available treatments (Darrow & Kesselheim, 2020).

Genomic sequencing reinvigorates actinomycete antimicrobial development
To overcome the threat of antimicrobial resistance, innovative approaches to treat and,
particularly, to discover truly novel compounds should be prioritized. Although many researchers
deemed the well of actinomycete antimicrobials “dry”, this claim was made with the expectation that
discovering a new compound would require over 107 strains of actinobacteria to be screened (Baltz,
2006), a herculean task using traditional methods. However, the advent of accessible, accurate, and
affordable whole-genome sequencing has shown that the greatest resource for discovering new
compounds lies within some of those same actinomycete genomes that Waksman and Schatz first
tapped nearly 80 years ago. The first Streptomyces genomes to be sequenced revealed more than 20
secondary metabolite gene clusters encoding for some known, but many unknown natural products
(Bentley et al., 2002; Ikeda et al., 2003). Similar densities of natural product gene clusters were found in
other Streptomyces genomes, with some species of Streptomyces devoting up to 20% of their genome to
secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) (Baltz, 2017). Many of these newly-discovered
BGCs were deemed “cryptic”, silent genes that were poorly-expressed in traditional culture screens (Van
Der Meij et al., 2017). However, with appropriate activation, these BGCs were functional and many of
the compounds encoded by those genes displayed bioactivity (Baltz, 2019), therefore representing an
untapped source of novel antimicrobial compounds.
Although valuable for drug discovery efforts, genome sequencing of actinomycete bacteria is
challenging. Sequencing the Streptomyces coelicolor genome was a laborious undertaking that required
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first subcloning 1.5-2 kb inserts into plasmids prior to Sanger sequencing and the subsequent
construction of a cosmid library with 325 clones to generate a complete genome sequence (Bentley et
al., 2002). The advent of shotgun sequencing lessened the time and labor required to complete
actinomycete sequencing relative to sanger sequencing at cosmid library generation, but introduced a
larger problem: the repetitive and GC-rich regions that characterize actinomycete genomes were vastly
underrepresented relative to regions with more equal nucleotide content, leading to a high number of
gaps and low-quality genome assemblies (Ikeda et al., 2003). Illumina sequencing, the modern “gold
standard” for microbial genomics, still has difficulty sequencing GC-rich genomes (Goldstein et al.,
2019). This is partially due to the use of PCR amplification steps during library preparation that are
biased against GC-rich genomes (Aird et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013). In addition, Illumina sequencing
requires users to shear DNA into short fragments (75–300 bp) prior to sequencing. These short reads are
a particular problem for actinomycete genomes, because the algorithms used to assemble Illumina data
often cannot disambiguate repetitive or high-GC regions, resulting in genome misassembly and
assembly fragmentation (Acuña-Amador et al., 2018). Because biosynthetic gene clusters tend to be
highly repetitive and GC-rich, it is essential to overcome these biases for accurate BGC detection.
Recently, long-read single-molecule sequencing has been proposed as a solution to the
limitations of short reads. Companies such as Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) and Oxford Nanopore
Technologies (ONT) have developed protocols for their respective sequencing platforms that do not
include PCR steps in library preparation, avoid shearing, and can sequence long stretches (>2 million
basepairs in the case of ONT) of DNA in a single read (Payne et al., 2018). The genome assembly
algorithms used for long-read single-molecule sequencing are also better able to handle highly repetitive
and GC rich genomes (Koren et al., 2016) by using overlap consensus graphs. Although PacBio
sequencing can reliably generate closed bacterial genomes, it is costly due to high capital investment
required for the sequencing instrument (Teng et al., 2017), limiting its accessibility for whole genome
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sequencing. In contrast, ONT sequencing using the flagship MinION device, which is broadly accessible
and affordable ($1000), can generate a complete bacterial genome for less than $100. Both PacBio and
ONT have high raw data error rates. However, errors in PacBio sequencing are evenly distributed across
the genome and can easily be polished out with additional sequencing coverage. The ONT error rate
disproportionately affects homopolymeric regions in the genome that are difficult to polish even with
high sequencing coverage (Lu et al., 2016), necessitating further polishing with Illumina short reads that
drives up the initial low cost (Goldstein et al., 2019).
Because biosynthetic gene clusters tend to be highly repetitive and GC-rich, using Illumina
sequencing alone cannot generate the robust genomes needed for accurate BGC detection. Similarly,
single molecule sequencing either severely limits the number of actinomycete genomes that can be
cost-effectively sequenced, thereby reducing the number of potential novel BGCs discovered, or
introduces so many sequencing errors that the resulting gene annotations cannot be trusted. Therefore,
a robust sequencing pipeline needs to be implemented to scale up actinomycete-based BGC discovery.

Defensive symbioses: An untapped resource for antimicrobial discovery
Streptomyces and other actinomycete bacteria do not solely exist as free-living microbes, and many
form beneficial symbiotic relationships with host eukaryotic organisms. The host typically provides some
sort of nutritional support and protection, and in turn the actinomycete(s) provides chemical defenses
for the eukaryotic host (Van Arnam et al., 2018). The best-studied host-actinomycete symbioses with
the most compelling evidence for the function of secondary metabolite BGCs that produce defensive
compounds are insect- actinomycete mutualisms (Chevrette & Currie, 2019).
As an example, female solitary digger wasps from multiple genera (Behie et al., 2017; Van Der Meij
et al., 2017) maintain Streptomyces symbionts within specialized antennal glands (Kaltenpoth et al.,
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2005). When a female lays her eggs, she uses these antennal glands to spread the Streptomyces bacteria
over her brood, imbuing them with the ability to chemically protect themselves against pathogens
during larval development (Kaltenpoth et al., 2010). Similarly, southern pine beetles (Dendrocotonus
frontalis) employ two strains of Streptomyces to protect their food source (Scott et al., 2008). The
southern pine beetle is a member of a multipartite mutualism between four major symbionts: the
beetles, the fungus Entomocorticium that serves as their main food source, the pathogenic fungus
Ophiostoma that specifically predates the southern pine beetle’s fungal crop, and the Streptomyces
bacteria that protects the Entomocorticium fungus (Van Arnam et al., 2018). The beetles store the
Entomocorticium fungus in galleries that they have excavated from within the bark of the pine trees
where they nest. Both Streptomyces strains are found within the walls of these galleries, providing
protection against Ophiostoma infection (Ramadhar et al., 2014). Although, both wasps and bettles
differ in their protective targets, both show the evolutionary benefit of, and rationale for, symbiotic
partnerships between insects and actinomycetes.
Novel antimicrobials have been discovered from the southern pine beetle symbiosis, as well as other
insect-actinomycete relationships such as mud dauber wasp and their associated Streptomyces (Oh,
Scott, et al., 2009; Poulsen et al., 2011), suggesting that these insect-actinomycete symbioses are
excellent sources for secondary metabolite discovery. Chevrette et al. showed that insect-associated
Streptomyces isolates exhibited significantly greater inhibition of clinically relevant microbes compared
to soil-isolated Streptomyces, in particular of fungal pathogens (Chevrette et al., 2019). The increased
inhibitory activity of insect-associated Streptomyces relative to free-living species may be due to coevolution between insects, bacteria, and pathogens, which has generated selection for defensive
compounds through evolutionary mechanisms such as mutation, recombination and/or lateral gene
transfer. Selection for diverse and bioactive molecules that can overcome continued selection for AMR
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is likely still ongoing in these symbioses, consistently replenishing and diversifying this source for new
compound discovery.
The eukaryotic nature of insects also makes insect-microbe symbioses optimal resources for
compounds that are useful in human medicine. Antifungal compounds that are used in healthcare have
significant toxicity and off-target effects due to the close evolutionary relatedness between fungi and
humans (Scorzoni et al., 2017). For example, Amphotericin B, a broad spectrum antifungal used to treat
severe Candida infections, often causes nephrotoxicity due to off-target binding to host (human)
membranes (Deray, 2002; Pianalto & Alspaugh, 2016). By discovering antimicrobials from insect
actinomycete symbionts that have a higher chance of being bioactive compared to soil bacteria and low
levels of eukaryotic host toxicity, researchers may successfully develop new antimicrobials with reduced
off-target effects relative to presently available antifungals.

Fungus-growing ants: A multipartite mutualism
Fungus-growing (Attine) ants are one of the best-studied insect-microbe symbiotic relationships.
The Attines encompass more than 250 described species and 17 genera of ants (Li et al., 2018; Schultz &
Brady, 2008; Sosa-Calvo et al., 2018), and inhabit a geographic range that stretches from the tip of
Argentina to Long Island, New York, USA (Weber, 1972). These ants established a symbiotic relationship
with a “cultivar” Basidiomycete fungal symbiont that they “farm” approximately 50–60 million years ago
(Li et al., 2018; Mueller, 1998). The ants leave their nests to forage for fresh leaves (in the case of the
leaf-cutter ants), grass clippings, fruits, berries, flowers, and insect frass, and provide these substrates
their fungal cultivar (De Fine Licht & Boomsma, 2010). These fungal cultivars are the obligate food
source for the ants, and over evolutionary time have lost the ability to sexually reproduce (Currie,
Mueller, et al., 1999) and rely on the ants for vertical propagation. When a virgin ant queen leaves her
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native nest to found her own colony, she takes a small piece of fungal cultivar from her native nest with
her during her nuptial flight (Currie, Mueller, et al., 1999). After mating, she will establish her new
colony using that piece of fungus garden, effectively propagating the fungal cultivar in clonal fashion
(Mueller, 1998). Originally, it was believed that because these fungal cultivars grew as clonal isolates in
the laboratory, no other fungi were present in ant fungus gardens (Currie, Mueller, et al., 1999). This
parasite-free lifestyle was attributed to antimicrobials that the ants themselves secreted onto their
cultivar to prevent the growth of other fungi (Holldobler & Wilson, 1990), and extensive grooming by
the ants of themselves and the fungal cultivar (Currie & Stuart, 2001). However, in 1999 Currie et al.
demonstrated the persistent presence of a specialized fungal parasite Escovopsis (Currie, Mueller, et al.,
1999) within Attine fungus-gardens, which is highly pathogenic towards the fungal cultivar. This
expanded the Attine symbiosis to include the ants, their cultivar, and the Escovopsis fungal pathogen.
Concurrent with the discovery of the fungal pathogen Escovopsis, researchers established the
presence of a fourth symbiotic partner in the Attine system: an actinomycete bacterium (Currie, Scott,
et al., 1999). Many Attine species maintain a segment on their cuticle that is covered in white or grey
crust (Currie, Scott, et al., 1999; Li et al., 2018; Weber, 1972). Previously described as a “waxy bloom”,
this covering was initially dismissed as cellular exudate (Currie, Scott, et al., 1999; Weber, 1972). Upon
closer inspection using scanning electron microscopy and targeted microbial isolations, this crust was
actually determined to be the actinomycete Streptomyces. However, this initial species identification
relied only on microscopic and biochemical techniques, and the later use of 16S rDNA gene sequencing
changed the classification of this actinomycete to strains belonging to the genus Pseudonocardia (Cafaro
& Currie, 2005; Currie, Scott, et al., 2003). These Pseudonocardia are housed in specialized crypts on the
ant cuticle, and the growth of these bacteria is supported by exocrine gland secretions (Currie, 2006;
Poulsen et al., 2003). These exocrine gland secretions may be able to upregulate the growth of
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Pseudonocardia when an ant colony is under attack by the fungal pathogen Escovopsis (Currie, Bot, et
al., 2003).

Pseudonocardia as a defensive symbiont
Increased abundance of Pseudonocardia on an ant in response to parasite infection underscores
the predicted function of this bacterium in the system: that Pseudonocardia protect the fungal cultivar
against pathogen infection, specifically the pathogen Escovopsis (Currie, Scott, et al., 1999; Currie, Bot,
et al., 2003). Inhibition of Escovopsis by Pseudonocardia isolates has been consistently demonstrated
(Currie, Scott, et al., 1999; Currie, Bot, et al., 2003; Dângelo et al., 2016; Gerstner et al., 2011; Meirelles
et al., 2014; Schoenian et al., 2011; Sit et al., 2015), leading some researchers to conclude that these
symbionts are co-evolving with one another, locked in an “arms race” where Pseudonocardia strains
consistently evolve new defenses to overcome Escovopsis and Escovopsis consistently evolves new
mechanisms to evade those defenses, an example of the Red Queen model. Some Pseudonocardia
strains exhibit greater defenses against Escovopsis than others (Poulsen et al., 2010), and Escovopsis is
not a consistent pathogen in all Attine species (Augustin et al., 2013; Rodrigues et al., 2008). Studies
have shown more generalized (Sen et al., 2009), or broad spectrum, Pseudonocardia antifungal activity
(Dângelo et al., 2016; Meirelles et al., 2014), suggesting that Pseudonocardia produced antimicrobials
inhibit a wide range of pathogens seeking to infect the system. Pseudonocardia symbionts are also at
risk of being parasitized themselves by black yeast symbionts that can infect the system. Black yeast
compete for nutrients on the ant-cuticle, suppressing the growth of Pseudonocardia. When this occurs,
the overall health of the fungus garden suffers and the ants struggle to deal with other fungal
infections, suggesting that Pseudonocardia is an essential component of colony health (Little & Currie,
2008).
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In addition to inhibiting the growth of Escovopsis, studies have shown that Pseudonocardia
strains defend against entomopathogens that infect the ants (Mattoso et al., 2012; Sen et al., 2009).
Many members of the fungal genus Ophiocordyceps act as pathogenic fungi that infect ants or other
insects (Sung et al., 2007). These pathogens are highly virulent and necessarily kill their hosts to
complete their life cycles (D. P. Hughes et al., 2009). Although rarely observed, pathogenic fungi of the
genus Ophiocordyceps have been documented attacking Attine ants in the wild (D. P. Hughes et al.,
2009). Similarly, as the ants excavate tunnels, tend to brood, or forage for plant matter, they are
inevitably exposed to a host of entomopathogens present in the soil that they must defend themselves
against (W. O. H. Hughes et al., 2004; Mattoso et al., 2012). Although the ants themselves possesses an
innate immune system that can defend against pathogens (Gillespie et al., 1997), and engage in
allogrooming to reduce the potential for infection (T. N. Walker & Hughes, 2009), Pseudonocardia may
act in concert with these mechanisms to increase protection against pathogens (De Souza et al., 2013).
High levels of exocrine gland secretions that support the growth of Pseudonocardia are observed in
young workers, and Pseudonocardia coverage peaks between 10–15 days after eclosion before declining
to lower levels (Poulsen et al., 2003). This enhanced protection is typically found in newly-eclosed or
younger worker ants (< 2 weeks old). Together these results indicate that, in addition to protecting the
fungal cultivar against Escovopsis, Pseudonocardia may also confer protection to new and young
workers by allowing their immune systems time to develop and recognize entomopathogens (De Souza
et al., 2013).

Pseudonocardia symbiont transmission and specificity
Similar to the vertical transmission of the fungal cultivar, Pseudonocardia symbionts were
initially believed to be vertically propagated. This observation was first noted by Currie et al. (Currie,
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Scott, et al., 1999), who detected Pseudonocardia on founding ant queens, but not on male alates,
during their nuptial flights. Pseudonocardia was also identified on virgin queens within their native
nests, but not on male reproductives (Currie, Scott, et al., 1999), suggesting that founding queens need
to maintain Pseudonocardia to successfully establish new colonies. Once a colony is established and
worker ants have eclosed, transmission of Pseudonocardia occurs from worker ant to worker ant. New
worker ants must come into contact with an older worker with an established Pseudonocardia cover
within two hours of eclosing to obtain the symbiont (Marsh et al., 2014).
Phylogenetic studies have showed that, although Pseudonocardia isolates are largely verticallytransmitted, occasional horizontal acquisition does occur (Cafaro et al., 2011; Poulsen et al., 2005).
These studies also concluded that each Attine colony maintains a single clonal strain of Pseudonocardia
(Andersen et al., 2013; Poulsen et al., 2005) that is consistently maintained over time (Andersen et al.,
2013). Although horizontal acquisition of environmental isolates does occur, host-symbiont specificity
between ant species and Pseudonocardia symbionts is well documented. Cafaro et al. collected 124
Pseudonocardia symbionts from across the attine phylogeny, including representative strains from each
major type of fungal agriculture (lower agriculture, coral fungus agriculture, yeast agriculture, higher
agriculture, and leaf-cutter agriculture). A concatenated Pseudonocardia phylogeny using the two
housekeeping genes, 16S rRNA and EF-Tu, was constructed and compared to an existing attine
phylogeny (Schultz & Brady, 2008). The authors observed a significant pattern of specificity between
Pseudonocardia and their ant hosts. Similar specificity has been observed in Apterostigma-associated
Pseudonocardia symbionts derived from two sympatric ant populations in Gamboa, Panama (Holmes et
al., 2016; Poulsen et al., 2005). All ants present within each colony share the same clonal
Pseudonocardia symbiont, and that Pseudonocardia symbiont is not shared between colonies (Holmes
et al., 2016). This strict specificity between these ants and Pseudonocardia symbiont has been
maintained over at least 17 years of sampling of these two populations (Andersen et al., 2013). In
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addition, when ants from these two populations have their Pseudonocardia strains experimentally
swapped, the symbiont fails to achieve complete coverage of the ant cuticle and ant grooming behavior
is decreased, allowing pathogens to more easily infect the colony (Andersen et al., 2015). Together
these results show that Pseudonocardia strains may be adapted to their specific ant hosts.
If these symbionts are highly host-specific and vertically-transmitted between host generations,
with rare environmental acquisition, their distribution should largely track with that of their ant hosts.
The North American attine ant Trachymyrmex septentrionalis provides a unique opportunity to examine
a relatively recent ecological expansion and its influence on symbiont population structure. During the
Pleistocene ice age, these ants survived by maintaining refugia populations in the Eastern Coastal Plain
of the United States (Mississippi and Florida) (Seal et al., 2015). As the ice sheets retreated, T.
septentrionalis ants moved northward and westward, and presumably so did their microbial symbionts
(Mikheyev et al., 2008; Seal et al., 2015). However, when the T. septentrionalis-associated
Pseudonocardia population structure was tested (Seal et al., 2015), no congruence between and
geography and symbiont phylogeny was observed (Mikheyev et al., 2008). In contrast, Pseudonocardia
symbionts associated with the neotropical attine Apterostigma dentigerum do have population
structures that match those of their hosts (Caldera & Currie, 2012). However, both studies are limited by
their use of housekeeping genes to determine phylogeny. Mikheyev et al. based the T. septentrionalis
associated Pseudonocardia population structure on partial EF-Tu amplification (Mikheyev et al., 2008),
whereas Caldera et al. concatenated 6 housekeeping loci (Caldera & Currie, 2012). The lack of
phylogenetic resolution in the T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia population structure may be
due to this single gene sequencing resulting in poor phylogenetic resolution. A more recent study
sequenced the entire genome of Apterostigma-associated Pseudonocardia symbionts and confirmed
that these bacteria have genetic population structures that are congruent with host geography
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(Mcdonald et al., 2019). Whole genome sequencing should then be used to reexamine the population
structure of Pseudonocardia symbionts of North American Attines.
The predicted function of Pseudonocardia as a defensive symbiont, against Escovopsis or
otherwise, provides an evolutionary incentive for ant colonies to strictly maintain effective
Pseudonocardia strains. If the native Pseudonocardia isolate is providing adequate protection to the
symbiosis, there is a fitness cost for the ant to swap strains if a less effective symbiont replaces a more
effective one, potentially putting the health of the colony at risk (Sachs, Skophammer, et al., 2011).
However, strict clonal maintenance of symbionts coupled with vertical propagation leads to other
potential problems. One such issue is Muller’s rachet, which predicts that, in the absence of
recombination or sexual processes to promote diversity, a population is doomed to extinction due to the
eventual accumulation of deleterious mutations (Provorov & Onishchuk, 2018). This lack of
recombination would also reduce the potential evolution of new antimicrobial BGCs via intragenomic
recombination, although not necessarily the horizontal acquisition of BGCs, that are required to
overcome fungal pathogen evolution of resistance to the existing compounds. Considering that
Pseudonocardia symbionts were found in association with attine ants in a piece of 15 million year old
amber (Li et al., 2018), it is unlikely that ant-associated Pseudonocardia are presently becoming extinct
on a short evolutionary timescale.

Challenging Pseudonocardia specificity and clonality
The question remains, however: how do Pseudonocardia symbionts maintain enough diversity
to avoid extinction, and continue to be successful defensive symbionts? One hypothesis is that
Pseudonocardia are not the only actinomycetes maintained in the attine ant symbiosis. Several studies
have identified other actinomycetes on attine ants and showed that these species (Streptomyces and
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Amycolatopsis) also inhibit fungal pathogens (Dângelo et al., 2016; Kost et al., 2007; Sen et al., 2009).
Schoenian et al. found known Streptomyces-derived compounds on the cuticle of Acromyrmex ants,
implying the presence of those actinomycetes as symbiotic residents (Schoenian et al., 2011). However,
these studies use non-specific sampling methods that might isolate non-symbionts. Kost et al. pressed
the entire dorsal trunk of individual ants to the surface of an agar plate and streaked the ants across
Petri plates to isolate actinomycetes (Kost et al., 2007), Dangelo et al. scraped the entire body surface of
worker ants to isolate bacteria (Dângelo et al., 2016), Sen et al. vortexed entire ants and plated the
supernatant (Sen et al., 2009), and Schoenian et al. scanned the entire body of worker ants for
compound detection (Schoenian et al., 2011). All four methods failed to specifically target the crypts
where Pseudonocardia symbionts are localized. Although it may be true that other actinomycetes occur
transiently in the attine ant symbiosis and produce secondary metabolites, there is no concrete
evidence that these other actinomycetes persist on these ants and so should be considered as true
symbionts (Klassen, 2014).
The clonality of Pseudonocardia symbionts has also been challenged. Culture-dependent
sampling coupled with culture-independent 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing of T. septentrionalisassociated Pseudonocardia found an average of 2.9 strains of Pseudonocardia per ant (Ishak et al.,
2011). However, as with other studies looking for the presence of other actinomycetes, the sampling
methods used by Ishak et al. are skewed towards the discovery of other species. Culture-dependent
screening for actinomycetes was performed by first dissecting the ant into head, mesosoma, and
metasoma sections, and then streaking each section across chitin agar. Similarly, amplicon sequencing
was performed by extracting DNA from whole ants. These methods fail to specifically target the
propleural plates where Pseudonocardia is localized, and may have inadvertently included bacteria from
within the ant in addition to the entire cuticle (Ishak et al., 2011). Similarly, Barke et al. isolated both
Pseudonocardia and Streptomyces using whole ant sampling methods, and showed that both types of
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actinomyces were capable of inhibiting the growth of Escovopsis (Barke et al., 2010). In contrast, a more
robust study dissected the laterocervical plates of Acromyrmex echinatior worker ants and removed any
remaining internal soft tissue prior to 454 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing (Andersen et al., 2013). These
authors found that distinct Pseudonocardia strains were present on workers from separate colonies, and
that colony-specific strains dominated the ant cuticle in 25 out of 26 of the ants sampled. However, all
studies previously investigating the clonality of Pseudonocardia strains have relied on the sequencing of
housekeeping genes that contained limited phylogenetic information, meaning the question of clonality
has not yet been assessed with modern whole genome sequencing techniques that may provide better
insights into colony symbiont clonality.

Mixed acquisition model for benefits to the fungus-growing ant system
Even with unreliable sampling methods, the presence of other actinomycetes in association with
Attines should not be discounted. Emerging theory suggest that Pseudonocardia isolates may well be
maintained and vertically propagated in this symbiosis, but also that these symbionts are acquiring
genetic diversity, particularly BGCs, through genetic exchange with other environmental actinomycetes
(Scheuring & Yu, 2012). This strategy would allow Pseudonocardia to potentially avoid the consequences
of being strictly vertically transmitted, such as Muller’s rachet and genome reduction, but would also
allow Pseudonocardia strains to increase their fitness by horizontally acquiring BGC genes from other
actinomycetes. Toft et al. predict that preadaptations in some microbes, such as the ability to access and
horizontally acquire mobile genes, make them more successful symbiotic partners (Toft & Andersson,
2010). Horizontal acquisition of defensive genes may not only make the host-associated microbe better
adapted to protect the symbiosis, but may also provide the bacteria with the ability to compete against
other strains that seek to colonize the host (Sachs, Skophammer, et al., 2011). In fact, this ability to
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inhibit other actinomycetes may have given rise to the vertical propagation of specific Pseudonocardia
strains, allowing what may have initially began as a parasitic relationship (Pseudonocardia parasitizing
the ant-cuticle) to transition to a mutualism (Sachs, Skophammer, et al., 2011).
Native Pseudonocardia strains do have the ability to inhibit the growth of other Pseudonocardia
that may seek to intrude and take over the ant-cuticle niche. Poulsen et al. examined interactions
between Pseudonocardia strains isolated both from across the attine phylogeny (8 Attine species) and
within the Acromyrmex genus (Poulsen et al., 2007). They found that resident Pseudonocardia strains
(strains that occurred in association with the ants in the wild) could inhibit the growth of intruder strains
on average ~60% of the time. However, some strains exhibited higher potency (inhibiting up to 89.5% of
intruder strains), whereas others were highly resistant to inhibition by resident strains. Resident
Pseudonocardia strains also most strongly inhibited strains that were the most genetically distant from
the resident strain, including strains from other attine species and environmental strains (Poulsen et al.,
2007). The more limited inhibition of strains belonging to the same symbiont genus may be the result of
result from similar defensive BGCs, and therefore similar resistance genes, existing in those strains, and
symbiont mixing between ant-symbiont populations due to overlapping ranges.
This is not to say that highly similar Pseudonocardia strains do not inhibit one another. Van
Arnam et al. collected two Pseudonocardia isolates, BCI1 and BCI2, from the same species of attine ant
(Apterostigma dentigerum) on the small Barro Colorado Island in Panama. When sequenced, these
strains had 100% similar 16S rRNA genes and >98% average nucleotide identity (Van Arnam et al., 2015).
However, when paired in an intruder assay against one another and other Pseudonocardia strains, BCI2
significantly inhibited all other actinomycete strains, whereas BCI1 produced no such inhibition. This
difference in defense was attributed to the presence of a 119 kb plasmid in BCI2 that encoded for an
analog of the antimicrobial compound rebeccamycin (Van Arnam et al., 2015). The presence of this
antimicrobial on a plasmid, coupled with rebeccamycin having originally been isolated from the
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actinomycete Nocardia (Nettleton et al., 1985), suggest that the BCI2 strain acquired the genes required
to produce this antibiotic horizontally from environmental actinomycetes. Similarly, Chang et al. recently
confirmed the genomic presence of BGCs that encode for the metabolic production of a thiopeptide
isolated from Pseudonocardia strains associated with T. septentrionalis ants that exactly matched a
known antimicrobial compound (GE37468) produced by the Streptomyces strain ATCC 55365 (Chang et
al., 2020). It is therefore likely that Pseudonocardia symbionts are at least in part acquiring BGC diversity
from environmental resources.

Pseudonocardia as a resource for novel compound discovery
Both previously-known and unknown antimicrobials have been derived from ant-associated
Pseudonocardia symbionts. Known compounds include the anti-tumor molecule rebeccamycin
(Nettleton et al., 1985; Van Arnam et al., 2015), and the antibiotics X-14881 E and 6-deoxy-9-Omethylrabelomycin (Carr et al., 2012). Novel compounds discovered from Pseudonocardia symbionts
include the antibiotics pseudonocardone A, B, and C, the depsipeptide natural products dentigerumycin
(Oh, Poulsen, et al., 2009b) and gerumycin A, B, and C (Sit et al., 2015), nystatin-like antifungals (Barke
et al., 2010; Holmes et al., 2016; Seipke et al., 2012), and the atypical antifungal polyene selvamicin (Van
Arnam et al., 2016).
The variable genetic contexts in which these novel compounds occur is striking. In particular, the
gerumycin BGC is encoded only on the chromosome of one Pseudonocardia isolate but is found only on
the plasmid of another (Sit et al., 2015). The same is true for the novel polyene selvamicin (Van Arnam
et al., 2016). This suggests that Pseudonocardia strains may horizontally acquire BGCs that are
incorporated into plasmids first, and then if the BGC encoded defenses prove effective, those genes may
be integrated into the chromosome. Alternatively, BGCs could move from the chromosome to the
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plasmid(s). This strategy would allow for high levels of BGC diversity to be accrued on plasmids (Ruzzini
& Clardy, 2016; Sit et al., 2015). The diversity of plasmid borne BGCs might also be a potential resource
to target for compound discovery.
In addition to plasmid-encoded niche defense, Pseudonocardia symbionts appear to have varied
BGC compositions on local geographic scales. For example, BGC composition varied between strains
sampled across a 20 km transect (Mcdonald et al., 2019). In total, 27 BGCs were identified from all of the
Pseudonocardia symbionts sequenced during this study. However, Pseudonocardia symbionts within this
sampling transect that were isolated from Barro Colorado Island (BCI), Panama, had 7 BGC families that
were only present in that population. Pseudonocardia symbiont strains obtained from BCI also displayed
local adaptation to the Escovopsis strains that were endemic to that environment (Caldera et al., 2019).
Such local adaptation suggests that Barro Colorado Island, Panama may be an evolutionary hotspot for
developing BGC diversity. Other such hotspots of BGC diversity likely exist throughout Attine biodiversity
and could be targeted for compound discovery.

Scope of dissertation
Although there is a significant body of work investigating the fungus-growing ants and their
actinomycete symbionts, many questions remain unanswered, particularly in relation to the North
American Attine species T. septentrionalis and their Pseudonocardia symbionts. For example, whether
there is diversity of Pseudonocardia symbionts within individual ant colonies remains contested, largely
due to studies relying on single housekeeping genes to evaluate phylogeny and poor sampling methods
that allow for the potential isolation of non-symbiont actinomycetes. Further a more robust genomewide investigation of the clonality of T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia will provide a better
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understanding of how these symbionts avoid the consequences of a mutualist lifestyle and develop
adequate BGC diversity to provide effective chemical defense.
Similar sampling issues have plagued the evaluation of the population structure for T.
septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia symbionts in relation to the biogeography of their ant host.
As McDonald et al. (2019) demonstrated, Pseudonocardia symbiont population structure can be defined
even over very fine geographic scales. In addition, symbiont BGC diversity also may follow the
population structure of their hosts, and BGC diversity may vary significantly across populations. Whether
this variation in BGC diversity is attributed to chromosome evolution, plasmid accrual of environmental
defensive genes, or a combination of these genomic contexts is not well understood. By completingwhole genome sequencing, researchers can leverage our understanding of Pseudonocardia population
structure to tap into regions of high BGC diversity for novel compound discovery.
Both investigations into T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia within a colony and across
their broader population structure first necessitate the development of a strong whole genome
sequencing pipeline that overcomes the shortfalls of both short-and long-read sequencing. Therefore,
the scope of this dissertation, which is to provide greater understanding of the diversity, ecology, and
evolution of T. septentrionalis associated Pseudonocardia, will be accomplished by (1) developing a
robust sequencing pipeline to assemble contiguous and accurate actinomycete genomes. This
sequencing pipeline will then be applied to (2) test the clonality of strains within an individual ant
colony, and (3) determine if host biogeography correlates with the population structure of T.
septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia symbionts and their secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene
clusters.
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Chapter 2: Evaluation of strategies for the assembly of
diverse bacterial genomes using MinION long-read
sequencing

This chapter was published in BMC Genomics in January, 2019. I performed whole genome
sequencing for three Pseudonocardia strains and Dr. Lidia Beka sequenced three Aeromonas
and three Flavobacterium strains. I, along with my PI Dr. Jonathan Klassen wrote the majority of
this publication and performed all analyses for Pseudonocardia strains. Dr. Beka prepared final
versions of each assembly type except for canu assemblies, which were completed by Dr.
Klassen. In addition, Dr. Beka performed the insertion sequence analyses for the Aeromonas
and Flavobacterium strains, and participated in writing and figure making. All authors
contributed to study design, especially Jonathan Klassen and Joerg Graf.

Supplementary material for this chapter can be found here
https://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12864-018-5381-7#Sec21.
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Abstract
Background: Short-read sequencing technologies have made microbial genome sequencing cheap and accessible.
However, closing genomes is often costly and assembling short reads from genomes that are repetitive and/or
have extreme %GC content remains challenging. Long-read, single-molecule sequencing technologies such as
the Oxford Nanopore MinION have the potential to overcome these difficulties, although the best approach for
harnessing their potential remains poorly evaluated.
Results: We sequenced nine bacterial genomes spanning a wide range of GC contents using Illumina MiSeq and
Oxford Nanopore MinION sequencing technologies to determine the advantages of each approach, both individually
and combined. Assemblies using only MiSeq reads were highly accurate but lacked contiguity, a deficiency that was
partially overcome by adding MinION reads to these assemblies. Even more contiguous genome assemblies were
generated by using MinION reads for initial assembly, but these assemblies were more error-prone and required further
polishing. This was especially pronounced when Illumina libraries were biased, as was the case for our strains with both
high and low GC content. Increased genome contiguity dramatically improved the annotation of insertion sequences
and secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters, likely because long-reads can disambiguate these highly
repetitive but biologically important genomic regions.
Conclusions: Genome assembly using short-reads is challenged by repetitive sequences and extreme GC contents.
Our results indicate that these difficulties can be largely overcome by using single-molecule, long-read sequencing
technologies such as the Oxford Nanopore MinION. Using MinION reads for assembly followed by polishing with
Illumina reads generated the most contiguous genomes with sufficient accuracy to enable the accurate annotation of
important but difficult to sequence genomic features such as insertion sequences and secondary metabolite
biosynthetic gene clusters. The combination of Oxford Nanopore and Illumina sequencing can therefore costeffectively advance studies of microbial evolution and genome-driven drug discovery.
Keywords: Oxford Nanopore MinION, Genome sequencing, Genome assembly, Secondary metabolites, Insertion
sequences

Background
Microbial genome sequencing has revealed how microorganisms adapt, evolve, and contribute to health and
disease [1, 2]. Although these were once enterprise-level
projects, technological advances have now reached the
point where microbial genomes can be sequenced routinely by small teams for a few hundred dollars [1].
* Correspondence: joerg.graf@uconn.edu; jonathan.klassen@uconn.edu
†
Sarah Goldstein and Lidia Beka contributed equally to this work.
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of Connecticut, Storrs,
CT, USA

These advances have particularly been driven by the
maturation of short-read sequencing technologies such
as those marketed by Illumina, which generate highly accurate reads (> 99%) with lengths ranging from 75 to
300 bp [1]. Although Illumina technologies currently
dominate the sequencing market [1, 2], difficulties remain that require further technological advances to fully
realize the potential of microbial genome sequencing.
By their very nature, short reads alone cannot disambiguate repetitive genomic regions that are longer than
their read length. Unfortunately, such repetitive regions
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the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver
(http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/) applies to the data made available in this article, unless otherwise stated.
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are common in microbial genomes [3–6], and include
ribosomal genes, transposons, insertion sequences,
CRISPR arrays, rhs toxins, secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters, and many others [5]. Repeats lead
to unresolvable loops in the underlying genome assembly graph that are ultimately fragmented into contigs [5,
7]. Because of this, short reads are theoretically incapable of closing most microbial genomes.
Genome assembly using most short-read datasets is
also challenged by biases that occur during library preparation and that cause some genomic regions to be
excluded from the final sequencing library. Common
short-read library preparation methods (e.g., the Illumina
Nextera protocol) include PCR amplification steps that
are biased against regions of the genome with extreme
GC contents [8–12]. Such regions are common In bacteria, whose average GC content ranges widely from 25
to 75% [13]. Library preparation protocols that use
transposases to fragment DNA may also non-randomly
shear genomes during library preparation [14], causing
further biases that limit the utility of short-read
sequencing.
De novo genome assembly algorithms struggle to assemble genomes when intergenic repeats are present
and GC biases skew sequencing coverage [15, 16]. Fragmentation of such genomes prevents the accurate identification of mobile elements, the detection of horizontal
gene transfers, the determination of gene copy number,
and the discovery of biotechnologically important gene
clusters such as those that encode for the production of
secondary metabolites [16, 17]. These deficiencies significantly lower the informational value of draft-quality
genomes [18, 19].
Recently, long-read, single-molecule sequencing has
overcome some of the deficiencies of short-read sequencing. Library preparation protocols for single-molecule sequencing typically avoid bias-prone PCR steps, and long
read lengths span genomic repeats to unambiguously resolve complex genomic regions. Some Illumina-based
technologies such as mate pair libraries and linked reads
(e.g., as commercialized by 10X Genomics) can also generate positionally linked sequences that span complex genomic repeats [1], but these technologies still require
library preparation protocols that are subject to the biases
discussed above. Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) currently
markets the most widely used single-molecule sequencing
technology, which can produce > 7 Gb per run with read
lengths averaging > 12 kbp [1]. Although the error rate for
PacBio sequencing is high (~ 13%), these errors are
near-randomly distributed and can largely be corrected
during assembly with adequate sequencing coverage [7].
Unlike some Illumina sequencers (e.g., the MiSeq and
MiniSeq), all PacBio sequencers require considerable capital investment, limiting general access to these
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technologies in individual laboratories. Nevertheless, PacBio sequencing has shown the enormous potential for
long-read, single-molecule sequencing to routinely produce high-quality microbial genome assemblies that overcome many of the deficiencies of short-read sequencing.
The Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) MinION
is a more recently developed long-read, single-molecule
sequencing instrument. The MinION is a small benchtop device that can plug directly into a laptop via a
USB3 port [20] and requires a relatively small upfront financial investment relative to PacBio instruments [1].
This affordability and simplicity has enabled the rapid
uptake of MinION sequencing by individual labs worldwide and facilitated new applications such as tracking
disease outbreaks in low-resource environments [21].
MinION read lengths have no theoretical limit and reads
> 2 million bp long have been reported [22]. As with
PacBio, MinION read quality is low compared to
short-read sequencing technologies [23, 24]. These errors are less randomly distributed than for PacBio sequencing [25], meaning that increased read depth alone
cannot completely overcome this high error rate, at least
currently. However, error rates and bias profiles are expected to improve as the MinION and its associated
base-calling software continues to develop, e.g., as demonstrated by the increased accuracy of new ONT base
callers [26].
Two main strategies have been used to assemble bacterial genomes using MinION sequencing [27, 28]. In
the first, MinION reads are used to enhance genome assemblies that are generated from short-read Illumina
data. Here, MinION reads can scaffold contigs generated
by Illumina sequencing [29–31] or be directly used in
the assembly process to disambiguate regions of the
assembly graph that cannot be resolved by Illumina sequencing alone (e.g., as implemented in the popular
SPAdes and Unicycler software [32, 33]). Alternatively,
MinION reads alone are used to generate an initial genome assembly [34, 35] that can then be further polished
using either MinION or Illumina reads [34, 36]. Such
polishing is highly recommended for MinION-based
genome assemblies due to their higher error rates relative to assemblies based on Illumina data [17, 26, 27, 37,
38]. The increasing maturity and throughput of MinION
sequencing is leading to its adoption for routine microbial genome sequencing [39–41].
Both MinION-only [34, 35] and Illumina-hybrid
methods [32, 33] have been validated extensively for bacteria with low and average GC contents. However,
whether these approaches offer advantages when assembling bacterial genomes with high GC content remains
unclear [42] (but see [43]). We therefore compared the
ability of Illumina and MinION sequencing technologies
to produce high-quality assemblies of genomes from
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trout, Onchorhyncus mykiss, during diagnosis of diseased
fish. Flavobacterium sp. str. ARS-166-14 (hereafter Fs
ARS-166-14) was isolated in October 2014, Flavobacterium columnare str. FC-081215-1 (hereafter Fc
FC-081215-1) was isolated in August 2015, and F.
columnare
str.
FC-100715-19
(hereafter
Fc
FC-100715-19) was isolated in October 2015, all on
TYES agar. Frozen cells were grown on TYES agar, incubated for three days at 20 °C, and then grown in liquid
TYES broth for another 3 days at 15 °C (for Fs
ARS-166-14) and 25 °C (for Fc FC-100715-19 and Fc
FC-08-1215-1) [50].
The Pseudonocardia bacteria sequenced during this
study were isolated from individual Trachymyrmex septentrionalis ants collected from three locations within
the United States: Paynes Creek Historic State Park, FL
(Pseudonocardia sp. str. JKS002056, hereafter Ps
JKS002056), Magnolia Springs State Park, GA (Pseudonocardia sp. str. JKS002072, hereafter Ps JKS002072),
and Jones Lake State Park, NC (Pseudonocardia sp. str.
Ps JKS002128). Pseudonocardia were visible as white
patches on the ants’ propleural plates, which were
scraped using a sterile needle under a dissecting microscope to isolate Pseudonocardia on Chitin and YMEA
agar media at 20 °C following Marsh et al. [51].

three bacterial genera (Flavobacterium, Aeromonas, and
Pseudonocardia) that range in GC content from 31 to
73% (Table 1). Flavobacterium spp. are gliding bacteria
that can be found in diverse environments and that
include important fish pathogens. Aeromonas spp. are
ubiquitous in aquatic environments and can cause diseases in humans and fish or form beneficial symbioses,
e.g., with fish and leeches [44]. Pseudonocardia sp. are
members of the Actinobacteria and important producers
of antibiotics such as those involved in defensive symbioses with ants (e.g., [45]). Our results validate MinION
sequencing’s ability to generate high-quality assemblies
for all of these genomes, and especially emphasize the
advantages of MinION sequencing when unbiased Illumina sequencing libraries are difficult to generate, e.g.,
for Actinobacteria with high GC content. These improved genome assemblies dramatically improve the
annotation of repetitive genomic regions such as insertion sequences and secondary metabolite biosynthetic
gene clusters (BGCs). MinION sequencing therefore has
strong potential to overcome current limitations of
short-read sequencing technologies and catalyze improved understanding of genome evolution and exploitation of genomic data for drug discovery.

Methods
Description of strains

Three Aeromonas strains were used in this study. Aeromonas hydrophila str. CA-13-1 (hereafter Ah CA-13-1)
was isolated from the wound of a patient undergoing
post-operative leech therapy in 2013 [46]. Aeromonas
veronii str. CIP107763T (hereafter Av CIP107763T) was
isolated from a mosquito midgut in France in 2015 and
sequenced previously [47]. A. veronii str. JG3 (hereafter
Av JG3) is a derivative of a medicinal leech isolate
Hm21 [48]. All Aeromonas strains were grown either in
LB broth or on LB agar plates for 16 h at 30 °C [49].
The Flavobacterium strains used in this study were all
isolated from necrotic gill tissues of farmed rainbow

DNA isolation

DNA was extracted from Aeromonas and Flavobacterium isolates following a modified version of a previously
published protocol for large scale genomic DNA isolation [52, 53]. DNA in solution was not micropipetted
during these extractions to minimize DNA fragmentation. DNA was extracted from single Pseudonocardia
colonies using the Epicentre MasterPure Complete DNA
and RNA kit following the manufacture’s protocol. Each
Pseudonocardia extraction was performed in triplicate
using wide bore tips and taking care to pipette slowly to
prevent DNA shearing.

Table 1 Bacteria used in this study
Strain ID

Phylum

Genus

Species

% GC Content

Expected Genome Size (Mbps)

Ps JKS002128

Actinobacteria

Pseudonocardia

sp

73.12

6.60

Ps JKS002072

Actinobacteria

Pseudonocardia

sp

73.69

6.21

Ps JKS002056

Actinobacteria

Pseudonocardia

sp

73.31

6.54
4.49

Av JG3

Proteobacteria

Aeromonas

veronii

58.64

Av CIP107763T

Proteobacteria

Aeromonas

culicicolaa

58.80

4.34

Ah CA-13-1

Proteobacteria

Aeromonas

hydrophila

61.29

4.76
3.31

Fs ARS-166-14

Bacteroidetes

Flavobacterium

sp

31.61

Fc FC-100715-19

Bacteroidetes

Flavobacterium

columnare

31.59

3.32

Fc FC-08-1215-1

Bacteroidetes

Flavobacterium

columnare

31.56

3.31

a

CIP107763T is the type strain for Aeromonas culicicola, which is a later subjective synonym of A. veronii
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Library preparation and sequencing

The quality of all extracted DNA was assessed using an
Agilent TapeStation 2200 protocol for genomic DNA, an
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (High sensitivity DNA chip),
and/or a Nanodrop spectrophotometer. All libraries
were quantified using a Qubit® 2.0 fluorometer. For the
Aeromonas and Flavobacterium strains, NexteraXT Illumina sequencing libraries were constructed by following
the manufacturer’s instructions for genomic tagmentation, PCR of tagged DNA, and PCR product cleanup.
Libraries were diluted to 4 nM for loading onto an Illumina MiSeq. TruSeq DNA PCR-Free libraries were
created for each Pseudonocardia strain following the
manufacturer’s protocol, shearing the DNA to 550 bp
fragments using a Covaris M22 Focused-ultrasonicator.
All Illumina libraries were sequenced on an Illumina
MiSeq using the 2x250bp protocol at the University of
Connecticut Microbial Analysis Research and Services
(MARS) facility. Demultiplexing was performed using
Illumina Basespace (https://basespace.illumina.com/
home/index).
All genomes were sequenced on a MK1B MinION device using R9.4 flow cells. Four genomes (Ah CA-13-1,
Av CIP 107763 T, Fs ARS-166-14, and Fc FC-100715-19)
were also sequenced a second time on an R9.5 flow cell
to increase coverage. Aeromonas and Flavobacterium libraries were prepared using the SQK-LSK108 Ligation
Sequencing kit in conjunction with the PCR-Free ONT
EXP-NBD103 Native Barcode Expansion kit following
the ONT “Native Barcoding Genomic DNA Sequencing
for the MinION Device” protocol (downloaded from
https://nanoporetech.com/resource-centre/protocols on
Oct 20, 2017) and performed without optional shearing
steps to select for long reads. These genomes were
sequenced on separate MinION flowcells loaded with either: (i) Av JG3 by itself (not barcoded); (ii) all three
Aeromonas genomes, barcoded and sequenced together
with one other Aeromonas genome (not discussed here);
(iii) all three Flavobacterium genomes, barcoded and sequenced together on one flow cell; and (iv) Ah CA-13-1,
Av CIP107763T, Fs ARS-166-14 and Fc FC-100715-19,
barcoded and sequenced together. Pseudonocardia
libraries were prepared using the ONT “1D gDNA
Selecting for Long Reads Using SQK-LSK108” protocol
(downloaded from https://nanoporetech.com/resource-centre/protocols on Dec 20, 2016). Each Pseudonocardia
strain was sequenced on an individual flow cell. All
strains were sequenced using the ONT MinKNOW
NC_48h_Sequencing_Run_FLO-MIN106_SQK-LSK108
protocol. The run duration ranged from 12 to 48 h.
Strains Av JG3, Fc FC-100715-19, and Ps JKS002072
were sequenced using two separate MinION runs that
were combined for all analyses, except for the Av JG3
Canu+Nanopolish assembly where the few MinION
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reads (< 3000) from the first run were excluded because
of their being processed using base calling software that
was incompatible with Nanopolish.
Base calling and read preparation

MinION reads for Ps JKS002056 and the first Av JG3
run were base-called using the ONT Metrichor 1D
protocol and locally using MinKNOW (ONT; Oct 20,
2017 release), respectively. All other MinION reads were
based-called using Albacore (v.1.2.4). These software
choices were determined by changes made by ONT to
their cloud-based base calling system. All raw data was
deposited in the NCBI database under the BioProject
number PRJNA477342.
We assessed Illumina read quality using FastQC
(v.0.11.5, available from http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Trimmomatic (v.0.36) [54]
was used remove Illumina adapters, bases at 3′ end of
each read with an average Phred score < 15 over a 4 bp
window, and reads ≤36 basepairs long. Poretools
(v.0.6.0) [55] was used to assess the quality of each MinION dataset and to generate fastq files from basecalled
fast5 files. Barcodes and reads that contained an internal
barcode adapter sequence were removed using Porechop
(v.0.2.3, available from https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop). Nanofilt (v.1.0.5, available from, https://github.com/wdecoster/nanofilt) was used to remove reads
shorter than 500 basepairs or having an average quality
score < 9.
Genome assembly

We used several approaches to construct de novo
assemblies of each genome. First, we constructed
MiSeq-only short-read assemblies using SPAdes
(v.3.11.1) [33] or Unicycler (v.0.4.3) [32], representing
the current state of the art. Second, we added MinION
reads to these MiSeq-based assemblies to disambiguate
ambiguous regions in the MiSeq sequencing graph, creating SPAdes-hybrid and Unicycler-hybrid assemblies.
Third, we constructed MinION-only long-read assemblies using Canu (v.1.5) [35]. These MinION-only Canu
assemblies were polished using the same MinION reads
to create Canu+Nanopolish assemblies by aligning MinION reads to the Canu assembly using BWA (v.0.7.15)
[56] and Samtools (v.1.3.1) [57], and then using Nanopolish (v.3.2.5) [34] for assembly polishing. A second
iteration of Nanopolish was completed for strain Ps
JKS002128 but did not significantly improve its accuracy
(data not shown) and so this strategy was not pursued
further. The Canu assemblies were alternatively polished
using MiSeq reads to create Canu+Pilon assemblies.
MiSeq reads were aligned to the Canu genome using
BWA (v.0.7.15) and then Pilon (v.1.22) [36] was used for
assembly polishing. In total, we created seven assemblies
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the Canu+Pilon assembly. We selected the Canu
+Pilon assemblies as references because of their high
contiguity and error profiles that were similar to the
MiSeq assemblies. However, we stress that the relative
nature of these comparisons does not comprise a perfect “gold standard” reference.
The BLAST Ring Image Generator (BRIG v.0.95) [61]
software was used to compare all seven assemblies of
strain Ps JKS002128 and determine the genomic contexts in which breaks in these assemblies occurred. The
Canu+Pilon assembly was used as the reference for all
alignments and the BRIG analysis was completed following the developer’s protocol. All assemblies were loaded
into BRIG in FASTA format as a single concatenated
sequence.
The local sequence context surrounding each SNP and
indel detected in the nucmer analyses was assessed to
detect systematic biases in our MinION sequencing data.
The 5 base k-mer surrounding each SNP and indel position was tabulated, along with the length of any homopolymer in which these SNPs and indels were imbedded.
Analyses were calculated separately for both the nucmer
query and reference genome to accommodate our lack
of a true “gold-standard” reference that would allow sequencing errors to be unequivocally identified. In practice, all results were consistent regardless of the
direction in which comparisons were performed. The
frequency of k-mers and homopolymers that surrounded
SNPs and indels were compared to their corresponding
assembly-wide frequencies to identify k-mers and homopolymers that were overrepresented among positions
containing SNPs and indels relative to the rest of the
genome. The scripts used to conduct these analyses are
included in the Supplementary Materials.
SNPs and indels can introduce stop codons that create
errors during gene annotation. We therefore compared

for each genome: four based primarily on MiSeq data
(SPAdes,
Unicycler,
SPAdes-hybrid,
and
Unicycler-hybrid) and three based primarily on MinION
data (Canu, Canu+Nanopolish, Canu+Pilon). All commands used for the computational analyses in this study
are included in Additional file 1.
Depth of coverage

MinION data was subsampled from Av JG3, Fs
ARS-166-14, and Ps JKS002128 to determine the minimum read depth required to create contiguous
MinION-based assemblies. Fast5-formatted reads for
each strain were subsampled in the order that they were
acquired from the MinION sequencer to achieve 10X,
20X, 30X, 40X, 50X, (for Fs ARS-166-14, Av JG3 and Ps
JKS002128), 60X (Fs ARS-166-14 and Ps JKS002128
only), and 70X (Ps JKS002128 only) coverage of the
Canu assembly for each strain, calculated using the
mean MinION read length for that strain (Table 2). This
strategy was used to simulate runs stopped after achieving each level of coverage. All data was processed and
assembled using Canu as described above.
Quality assessment

The contiguity and quality of each genome assembly
was assessed using Quast (v.4.6.3) [58]. Because we
lacked reference genomes for comparison, we instead
assessed the quality of our genomes using several
strategies. First, we compared all Pseudonocardia genome assemblies to each other based on their shared
k-mer composition using Mash (v2.0) [59]. These
Mash distances were used to construct a phylogeny
using Mashtree (v.0.33, available at https://github.com/lskatz/mashtree). We also aligned all assemblies
to their respective Canu+Pilon assembly using MUMmer (v3.1) [60] to identify SNPs and indels relative to
Table 2 Summary of MinION sequencing
Strain ID

Total Raw
Reads

Total bases
(Mbps)

Mean Length
(bps)

Median Length
(bps)

Max Length
(bps)

N50
(bps)

Coverage
(fold)

Total Reads After
Filtering

Ps JKS002128

119,358

499

9665

2510

244,268

7797

80

87,836

Ps JKS002072

135,898

311

2289

729

678,379

7142

50

70,035

Ps JKS002056

41,096

397

4184

6207

105,595

16,572

64

21,874

Av JG3 (run1)

2718

25

7232

5710

85,387

17,143

5

34,473*

Av JG3 (run2)

42,301

306

9176

4807

90,470

11,741

63

Av CIP107763T

200,362

645

1629

1299

98,351

7545

135

110,391

Ah CA-13-1

136,486

222

1629

808

62,567

2840

46

65,195

Fs ARS-166-14

53,171

289

5442

1583

1,149,252

18,107

90

36,648

Fc FC-100715-19 (run1)

39,376

146

3709

836

84,881

17,593

45

45,194*

Fc FC-100715-19 (run2)

31,121

187

5996

1137

157,214

26,227

58

Fc FC-08-1215-1

39,938

236

5908

1252

106,525

22,063

74

* indicates the combined total of both runs for that strain
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the effect of genome assembly method on gene annotation using the Anvi’o (v5.2) pangenome pipeline [62,
63] (http://merenlab.org/2016/11/08/pangenomics-v2/).
All genome assemblies were annotated using Prokka
(v1.11) [64] and imported into separate Anvi’o databases for each strain using the gff_parser.py script
(http://merenlab.org/2017/05/18/working-with-prokka/
). HMM models were computed using the
anvi-run-hmms command as described in the Anvi’o
Metagenomics workflow (http://merenlab.org/2016/06/
22/anvio-tutorial-v2//#anvi-gen-contigs-database)
to
calculate gene completion and redundancy, which are
measures of gene fragmentation. Similarly, we calculated the average gene length, the number of genes annotated per kb, and the number of singleton gene
clusters that contain genes that are unique to a single
assembly method. Together these metrics show how errors in genome assembly can affect genome annotation.

also aligned to the Canu+Pilon genome and individual
Canu+Pilon antiSMASH BGCs using MUMmer v3.1 [60]
to identify homologies that occurred at the nucleotide level
but not at the protein level (e.g., due to high error rates that
might confound gene prediction). Nucleotide-level BGC
comparisons were also conducted using Mash (v.2.0) [59].
Insertion sequence identification

Insertion sequences (ISs) were annotated in the Fs
ARS-166-14 Canu, Canu+Pilon, SPAdes, and Unicycler
assemblies using ISSaga2 [69]. Full and partial IS sequences were identified by comparing each assembly
genome sequence to the ISfinder database. The default
detection algorithm and parameters were used for all assemblies in this experiment, and both the total number
of hits and those with > 70% amino acid similarity to ISs
in the ISfinder database were recorded.

Results
Biosynthetic gene cluster prediction

Sequencing

Secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs)
were annotated in each Ps JKS002128 assembly using antiSMASH (v.4.1.0) [65]. Fragmented BGCs were annotated
by their occurring at contig ends. This likely overestimates
the number of fragmented BGCs due to antiSMASH’s tendency to conservatively extend BGCs past their true boundaries. Identical BGCs were identified using the
ClustCompare pipeline (available from, https://github.com/
klassen-lab/ClustCompare). Briefly, PfamScan (v.1.6) [66]
was used to annotate protein domains encoded by each
BGC and these domains were compared to each other using
BLASTp [67]. BGCs were considered to be homologous
based on their sharing a minimum ClustCompare similarity
score of 0.3, calculated using a 70% similarity threshold between domains in different BGCs, a minimum of two homologous domains shared between BGCs, and a minimum of
50% of the domains in the smaller BGC being homologous
to domains in the larger BGC. The resulting homology networks were visualized using Cytoscape (v.3.6.1) [68] to identify clusters of homologous BGCs. Singleton clusters were

We sequenced the genomes of nine bacterial strains
using both Oxford Nanopore MinION and Illumina
MiSeq technologies, together spanning a wide range of
GC content (Flavobacterium: 31%; Aeromonas: 59–61%;
Pseudonocardia: 74%). MinION sequencing coverage
ranged from 40-135X and generated median read
lengths of 1629–9665 bps (Table 2). Median MinION
read lengths for Ah CA-13-1 and Av CIP107763T were
considerably shorter than for the other MinION libraries
due to difficulties in extracting high molecular weight
DNA from these strains. Illumina Nextera libraries were
sequenced for all Aeromonas and Flavobacterium strains
with coverage ranging from 30-169X (Table 3). Preliminary Nextera libraries were also constructed for the Pseudonocardia strains, but these were highly biased and
generated extremely fragmented assemblies (1000s of
contigs; Additional file 2: Figure S1). We therefore
instead generated Illumina TruSeq PCR-free libraries for
these strains, with coverage ranging from 71-246X
(Table 3).

Table 3 Summary of Illumina sequencing
Ps JKS002128

Total Raw Reads

Total Bases (Mbps)

Coverage (fold)

Total Reads After Filtering

6,120,982

1536

246

5,475,000

Ps JKS002072

1,766,572

443

71

1,638,060

Ps JKS002056

5,038,846

1265

203

4,736,206
942,391

Av JG3

1,488,761

372

79

Av CIP107763T

566,606

142

30

536,504

Ah CA-13-1

950,886

238

51

873,417

Fs ARS-166-14

2,164,975

541

169

890,703

Fc FC-100715-19

2,072,592

518

162

1,130,797

Fc FC-08-1215-1

1,145,425

286

89

987,428
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Genome assembly

Seven assemblies were generated for each strain, four
based on MiSeq data either alone (SPAdes, Unicycler) or
with MinION data to deconvolute the MiSeq assembly
graph (SPAdes-hybrid, Unicycler-hybrid), and three
based on MinION data either alone (Canu), polished
using the same MinION data (Canu+Nanopolish), or
polished using MiSeq data (Canu+Pilon). Both the
SPAdes and Unicycler assemblies had the largest

number of contigs out of all assemblies generated for
each strain (Fig. 1). These assemblies also typically had
the lowest N50 values compared to the other assemblies.
Ah CA-13-1 and Av CIP107763T were exceptions to this
trend, likely due to their lower quality MinION libraries.
The addition of MinION reads to deconvolute the
SPAdes and Unicycler assembly graphs lowered the
number of contigs and increased the N50 for all assemblies (Fig. 1). This highlights the ability of long MinION

Fig. 1 MinION reads improve assembly contiguity. The number of contigs (left), N50 (in Mbp, center), and assembly length (in Mbp, right) are
shown for each of the MiSeq-based (SPAdes, Unicycler, SPAdes-hybrid, and Unicycler-hybrid) and MinION-based (Canu, Canu+Nanopolish, Canu
+Pilon) genome assemblies. Results for Pseudonocardia, Aeromonas, and Flavobacterium are shown in blue, red, and green, respectively
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reads to resolve genomic repeats that otherwise stymied
assembly of these genomes from short reads. Unicycler
consistently outperformed SPAdes during hybrid assembly (the only exception being Av CIP107763T) but not
when assembling MiSeq reads only.
Canu assemblies were more contiguous and had higher
N50 values than all MiSeq-based assemblies, except for Av
CIP107763T Unicycler-hybrid and SPAdes-hybrid assemblies and the Ah CA-13-1 Unicycler-hybrid assembly (Fig.
1a, b). These two strains had lower quality MinION libraries (Table 2) that likely compromised the Canu assemblies,
even if they were still more contiguous than the
MiSeq-only SPAdes and Unicycler assemblies. Canu
assemblies were used as the reference for polishing with
either Nanopolish or Pilon, and so the number of contigs
was the same for the Canu, Canu+Nanopolish, and Canu
+Pilon assemblies (Fig. 1). The Canu assembly sizes were
greater than those of any MiSeq-based assembly for all
Flavobacterium and Pseudonocardia strains (up for ~ 14%
for Ps JKS002128; Fig. 1), likely reflecting the MinION’s
ability to overcome biases in the Illumina libraries for
these genomes with low (31%) and high (74%) GC content, respectively (Additional file 2: Figure S2). This was
not true for the Aeromonas assemblies, likely reflecting
fewer biases in the Illumina libraries for these strains with
more moderate GC content (59–61%). Taken together,
these assemblies demonstrate that MinION sequencing
improves assembly contiguity, especially where Illumina
sequencing libraries are the most biased.
Assembly accuracy

Because we lacked high-quality reference genomes for
our strains, we instead used several comparative analyses
to assess the accuracy of our assemblies. We used Mash
[59] to compare all of our Pseudonocardia assemblies to
each other according to their shared k-mer content and
to construct a distance-based phylogeny (Fig. 2). Canu
assemblies were the least similar to the MiSeq-based assemblies, followed by the Canu+Nanopolish assemblies.
This suggests that MinION data alone cannot produce
accurate Pseudonocardia assemblies using current technologies. These data might alternatively be interpreted
to mean that the MiSeq-based assemblies have lower accuracy compared to the Canu and Canu+Nanopolish assemblies, but we consider this unlikely based on
previous research that argues against this interpretation
[17, 27, 37, 38]. Canu+Pilon assemblies were more similar to the MiSeq-based assemblies, suggesting that polishing MinION-based assemblies with MiSeq reads is an
effective strategy to generate microbial genome assemblies that are both accurate and contiguous. However,
some divergence was observed between the Canu+Pilon
and MiSeq-based genome assemblies. This was especially true for Ps JKS002128, which appeared to have the
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most biased MiSeq library in our study based on differences in the sizes of the MiSeq-based and
MinION-based assemblies for this strain (Fig. 1). These
differences are consistent with the existence of regions
in the Canu assembly that lacked mapping MiSeq reads,
leaving these regions uncorrected [70]. All genome assemblies for the same strain clustered together in the
Mashtree analysis (Fig. 2), indicating that even the high
error rates of the Canu and Canu+Nanopolish assemblies did not obscure strain-level phylogenetic
differences.
The Canu+Pilon assemblies were used as a reference
against which to compare all other assemblies based on
their higher contiguity and substantial accuracy. The
high accuracy of MiSeq sequencing meant that all
MiSeq-based assemblies had few SNPs and Indels relative to the Canu+Pilon assembly (Fig. 3). In contrast, the
Canu assemblies had many more SNPs and indels relative to the Canu+Pilon assembly, especially for Ps
JKS002056 (Fig. 3). Polishing these Canu assemblies
using Nanopolish reduced the number of indels, and the
number of SNPs to a lesser extent (Fig. 3). However, the
numbers of SNPs and indels were still much higher than
for the MiSeq-based assemblies. In all assemblies, both
SNPs and indels were overrepresented at homopolymers
relative to the distributions expected from the composition of each genome (Additional file 2: Figure S3). Similar error profiles have been reported previously [17, 26,
27, 37, 38].
To determine the effect of assembly method on gene
annotation, we used Avni’o to compare annotated assemblies for each strain. Illumina-only and Illumina-hybrid
annotations all had similar assembly metrics. Conversely,
the number of genes predicted per kb, singleton gene
clusters, and the percent of redundant genes (Fig. 4) were
higher for the Canu and Canu+Nanopolish assemblies
compared to the Illumina-only and Illumina-hybrid assemblies. These high numbers of genes per kb and low
average gene lengths suggest that sequencing errors introduced stop codons that truncated genes and artificially
increased gene counts in these assemblies. Many singleton gene clusters annotated in the Canu assemblies were
not present in the Canu+Nanopolish assemblies and vice
versa (Fig. 4, Additional file 2: Figure S4A-C). This suggests that although Nanopolish reduced the number of
annotated singleton gene clusters, such polishing was not
sufficient to correct all sequencing errors and may have
itself introduced other annotation errors. Canu+Pilon annotations were most similar to annotations for
Illumina-only and Illumina-hybrid assemblies. However,
the average gene length and number of genes per kb for
both Ps JKS002128 and Ps JKS002056 were smaller and
larger, respectively, than for the Illumina-only and
Illumina-hybrid annotations. This indicates that there is a
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A

B

Fig. 2 Comparison of Pseudonocardia assemblies generated during this study. (A): Heatmaps depicting Mash distances between the assemblies of
each Pseudonocardia strain based on their shared k-mer content. Whiter colors indicate greater Mash distances between assemblies. (B): Mashtree
analysis showing the relationships of all Pseudonocardia assemblies to each other, based on Mash distances. The scale bar represents a Mash distance
of 0.003

tradeoff between assembly contiguity and annotation
accuracy.
MinION sequencing depth

Canu assemblies were performed using 5–7 different
levels of coverage for strains Av JG3, Fs ARS-166-14,
and Ps JKS002128. These assemblies suggest that the
amount of coverage needed for a high-quality
MinION-based genome assembly is relatively low, but
also depends somewhat on the complexity of each genome. The contiguity of assemblies for strains Av JG3 and
Fs ARS-166-14 did not improve substantially above 30X
coverage, consistent with previous findings [71]. However, assemblies for strain Ps JKS002128 improved incrementally up to 70X coverage (Fig. 5), suggesting that
higher coverage may be necessary for genomes with high
GC content. The single 50X Av JG3 assembly also lacked
a plasmid that was present in assemblies for the lower
coverage datasets (data not known). Even though they
were assembled into a few contigs, these assemblies were
not error-free based on the different genome sizes and
N50 values obtained for assemblies using different
high-coverage datasets. The number of SNPs and indels
detected also decreased with increased coverage. However, Ps JKS002128 required 20X more data to be comparable to Av JG3 and Fs-ARS-166-14, again indicating
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that high GC organisms may require additional coverage
(Fig. 5). Researchers should therefore assess their goals
for MinION sequencing before progressing with a run
and consider stopping data collection at a certain threshold to conserve flow cells and to decrease sequencing
time and cost.
Biosynthetic gene cluster prediction

One expected benefit of high quality genome assemblies
is that they will substantially improve the annotation of
repetitive genomic regions relative to lower quality assemblies. To test this, we compared antiSMASH [65]
secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC)
annotations for all of our Ps JKS002128 assemblies. Actinobacteria such as Pseudonocardia typically possess
many BGCs, although they are often difficult to assemble correctly [16]. AntiSMASH consistently predicted 12
and 13 BGCs for the SPAdes and Unicycler assembles,
respectively, and 12 BGCs for both the SPAdes-hybrid
and Unicycler-hybrid assemblies (Fig. 6). The extra BGC
in the Unicycler assembly is due to there being two separate fragments of BGC 1 annotated in this assembly.
More BGCs were predicted for the Canu (17), Canu
+Nanopolish (19), and Canu+Pilon (18) assemblies, including 4 BGCs that were found in at least two of these
genomes but not in any of the MiSeq-based genomes
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Fig. 3 Quantification of insertion/deletions (indels, left) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, right) in all strains sequenced during this
study, as determined by aligning each assembly to the Canu+Pilon assembly for that strain as a reference

(Fig. 6a). These BGCs may lie at particularly repetitive
or bias-prone regions of the Ps JKS002128 genome such
that they are omitted from MiSeq-based assemblies but
present in MinION-based assemblies that are much less
sensitive to these issues. Despite their greater contiguity,
the Canu, Canu+Nanopolish, and Canu+Pilon assemblies lacked some combination of BGCs 1, 9, 12, and 13,
all of which were found in all of the MiSeq-based assemblies (Fig. 6a). The Canu assembly lacked all 4 of these
BGCs, the Canu+Nanopolish assembly lacked BGCs 9,
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12, and 13, and the Canu+Pilon assembly only lacked
BGC 13. These omissions are likely due to gene prediction errors that decreased the ability of antiSMASH to
detect these BGCs (Additional file 2: Figure S5). Such errors may have also been responsible for the prediction of
BGCs 18–21 solely in the Canu or Canu+Nanopolish assemblies (Fig. 6a), which are likely false positive annotations based on these BGCs only appearing in individual
error-prone assemblies. MinION-based genome assemblies therefore substantially increase the sensitivity of
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Fig. 4 Anvi’o analysis of annotation quality. Strains are grouped by species with Pseudonocardia shown in blue, Aeromonas shown in red,
and Flavobacterium shown in green. Each heatmap row corresponds to an individual strain and each column corresponds to a unique
assembly method

BGC annotation, but require polishing to limit annotation errors.
Improved genome assembly also reduced the number
of BGCs that were fragmented, i.e., that overlapped with
a contig end (Fig. 6b). Approximately half of all BGCs in
the SPAdes and Unicycler assemblies were fragmented,
reflecting the inability of short-read Illumina data to resolve these repetitive genomic regions. The Unicycler
hybrid, and to a lesser extent the SPAdes hybrid, assemblies had fewer fragmented BGCs, reflecting the
increased contiguity of these assemblies. The Canu,
Canu+Nanopolish, and Canu+Pilon assemblies all had
very few fragmented BGCs. MinION-based genome assemblies therefore do not only increase the frequency of
BGC detection, but also more completely assemble these
BGCs and thus increase their value for genome-guided
drug discovery. The Canu, Canu+Nanopolish, and Canu
+Pilon assemblies did have several annotated gene clusters that were aggregated into a single BGC in other assemblies (Fig. 6a). Whether these represent single BGCs
that were fragmented in the MinION-based assemblies
or multiple BGCs that were located adjacent to each
other on the Ps JKS002128 genome is difficult to predict
computationally.
Insertion sequence prediction

To further investigate the effect of genome assembly on
the annotation of repetitive genomic regions, insertion
sequences were predicted in the Fs ARS-166-14 Canu,
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Canu+Pilon, SPAdes, and Unicycler assemblies using
ISSaga2 and the ISfinder database [69]. The total number of full or partial hits to the ISfinder database and the
number of hits with amino acid sequence similarities >
70% are reported in Fig. 7. The Canu+Pilon assembly
had 20 unique insertion sequences with 70% or greater
sequence similarity to the ISfinder database, followed by
the Canu assembly with 15, and then the Unicycler and
SPAdes assemblies with 4 and 3, respectively. Interestingly, the Canu+Pilon assembly also had the greatest
total number of hits, but these likely contain many false
positive results that require further curation.

Discussion
Single-molecule, long-read sequencing technologies such
as the Oxford Nanopore MinION have strong potential
to revolutionize the sequencing and de novo assembly of
bacterial genomes. Existing short-read sequencing
technologies frequently produce genome assemblies that
are broken into 10s–100s of contigs, such as in our assemblies generated using only short-read MiSeq data
(Fig. 1). Fragmented genome assemblies prevent accurate annotation of important genome features such as insertion sequences and secondary metabolite biosynthetic
gene clusters (Figs. 6 and 7). Technological improvements are therefore necessary to fully understand and
exploit these genomic features to cure disease and foster
biotechnology.
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Fig. 5 The effect of coverage on Canu genome assembly contiguity. The number of contigs (top left), N50 (in Mbp, top center), assembly length
(in Mbp, top right), SNPs per 1000 bp (bottom right), and indels per 1000 bp (bottom left) are shown for subsets of the Ps JKS002128 (blue), Av
JG3 (red), and Fs ARS-166-14 (green) MinION reads used in Fig. 1

One key reason for poor genome assembly is the inherently limited length of short-reads. By increasing the
read length, long-read sequencing technologies such as
the MinION disambiguate genomic repeats and generate
fewer contig breaks (e.g., [38]). This was clearly evident
from our SPAdes- and Unicycler-hybrid assemblies,
where the long MinION reads were able to deconvolute
the assembly graph produced from the MiSeq data and
yielded fewer and longer contigs compared to the
MiSeq-only assemblies (Fig. 1). Such improvements are
likely to continue as MinION-compatible extraction
methods for high-molecular weight DNA are refined.
However, the deconvolution of Illumina-based assemblies using long reads assumes that the entire genome is
represented in the Illumina sequencing graph, which
may not be true because of biases in short-read sequencing library preparation. As a result, some regions of the
genome are sequenced to low coverage or excluded entirely, resulting in assembly fragmentation due to missing data. These problems include PCR biases against
extreme %GC sequences [8–12] and biased insertion of
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transposases during library preparation [14]. Reflecting
such biases, our initial Pseudonocardia sequencing experiments that used the Illumina Nextera library preparation method (which includes both transposases and
PCR) produced genome assemblies with 1000 s of contigs (Additional file 2: Figure S1), compared to the 10 s–
100 s of Pseudonocardia contigs produced using Illumina
TruSeq PCR-free libraries (Fig. 1). Single-molecule sequencing methods such as the MinION avoid many of
these biases by sequencing individual template DNA
molecules without using PCR. This is reflected by the
higher contiguity of our Pseudonocardia Canu genome
assemblies
compared
to
the
SPAdesand
Unicycler-hybrid assemblies that used MinION reads to
deconvolute the potentially biased Illumina assembly
graphs (Fig. 1). All of our Flavobacterium and Pseudonocardia Canu assemblies are also larger than those
based on Illumina reads, reflecting the inclusion of
sequences that were missing from the Illumina sequencing libraries (Additional file 2: Figure S2). For
Pseudonocardia, these differences were sometimes
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Fig. 6 Ps JKS002128 genome assembly quality affects secondary
metabolite biosynthetic gene cluster annotation. (A) Homologies
between BGCs predicted for each Ps JKS002128 assembly, with each
row representing a unique BGC in the Ps JKS002128 genome. Filled
boxes indicate the BGCs found in each assembly, colored according
to the type of secondary metabolite that it is predicted to encode.
White boxes indicate BGCs that were not found in that assembly.
Some BGCs occur on multiple contigs or are separated into multiple
gene clusters on the same assembly, indicated by either two or
three polygons within a single box. BGCs may still be fragmented
even if represented by a single box. (B) The total number of complete
and fragmented BGCs predicted in each Ps JKS002128 genome assembly

A

substantial (up to a ~ 14% increase in genome size).
These results point to library preparation bias as a
second source of error common to short-read sequencing that can be overcome by long-read,
single-molecule sequencing technologies such as the
MinION, in addition to the ability of MinION reads
to span long genomic repeats.
Our results also highlight the importance of efficient
high molecular weight DNA extraction methods for
MinION sequencing. Of the 9 genomes that we sequenced during this study, the two with the lowest

B

Fig. 7 Fs ARS-166-14 genome assembly quality affects insertion
sequences annotation. Both the total number of hits and hits
with > 70% amino acid identity to insertion sequences in the
ISfinder database are shown. The former likely includes falsepositive annotations while the latter is more conservative
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median read length (Ah CA-13-1 and Av CIP107763T)
produced the least contiguous Canu assemblies (14 and
32 contigs, respectively). However, this is still more contiguous than the MiSeq-only SPAdes and Unicycler
assemblies for these strains. MinION reads also improved these SPAdes and Unicycler assemblies when run
in hybrid mode, demonstrating the utility of long reads
even if DNA extraction remains suboptimal. There is a
current need for reliable protocols to produce high molecular weight genomic DNA that is compatible with the
MinION sequencer, and the Oxford Nanopore Voltrax
and Ubik devices (https://nanoporetech.com/about-us/
news/clive-g-brown-cto-plenary-london-calling)
show
strong potential to overcome these issues. The degree to
which such devices are compatible with diverse cell wall
chemistries remains to be validated.
Although most of our MinION-based assemblies were
more contiguous than the MiSeq-based assemblies, they
were less accurate. Assemblies generated using Canu
contained a large number of SNPs and indels relative to
our Illumina-based assemblies (Figs. 2 and 3) and lower
quality gene annotations (Fig. 4). These differences were
reduced by using Nanopolish to correct the Canu assembly using MinION reads, and even better results were
obtained using Pilon to correct the Canu assembly using
MiSeq reads (Figs. 2 and 3). However, differences still
existed between these polished assemblies and the Illumina assemblies in some cases (most obviously for Pseudonocardia sp. JKS002128). Gene annotation in the
Canu+Pilon assemblies also had a slightly lower quality
relative to the Illumina-only and Illumina hybrid assemblies, likely due to frameshifts introduced during the assembly of error prone MinION reads (Fig. 4). Although
it is possible that the MiSeq assemblies contained errors
relative to the MinION assemblies, this would be inconsistent with previous work comparing MinION assemblies to high-quality reference genomes [17, 27, 37, 38].
Illumina reads are also unable to correct repetitive genome sequences that cannot be unambiguously mapped
using short reads and so these regions will be uncorrected even in Canu+Pilon assemblies [70]. A tradeoff
therefore exists between the higher contiguity of
MinION-based assemblies relative to their higher number of SNP and indel errors. Minimizing such errors is a
current technological focus of ONT (https://nanoporetech.com/about-us/news/clive-g-brown-cto-plenary-london-calling) and so this tradeoff may lessen in the near
future.
The importance of these assembly trade-offs is
highlighted by our analysis of repetitive genomic regions.
For example, antiSMASH annotated ~ 1/3 more secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters (BGC) in the
MinION-based assemblies of Pseudonocardia sp.
JKS002128 compared to the MiSeq-based assemblies
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(Fig. 6), confirming our previous observations that BGCs
are poorly resolved by Illumina sequencing [16]. Similar
results were obtained when annotating insertion sequences in Flavobacterium sp. Fs ARS-166-14, as expected due to the highly repetitive nature of these
genomic regions (Fig. 6). The BGCs that were annotated
in the Illumina-only assemblies were highly fragmented,
highlighting the challenge of sequencing these complex
genomic regions (Fig. 7) [16]. Interestingly, the genome
assemblies that contained the highest number of SNP
and indel errors (Fig. 3) contained several BGCs that
were unique to those particular genomes (Fig. 6) and
lacked several BGCs that were annotated in the
MiSeq-based assemblies. These differences are likely due
to the difficulty in accurately predicting gene structures
in highly error-prone genomes due to gene truncation
and misplaced start sites (Additional file 2: Figure S5).
Indeed, our initial ClustCompare analysis to compare
BGCs based on their protein sequences did not detect
many true homologies between BGCs annotated in the
Canu and Canu+Nanopolish assemblies to those annotated in assemblies that were generated or polished
using MiSeq data due to the large number of misannotated gene structures in the Canu and Canu+Nanopolish
assemblies (Additional file 2: Figure S5). These homologies only became clear using comparisons between nucleotide sequences. High numbers of SNP and indel
errors can therefore prevent accurate genome annotation due to errors in gene structure prediction (Fig. 4).
Several homologous BGCs were also annotated as
belonging to different biosynthetic classes in different
genomes (represented by the different colors in Fig. 6).
Together, these analyses highlight the importance of
contiguous and accurate genome assemblies for the prediction of repetitive elements such as BGCs and highlight the utility of MinION sequencing in this
application, especially when polished using accurate Illumina reads.
In summary, our data highlights the ability of long-read,
single-molecule MinION sequencing to overcome current
limitations of short-read sequencing, particularly its
inability to disambiguate repetitive genome regions and
avoid biases introduced during library preparation. Overcoming these limitations greatly improves the annotation
of many clinically- and biotechnologically-important
genomic regions such as insertion sequences and BGCs
(Figs. 6 and 7). However, SNP and indel errors remain
problematic in de novo assemblies generated from MinION data (Fig. 3). This is likely to improve in the near future given the extensive research underway in this area.
Because multiplexed genomes can currently be sequenced
to sufficient coverage (40-50X; Fig. 5) on a single MinION
or MiSeq flowcell, combining these data currently requires
~$100–$200 for the MinION and ~$150 for Illumina
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sequencing in reagent and consumable costs per genome.
Combining these two data types is therefore an affordable
means to dramatically increase the quality of any bacterial
de novo genome assembly, regardless of their genome
complexity or %GC content, and compares favorably to
the cost of PacBio sequencing. Future technical advances
will likely decrease these costs further, and we anticipate
that highly contiguous and accurate de novo assembly of
bacterial genomes will become standard in the field in the
very near future.

Conclusions
Short read genome assemblies struggle to disambiguate
genomic repeats and are subject to technical biases. These
biases are especially pronounced for genomes with extreme GC content. Our study validates a framework to
overcome these biases by combining Oxford Nanopore
MinION long reads with high-accuracy Illumina short
reads. Genome assembly using long reads followed by polishing using short reads typically generated assemblies
that were both contiguous and that facilitated accurate annotation. This includes improved annotation of complex
genomic features such as secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters and insertion sequences. An increase
in frame shift errors was observed in some assemblies
constructed from long reads, but anticipated improvements in base calling are likely to reduce these errors.
These advances, coupled with the increasing
cost-effectiveness of genome sequencing, will significantly
improve studies of microbial evolution and genome-based
drug discovery.

Some Canu-based BGCs were shorter than the less error-prone BGCs
annotated on the Illumina-based genomes. (DOCX 2669 kb)
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Introduction
Defensive mutualism is a widespread strategy for defending against environmental parasites,
predators, and pathogens. These symbiotic relationships are often characterized by an actinomycete
bacterial species that associates with a eukaryotic host (Van Arnam et al., 2018). The actinomycete is
thought to provide protection to the eukaryotic host via the production of antimicrobial compounds to
suppress pathogen infection. The actinomycetes, in turn, benefit by receiving resources from their host
(Van Der Meij et al., 2017). Insect-actinomycete mutualisms offer an opportunity to understand how
protective interactions develop and are mediated between organisms (Engl et al., 2018).
Fungus-growing ants are the best-studied of these insect-microbe symbioses, and employ an
actinobacterium that provides chemical protection via secondary metabolite production (Chevrette &
Currie, 2019). Fungus-growing ants engage in an obligate nutritional symbiosis with a co-evolved cultivar
fungus (Leucoagaricus) (Schultz & Brady, 2008) that they provide with freshly cut leaves, twigs, fruits,
berries, flowers, seeds, plant debris, and insect frass (De Fine Licht & Boomsma, 2010). In return, the
cultivar grows hyphal swellings, known as gonglydia (Schultz 2008), that the ants ingest as their main
food source. In many fungus-growing ant species that occur in the topics, the cultivar is frequently
parasitized by the highly virulent and destructive fungal pathogen Escovopsis (Currie, Mueller, et al.,
1999). However, North American higher attines do not appear to be infected by Escovopsis; rather, they
are parasitized by diverse fungal pathogens (Rodrigues et al., 2011). To protect the cultivar from
pathogen infection, the ants engage in grooming and weeding behaviors, groom fungal pathogen spores
from the cultivar, and remove pieces of infected cultivar (Currie & Stuart, 2001). However, grooming
behaviors alone cannot always overcome an existing pathogen infection (Currie & Stuart, 2001;
Fernández-Marín et al., 2009).
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To enhance cultivar protection, many fungus-growing ant species have evolved relationships
with the actinobacterium Pseudonocardia (Li et al., 2018). This Pseudonocardia secretes antimicrobial
compounds directly onto the cultivar to suppress pathogen growth (Currie, Scott, et al., 1999).
Pseudonocardia are thought to be vertically transmitted (Cafaro et al., 2011; M. Poulsen et al., 2005), a
trait that solidifies this symbiotic relationship (Sachs, Essenberg, et al., 2011; Sachs, Skophammer, et al.,
2011) while potentially constraining evolution of the bacterium. For example, strict vertical descent can
lead to symbiont gene loss, the accumulation of deleterious mutations, and the transfer of DNA to host
genomes (Martin & Herrmann, 1998; Moran, 2003; Toh et al., 2006). Additionally, theory predicts that
mutualistic symbionts have a decreased rate of evolution, in particular low levels of recombination,
compared to their free-living counterparts (Sachs, Essenberg, et al., 2011). One mechanism that might
potentially overcome these evolutionary limitations is occasional acquisition of environmental
Pseudonocardia isolates, as has been observed (Cafaro et al., 2011; Poulsen et al., 2005). However, the
cost of complete symbiont swapping may limit these events, because the symbiosis is expected to be
under selective pressure to preferentially maintain the native Pseudonocardia symbiont over
environmentally acquired strains that reduce host fitness (Poulsen et al., 2005; Sachs, Essenberg, et al.,
2011).
The hypothesis that Pseudonocardia symbiont diversity should be limited has been supported by
studies that investigated within-colony Pseudoncoardia variation (Andersen et al., 2013; Poulsen et al.,
2005). These analyses concluded that a single clonal strain of Pseudonocardia dominates individual ant
colonies. The methods used to determine this clonality relied on either a partial 763 base pair fragment
of the EF-Tu housekeeping gene (Poulsen et al., 2005), or partial sequencing of the 16S rRNA
housekeeping gene spanning the hypervariable V3 and V4 regions (Andersen et al., 2013). However, the
use of these individual housekeeping genes to identify diversity is inherently biased due to their high
level of sequence conservation that may fail to resolve strain-level differences (Caldera & Currie, 2012).
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The assumption of highly-related strains within a single colony may be due to the lack of phylogenetic
resolution in the methods employed rather than a true reflection of community composition. The claim
that these methods prove vertical transmission is then problematic, because housekeeping genes that
are essential to the function of a bacterium may not significantly differ from an environmental isolate
and have fewer base pair sites to compare than using the entire genome.
This constrained evolution of vertically-transmitted symbionts benefits hosts by preventing the
development of a symbiont that may negatively impact host fitness (Caldera & Currie, 2012; Sachs,
Skophammer, et al., 2011). However, the expected combination of gene loss and a limited ability to
generate genetic diversity via mutation and recombination could conflict with the expected function of
Pseudonocardia in the fungus-growing ant system. This is because fungal pathogens, such as Escovopsis,
are believed to be constantly evolving to overcome Pseudonocardia’s antimicrobial defenses, so that
Pseudonocardia in turn must also constantly develop new antimicrobials as part of a Red Queen
evolutionary dynamic (Dybdahl & Storfer, 2003; Heine et al., 2018). Alternatively, interactions with
fungal pathogens may be largely random, so that rather than specifically evolving to target a particular
antagonist, the Pseudonocardia maintains a diversity of secondary metabolites to protect against a
broad range of predators. The dynamic diversity of fungal pathogens that can prey on the cultivar
necessitates the corresponding evolution of Pseudonocardia symbionts to develop and/or acquire
secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC) variation to ensure colony fitness. Considering
this, a mixed mode of transmission, whereby both vertical and horizontal transmission of symbionts is
possible (Ebert, 2013), provides the best genetic pool to obtain these diverse BGCs.
As exosymbionts, Pseudonocardia are exposed to the surrounding environment. Symbiont
strains and/or genes may therefore be replaced over time either due to environmental swapping of
Pseudonocardia strains or horizontal gene transfer. Phylogenetic studies have shown evidence for the
occasional environmental acquisition of Pseudonocardia (Cafaro et al., 2011; Cafaro & Currie, 2005), and
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that other actinomycetes may also be present on the ant cuticle (Ishak et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2008,
2010). Opportunities for symbiont mixing or swapping may also occur during mating flights, or via
contact with other sympatric colonies, soil, or foraging material (Caldera & Currie, 2012). The
transmission of Pseudonocardia within colonies may also present an opportunity for environmental
acquisition. Marsh et al. (Marsh et al., 2014) showed that there is a short, < 2-hour, time window where
newly-eclosed fungus-growing ants can acquire a Pseudonocardia symbiont. This acquisition typically
occurs when an older exosymbiont-covered worker comes into direct contact with a newly-eclosed
worker that lacks Pseudonocardia. Although this study did show that the fungal cultivar itself it not a
reservoir for environmental Pseudonocardia, these investigators did not test the soil surrounding the
colony chamber or any leaf clippings or plant material incorporated into the fungus that could have
provided an alternate route for strain exposure. Collectively these studies show that, although rare,
there is ample opportunity for Pseudonocardia symbionts to be exposed to symbiont swapping or
horizontal gene transfer.
Recently, the concept of the “flexible genome”, niche-adapted genes that are present in an
individual but not throughout a population, has emerged as an answer to how Pseudonocardia
symbionts can have limited genomic diversity but still adapt to pathogens within their environments
(Ruzzini & Clardy, 2016). For example, two Pseudonocardia strains originating from sympatric
Apterostigma dentigerum colonies shared 100% 16S rDNA similarity (Van Arnam et al., 2015). However,
these two presumptively identical strains displayed dramatically different inhibition responses in
intruder assays that challenged native Pseudonocardia strains with sympatric Pseudonocardia isolates.
This difference in defense was attributed to the presence of a plasmid-encoded Rebeccamycin analog in
one strain but not the other. Similar plasmid-related defense traits are widespread in the
Pseudonocardia defensive mutualism (Sit et al., 2015; Van Arnam et al., 2016), and nearly all antassociated actinobacteria have plasmids encoding for antimicrobials. It is believed that these mobile
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elements are acquired from the environment to generate greater genetic diversity for the
Pseudonocardia (Ruzzini & Clardy, 2016).
Genomic diversity also plays a role in shaping the antibacterial activity of closely related strains
(Holmes et al., 2016; Mcdonald et al., 2019). Holmes et al. (2016) showed that multiple sympatric
Pseudonocardia strains belonging to lineages Ps1 and Ps2 all shared a conserved set of BGCs, but also
that their secondary metabolite composition varied between isolates, and that each strain contained
unique biosynthetic genes encoding for a signature antifungal (Holmes et al., 2016). Pseudonocardia Ps1
and Ps2 both possessed genes for the production of distinct nystatin-like molecules, and the difference
between these two compounds may have occurred due to structural rearrangements of these polyene
clusters. Alternatively, Pseudonocardia isolates from A. dentigerum and Trachymyrmex cornetzi ants had
different genetic architectures that produced identical molecules (Sit et al., 2015). Regardless of the
chemical outcome, these rearrangements have occurred on chromosomal genomic islands and
plasmids, suggesting that horizontal gene transfer (HGT) has contributed to the diverse array of BGCs
found in highly related Pseudonocardia strains (Sit et al., 2015; Van Arnam et al., 2015, 2016) and
actinomycetes more generally (Penn et al., 2009; Ziemert et al., 2014).
Pseudonocardia symbionts not only offer a source of novel antimicrobial agents (Barke et al.,
2010; Holmes et al., 2016; Oh, Poulsen, et al., 2009b; Sit et al., 2015; Van Arnam et al., 2016), but they
also provide an opportunity to study how symbiotic bacteria develop genomic diversity under
constrained ecological conditions. In addition, studies have demonstrated that Pseudonocardia within
individual colonies display a relationship that results from clonal descent from a common ancestor
(Andersen et al., 2013; Poulsen et al., 2005), and that highly related sympatric strains may have
significantly different antimicrobial profiles (Holmes et al., 2016; Van Arnam et al., 2015). However,
these studies fail to demonstrate clonality of Pseudonocardia isolates beyond highly conserved
housekeeping genes. It therefore remains unknown if Pseudonocardia isolates from the same colony
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display clonal relationships across the entire genome or maintain different inhibition profiles against
fungal pathogens. In this study, we report the whole genome sequences and bioassay activities of 13
Pseudonocardia strains isolated from individual workers from the same T. septentrionalis fungusgrowing ant colony to answer the following questions: (1) Are Pseudonocardia strains isolated from the
same colony clonal across their entire genomes? (2) Is there detectable variation in biosynthetic
defenses from Pseudonocardia strains within the same colony? Our analyses show that Pseudonocardia
symbiont chromosomes are clonal but that symbionts also maintain plasmids that might facilitate
horizontal gene transfer.

Methods
Colony Collection and Description of Strains
Trachymyrmex septentrionalis colonies were collected in New Jersey during 2014 and 2017.
Permits for collecting colonies were obtained from the State of New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection Division of Parks and Forestry State Park Service (Unnumbered Letters of
Authorization), and transportation permits were obtained from the United States Department of
Agriculture (permit P526P-14-00684). Colonies were identified by their distinctive crescent shaped
mounds and excavated following (Lee et al., 2019). Isolates from three T. septentrionalis colonies were
used in this study: T. septentrionalis colony JKH000038, collected from Brendan T. Byrne State Park,
New Jersey on June 19th, 2014 (39.91810, -74.52225); colony JKH000266, collected from Wharton State
Forest-Batona Campsite, New Jersey on July 7th, 2017 (39.77818, -74.63150); and colony JKH000256,
collected from Wharton State Forest-Quaker Bridge, New Jersey on July 26th, 2017 (39.70969, 74.66375). Colonies were maintained in lab following (Sosa-Calvo et al., 2015) until sampling.
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All Pseudonocardia strains were isolated by scraping an individual worker ant’s propleural plate with a
sterile needle under a dissecting microscope and then streaking this inoculum onto chitin agar (3g/L
chitin [Sigma], 15 g/L agar [Fisher Scientific]) + antifungals (50 mg/L nystatin [Fisher Scientific] and 50
mg/L cycloheximide [Fisher Scientific], filter-sterilized using a polyester filter with a pore size of 0.22 µm
[Omega Scientific SD Filter-PES-0/22-13-S] and added after autoclaving) (Marsh et al., 2014). Chitin
plates were incubated aerobically at 30°C for 2 weeks. One isolate was picked from each chitin plate and
streaked onto YMEA (4 g/L yeast extract, 4 g/L dextrose, 10 g/L malt extract, 15 g/L agar; all Fisher
Scientific) + the antifungals described above (Currie, 2006), incubated aerobically at 30°C, and then
restreaked a second time for purity. We isolated 13 Pseudonocardia strains from colony JKH000266,
each from a unique worker ant. A single Pseudonocardia strain was isolated from colony JKH000256 and
is used as an outgroup throughout this study.
We evaluated the antifungal activity of our strains against a Trichoderma strain that we isolated
from colony JKH000038. This Trichoderma strain was isolated by removing a small section of fungus
garden from colony JKH000038 and vortexing it in a sterile microcentrifuge tube containing PBS (137
mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, pH = 7.4) (Lee et al., 2019). Serial dilutions of this
suspension were plated onto Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA, Difco) + antibiotics (50 mg/L penicillin and 50
mg/L streptomycin; both Fisher Scientific) and grown aerobically at room temperature (approx. 20°C) for
3 days. A single strain was isolated by picking a single-origin hypha onto a new PDA + antibiotics plate,
which was then grown aerobically at room temperature for 1 week. We extracted Trichoderma DNA
using a CTAB protocol modified from Lee at al. (2019) by using two cycles of bead beating instead of
three. Fungal DNA quality was checked using its absorbance at 260 nm on a Biotek EON plate reader
using a Take3 trio plate for DNA quantification, and the fungus was identified using a PCR reaction
targeting the ITS gene. This used approximately 1.5 µl of DNA extract (<1,000 ng) as the template for a
25 µl PCR reaction using New England Biolab’s Q5 High-fidelity PCR kit. Each PCR reaction contained 1X
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Q5 reaction buffer, 5X Q5 15 High GC Enhancer, 5 mM dNTPs (Promega U151A), 15 µM of primers ITS1
and ITS4 (White et al., 1990), 5 mM MgCl2 (Fisher Scientific), 0.1 ug/ul BSA (New England Biolabs), and
0.02 U/µl Q5 High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase. PCR reactions were run on a T-100 thermal cycler (BioRad)
with an initial denaturing step of 95°C for 3 minutes, 30 cycles of 30 seconds at 95°C, 45 seconds at 50°C,
and 45 seconds at 72°C, followed by a final extension step at 72°C for 2 minutes. All PCR products were
cleaned using Agencourt AMPure XP magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter) following the manufacturer’s
protocol before submitting them to the University of Connecticut’s Center for Genome Innovation (CGI)
for Sanger sequencing. BLASTn using standard parameters was used to confirm sequencing results as
Trichoderma sp. (closest BLAST match Trichoderma virens strain FY06 small subunit RNA gene, 100%
query coverage, 5e-149 e-value, and 99.67% percent identity).

Library Preparation and Genome Sequencing
DNA was extracted from individual Pseudonocardia colonies using the Epicenter MasterPure
Complete DNA and RNA kit following the manufacturer’s protocol. The DNA extraction for strains
JKS002530 and JKS002507 was preformed using wide-bore tips and minimal vortexing to avoid shearing.
The quality of the extracted DNA for strains JKS002530 and JKS002507 was checked using an Agilent
TapeStation 2200 protocol for genomic DNA. The Oxford Nanopore MinION (ONT) library for JKS002530
was prepared using the SQK-LSK Ligation Sequencing and EXP-NBD103 Native Barcode Expansion kits
following the “Native Barcoding Genomic DNA Sequencing for the MinION Device protocol” (accessed:
3/30/2018). Sequencing was completed on an R9.5 flow cell using the minKNOW Flow-MIN107 protocol
on a MK1B MinION device. Illumina TruSeq DNA PCR-Free libraries were created for all Pseudonocardia
strains following the manufacturer’s protocol and shearing the DNA to 550bps using a Covaris M22
Focused-ultrasonicator. All Illumina libraries were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq using the 2x300 bp
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protocol at the University of Connecticut Microbial Analysis Research and Services Facility. Strains
JKS002554, JKS002557, JKS002561, JKS002563, JKS002568, and JKS002570 were sequenced using two
separate MiSeq runs to increase coverage. (Supplemental Commands)

Base calling, Read Preparation, and Assembly
ONT reads were base called and demultiplexed using Guppy (v.2.3.1). We assessed ONT read
quality using NanoStat (v.1.1.2) ( https://github.com/wdecoster/nanostat), and NanoFilt (v.2.2.0)
(https://github.com/wdecoster/nanofilt) (De Coster et al., 2018) to remove reads shorter than 500 bps
or having a quality score of < 9. Porechop (v.0.2.4) ( https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop) was then used
to trim barcodes at the 3’ and 5’ ends of each read and any adapters in the middle of a read. Illumina
reads were demultiplexed using Illumina Basespace (https://basespace.illumina.com/). We assessed
read quality using FastQC (v.0.11.5) ( https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/).
Trimmomatic (v.0.36) (Bolger et al., 2014) was used to remove Illumina TruSeq adapters, bases at 3ʹ end
of each read with an average Phred score < 15 over a 4 bp window, and reads ≤ 36 basepairs long
(Supplemental Commands).
To assemble a high-quality genomes for JKS002530, we first constructed a Unicycler (v.4.8-beta)
hybrid assembly using both the ONT and Illumina reads (Wick et al., 2016). A second ONT long-read
assembly was generated using Canu (v.1.7.1) (Koren et al., 2016) and then polished once using Pilon
(v.1.23) (B. J. Walker et al., 2014). Each Unicycler hybrid assembly was then mapped to its respective
Canu+Pilon assembly using Snippy (v.4.3.6) (https://github.com/tseemann/snippy) to identify and
correct variants in the Canu+Pilon assemblies, leveraging the higher accuracy of the Unicycler Hybrid
assemblies to correct the more contiguous but error-prone Canu+Pilon assemblies (Goldstein et al.,
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2019). Corrected Canu+Pilon assemblies were then polished for a second time using Pilon (Supplemental
Commands).
The remaining genomes from colony JKH000266 lacked ONT reads and so only their Illumina
TruSeq reads were assembled using Unicycler. We also used PlasmidSPAdes (v.3.13.0) (Antipov et al.,
2016) to generate plasmid assemblies for all 13 strains from colony JKH000266. The plasmid assembly
for strain JKS002530 included both ONT and Illumina reads. To remove plasmid contigs from the
assemblies described above, each plasmid assembly was mapped back to its respective whole genome
assembly using nucmer (v.3.1) (Kurtz et al., 2004). Overlapping regions were masked using Bedtools
(v.2.26.0) (Quinlan & Hall, 2010) by substituting N’s where sequences matched in the genome assembly,
and N’s were then removed using an awk command line script (Supplemental Commands). This
procedure resulted in separate and non-redundant plasmid and chromosome assemblies for each strain.
We stress that the plasmid contigs may represent more than one plasmid per strain.
The quality of each assembly was assessed using the Quast (Gurevich et al., 2013) online
submission portal (accessed August 3, 2019, http://quast.bioinf.spbau.ru/) and annotated using Prokka
(v.1.13.3) (Seemann, 2014), both with standard parameters (Supplemental Commands).

Strain Phylogeny and Comparison
To compare our colony JKH000266 genome sequences, we first examined the coverage of each
contig by mapping the Illumina reads from the 12 Unicycler assemblies to the JKS002530 reference
genome using the standard Snippy parameters, and visualized the read coverage using the Integrative
Genome Browser (IGV) (v.2.5.0) (Robinson et al., 2011). We then constructed a core SNP genome
alignment, setting JKS002530 as the reference, using the Snippy-core command and removing any low
(< 10 reads) or zero coverage characters using the snippy-clean command. SNPs were filtered based on
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their presence inside or outside regions of recombination using Gubbins (v.2.3.4) (Croucher et al., 2015)
and extracted using snp-sites (v.2.3.3) (Page et al., 2016). FastTree (v.2.1.10) (Price et al., 2009) was used
to construct a phylogeny from the resulting SNPs that was unbiased by SNPs occurring within genomic
regions affected by recombination. The number and type of variants (e.g. synonymous/non
synonymous) present in coding regions for each assembly was determined using SnpEff (4.3T) (Cingolani
et al., 2012), and by visualizing the snippy VCF outfiles using IGV. VCF files for each strain were manually
curated, removing any SNPs that were consistently present at the same site in all genomes compared to
the reference, assuming conservatively that these variants likely arose due to errors in the reference
genome and therefore ensuring high-quality variant calls. Strain similarity was also assessed on a global
nucleotide level based on shared k-mer composition using MASH (v.2.1.1) (Ondov et al., 2016) to
compute distances between assembled genomes. All analyses were performed on both chromosomal
and plasmid assemblies for all strains isolated from colony JKH000266 (Supplemental Commands).
We used a combination of the Anvi’o (v.5.5) (Eren et al., 2015) metagenome and pangenome
pipelines (http://merenlab.org/2016/06/22/anvio-tutorial-v2/
http://merenlab.org/2016/11/08/pangenomics-v2/) to compare gene composition and visualize gene
distribution across strains. The prokka .gff annotation files were parsed using the gff_parser script
(http://merenlab.org/2017/05/18/working-with-prokka/) and an Anvi’o database was generated for
each chromosome and plasmid assembly using our Prokka gene annotations that were imported into
each Anvi’o database using the anvi-import-functions command. Hidden Markov models were
computed for each database using the anvi-run-hmms command to identify single copy genes. Finally,
we used the anvi-pan-genome command to examine gene distribution, and to compare the number of
gene clusters, number of genes per kb, redundancy, completion, %GC content and total length of each
genome assembly (Supplemental Commands).
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To determine if secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene capacity differs between strains
isolated from colony JKH000266, we annotated the secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters
(BGCs) in each assembly using antiSMASH (v.4.2) (Blin et al., 2017). AntiSMASH annotations were then
compared using ClustCompare (https://github.com/klassen-lab/ClustCompare) (Accessed March 12,
2018). Biosynthetic gene clusters were grouped based their having an overall similarity score ≥ 0.3, an
ortholog percent id ≥ 70%, ≥ 2 shared domains between clusters, and ≥ 50% domains shared in the
smaller of two clusters. ClustCompare outputs were visualized using Cytoscape (v.3.7.2) (Shannon et al.,
2003) (Supplemental Commands).

Pseudonocardia Bioassays
The antifungal activity of our Pseudonocardia strains was evaluated using a Petri plate bioassay.
A center streak of each Pseudonocardia strain from colony JKH000266 was inoculated onto 6 YMEA
plates (without antifungals) and grown aerobically at 30°C for three weeks. Three of each of these plates
per strain were inoculated with Trichoderma strain JKS001884 that had been grown in pure culture on
PDA + antibiotics (as above) aerobically at 20°C for two weeks, placing one inoculum at the plate edge
furthest from each side of the center streak. The remaining three plates for each strain were not
inoculated with Trichoderma and were maintained as controls. Three Trichoderma control plates lacking
Pseudonocardia were similarly inoculated onto YMEA at the same time as the bioassay experiment.
Growth and sporulation of each Trichoderma inoculum was measured every 24 hours for a total of 8
days, at which time either a zone of inhibition had formed or Trichoderma had overgrown the
Pseudonocardia streak. An ordinary one-way ANOVA test with Bonferoni correction and an alpha value <
0.05 was completed using measurements from day 4 of the bioassay experiment, comparing
Trichoderma growth in all experiments against each other followed by a Tukey post hoc test to identify
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groups responsible for significant ANOVA tests. Day 4 measurements were used because the
Trichoderma overgrew the center streak after day 4 in most experiments.

Lassopeptide PCR
Because BGC-15 was not annotated in all of our genomes sequenced from colony JKH000266,
we used targeted PCR to confirm the presence/absence of this BGC. PCR primers (F: 5’CGAGGTGATCGTCAGCCTC-3’, R: 5’-GTGGAGATCACCGATGAGGC-3’) were designed using Genious Prime
(v.2019.1.3), setting the core lassopeptide (OAGDIOGP_05662) from the JKS002530 antiSMASH
annotation as the target region and using the standard parameters with the product size set between
200 and 300 bps. We initially extracted DNA from the bioassay Pseudonocardia control plates to test if
the degree of inhibition observed in the bioassays correlated with the presence of BGC 15. PCR reactions
using the New England Biolabs Q5 High-Fidelity PCR kit contained 10 ng of DNA per reaction, 1.25 µl of
each primer [10x], 0.1 µg/µl BSA (New England Biolabs), 1 mM MgCl2 (Fisher Scientific), and 5% DMSO
(Fisher Scientific). These reactions were adjusted to 25 µl final volume with diH2O, and were amplified
using a Bio-Rad T100 thermal cycler with the following parameters: initial denaturation at 98°C for 1
min, 25 cycles of 98°C for 10 sec, 54°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 25 sec, a final extension at 72°C for 2
min, and a 4°C hold. PCR products were run on a 1.5% agarose gel containing 0.5 µg/mL ethidium
bromide at 90 V for 1 hour and visualized using a UVP GelDoc-It2 Imager. Because the results of this
assay did not agree with our genome sequencing data, we also performed the same lassopeptide PCR as
above using 2 µl of each Pseudonocardia frozen spore stock as input and adjusting the thermal cycling
parameters to include a lysing step at 98°C for 12 minutes prior to performing the PCR.
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Results
Intracolony Pseudonocardia are clonally-related across their chromosomes
To test the hypothesis that all Pseudonocardia strains originating from the same colony are
clonal, we sequenced 13 Pseudonocardia strains from T. septentrionalis colony JKH000266. We
assembled both chromosome and plasmid contigs for each strain and considered the variation of each
separately. The average genome size for the Pseudonocardia strains sequenced in this study was 6.25
Mbps long, which is only slightly smaller than the average free-living Pseudnocardia genome size of 6.38
Mbps (Supplemental Table S3.1). All chromosomes were 5.9 Mbps long with a GC content of 74%
(Supplemental Table S3.2). The higher completeness of the JKS002530 assembly relative to the other
colony JKH000266 strains is due to the inclusion of ONT reads, and is also reflected in its slightly
different kmer composition (Supplemental Figure S3.1A).
We determined chromosomal similarity through recombination, SNP and gene annotation
analyses. To evaluate the prediction that recombination events are infrequent for vertically-transmitted
Pseudonocardia mutualists and do not significantly contribute to generating diversity, we performed
recombination analyses across the entire chromosome (Supplemental Figure S3.2A). We found two
regions of recombination: one that was conserved at the same site in all 13 genomes (Nucleotide
position: 3670623–3674257), and one region that was only present in JKS002567 (Nucleotide position:
1465955–1466052). These recombinant regions account for 0.06% and 0.002% respectively of the
chromosome, indicating that recombination does not significantly contribute to the evolution of these
strains. Both regions encompass genes associated with mobile elements (see below). This low incidence
of recombination agrees with previous research (Caldera & Currie, 2012)
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Vertically-transmitted mutualists are expected to have constrained evolutionary rates, and
previous research suggests that Pseudonocardia symbionts are clonally related. We therefore expected
there to be a limited number of nucleotides separating colony JKH000266 strains from one another, and
that most of these SNPs would be selectively neutral. In our SNP analysis a mean (± standard deviation)
of 10.3 ± 4.5 SNPs were observed in each strain outside of genomic regions of recombination (see
below) compared to the JKS002530 reference strain (Figure 3.1A), with a minimum of 1 SNP in strain
JKS002569 and a maximum of 21 SNPs in strain JKS002566. SNPs were evenly dispersed throughout the
chromosome and found both outside of and within coding regions (CDS) (Non-CDS: 4.3 ± 2.6, CDS: 5.9 ±
4.5). A total of 9 genes had SNPs in homologous CDSs from ³ 2 assemblies (Supplemental Table S3.3).
Most of these SNPs were either frameshift or missense mutations. Seven out of these 9 genes
(HLA69_00191, HLA69_00739, HLA69_00853, HLA69_01038, HLA69_03003, HLA69_03516, and
HLA69_04894) were predicted to encode for proteins relating to basic cellular housekeeping functions
and had SNP-containing homologs in £ 4 strains. The gene HLA69_01332 encodes for a IS481 family
transposase had 8 SNPs all from strain JKS002568. Given the low frequency of SNPs across these
chromosomes, the presence of SNPs in the same genes across multiple strains may indicate that these
SNPs may not be due to neutral selection and/or genetic drift.
One gene was of particular interest due to a high number of conserved SNPs in the same CDS.
The multidrug resistance protein MdtD (HLA69_03962) had SNPs that were conserved in 7 strains. The
variants present in MdtD are of interest, given its putative role in chemical defense as a transmembrane
protein responsible for antimicrobial compound efflux (Anes et al., 2015; Baranova & Nikaido, 2002).
Strains JKS002554, JKS002557, JKS002558, JKS002560, JKS002561, JKS002566, and JKS002568 all have
the same single nucleotide frameshift mutation (AA position 299 of 304) in MdtD (HLA69_03962). It is
possible that this SNP was present in a common ancestor of all of these strains, so that this is an
inherited mutation that is not under selection. Alternatively, these strains could have different ancestry
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from one another but still have accumulated the same SNP. It is unknown if variants in MdtD cause the
protein to be non-functional, but accumulation of a low number of SNPs in a protein that in theory
protects Pseudonocardia from chemical attack suggests this gene may be under positive selection if
function is maintained. These MtdD results show that there is at least one gene with variable SNP
density, but overall there are generally very few SNP differences in the chromosome of Pseudonocardia
strains isolated from colony JKH000266, and those that exist are likely selectively neutral.
All of the chromosomal genes within regions of recombination are associated with mobile
genetic elements. Within regions of recombination, the mean number of SNPs was 2.7 ± 3.0, with a
minimum of 0 SNPs for strains JKS002558, JKS002561, JKS002562, JKS002566, and JKS002569, and a
maximum of 10 SNPs in strain JKS002567. In contrast to the rest of the chromosome, SNPs present in
recombinant CDSs (1.4 ± 2.5) introduced either missense or synonymous variants, with only one
frameshift detected, in JKS002567 (Supplemental Table S3.3). We found two genes inside regions of
recombination that had SNPs in ³ 2 strains. A recombinase family protein (HLA69_03420) shared two
SNPs in strains JKS002557 and JKS002570, a missense SNP (AA position 453 of 458) that gave rise to a
serine to glycine amino acid conversion, and a synonymous nucleotide variant (AA position 450 of 458).
Strain JKS002570 had an additional SNP in this recombinase gene, a missense variant (AA position 448 of
458) that caused a glycine to valine change. We also detected two identical synonymous variants (AA
position 101 of 287 and AA position 107 of 287) in strains JKS002567 and JKS002568, both in an IS3
family transposase ISBli35 (HLA69_03423). Finally, 8 SNPs from strain JKS002567 were detected in the
same IS481 family transposase (HLA69_01332; a frameshift at AA position 98 of 350, synonymous
mutations at AA positions 102, 109, and 129 out of 350, and missense mutations at AA positions 104
[Trp to Ala], 114 [AlaProVal to SerHisIle], 120 [Ala to Gly] and 124 [Val to Leu] out of 350). Although
these genes are associated with mobile genetic elements, they may not be under selection and may be a
consequence of drift. Alternatively, these SNPs may in part be due to errors made during recombination
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or integration of these genes into the Pseudonocardia chromosome and again may not themselves be
adaptive.
Pangenome analyses showed that 97.8% of genes are conserved and homologous across all
strains from colony JKH000266 (Figure 3.2A). Although JKS002530 had higher number of singleton gene
clusters that did not occur in the other strains from colony JKH000266 (Figure 3.2B), the number of
genes per kb (0.90) and average gene length (990 bps) is the same across all strains. The additional
JKS002530 gene annotations are thus likely due to the ONT reads providing a more complete genome
assembly and therefore additional annotations that may be missing from the strains assembled using
only Illumina sequencing data. These results, in addition to the few SNPs and low levels of
recombination observed point to nearly clonal decent from the same Pseudonocardia common ancestor
within colony JKH000266.

Pseudonocardia plasmids act as hot spots for gene flow
Each Pseudonocardia assembly included a collection of plasmid contigs, as detected by
PlasmidSPAdes. Contigs matching the plasmidSPAdes assembly in pre-filtered whole genome assemblies
had, on average, ~9.5 greater kmer coverage than chromosomal contigs (~1X kmer coverage), indicating
that the plasmid contigs had a higher copy number than the chromosome. For all strains, plasmid
contigs were ~370 kbp long and had a GC content of ~68% (Supplemental Table S3.2). The exception
were the plasmid contigs from JKS002530, which were 519 kbps. The additional length in these
JKS002530 plasmid contigs cannot be entirely attributed to the inclusion of ONT reads in this assembly,
because only using Illumina data generated a 440 kbp plasmid for this strain (Supplemental Table 3.2),
leaving a difference of at least 70Kbp that may genuinely reflect additional genes in this plasmid
compared to the others. The larger plasmid size is not due to increased sequencing coverage of the
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JKS002530 plasmid contigs relative to those from the other colony JKH000266 strains (Supplemental
Table S3.4). The JKS002530 plasmid contigs also had a distinct kmer composition relative to other
plasmids (Supplemental Figure S3.1B).
JKH000266 plasmid contigs also show that recombination is rare in these Pseudonocardia
strains. No regions of recombination were observed in 12 out of 13 strains, but JKS002562 had a single
region of recombination (position: 328,459-340,583) (Supplemental Figure 3.2B). This region of
recombination encompasses 15 genes: 9 hypothetical proteins (HLA69_00348, HLA69_00351,
HLA69_00353, HLA69_00354, HLA69_00357, HLA69_00358, HLA69_00359, HLA69_00360,
HLA69_00361), 4 transposases (HLA69_00350, HLA69_00352, HLA69_00355, HLA69_003506), 1
relaxsome TraM recognition domain-containing protein (HLA69_00349), and 1 polyketide cyclase
(HLA69_00362) (Supplemental Table 3.5). Strain JKS002562 has 27 SNPs within this region of
recombination that only affect two genes. Twenty-four of the 27 SNPs introduced either missense or
synonymous variants within the relaxsome TraM recognition domain-containing protein, and 3 SNPs
caused missense or synonymous variants in the polyketide cyclase (Supplemental Table S3.3). This
combination of genes, a transposase responsible for moving genetic material into or out of target DNA
and a polyketide cyclase that catalyzes ring closure during production of polyketide secondary
metabolites (Sultana et al., 2004), points to an interesting recombination event that involves a BGCrelated mobile element.
Plasmid analysis show a mean (± standard deviation) of 6.1 ± 7.0 SNPs were detected outside of
the region of recombination when compared to the JKS002530 reference plasmid contigs (Figure 3.1B).
There is a significant difference between the number of SNPs per Kbp outside of regions of
recombination on the chromosomes and SNPs per Kbp outside of regions of the plasmid contigs for each
colony JKH000266 Pseudonocardia strain (t(11) = 2.789, p = 0.0176), indicating that SNPs are more likely
to occur on the plasmid contigs. A minimum of 2 SNPs were found in plasmid contigs from strain
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JKS002566 and a maximum of 28 SNPs was found in plasmid contigs from strain JKS002562. SNPs were
evenly dispersed throughout the plasmid contigs and found in both coding (3.6 ± 6.2) and non-coding
regions (2.6 ± 1.4). We found 3 genes that shared the same SNPs in plasmid contigs from ³ 2 strains, and
1 gene that had multiple SNPs in plasmid contigs from strain JKS002562 (Supplemental Table 3.3).
Plasmids contigs belonging to strains JKS002557 and JKS002558 share the same missense valine to
isoleucine conversion (AA position 282 of 417) in an IS256 family transposase IS1164 (HLA69_00352). An
MdtD protein (HLA69_00448) was also found in the plasmid contigs, with plasmids from strains
JKS002557, JKS002568, and JKS002569 sharing the same synonymous variant (AA position 64 of 456).
This MdtD protein is only 29.6% similar to the MdtD detected in the chromosome assemblies and so is
likely to be a different gene and not a consequence of misassembly. These three sets of plasmid contigs
also had a conserved frameshift mutation in a hypothetical protein (HLA69_00481, AA position 5 of 75).
Within plasmid JKS002562, four genes (HLA69_00299, HLA69_00452, HLA69_00455, HLA69_00510) all
had ³ 2 SNPs, introducing frameshift, missense, synonymous, and stop-gained (variants where stop
codons are artificially introduced truncating the protein) across the plasmid contigs. As with the
Pseudonocardia chromosome, SNPs present in the plasmid contigs mostly fell within genes coding for
housekeeping cell functions or transposases, indicating drift under neutral selection.
Plasmid contig gene content was more variable then that of the chromosomes, with only 58.8%
of gene clusters partially conserved between strains (Figure 3.3; compared to 97.8% of chromosomal
genes). Plasmid contigs from strain JKS002530 had 85 singleton gene clusters that did not match
annotations in any other assemblies. Although some of those gene annotations may be conserved in all
of our strains but undetected due to our use of short-read sequencing methods, at least some of these
are unique to JKS002530 and located on the 70 kbp region unique to these plasmid contigs compared to
the other Illumina-only assemblies. This region contains three transposase genes (Supplemental Figure
3.3) that are not detected in any other assembly, indicating that horizontal gene transfer or
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recombination has uniquely occurred in this strain. Alternatively, this region might represent a
completely distinct plasmid present in this strain but not others. Conserved transposases make up 3.7%
of plasmid contig gene content and are not evenly distributed across all plasmid contigs, contrasted with
their comprising only 0.1% of chromosomal genes between all colony JKH000266 Pseudonocardia. These
results show that gene diversification may be more likely to occur along the plasmid than the
chromosome.

Pseudonocardia strains isolated from the same T. septentrionalis colony have conserved
chromosome and variable plasmid BGCs
Secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) were highly conserved in all JKH000266
Pseudonocardia strains. All genomes have a stable core of 12 BGCs that are conserved in all of these
strains (Figure 3.4A). The assembly for strain JKS002530 was the only one that did not have fragmented
BGC annotations, due to the inclusion of ONT data that allowed for contiguous and accurate gene
predictions (Goldstein et al., 2019). The fragmented and hybrid BGCs annotations for BGCs-1, BGC-2,
and BGC-3 in the remaining strains each matched the single JKS002530 BGC annotations generated
using ONT reads, allowing multiple BGC fragments to be matched to a single reference BGC. Most BGC
predictions had weak (<30%) or no similarity to BGCs that encode for known compounds (Supplemental
Table S3.6), with the exception of BGC-1, which had 78% ClusterBLAST similarity to a known BGC for the
antifungal nystatin, and BGC-7, which had with 100% ClusterBLAST similarity to a known BGC for the
compatible solute ectoine.
Plasmid BGC annotations were more variable than chromosomal BGCs (Figure 3.4B). A
conserved lantipeptide (BGC-13) was encoded by the plasmids from all strains, and a thiopeptide (BGC14) was predicted be encoded in the plasmids from all strains except JKS002568. The thiopeptide BGC-
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14 was the only plasmid BGC with similarity to a known BCG, sharing 100% ClusterBLAST similarity to the
BGC for a known thiopeptide GE37468 produced by Streptomyces sp. ATCC 55365 that specifically
targets the bacterial elongation factor Tu (Chang et al., 2020; Young & Walsh, 2011) (Supplemental
Table S3.6). This lack of BGC-14 in strain JKS002568 may be due to either true loss of that BGC or poor
Illumina sequence coverage of that region of the genome. In contrast, the lassopeptide BGC-15 was only
annotated in the plasmid assemblies from stains JKS002530 and JKS002562.

A novel plasmid-borne lassopeptide BGC provides anti-Trichoderma activity
The ability of colony JKS000266 Pseudonocardia strains to inhibit a Trichoderma fungal
pathogens was tested using a competition bioassay. No inhibition was observed for 12 out of 13 strains,
with the exception of strain JKS002562 that both qualitatively (Figure 3.5) and quantitatively (ANOVA, P
= 0.0384; Tukey multiple comparisons test JKS002562, P = 0.0261; fungal growth after 4 days) inhibited
the Trichoderma by reducing fungal hyphal growth and producing a measurable zone of inhibition. Given
that the BGC annotations predicted the lassopeptide BGC-15 to be encoded only by this strain and
JKS002530, we hypothesized that the presence of that BGC may be conferring the observed inhibition in
this bioassay.

PCR Confirmation of Plasmid BGC-15 loss during bacteria growth
We further investigated the apparent lack of conservation of the lassopeptide BGC-15 by
performing a PCR screen for this lassopeptide BGC using DNA isolated from the bioassay control plates
for each respective strain. PCR results (Figure 3.6A) show that, on these Pseudonocardia control plates,
BGC-15 is only present in strain JKS002562. However, the lassopeptide should have also been found in
strain JKS002530, according to ClustCompare results. To examine this discrepancy, we mapped the
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sequencing reads for all JKH000266 strains to the BGC-15 from strain JKS002530. The JKS002530 BGC-15
had ~10X coverage of both the ONT and Illumina reads, whereas JKS002562 had 230X coverage of
Illumina reads in the same region (Supplemental Figure 3.4). The high level of coverage for this region
stands in contrast to 32X coverage observed for the rest of the JKS002562 plasmid contigs, but coverage
for the BGC-15 region in strain JKS002530 is lower than coverage for the rest of the JKS2530 plasmid
contigs (76X for TruSeq reads, 60X for MinION ONT reads). All other strains had no reads mapped to this
entire region. It is important to note that the sequencing reads and the PCR screen were performed on
different DNA extracts from different sets of plates. The DNA for sequencing was extracted from pure
culture plates that had been streaked and grown two separate times. The DNA extracted for the BGC-15
PCR experiment was obtained from the Pseudonocardia bioassay control plates that were streaked for
growth an additional time compared to the DNA extracts.
To test if the lassopeptide BGC-15 was lost during Pseudonocardia growth on Petri plates, we
performed a PCR using cells taken directly from the Pseudonocardia spore stocks as a template. These

stocks were generated by initially isolating the Pseudonocardia off of the ant cuticle, streaking
for purity twice on YMEA plates, collecting spores using a sterile swab, then storing pure
isolates in 1mL 15% glycerol at -80°C, from which subcultures were derived for subsequent
experiments. We found that 8 out of the 13 colony JKH000266 strains did have the BGC-15
lassopeptide in their frozen spore stocks (Figure 3.6B). We can thus infer that this BGC was likely
originally present in all JKH000266 Pseudonocardia strains and that it was likely unstable when grown on
Petri plates. It appears that BGC-15 is being excised out of the plasmids for most strains, perhaps due to
toxicity when grown outside of the ant cuticle environment. However, when this BGC is present, such as
the in the JKS002562 bioassay plates, it may be responsible for providing protection against fungal
pathogens (see above).
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Discussion
The symbiotic relationship between Pseudonocardia and T. septentrionalis ants dates back 10
million years (Li et al PNAS 2018). The genome size for Pseudonocardia species varies widely
(Supplemental Table S3.1), but T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia do not appear to have
experienced genomic reduction relative to their free-living counterparts as would be expected from the
theory of Muller’s ratchet, so instead genomic diversification or symbiont replacement may be occurring
over evolutionary timescales. Here, we showed that multiple Pseudonocardia strains isolated from a
single T. septentrionalis colony (JKH000266) are clonally-related across their entire chromosomes. We
found fewer than 20 SNPs, on average, separating these strains from one another, and the majority of
these SNPs likely originate from drift. Similarly, recombination events were rare and found only at sites
where transposition had likely occurred. Both results agree with a vertical transmission model where
SNP mutations are more likely to occur than recombination, and that recombination occurs at rates that
are lower than those for free-living strains (Sachs, Essenberg, et al., 2011; Sachs, Skophammer, et al.,
2011). This vertical transmission model ensures the native Pseudonocardia chromosome is effectively
passed from one generation to the next.
Small variations in the chromosomal gene content of Pseudonocardia strains from colony
JKH000266 suggest that horizontal gene transfer does occasionally occur. However, HGT more readily
occurs on the plasmids. Colony JKH000266 Pseudonocardia plasmid contigs were more likely to have
SNPs than the chromosome, although the low levels recombination were similar to the chromosome.
These plasmid contigs all maintained distinct gene contents and act as hot spots of diversity in the
genomes of these Pseudonocardia. Transposases are enriched on the plasmid relative to the
chromosome, suggesting that genetic diversification via HGT likely occurs on these plasmids and that
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these events can be strain-specific. Strain JKS002530 provides the best evidence for unique plasmid
evolution, with its additional conserved segment of at least 70 kbp not found in any other plasmid contig
collections. This segment is also flanked by transposases, suggesting additional HGT occurred
independently in this strain (Supplemental Figure 3.3). This would mirror the loss of BGC-15 on these
plasmids that we observed while culturing these Pseudonocardia strains on agar plates. The inconstant
loss of BGC-15 also suggests that the maintenance of plasmid-encoded genes may be strain-specific.
The presence of BGC-14 on our Pseudonocardia plasmids supports our prediction that these
plasmids are hotspots for horizontal gene transfer, particularly in relation to chemical defense. BGC-14
was conserved in nearly all strains and is 100% homologous to genes from the known Streptomyces sp.
ATCC 55365 BGC encoding for the production of thiopeptide GE37468 (Ferrari et al., 1995). This BGC
may have been acquired via environmental interactions, including with immigrant actinobacteria that
transiently occurred on the ants (Chang et al., 2020). Glands on the ant cuticle secrete nutrients for
Pseudonocardia symbionts, which allows them to establish dense colonies that ensures their vertical
transmission (Currie, 2006; Poulsen et al., 2003). Although it has not yet been demonstrated, these
nutrients may also be used by environmental actinobacteria with similar nutritional needs, so long as
those environmental strains do not chemically conflict with the resident Pseudonocardia (Scheuring &
Yu, 2012). This strategy would allow for the ants to host a diverse and continuously shifting community
of actinomycetes from which Pseudonocardia symbionts could obtain BGCs, so that Pseudonocardia can
be vertically transmitted while also continuously providing effective protection via plasmid-based lateral
acquisition of novel BGCs. Additional work is needed to understand if plasmid BGCs that provide
exceptional benefit to the ant colony eventually migrate and become established on the Pseudonocardia
chromosome (Sit et al., 2015; Van Arnam et al., 2016).
More work is needed to understand the inhibition of Trichoderma by Pseudonocardia strain
JKS002562. Our results suggest that the observed zone of inhibition may be attributed to JKS002562
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maintaining BGC-15 that encodes for a lassopeptide antimicrobial. Lassopeptides, which are
ribosomally- synthesized and post-translationally modified (Tan et al., 2019) are relatively understudied
compared to other antimicrobial natural products found encoded in actinomycete genomes such as
polyketide synthases (PKS) and nonribosomal peptides (NRPS) (Arnison et al., 2013). To date, known
lassopeptide bioactivity has been limited to antibacterial functions (Hegemann et al., 2015; Tan et al.,
2019), with specific activity noted against Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Zhu et al., 2019). While
antifungal activity has yet to be observed, other functions such as anti-HIV activity (Detlefsen et al.,
1995) and endothelin type B receptor antagonism (Morishita et al., 1994) have been found. The target(s)
and mechanism of action for most lassopeptides is presently unknown (Tan et al., 2019) so that
antifungal activity may be a new finding for this growing class of natural products.
Our results agree with emerging evidence for a mixed model of Pseudonocardia transmission
showing that single, clonal strains of Pseudonocardia can dominate the ant cuticle, but also that other
actinomycetes may be present and contribute to the pool of BGCs available for defense (Andersen et al.,
2013; Barke et al., 2010; Scheuring & Yu, 2012). However, there is currently no evidence that these
other actinomycetes are established symbionts transmitted between generations. We isolated only
Pseudonocardia strains in our examination of ant-cuticle actinomycete diversity. However, we stress
that the culture-dependent methods that we used may skew results towards the isolation of
Pseudonocardia. Whether other actinomycetes truly establish communities on the ants and are
maintained for their beneficial contributions, or are simply transient, remains an open question. Future
culture-independent metagenomic methods should be used to examine the cuticle community and will
contribute to our understanding of both vertical transmission and the horizontal acquisition of both
genetic diversity in these Pseudonocardia symbionts.
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Figure 3.1. Quantification of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in Pseudonocardia strains isolated
from colony JKH000266. Strain JKS002530 was used as a reference strain in all analyses. SNPs are
colored by presence inside (pink) or outside (black) of regions of recombination (A, B), and if they fall
into a coding sequence (CDS) inside (light blue) or outside (dark blue) of regions of recombination (C, D).
Data are shows separately for chromosomes (A, C) and plasmids (B, D).
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Figure 3.2. Anvi’o analysis of JKH000266 Pseudonocardia chromosome gene conservation. (A) The
outermost ring (green) indicates a gene annotation as predicted by Prokka. The second ring (red)
represents singleton core gene (SCG) clusters found in all 13 genomes are represented. The third,
fourth, and fifth rings (blue) represent statistics for the number of genomes per group of homologous
genes, number of genes in each gene call, and the maximum number of paralogous genes per gene call
respectively. A gene cluster presence/absence heatmap is shown in the 13 innermost rings. Dark blue
indicates regions where genes are 100% homologous to genes found in at least 2 chromosome
assemblies, and light blue indicates regions where genes are absent. Additional statistics summarizing
the number of unique singleton gene clusters per assembly, total number of gene clusters, number of
genes per kbp, genetic redundancy, assembly completion, GC content, and assembly length are
represented in the bar charts adjacent to the circular plot. The 114 gene clusters that were not
conserved between Pseudonocardia strains from colony JKH000266 are shown in (B), comprising genes
with homology across £ 12 assemblies.
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Figure 3.3. Anvi’o analysis of JKH000266 Pseudonocardia plasmid gene conservation. (A) The outermost
ring (green) indicates a gene annotation as predicted by Prokka. The second ring (red) represents
singleton core gene (SCG) clusters found in all 13 plasmids are represented. The third, fourth, and fifth
rings (blue) represent statistics for the number of genomes per group of homologous genes, number of
genes in each gene call, and the maximum number of paralogous genes per gene call respectively. A
gene cluster presence/absence heatmap is represented along the 13 innermost rings, dark purple
indicates regions where genes are 100% homologous to genes found in at least 2 plasmid assemblies
and light purple indicates regions where genes are absent. Additional statistics summarizing the number
of unique singleton gene clusters per assembly, total number of gene clusters, number to genes per kbp,
genetic redundancy, assembly completion, GC content, and assembly length are represented in the bar
charts adjacent to the circular plot.
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Figure 3.4. Colony JKH000266 Pseudonocardia chromosomes maintain conserved BGCs but plasmid
BGCs are more variable. Each column represents a different Pseudonocardia assembly, and each row
represents a unique set of homologous BGCs. Boxes are colored according to the type of biosynthetic
gene cluster that it is predicted to encode. White boxes indicate that BGC was not predicted in that
assembly. Some secondary metabolites occur on multiple contigs or are separated onto multiple gene
clusters within the same assembly, indicated by either two or three polygons in a single box. (A)
Homologies between BGCs predicted for each Pseudonocardia chromosome assembly for the strains
isolated from colony JKH000266. (B) Homologies between plasmid BGCs from the same strains as in (A).
Stars indicate where PCR confirmed the presence of BGC-15.
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Figure 3.5. Bioactivity assays pairing symbiotic Pseudonocardia against a fungal parasite Trichoderma.
Negative control plate for Trichoderma sp. is shown as a comparison to experimental plates. JKS002562
was the only isolate to produce a zone of inhibition. JKS002530 and JKS002563 are representative of the
bioassays conducted using all other Pseudonocardia isolated from ant colony JKH000266, none of which
produced a zone of inhibition.
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Figure 3.6. PCR screen for BGC-15 in all Pseudonocardia strains isolated from colony JKH000266. Lanes
marked “-“ are negative controls for the PCR master mix with no DNA added. (A) PCR screen using DNA
extracted from Pseudonocardia bioassay control plates. Escherichia coli and T. septentrionalis
Pseudoncoardia strain JKS002507 were used as negative controls when testing for the presence of BGC15. (B) PCR screen using cells taken directly from 15% glycerol frozen spore stocks.
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Chapter 3 Supplemental Tables

Supplementary Table S.3.1. Genome sizes of free-living Pseudonocardia strains.
Strain

Genbank Accession Number

Genome Size

Pseudonocardia dioxanivorans

GCA_000196675.1

7,303,989

Pseudonocardia asaccharolytica

GCA_000423625.1

5,056,835

Pseudonocardia spinosispora

GCA_000429025.1

9,537,556

Pseudonocardia acaciae

GCA_000620785.1

9,931,328

Pseudonocardia autotrophica

GCA_000717175.1

8,023,843

Pseudonocardia tetrahydrofuranoxydans

GCA_001313405.1

2,134,950

Pseudonocardia chloroethenivorans

GCA_001313845.1

3,365,015

Pseudonocardia sp. SCN 72-86

GCA_001724645.1

6,554,597

Pseudonocardia autotrophica

GCA_001902615.1

5,830,096

Pseudonocardia autotrophica

GCA_002119215.1

7,351,656

Pseudonocardia alni

GCA_002813375.1

5,994,807

Pseudonocaria hydrocarbonoxydans

GCA_006539565.1

5,290,052

Pseudonocardia sulfidoxydans

GCA_007989085.1

6,576,285
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Supplemental Table S3.2. Summary of Pseudonocardia chromosome assemblies and plasmid contig
collections used in this study.
Strain

# contigs > 500 bps

total length (bps)

%GC

Chromosome assembly
JKS002530

7

5,930,082

74.00

JKS002554

84

5,912,083

74.05

JKS002557

82

5,912,851

74.05

JKS002558

88

5,913,328

74.05

JKS002560

85

5,912,282

74.05

JKS002561

86

5,910,374

74.05

JKS002562

91

5,909,675

74.05

JKS002563

80

5,912,945

74.05

JKS002566

93

5,909,448

74.05

JKS002567

91

5,910,055

74.05

JKS002568

83

5,914,405

74.05

JKS002569

87

5,911,919

74.05

JKS002570

86

5,913,270

74.05

Plasmid contig collection
JKS002530 TruSeq

98

440,984

68.33

JKS002530 Hyrbid

26

513,335

68.25

JKS002554

77

348,307

67.94

JKS002557

76

353,019

67.88

JKS002558

81

355,767

67.88

JKS002560

75

350,107

67.91

JKS002561

75

350,107

67.91

JKS002562

70

358,653

68.43

JKS002563

72

347,862

67.87

87

JKS002566

77

346,691

68.01

JKS002567

76

348,599

67.96

JKS002568

75

329,718

67.86

JKS002569

78

356,163

67.88

JKS002570

73

349,060

67.88
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Supplemental Table S.3.3 SnpEff and BLAST summary for chromosome coding region (CDS) variants outside regions of recombination found in 9
genes with ³ 2 SNPs, chromosome CDS variants inside regions of recombination, plasmid CDS variants outside regions of recombination and
plasmid CDS variants inside regions of recombination.
Contig Position Type Ref.

Alt. Nucleotide Amino Acid
Position
Position

Effect

Strains with Locus Tag Gene
Variant

Product

BLAST
BLAST
Description Accession for
Top Hit

Chromosome CDS variants outside regions of recombination
1

199405 SNP

G

C

292/897

98/298

missense
c.292C>G
p.Pro98Ala

JKS0002558, HLA69_00 eamA putative amino-acid
JKS002560
191
metabolite efflux pump

1

858827 del

GC

G

206/1137

69/378

Frameshift
c.206delG
p.Gly69fs

JKS002558, HLA69_00
JKS002560,
739
JKS002566

1

981134

G

1

981127 del

AGG

A

1068/1716 356/571

1

981275 snp

C

G

921/1716

ins

GAC 1061/1716 354/571

307/571

hypothetical protein

NA

NA

DUF4192 WP_1496656
family
06.1
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

Frameshift
JKS002561 HLA69_00 qcrB
Cytochrome bc1
c.1061_1062insGT
853
complex cytochrome b
p.Gly355fs
subunit

NA

NA

Frameshift
JKS002561 HLA69_00 qcrB
Cytochrome bc1
c.1067_1068delCC
853
complex cytochrome b
p.Ala356fs
subunit

NA

NA

NA

NA

synonymous_
c.921G>C
p.Ser307Ser

JKS002569 HLA69_00 qcrB
Cytochrome bc1
853
complex cytochrome b
subunit

89

1

1176829 snp

C

G

682/1146

228/381

missense_
c.682G>C
p.Ala228Pro

JKS002561, HLA69_01 desA3
JKS002567
038
_1

NADPH-dependent
stearoyl-CoA 9desaturase

1

1465956 del

AG

A

292/1053

98/350

frameshift_
c.292delG
p.Val98fs

JKS002554, HLA69_01
JKS002557,
332
JKS002561,
JKS002562,
JKS002563,
JKS002568

hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]

1

3250583 del

TC

T

814/858

272/285

frameshift_
c.814delC
p.Arg272fs

JKS002554, HLA69_03
JKS0025601,
003
JKS002562,
JKS002563

hypothetical protein

PucR family WP_1496639
transcriptio
85.1
nal
regulator
[Pseudonoc
ardia ep.
EV17052709]

1

3774624 ins

T

TG

181/987

61/328

frameshift
c.180dupG
p.Cys61fs

JKS002557, HLA69_03
JKS002560,
516
JKS002563,
JKS002570

hypothetical protein

Phosphotra WP_1496668
nsferase
42.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

1

4242473 ins

T

TC

896/915

299/304

frameshift
c.895dupC
p.Arg299fs

JKS002554, HLA69_03 mdtD
JKS002557,
962
_4
JKS002558,
JKS002560,
JKS002561,
JKS002566,
JKS002568

90

Putative multidrug
resistance protein
MdtD

NA

NA

NA

NA

1

5255766 compl AT
ex

GG

85/762

28/253

missense_
JKS002554, HLA69_04 hcaB_ 3-phenylpropionatec.84_85delATinsC JKS002563
894
6
dihydrodiol/cinnamic
C p.Cys29Arg
acid-dihydrodiol
dehydrogenase

NA

NA

Chromosome CDS variants inside regions of recombination
1

3671515 snp

T

C

1357/1377 453/458

missense_
c.1357A>G
p.Ser453Gly

JKS002557, HLA69_03
JKS002570
420

hypothetical protein Recombinas WP_0136733
e family
85.1
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia
dioxanivora
ns]

1

3671522 snp

T

A

1350/1377 450/458

synonymous
c.1350A>T
p.Ala450Ala

JKS002557, HLA69_03
JKS002570
420

hypothetical protein Recombinas WP_0136733
e family
85.1
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia
dioxanivora
ns]

1

3671528 compl TC
ex

AA

1344/1377 448/458

missense_
JKS002570 HLA69_03
c.1343_1344delG
420
AinsTT
p.Gly448Val

hypothetical protein Recombinas WP_0136733
e family
85.1
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia
dioxanivora
ns]

1

3674239 snp

A

G

303/864

101/287

synonymous_
c.303G>A
p.Arg101Arg

JKS002567, HLA69_03
JKS002568
423

91

IS3 family transposase
ISBli35

NA

NA

1

3674257 snp

T

321/864

107/287

synonymous_vari JKS002567, HLA69_03
ant c.321T>C
JKS002568
423
p.His107His

1

1465957 compl GTGG TGGC 292/1053
ex CCC CG

98/350

frameshift_variant JKS002567 HLA69_01
&missense_
332
c.292_298delGTG
GCCCinsTGGCCG
p.Val98fs

1

1465971 snp

306/1053

102/350

1

1465977 compl TTGG CGCG 312/1053
ex GTG GTC

1

G

C

C

synonymous
c.306G>C
p.Thr102Thr

IS3 family transposase
ISBli35

NA

NA

hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]

JKS002567 HLA69_01
332

hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]

104/350

missense
JKS002567 HLA69_01
c.312_318delTTG
332
GGTGinsCGCGGTC
p.Trp105Ala

hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]

1465992 compl ATGC CTGT 327/1053
ex

109/350

synonymous_
JKS002567 HLA69_01
c.327_330delATG
332
CinsCTGT p.111

hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]

1

1466007 compl CCTG GCTC 342/1053
ex GCCC TCCC
CTG ACA

114/350

missense
JKS002567 HLA69_01
c.342_352delCCT
332
GGCCCCTGinsGCT
CTCCCACA
p.AlaProVal116Ser
HisIle

hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]

1

1466025 compl CGC GGG 360/1053
ex

120/350

missense
JKS002567 HLA69_01
c.360_362delCGCi
332
nsGGG
p.Ala121Gly

hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]

92

1

1466037 compl ACCG GCCG 372/1053
ex GTA CTG

124/350

1

1466052 snp

129/350

T

C

387/1053

missense
JKS002567 HLA69_01
c.372_378delACC
332
GGTAinsGCCGCTG
p.Val126Leu
synonymous
c.387T>C
p.Tyr129Tyr

JKS002567 HLA69_01
332

hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]
hypothetical protein IS481 family WP_1008786
transposase
40.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia alni]

Plasmid CDS variants outside regions of recombination
7

6256

snp

G

A

844/1254

282/417

missense
c.844G>A
p.Val282Ile

JKS002557, HLA69_00
JKS002558
352

IS256 family
transposase IS1164

NA

NA

10

12395

snp

G

A

192/1371

64/456

synonymous
c.192C>T
p.Ile64Ile

JKS002557, HLA69_00 mdtD
JKS002568,
448
JKS002569

Putative multidrug
resistance protein
MdtD

NA

NA

13

1986

ins

C

CG

14/228

5/75.0

hypothetical protein

NA*

NA

17

877

snp

C

A

A:19 C:0

150/454

17

882

AGA:19
CGC:0

151/454

compl CGC AGA
ex

frameshift
JKS002557, HLA69_00
c.13dupG p.Val5fs JKS002568,
481
JKS002569
missense
c.448C>A
p.His150Asn

JKS002562 HLA69_00
510

hypothetical protein

IS21 family WP_0537151
transposase
76.1
[Saccharothr
ix sp. NRRL
B-16348]

missense
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.453_455delCGCi
510
nsAGA
p.Ala152Asp

hypothetical protein

IS21 family WP_0537151
transposase
76.1
[Saccharothr
ix sp. NRRL
B-16348]
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17

1569

snp

G

T

T:20 G:0

380/454

missense
c.1140G>T
p.Glu380Asp

JKS002562 HLA69_00
510

hypothetical protein

5

31143

snp

G

C

C:19 G:0

410/529

synonymous
c.1230C>G
p.Arg410Arg

JKS002562 HLA69_00
299

hypothetical protein ATP-binding WP_1496662
protein
99.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

5

31377

snp

G

A

A:20 G:0

332/529

synonymous
c.996C>T
p.Asn332Asn

JKS002562 HLA69_00
299

hypothetical protein ATP-binding WP_1496662
protein
99.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

5

31383

snp

G

C

C:20 G:0

330/529

synonymous
c.990C>G
p.Pro330Pro

JKS002562 HLA69_00
299

hypothetical protein ATP-binding WP_1496662
protein
99.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

5

31446

snp

G

A

A:20 G:0

309/529

synonymous
c.927C>T
p.Arg309Arg

JKS002562 HLA69_00
299

hypothetical protein ATP-binding WP_1496662
protein
99.1
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]
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IS21 family WP_0537151
transposase
76.1
[Saccharothr
ix sp. NRRL
B-16348]

11

318

snp

T

C

400/573

134/190

missense
c.400A>G
p.Thr134Ala

JKS002562 HLA69_00
452

IS5 family transposase
ISBli8

NA

NA

11

335

snp

T

C

383/573

128/190

Missense
c.383A>G
p.His128Arg

JKS002562 HLA69_00
452

IS5 family transposase
ISBli8

NA

NA

11

403

snp

T

C

315/573

105/190

synonymous
c.315A>G
p.Glu105Glu

JKS002562 HLA69_00
452

IS5 family transposase
ISBli8

NA

NA

11

468

snp

G

A

250/573

84/190

stop_gained
c.250C>T
p.Arg84*

JKS002562 HLA69_00
452

IS5 family transposase
ISBli8

NA

NA

11

3416

snp

C

T

116/549

39/182

missense
c.116C>T
p.Pro39Leu

JKS002562 HLA69_00
455

hypothetical protein Hypothetical

NA

11

3531

snp

G

A

231/549

77/182

synonymous
c.231G>A
p.Arg77Arg

JKS002562 HLA69_00
455

hypothetical protein hypothetical

NA

Plasmid CDS variants inside regions of recombination
7

3036

snp

G

A

762/846

254/281

synonymous
c.762C>T
p.Val254Val

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

95

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3043

7

snp

755/846

252/281

3056 compl TGCT CGCT
ex GTCG ATCA
GGC GGG

742/846

244/281

7

3099

G

A

699/846

233/281

7

3119 compl TT
ex

GC

679/846

226/281

snp

G

A

missense
c.755C>T
p.Ala252Val

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

missense
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.732_742delGCC
349
CGACAGCAinsCCC
TGATAGCG
p.Thr248Ala

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

missense
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.678_679delAAin
349
sGC p.Ile227Leu

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc

synonymous
c.699C>T
p.Cys233Cys

96

ardia sp.
EV17052709]
7

3131 compl TT
ex

GC

667/846

222/281

missense
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.666_667delAAin
349
sGC p.Lys223Gln

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3167 compl TT
ex

GC

631/846

210/281

missense
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.630_631delAAin
349
sGC p.Met211Leu

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3199

T

599/846

200/281

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

snp

C

missense
c.599G>A
p.Arg200His

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349
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7

3216

snp

C

T

582/846

194/281

synonymous
c.582G>A
p.Gly194Gly

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3225

snp

C

G

573/846

191/281

missense
c.573G>C
p.Gln191His

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3234 compl ACGT GCGG 564/846
ex

187/281

synonymous
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.561_564delACG
349
TinsCCGC p.189

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3363 compl AAGG GAGT 435/846
ex

144/281

synonymous
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.432_435delCCTT
349
insACTC p.146

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
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ardia sp.
EV17052709]
7

3375 compl CTGT TTGG 423/846
ex

140/281

synonymous
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.420_423delACA
349
GinsCCAA p.142

7

3420

snp

G

T

378/846

126/281

synonymous
c.378C>A
p.Ala126Ala

7

3441

snp

A

G

357/846

119/281

synonymous_
c.357T>C
p.Ala119Ala

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]
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7

3462

snp

G

T

336/846

112/281

synonymous
c.336C>A
p.Gly112Gly

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3566

snp

A

G

232/846

78/281

synonymous
c.232T>C
p.Leu78Leu

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3579

snp

A

T

219/846

73/281

synonymous
c.219T>A
p.Pro73Pro

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3585

snp

T

G

213/846

71/281

synonymous
c.213A>C
p.Ala71Ala

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc

100

ardia sp.
EV17052709]
7

3591 compl CGCC GGCG 207/846
ex GCCT GCTT
GC
GT

66/281

synonymous
JKS002562 HLA69_00
c.198_207delGCA
349
GGCGGCGinsACA
AGCCGCC p.70

7

3654

snp

A

G

144/846

48/281

synonymous
c.144T>C
p.Asp48Asp

7

3670

snp

T

C

128/846

43/281

missense
c.128A>G
p.His43Arg

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]
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7

3698

snp

T

G

100/846

34/281

synonymous
c.100A>C
p.Arg34Arg

JKS002562 HLA69_00
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

3706

snp

A

G

92/846

31/281

missense c.92T>C JKS002562 HLA69_00
p.Ile31Thr
349

hypothetical protein

TraM
WP_1496667
recognition
73.1
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonoc
ardia sp.
EV17052709]

7

15128

snp

A

G

191/555

64/184

missense
c.191T>C
p.Val64Ala

JKS002562 HLA69_00
362

hypothetical protein

Polyketide WP_1496669
cyclase
59.1

7

15155

snp

C

T

164/555

55/184

missense
c.164G>A
p.Gly55Asp

JKS002562 HLA69_00
362

hypothetical protein

Polyketide WP_1496669
cyclase
59.1
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Supplemental Table S3.4 Summary of MinION and Illumina sequencing and NCBI BioSample Accession
numbers for each isolate.

Colony

Strain ID

Coverage

NCBI BioSample Number

JKH000266 JKS002530

76X TruSeq/60X MinION

SAMN14596002

JKH000266 JKS002554

75X

SAMN14732987

JKH000266 JKS002557

139X

SAMN14732988

JKH000266 JKS002558

70X

SAMN14732989

JKH000266 JKS002560

56X

SAMN14732990

JKH000266 JKS002561

101X

SAMN14732991

JKH000266 JKS002562

32X

SAMN14732992

JKH000266 JKS002563

143X

SAMN14732993

JKH000266 JKS002566

28X

SAMN14732994

JKH000266 JKS002567

35X

SAMN14732995

JKH000266 JKS002568

62X

SAMN14732996

JKH000266 JKS002569

73X

SAMN14732997

JKH000266 JKS002570

72X

SAMN14732998
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Supplemental Table S3.5 Summary of genes found in the region of recombination detected in plasmid JKS002562.
Locus Tag

Product

BLAST
Description

BLAST
Max
Score

BLAST
Total
Score

BLAST
Query
Coverage

BLAST
e
value

BLAST
Percent
Identity

BLAST Accession
for Top Hit

HLA69_00348

Hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00349

Hypothetical

TraM recognition
domaincontaining
protein
[Pseudonocardia
sp. EV170527-09]

564

564

100%

0

100%

WP_149666773.1

HLA69_00350

IS256 family transposase ISArsp4

HLA69_00351

hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00352

IS256 family transposase IS1164

HLA69_00353

Hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00354

Hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00355

Hypothetical

Transposase
[Pseudonocardia
sp. HH130630-07]

155

155

78%

6E-45

96.15%

WP_068796318.1

DINCIFNH_00356

IS5 family transposase ISSav6

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00357

Hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00358

Hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00359

Hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00360

Hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HLA69_00361

Hypothetical

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
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HLA69_00362

Hypothetical

Polyketide
cyclase

105

257

257

68%

1E-85

100%

WP_149666959.1

Supplementary Table S.3.6 Summary of antiSMASH knownclusterblast comparison between JKH000266 Pseudonocardia chromosome and
plasmid BGCs and the MiBig database. Percent similarity scores < 30% are marked with an asterisk (*) to indicate that these are likely to include
false positive matches.
ClustCompare BGC Group

Type

Top MiBig hit

% Similarity

Closest strain

BGC-1

T1PKS

Nystatin

78%

Streptomyces albulus

2

Other/Nrps

Cahuitamycin

28% *

3

Other/Nrps-type1PKS-otherKS

Himastatin

28% *

Streptomyces himastatinicus ATCC
53653

4

Terpene

Phenalinolactone

8% *

Streptomyces sp. Tu6071

5

T1pks-Nrps

UK68597

4% *

Actinoplanes sp. ATCC 53533

6

Bacteriocin

NA

NA

7

Ectoine

Ectoine

100%

Streptomyces anulatus

8

Terpene

SF2575

6% *

Streptomyces sp. SF2575

9

Bacteriocin

NA

NA

10

Terpene

Isorenieratene

28% *

Streptomyces griseus subsp. griseus
NBRC 13350

11

Other-Nrps

Coelibactin

27% *

Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2)

12

Oligosaccharide

NA

NA

Lantipeptide

NA

NA

Chromosome

Plasmid
13

106

14

Thiopeptide

GE37468

100%

15

Lassopeptide

NA

NA
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Streptomyces sp. ATCC 55365
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JKS002530

JKS002554

JKS002554

JKS200557

JKS200557
0.006

JKS002558

JKS002558
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JKS002560

JKS002561

JKS002561

JKS002562

JKS002562

JKS002563

JKS002563
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JKS002566
JKS002567

JKS002568
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JKS002563

JKS002562

JKS002561
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JKS002566

0.004

JKS002554

JKS002560

Supplementary Figure S3.1. Comparison of Pseudonocardia assemblies generated in this study.
Heatmaps depict MASH distances between the assemblies of all colony JKH000266 Pseudonocardia
based on their shared k-mer content for (A) chromosomes, and (B) plasmids.
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0

A.

B.

Supplemental Figure S.3.2. Recombination analyses. Unrooted phylogenetic trees were built using the
number of SNPs found in each assembly relative to the reference, unbiased by regions of recombination,
and represent the phylogenetic relationships between these strains. Blue bars indicate regions where
recombination has occurred in these assemblies. (A) Chromosomal regions of recombination for all
colony JKH000266 Pseudonocardia chromosome assemblies. The yellow bar along the top depicts the
JKS002530 reference chromosome assembly annotation. (B) Plasmid regions of recombination for all
colony JKH000266 Pseudonocardia plasmid assemblies. The bar along the top depicts the JKS002530
reference plasmid assembly, the yellow and red blocks indicate different contigs. The blue box indicates
the region of recombination detected in strain JKS002562.
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Supplemental Figure S.3.3. Anvi’o analysis of gene annotation similarity for all colony JKH000266
Pseudonocardia plasmids with the location of transposase genes in each plasmid. A presence/absence
heatmap is represented along the 13 innermost rings, dark purple indicates regions where genes are
100% homologous to genes found in at least 2 plasmid assemblies and light purple indicates regions
where genes are absent. Statistics for the number of contributing genomes per gene call, number of
genes in each gene call, and the maximum number of paralogous genes per gene call are all represented
in concentric ring bar charts in blue. Singleton core gene clusters found in all 13 plasmids are
represented in red. The outermost green ring indicates a gene annotation as predicted by prokka and
location of each transposase annotation is indicated. These gene annotations were used to identify
transposase genes and are labeled on the edge of the figure. Additional statistics summarizing the
number of unique singleton gene clusters per assmebly, total number of gene clusters, number to genes
per kbp, genetic redundancy, assembly completion, GC content, and assembly length are represented in
the bar charts adjacent to the circular plot.
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Supplemental Figure S.3.4. IGV screen shot of reads from all JKH000266 Pseudonocardia strains that
map to the BGC-15 lassopeptide from strain JKS002530. The entire BGC-15 antiSMASH annotation is
depicted in pink bars along the bottom. Each row represents the BAM read mapping coverage for
individual strains. JKS002530 has two rows, one for MinION (top row) and one for Illumina (second row)
mapping coverage. The range of sequencing read depth for is depicted in brackets on the left.
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Chapter 4. Influence of Geography on T. septentrionalisassociated Pseudonocardia Population Structure and
Biosynthetic Gene Cluster Diversity
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Introduction
Beneficial symbiotic partnerships between eukaryotic organisms and bacteria play an integral
role in maintaining the fitness of both hosts and microbes (Fisher et al., 2017). Often, these symbiotic
partners are reciprocally dependent on one another for access to specific niches, protection, and
resources (McCutcheon et al., 2009). There are two major strategies for symbiont transmission: vertical
transmission that relies on parent to offspring transfer of symbionts, and horizontal acquisition that
relies on recruiting appropriate symbiotic partners from the environment (Bright & Bulgheresi, 2010).
These modes of transmission shape symbiont evolution and provide an opportunity to study how hostsymbiont populations are structured over geographic space. However, it is important to note that these
modes of transmission are not mutually exclusive. Insect-microbe symbioses include some of the beststudied relationships between a eukaryotic host and their microbial symbionts, and are often
characterized by a defensive actinobacterium that offers the host chemical protection in exchange for
niche and nutrient access (Van Arnam et al., 2018). Understanding the influence of host-associated
geographic population structure and the influence of local adaptation is particularly important for these
defensive actinomycetes, because they often encounter a gradient of antagonists within their
environmental niche (Schlatter & Kinkel, 2014).
The ancient fungus-growing (Attine) ants and their microbial symbionts are an intriguing system
for studying how patterns of host distribution effect symbiont population structure. The ants farm a
basidiomycete Leucoagaricus fungus (the cultivar) that serves as their main food source (Weber, 1972).
The cultivar was initially thought to strictly be vertically propagated from maternal to offspring nests
(Mueller et al., 2017), leading to coevolution and exclusive relationships between the ants and their
obligate nutritional symbiont, as is the case with Cyphomyrmex wheeleri (Mehdiabadi et al., 2012).
Although vertical transmission does occur when a virgin queen leaves her native nest to found a new
colony, for many fungus-growing ant species there is increasing evidence for horizontal acquisition of
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novel cultivar strains, exchange of fungal clones between colonies, admixture, and selective sweeps of
cultivars through attine populations (Deininger, 2019; Howe et al., 2018; Mikheyev et al., 2007, 2010;
Mueller et al., 2017). These non-vertical transmission events occur often enough to lead to “diffuse”
coevolution (Mikheyev et al., 2007) and relatively weak or non-existent relationships between ant and
cultivar population structures. Although population structure may be limited, there is evidence for local
adaptation, particularly in Atta texana cultivars that display increasing cold tolerance along their
latitudinal gradient (Mueller et al., 2011). This selection for more cold-tolerant cultivar variants has
allowed A. texana to expand their ecological niche along the northern frontier of their range.
Cultivar fungi are often parasitized by either the specific-coevolved fungal pathogen Escovopsis,
in the case of tropical attines (Currie, Mueller, et al., 1999), or by more general fungal pathogens, as
seen in North American attine species (Rodrigues et al., 2011). To protect against these pathogens, the
ants engage in grooming behaviors to remove infected pieces of fungus-garden (Little et al., 2006), and
maintain an actinobacterial exosymbiont, Pseudonocardia, that deploys antimicrobial chemical defenses
against fungal invaders. Unlike the cultivar symbiont, Pseudonocardia often displays high degrees of
host specificity and population structure that is congruent with the biogeography of their ant hosts
(Caldera & Currie, 2012; Mcdonald et al., 2019). Patterns of specificity between ants and
Pseudonocardia are also supported on a broad level. Carfaro et al. (Cafaro et al., 2011) generated paired
ant and Pseudonocardia phylogenies that showed a significant pattern of specificity between fungusgrowing ant species and their respective Pseudonocardia. This study places ant Pseudonocardia
symbionts into 6 distinct clades, covering most, but not all, of ant symbiont diversity.
One explanation for such matching population structures and high host specificity is the
hypothesis that Pseudonocardia symbionts are under selection that follows the Red Queen hypothesis
(Andersen et al., 2013; Currie, Bot, et al., 2003). In this model, ant-associated Pseudonocardia are under
constant selection to either evolve by mutation and/or recombination, or acquire novel antimicrobials
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to maintain a competitive advantage over fungal pathogens that are also constantly evolving ways to
overcome the ant’s defenses. Because of such optimized defense, the ants would have a fitness
incentive to maintain their Pseudonocardia symbiont (Scheuring & Yu, 2012). However, the ecological
role of Pseudonocardia likely extends beyond cultivar-fungal pathogen interactions. Pseudonocardia
antimicrobial activity has been demonstrated against ant entomopathogens (De Souza et al., 2013;
Mattoso et al., 2012), as well as other sympatric Pseudonocardia and actinomycete strains (Poulsen et
al., 2007; Van Arnam et al., 2015). Bioactivity against entomopathogens is hypothesized to be
particularly important for newly eclosed and young (< 2 weeks) worker ants whose immune system has
not yet fully developed and who need additional defensive support from Pseudonocardia (De Souza et
al., 2013; Mattoso et al., 2012). In contrast, Pseudonocardia strains that inhibit the growth of other
actinomycetes may use antibiotics for more “selfish” reasons: preventing novel strains from invading
and colonizing the specialized ant-cuticle niche (Poulsen et al., 2007). Although defense against other
Pseudonocardia or actinomycete strains ensures ant-Pseudonocardia specificity, this self-propagating
strategy potentially harms the overall symbiosis, because selection for antibiotic production might
lesson Pseudonocardia’s evolutionary investment in antifungal defense if the target of selection
becomes antibacterial defense of its niche instead of antifungal defense of the ant and/or cultivar.
Like the cultivar fungus, Pseudonocardia was initially believed to strictly be vertically propagated
from mother to daughter ant colonies (Currie, Scott, et al., 1999). In theory, evolutionary selection to
maintain suitable defensive symbionts coupled with vertical transmission should lead to coevolution
between the ants and their Pseudonocardia symbionts. However, hallmarks of strict vertical
transmission and co-evolution, such as a reduction in the genome size of ant-associated Pseudonocardia
relative to free-living strains, is not observed (Holmes et al., 2016; Yamamoto et al., 2017). Other studies
have shown the potential for symbiont swapping between colonies originating from the same
geographic location (i.e., sympatric) (Andersen et al., 2015; Marsh et al., 2014), occasional horizontal
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acquisition of environmental isolates (Cafaro et al., 2011; Poulsen et al., 2005), and the possibility that
multiple actinobacterial strains can colonize individual colonies (Ishak et al., 2011; Sen et al., 2009).
A mixed model of symbiont transmission whereby Pseudonocardia is vertically propagated while
also allowing for environmental sampling that increases host chemical defenses, has therefore been
proposed (Mueller et al., 2008; Scheuring & Yu, 2012; Sen et al., 2009). Previous research has suggested
that while Pseudonocardia symbionts may be the dominant members of the ant-cuticle community,
other actinomycete bacteria may be able to establish a foothold within this niche and contribute their
defensive BGCs to protecting the ant host (Scheuring & Yu, 2012). Some evidence for a mixed-model of
acquisition that boosts actinobacterial chemical defenses has been presented. Sen et al. (2009) found
both Pseudonocardia and the closely-related actinomycete bacterium Amycolatopsis on Acromyrmex
ants. In inhibition assays, both microbes displayed generalized antifungal activity against a range of antassociated fungi, including Escovopsis, entomopathogens, saprotrophs, and endophytes (Sen et al.,
2009). Similarly, Barke at al. (2010) found Streptomyces present on Acromyrmex octospinosus ants that
inhibited both Escovopsis and the human fungal pathogen Candida via production of the antifungal
candicidin (Barke et al., 2010). Schoenian et al. (2011) also found that Streptomyces strains isolated from
Acromyrmex ants produced the antimicrobials actinomycin C, D, and X2, as well as valinomycin, and that
these antimicrobials inhibited the growth of both fungal pathogens and fungal entomopathogens
(Schoenian et al., 2011). When extracts of these compounds were pooled, they synergistically led to
increased inhibition of Escovopsis. These antimicrobials were not only found in bioassays, but they were
also present on the cultivar, in waste piles, and on the integuments of the ants themselves. These
compounds could potentially add to the antimicrobial arsenal already produced by Pseudonocardia
symbionts that includes selvamicin (Van Arnam et al., 2016), rebeccamycin (Van Arnam et al., 2015),
dentigerumycin (Oh, Poulsen, et al., 2009a), gerumycins A-C (Sit et al., 2015), and nystatin-like antifungal
polyenes (Holmes et al., 2016; Seipke et al., 2012). Although these studies support the hypothesis that
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other actinomycetes such as Streptomyces may contribute to antimicrobial defense, these other
actinomycetes have not yet been shown to be established symbionts. But that does not mean their
antimicrobial capabilities can be discounted, because the genes that encode for these antimicrobials
could be comprise a BGC pool from which Pseudonocardia strains might acquire new antimicrobial
defenses.
The antimicrobials produced by symbiotic Pseudonocardia are encoded on secondary
metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs). Those that produce nonribosomal peptides (NRPS) and
polyketide synthases (PKS) are modular in nature, allowing for some antimicrobial diversity to evolve via
recombination or rearrangement of these genes (Ginolhac et al., 2005; Holmes et al., 2016). Structural
rearrangements of PKS genes that encode for nystatin-like compounds particularly generate antifungal
diversity in the fungus-growing ant symbiosis. Holmes et al. (2016) found that sympatric Acromyrmexassociated Pseudonocardia isolates (PS1 and PS2) maintained genes that encoded for distinct nystatinlike antifungals. Pseudonocardia strain PS1 was predicted to produce an antifungal polyene that is nearly
identical to the previously identified Pseudonocardia compound Nystatin P1 (Barke et al., 2010; Holmes
et al., 2016). However, the antifungal BGC annotated in the genome of Pseudonocardia PS2 was
structurally distinct and predicted to produce a metabolite with different biological properties. The
difference between these two antifungal genes lies in structural rearrangements of the polyketide
scaffold. Although Holmes et al. (2016) demonstrated that structural rearrangements can lead to
different compounds, Sit et al. (2015) showed that variable genetic architectures can also produce the
exact same compound (Sit et al., 2015). BGC rearrangements therefore cannot always be relied upon to
produce antimicrobial diversity.
Recent studies have shown that BGCs that encode for Pseudonocardia’s chemical defenses are
housed on the symbiont chromosome, but importantly, are also found on plasmids (Ruzzini & Clardy,
2016; Sit et al., 2015; Van Arnam et al., 2015, 2016). These plasmids encode BGCs that are associated
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with niche defense that is specific to a local geographic region (Caldera et al., 2019; Mcdonald et al.,
2019; Van Arnam et al., 2015). For example, Van Arnam et al. (2015) tested two sympatric
Pseuodnocardia isolates (BCI1 and BCI2) sampled from two Apterostigma dentigerum colonies located
close to one another on Barro Colorado Island, Panama. On a chromosomal level, these isolates
displayed identical 16S rRNA genes and > 98% average nucleotide identity. However, when the ability of
these two isolates to defend their niche against other Pseudonocardia strains was tested, isolate BCI2
significantly inhibited the other Pseudonocardia strains but isolate BCI1 did not. This was due to the
presence of a rebeccamycin BGC encoded a plasmid that was uniquely present in BCI2 but not in BCI1.
Similarly, McDonald et al. (2019) found that geography plays a significant role in structuring both the
genetic population structure and BGC composition of Apterostigma Pseudonocardia symbionts sampled
from a 20 kilometer transect in the Panama canal zone (Mcdonald et al., 2019). However whether this
difference in BGC composition is due to plasmid-encoded defenses is unknown.
In this work, we determined the place of T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia
symbionts in the broader attine-actinomycete phylogeny established by Cafaro et al. (2011), in which T.
septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia were not included. In addition, we expanded our
understanding of T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia population structure in the Eastern US by
sequencing entire Pseudonocardia genomes, rather than relying on a single housekeeping gene with
poor phylogenetic resolution. These genomes were used to further study biosynthetic gene capacity.
Although local adaptation of Pseudonocardia defensive genes has been demonstrated in Panamanian
fungus-growing ants, no study has examined the potential for local adaptation of T. septentrionalisassociated Pseudonocardia via their BGC composition. We predict that: (1) both T. septentrionalisassociated Pseudonocardia chromosome and plasmid phylogenies will be congruent with a geographic
gradient following a north to south transect along the Eastern US seaboard, and (2) biogeography will
shape the BGC composition of Pseudonocardia symbiont chromosomes and plasmids.
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Methods
Colony Collection and Strain Isolation
Trachymyrmex septentrionalis colonies were collected during 2014–2017. Permits for collecting
colonies were obtained for all collection sites: State of New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection Division of Parks and Forestry State Park Service Unnumbered Letters of Authorization; North
Carolina Division of Parks and Recreation Scientific Research and Collecting Permit 2015_0030; Florida
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services unnumbered Letter of Authorization; Georgia
Department of Natural Resources State Parks & Historic Sites Scientific Research and Collection Permit
032015; Georgia Department of Natural Resources Wildlife Resources Division Unnumbered Letter of
Authorization; Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Special Use Permit to Conduct Research
on Wildlife Management Areas WL-Research-2016-10; New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation License to Collect or Possess: Scientific # 915: 2014–2015, 2015–2016, 2017–2018 and
County of Suffolk Department of Parks, Recreation and Conservation “Permit for Research in Suffolk
County Parklands” (unnumbered): 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017. Colonies were identified by their “halfmoon” shape and the presence of active T. septentrionalis workers (Lee et al., 2019). All colonies were
maintained in lab until sampling (Sosa-Calvo et al., 2015).
All Pseudonocardia strains were isolated by scraping an individual worker ant’s propleural plate
with a sterile needle under a dissecting microscope and then streaking this inoculum onto chitin agar
(3g/L chitin [Sigma], 15 g/L agar [Fisher Scientific]) + antifungals (50 mg/L nystatin [Fisher Scientific], 50
mg/L cycloheximide [Fisher Scientific], filter-sterilized using a polyester filter with a pore size of 0.22 µm
[Omega Scientific SD Filter-PES-0/22-13-S] and added after autoclaving) (Marsh 2014). Chitin plates were
incubated aerobically at 30°C for 2 weeks. One isolate was picked from each chitin plate and streaked
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onto YMEA (4 g/L yeast extract [Fisher Scientific], 4 g/L dextrose [Fisher Scientific], 10 g/L malt extract
[Fisher Scientific], 15 g/L agar [Fisher Scientific]) + the antifungals described above (Currie, 2006),
incubated aerobically at 30°C, and then restreaked a second time for purity. Frozen stocks were
generated using these pure cultures by passing a sterile cotton swab over the white spore growth on
each plate and collecting the spores in 1 mL of sterilized 15% glycerol (Fisher Scientific), and were stored
at -80°C for up to four years. All T. septentrionalis symbionts isolated for this study are listed in
Supplemental Table S4.1.

Library Preparation and Sequencing
All Pseudonocardia frozen stocks were thawed on ice and gently vortexed to resuspend the
spore solution. Strains were aseptically streaked onto YMEA + antifungal agar and grown at 30°C for two
weeks, and then streaked a second time for isolation. Pure culture plates were grown at 30°C for one
week or until suitable biomass was present for DNA extraction.
DNA was extracted from Pseudonocardia colonies using the Epicenter MasterPure Complete
DNA and RNA kit following the manufacturer’s protocol. Twenty-six strains were selected for both
Illumina TruSeq DNA PCR-Free and Oxford Nanopore MinION sequencing (ONT). These strains included
at least one representative isolate from each sampling site across the 6 states presented in this study
(Supplemental Table S4.1). The DNA extraction for these strains was performed using wide-bore tips and
minimal vortexing to prevent shearing. The quality of the extracted DNA was evaluated using an Agilent
TapeStation 2200 following standard methods for genomic DNA. Oxford Nanopore MinION sequencing
libraries for strains JKS002056, JKS002072, and JKS002128 that were originally generated during our
prior study Goldstein et al. (2019) (Goldstein et al., 2019), and were prepared following the ONT “1D
gDNA Selecting for Long Reads Using SQK-LSK108” protocol (downloaded
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from https://nanoporetech.com/resource-centre/protocols on Dec 20, 2016) and sequenced on
individual R9.4 flow cells. These three strains were sequenced using the ONT MinKNOW
NC_48h_Sequencing_Run_FLO-MIN106_SQK-LSK108 protocol. Strain JKS002072 was sequenced twice
and data was combined for all analyses. All other ONT libraries were prepared following SQK-LSK
Ligation Sequencing and EXP-NBD103 Native Barcode Expansion kits following the “Native Barcoding
Genomic DNA Sequencing for the MinION Device protocol” (downloaded from
https://nanoporetech.com/resource-centre/protocols on February, 24, 2019), and a total of 4
sequencing runs were completed on R9.5 flow cells using the minKNOW Flow-MIN107 protocol. All ONT
MinION sequencing was conducted on a MK1B MinION device.
Illumina TruSeq DNA PCR-Free libraries were created for all 74 strains following the
manufacture’s protocol. Genomic DNA was fragmented to 550 bps using a Covaris M22 Focusedultrasonicator. All Illumina libraries were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq using the 2x300 bp protocol
at the University of Connecticut Microbial Analysis Research and Services Facility. Strains JKS002056 and
JKS002072 were sequenced using two separate MiSeq runs to increase coverage and strain JKS002128
was sequenced using three separate MiSeq runs.

Base calling and Read preparation
ONT reads were base called and demultiplexed using Guppy (v.2.3.1). ONT read quality was
determined using NanoStat (v.1.1.2; https://github.com/wdecoster/nanostat) (De Coster et al., 2018),
and NanoFilt (v.2.2.0; https://github.com/wdecoster/nanofilt) (De Coster et al., 2018) was used to
remove reads shorter than 500 bps and/or having a quality score of < 9. Porechop (v.0.2.4;
https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop) was then used to trim barcodes at the 5’ and 3’ ends of each read
and any adapters in the middle of a read (Supplementary Commands).
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Illumina reads were demultiplexed using Illumina Basespace (https://basespace.illumina.com/).
Read quality was assessed using FastQC (v.0.11.5;
https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Trimmomatic (v.0.36) (Bolger et al.,
2014) was used to remove Illumina TruSeq adapters, bases at 3ʹ end of each read with an average Phred
score < 15 over a 4 bp window, and reads ≤ 36 basepairs long.

Chromosome and Plasmid Assembly and Annotation
To construct high-quality hybrid assemblies for strains with both ONT and Illumina sequencing
reads, we first constructed overlap-layout-consensus assemblies from the ONT long reads using Canu
(v.1.8) (Koren et al., 2016). These assemblies were then polished with their respective Illumina shortreads using Pilon (v.1.23; hereafter “Canu+Pilon assemblies”) (B. J. Walker et al., 2014). Strain JKS002530
was polished a second time with Pilon for use as a reference strain. Hybrid assemblies (hereafter
“Unicycler Hybrid assemblies”) were also generated for these strains using Unicycler (v.4.8-beta) (Wick
et al., 2016) to make graphical fragment assembly (GFA) files for subsequent steps (see below). For
strains JKS001101, JKS001190, JKS002060, JKS002138, JKS002148, JKS002181, JKS002264, JKS002343,
JKS002353, JKS002449, Canu assemblies were more fragmented than the Unicycler Hybrid assemblies
(typically due to low ONT coverage or poor-quality ONT data), and so Unicycler Hybrid assemblies for
these strains are used throughout this study. For all other strains sequenced only with Illumina, short
read assemblies were generated using Unicycler (hereafter “Unicycler assemblies”). The assembly type
used for each strain is shown in Table 4.1A.
Robust plasmid assemblies were produced using a combination of two plasmid assembly
pipelines. De novo plasmid assemblies were only generated for strains that had both Illumina data and
ONT data with sufficient read depth to generate a robust Canu+Pilon assembly to ensure contiguity.
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First, we used plasmidSPAdes with default parameters (v.3.13.0) (Antipov et al., 2016), including ONT
long reads with the - -nanopore flag. plasmidSPAdes assembles plasmids using whole genome
sequencing data (ONT and/or Illumina reads) via a de Bruijn graph algorithm and separates plasmid
contigs from chromosome contigs based on the assumption that plasmid regions should have higher
coverage compared to the rest of the genome. Second, plasmids were assembled using HyAsP (v.1.0.0)
(Müller & Chauve, 2019). HyAsP is a ”greedy” assembler that combines both read depth for an already
assembled de Bruijn graph and contig mapping to a user-generated database that considers plasmid
characteristics such as read depth and GC content. HyAsP plasmids were generated using a database of
all Pseudonocardia and Streptomyces plasmids available on NCBI at the time of writing (Supplemental
Table S4.2), using the Unicycler Hybrid assembly GFA files as input. Fragmented hits (short but highidentity contigs that together satisfy the length threshold) were purposefully incorporated into HyAsP
assemblies using the hyasp -find_fragmented flag to accommodate gene clusters that may have been
fragmented during assembly (Klassen & Currie, 2012). The length and percent identity thresholds were
set to 50% and the maximum GC content difference was relaxed to 0.3 in order to accommodate
expected differences in T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia plasmid assemblies compared to the
database, because plasmid contig assemblies were not expected to exactly match all publicly-available
plasmids.
Both plasmidSPAdes and HyAsP plasmid assemblies were then compared to their respective
Canu+Pilon genome assemblies using BLAST+ (Camacho et al., 2009). Genomic contigs that that aligned
to both sets of plasmid assemblies were extracted from the genome assembly. Occasionally, the HyAsP
assembly would return no results, which was not unexpected due to its reliance on a plasmid database
that does not encompass all Pseudonocardia plasmids. In this case, contigs that aligned only for
plasmidSPAdes (percent identity > 90%, query coverage > 90% and contig length > 1,000 bps) that had
increased coverage and %GC contents that were ≤ 69% GC, were extracted from the genome assembly.
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Extracted hits were only kept if the cumulative length of the plasmid contigs were ³ 30,000 bps, because
plasmids shorter than this threshold were generally not observed in the reference Pseudonocardia or
Streptomyces plasmids (Supplemental Table S4.2). The remaining contigs after plasmid removal were
then defined as the chromosome assembly.
To detect plasmids present in the remaining Unicycler Hybrid and Unicycler assemblies, we
created a BLAST database that contained the plasmid contigs described above and all Pseudonocardia
plasmids downloaded from NCBI. Each Unicycler Hybrid and Unicycler assembly was queried against this
database using BLAST+, and contigs that were homologous to those in the database (90% similarity and
90% query coverage) were used to create plasmid assemblies. The remaining contigs comprised the
chromosome assemblies, as described above. We stress that our plasmid assemblies do not represent
one contiguous plasmid per Pseudonocardia strain. Rather, the plasmid assemblies represent a
collection of plasmid contigs that may comprise one or more plasmids (contig collections). Given the
limited plasmid dataset available for HyAsP, our approach to plasmid assembly may also have failed to
include all plasmid contigs in our assemblies. The quality of chromosome and plasmid assemblies was
determined using the Quast online submission portal (Gurevich et al., 2013) and were annotated using
Prokka (v.1.13.3) (Seemann, 2014), both using standard parameters.

Pangenome and Strain Phylogeny, Isolate Variation and Recombination
To investigate gene content differences, gene conservation, and the phylogenetic relatedness of
T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia, we first generated Anvi’o (v.6.1) pangenome analyses for
both the chromosome and plasmid data sets. The gff.parser python script
(https://github.com/karkman/gff_parser) was used to import Prokka gene annotations and the standard
pangenomics protocol was followed (http://merenlab.org/2016/11/08/pangenomics-v2/). The Anvi’o
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dendrograms describing gene cluster frequency and gene cluster presence/absence were extracted
from both the chromosome and plasmid pangenome analyses using the anvi-export-misc-data to obtain
newick-formatted dendrograms, and trees were visualized using FigTree (v.1.4.4;
https://github.com/rambaut/figtree) throughout.
A chromosome core gene amino-acid phylogeny was generated using the Anvi’o interactive
interface to search for single copy gene clusters that were present in all strains. Those gene clusters
were extracted to a designated bin, and the bin was saved as the default Anvi’o collection. The
command anvi-split was then used to generate a separate chromosome pangenome that only consisted
of those single copy gene clusters, and the command anvi-get-sequences-for-gene-clusters with the flag
--concatenate-gene-clusters was used to extract an aligned multifasta file of those gene clusters. We
then used FastTree (v.2.1.10) (Price et al., 2009) to generate a chromosome core gene phylogeny using
the Whelan-And-Goldman 2001 model (-wag flag) and local bootstrapping.
To date the strain tree, we used BEAST (v.1.10.4) to generate a time-scaled phylogeny. The
Anvi’o core genome multifasta file was converted to a BEAST compatible .xml file using BEAUTI
(v.1.10.4). BEAUTI parameters included defining the amino acid substitution model as Blosum 62 with no
site heterogeneity, using the strict molecular clock type, and a Markov chain Monte Carlo length of
2,000,000. BEAST was then run using an automatic thread pool size and the BEAGLE library (v.3.1.0)
(https://github.com/beagle-dev/beagle-lib). We then generated a maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree
using Tree Annotator (v.1.10.4) with a burn in of 200,000 states. The final MCC time scaled phylogeny
was then visualized using FigTree.
Anvi’o core gene phylogenies rely on an amino acid substitution matrix to define relationships
between isolates. This approach can identify robust differences between clades; however, fine-scale
within-clade differences may be lost. To ensure phylogenetic resolution within clades, we therefore also
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generated a chromosome SNP phylogeny. To create the SNP phylogeny, we first identified the variants
(SNPs and Indels) by aligning Illumina reads to the JKS002530 chromosome as a reference using Snippy
(v.4.4.5) (http://github.com/tseemann/snippy). We did not include the presumptive environmental
isolate JKS002456 in the SNP analysis because it was too divergent. Following variant detection, we used
the snippy-core pipeline to generate a whole-genome SNP alignment for the Pseudonocardia
chromosomes. Non-nucleotide characters were removed from the alignment using the snippy-clean
command. Regions of recombination were predicted using Gubbins (v.2.3.4) (Croucher et al., 2015), and
a SNP phylogeny that was unbiased by the variants within these regions of recombination was
constructed from this Gubbins filtered polymorphic site alignment using the FastTree (v.2.1.10) (Price et
al., 2009) GTR model and local bootstrapping.
The relationship between the geographic distances separating the locations from which strains
were isolated and the phylogenetic distances between strains was assessed by first creating a
geographic distance matrix between all T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia strains using the
Geographic Distance Matrix Generator (v.1.2.3) (Ersts, 2020). Newick branch length distance matrices
for all of the chromosome phylogenies and plasmid dendrograms described above were generated using
the T-REX newick to matrix online interface (Boc et al., 2012). We tested for a correlation between
geographic distance and the number of variants that separated chromosomes from two Pseudonocardia
strains using Prism (v.8.3.1) to calculate Spearman’s rank correlation between the distance in meters
separating the location from which each strain was isolated and that of the reference strain (JKS002530)
and the number of observed SNPs and indels. Mantel tests correlating branch length between strains
and geographic distances in meters between the locations from which strains were isolated were
performed using Vegan (v.2.5-6) (https://github.com/vegandevs/vegan) using the Spearman method.
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Biosynthetic Gene Cluster Comparison
To determine if genomic secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene capacity differs between
strains isolated from across the Eastern United States, we annotated the secondary metabolite
biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) in each chromosome and plasmid assembly using antiSMASH (v.4.2)
(Blin et al., 2017). AntiSMASH annotations were then compared using ClustCompare
(https://github.com/klassen-lab/ClustCompare). Chromosome biosynthetic gene clusters were grouped
together based their having on an overall similarity score of ≥ 0.8, a minimum average ortholog percent
id threshold of ≥ 90%, a minimum of ≥ 3 shared domains between clusters, and a minimum of ≥ 70% of
aligned domains from the smaller of the two compared BGCs. A subset of chromosomal BGCs
representing “BGC 1” required further analyses to parse out the relationships between these BGCs. We
therefore performed a second ClustCompare analysis on this subset of BGCs using the following
parameters to increase strictness: an overall similarity score of ≥ 0.95, a minimum average ortholog
percent id threshold of ≥ 95%, a minimum of ≥ 3 shared domains between clusters, and a minimum of ≥
95% of aligned domains from the smaller BGC. To determine relationships between BGCs encoded on
the plasmids, we used the following parameters: overall similarity score of ≥ 0.3, a minimum average
ortholog percent id threshold of ≥ 70%, a minimum of ≥ 5 shared domains between clusters, and a
minimum of ≥ 55% of aligned domains from the smaller BGC. We used Cytoscape (v.3.7.2) (Shannon et
al., 2003) to visualize relationships between BGCs and to identify families of homologous BGCs for both
chromosome and plasmid assemblies.
The influence of geography on BGC diversity in each strain was tested using PERMANOVA.
Cytoscape BGC family relationships were first simplified into a presence/absence matrix (1 being
present, 0 being absent) for both the chromosome and plasmid BGCs. On occasion, more than one BGC
in the same family would be predicted in a single Pseudoncoardia genome, usually due to the
fragmentation of the gene cluster across contig boundaries. In these cases, the notation for “present”
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was still kept as 1. We then used Phyloseq (v. 1.30.0) (McMurdie & Holmes, 2013) to calculate Jaccard
distances between BGC composition for each Pseudonocardia strain, and evaluated whether the
variation in BGC diversity in each strain was explained by their state or park of origin by PERMANOVA
testing. We also compared differences in the overall diversity of chromosome- and plasmid-encoded
BGCs by constructing a species accumulation curve using the Vegan (v. 2.5-6) (Simpson, 2009)
specaccum program and specifying the rarefaction method.

Results
T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbiont phylogeny and population structure are not
structured geographically
To determine the phylogeny and population structure of T. septentrionalis-associated
Pseudonocardia, we sequenced the genomes of 74 Pseudonocardia strains isolated from T.
septentrionalis ants collected in 6 Eastern US states (New York, New Jersey, North Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, and Louisiana). All Pseudonocardia chromosomes were between 5.44 Mbps and 6.95 Mbps long,
the exception being strain JKS002456, which had an assembly length of 7.36 Mbps. Chromosomal %GC
contents ranged from 72.92–74.53 % (Table 4.1). Fifty Pseudonocardia plasmid assemblies were
extracted in this study and ranged between 35.77 Kbps and 1.05 Mbps in length and 66.19–69.74% GC
content (Table 4.2). Chromosomal pangenome analyses (Supplemental Figures S4.1A and S4.1B) show
that the total number of predicted gene clusters ranged from 4,687 to 5,442 gene clusters per
chromosome. However, strain JKS002456 was again an outlier with 6,317 gene clusters. The
chromosome assembly for strain JKS002456 was the longest of any strain sequenced in this study, likely
contributing to the higher number of observed genes compared to the other strains. This assembly is
composed of 113 contigs, which is comparable to many of the other assemblies in this study. Assembly
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fragmentation is therefore likely not the cause of this increased gene content. The number of
chromosomal genes per kilobase (kb) varied between 0.907 and 1.021 genes/kb, and the percent of
singleton genes predicted was between 0% and 9% for 73 of the 74 Pseudonocardia strains tested,
where JKS002456 was again an outlier with 24.5% singleton gene clusters. The plasmid pangenome
(Supplemental Figures S4.1C and S4.1D) was more variable that that of the chromosomes, with 34–546
gene clusters predicted per strain, 0.97–1.75 genes per kb, and 0-34% singleton gene cluster
annotations per strain.
T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia chromosomes sequenced in this study all fall into
“Clade VI” (63 strains) of the Cafaro et al. (2011) ant-actinomycete phylogeny based on the core protein
phylogeny (Figure 4.1). In the Cafaro (2011) study “Clade IV” also includes the Ps1 strains sequenced by
Holmes et al. (2016), where Ps2 strains fall into “Clade VI” of the Cafaro phylogeny. Most
Pseudonocardia strains in Cafaro et al. (2011) “Clade VI” are associated with leaf-cutter agriculture, such
as that practiced by Acromyrmex ants. However, considering that T. septentrionalis ants are
phylogenetically basal to the ants that practice leaf-cutter agriculture (Cafaro et al., 2011; Schultz &
Brady, 2008), sharing a symbiont type is not surprising (Cafaro et al., 2011).
The chromosome core protein phylogeny (Figure 4.1) shows that T. septentrionalis-associated
Pseudonocardia form 5 clades (T-I, T-II, T-III, T-IV, T-V). Both clade T-I and clade T-V each consist of a
single T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia strain, JKS002190 and JKS002456 respectively. Clade
T-II includes 3 Pseudonocardia strains: JKS002343, JKS002353, and JKS002551, and clade T-III is
composed of 6 strains: JKS002457, JKS002459, JKS002469, JKS002541, JKS002548, and JKS002552. The
remaining 63 strains fall into clade T-IV. Strain JKS002456 (clade T-V) is most closely related to
environmental Pseudonocardia strains, suggesting that this symbiont likely originated from a recent
horizontal acquisition of an environmental strain. This may explain the high percentage of singleton
genes in this strain relative to other T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia (Supplemental Figures
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4.1A and 4.1B). This agrees with previous work that suggests that, although Pseudonocardia symbionts
are largely transmitted vertically to ensure host fitness, occasional symbiont swapping or acquisition of
non-symbiont strains can occur (Cafaro et al., 2011; Poulsen et al., 2005). The strains present in clades TI, T-II, and T-III are most related to a previously-isolated Pseudonocardia strain AL041005-10, which was
isolated from a Trachymyrmex cornetzi ant (Cafaro et al., 2011; Sit et al., 2015). Although
Pseudonocardia strain AL041005-10 technically fell into the Cafaro “Clade IV” in their 2011 study, this
positioning was based on the housekeeping genes 16S rRNA and Ef-Tu. Our core protein phylogeny
shows that all other Cafaro “Clade IV” strains, such as the Ps1 isolates, cluster together in a clade that is
separate and apart from the T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbionts and AL041005-10 (Figure 4.1).
It may be that by using 201 core proteins to better examine the phylogenetic relationship between
these strains we have identified an error in the Cafaro phylogeny, and strain AL041005-10 is instead a
member of a subclade of Cafaro “Clade VI”. Strains present in clade T-IV are most related to strains
HH130629-09 and Ps2 (Cafaro “Clade VI”), strains that were isolated from Apterostigma dentigerum and
Acromyrmex echinator ants, respectively (Barke et al., 2010; Sit et al., 2015). The hypothesis that clades
T-I, T-II, and T-III form a subclade within the larger Cafaro “Clade VI” is well-supported by high bootstrap
values that separate these clades from both Cafaro “Clade IV” strains and from the rest of the T.
septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbionts (Figure 4.1). This suggests that clades T-I, T-II and T-III form a
population that is distinct from that of clade T-IV.
To determine if host biogeography corresponded to T. septentrionalis-associated
Pseudonocardia’s population structure, we tested the correlation between phylogenetic distance
between each pair of nodes on the amino acid core genome tree and the geographic distance between
the locations from which the corresponding strains were isolated. This geographic distance does not
correlate with the evolutionary divergence between strains in the core protein phylogeny as a whole
(Mantel: r = 0.0008331, p=0.463 ). Because most of our Pseudonocardia strains clustered in clade T-IV,
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we performed a further test using only these isolates. Again, geography did not correlate with withinclade phylogenetic relationships (Mantel: r = 0.08666, p = 0.095).
The finding that T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbionts from clades T-I, T-II, and T-III are
members of a population that is distinct from clade T-IV is further supported by the SNP phylogeny,
which contains the same clades as the core protein phylogeny (Figure 4.2). The SNP phylogeny also
shows a more distinct separation between clades T-I, T-II and T-III and that clade T-I is basal to clades T-II
and T-III. The clustering of these subclades supports the hypothesis that they are part of the same
population. Note that strain JKS002456 (clade T-V) was not included in the SNP analysis due to its high
divergence from the reference strain JKS002530. The SNP phylogeny also better resolves the differences
between strains within the same clade, compared to the core protein phylogeny. This is particularly true
for the clade T-IV strains, which were poorly resolved at the protein level. With the use of nucleotide
data, subclades within clade T-IV can be defined and appear to form location specific clusters (Figure
4.2), even though there is not a global signal overall between phylogeny and geographic origin (see
below). Although the number of SNPs and indels in each strain relative to the reference strain
JKS002530 correlated with the geographic distance between the sites from which these strains were
isolated (SNP Spearman correlation: r(73) = 0.3610, p = 0.0017; indel Spearman correlation: r(73) =
0.3382, p=0.0034), we did not find a relationship between the distances between strains on the SNP
phylogeny and the geographic distances between the locations from which each strain was isolated
(Mantel: r = 0.0541, p = 0.178,). As with the core protein phylogeny, using only clade T-IV isolates
geographic distance between where strains were isolated did not correlate with node distances on the
SNP phylogeny relationships (Mantel: r = 0.08866, p = 0.008).
Our Gubbins recombination analysis also supports the hypothesis that clades T-I, T-II, T-III, and
T-IV form distinct populations, because strains in these clades largely recombine only with other strains
from within those clades and not with strains from other clades (Figure 4.3). Strain JKS002456 (clade T-
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V) was not included in the recombination analysis because Gubbins uses the output from the Snippy
variant analysis where that strain was not included because of its high divergence from the reference
strain JKS002530. No regions of recombination are shared across all strains, and no regions of
recombination were shared between the ten strains the comprise clades T-I, T-II, and T-III, and the
majority of the clade T-IV strains. Although clades T-I, T-II, and T-III shared 85 regions of recombination
across all three clades, each have 9, 23, and 163 recombination blocks that are unique to those clades,
respectively. This evidence of recombination that is uniquely shared across these three strains further
supports the hypothesis that these subclades are members of the same population. Similarly, clade T-IV
has 60 regions of recombination that are shared across all strains within that clade, supporting this clade
as a distinct population. However, there are regions of recombination that are only observed between a
subset of clade T-IV strains. For example, strains JKS002337, JKS002359, JKS002395, and JKS002397
share 91 regions of recombination that only occur between those four strains. These four clade T-IV
strains also formed a subclade in the SNP phylogeny. These results suggest that clades T-I, T-II, T-III, and
T-IV all form distinct Pseudonocardia populations, and that recombination likely does not influence the
phylogeny of these strains.
The single exception to our results that T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbionts exclusively
recombine within populations was strain JKS002066. Strain JKS002066 shares 243 regions of
recombination with strains from clades T-I, T-II, and T-III and no regions of recombination with strains
from clade T-IV., however strain JKS002066 grouped within clade T-IV in the core protein phylogeny
(Figure 4.1) and the Anvi’o gene cluster frequency and gene cluster presence/absence dendrograms (see
below). Likewise, strain JKS002066 was included in clade T-IV in the SNP phylogeny (Figure 4.2), albeit
with a longer branch length compared to other strains in this clade, indicating more variants relative to
the reference strain than the other clade T-IV strains. However, in the recombination analysis strain
JKS002066 forms its own clade that is more closely related to clades T-I, T-II, and T-III. This increased
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number of SNPs, longer branch length, and the unique placement of this strain in the recombination
analysis may indicate that clade T-IV strain JKS002066 is undergoing elevated rates of recombination
with strains from clades T-I, T-II, and T-III, resulting in genetic mixing.
The phylogenetic distance between Pseudonocardia strains in both the core protein and SNP
phylogenies, and within clades, is limited. This may be due to T. septentrionalis-associated
Pseudonocardia having a highly conserved core genome, experiencing a population bottleneck that
limited genetic diversity, or undergoing a selective sweep that reduced the genetic diversity. The
hypothesis that a bottleneck or selective sweep has occurred is supported by our BEAST analysis (Figure
4.4). Because we do not have fossil evidence to calibrate the age of T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia
symbionts, we created a time-scaled phylogeny that was measured in generic time units (TU). Although
this approach does not allow us to identify specific dates for the divergences of Pseudonocardia
lineages, the relative differences between TU values is informative for understanding evolutionary
divergence, particularly between populations. All BEAST clades agreed with the core protein and SNP
phylogenies, and clade T-V strain JKS002456 diverged at a similar time (0.199 TU) as other
environmental Pseudonocardia, further supporting our hypothesis that this strain was recently acquired
horizontally from an environmental reservoir. Clades T-I, T-II and T-III diverged from the clade T-IV
strains 0.02 TU ago, indicating a much more recent divergence compared to clade T-V. Clade T-I strain
JKS002190 diverged earlier than clades T-II and T-III 0.008 TU ago, whereas clades T-II and T-III only
diverged from each other 0.006 TU ago, perhaps explaining why recombination is still observed between
these two populations. The time scale for divergences within clades is extremely limited, with only 0.001
TU separating strains in Clade T-II, 0–0.002 TU separating strains in Clade T-III, and 0–0.006 TU
separating strains in Clade T-IV. Interestingly, when nodes on the BEAST phylogeny were ordered by
increasing phylogenetic distance, subclades within clade T-IV largely cluster by state of origin. Although
these node distances did correlate to the geographic distance between where these strains were
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isolated (Mantel: r = 0.187, p = 0.003), the time scales are even smaller within these subclades, between
0 and 0.001 TU, potentially indicating further selective sweeps or bottlenecks on a more local level.

Pseudonocardia gene content is independent of geography
Chromosomal gene frequency (how many times homologous genes occur in a single genome;
Figure 4.5A) and chromosomal gene presence/absence (if a gene is present or absent in a genome,
relative to all other tested strains; Figure 4.5B) were used to create gene content dendrograms and
expand our understanding of the evolutionary relationships between T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia
symbionts beyond core genes. Both the gene frequency and gene presence/absence dendrograms
support the distinct population groupings for clades T-I, T-II, T-III, T-IV and T-V. However, these gene
content analysis divide clade T-IV strains into two clusters (Upper and Lower) that are not present in the
core protein or SNP phylogenies. The Upper and Lower clade T-IV strains differ between the gene
frequency (GF) and gene presence absence (GPA) dendrograms. Strains in the GF T-IV Upper clade are
distributed between the gene presence absence T-IV Upper and Lower clades. In contrast, strains in the
GF T-IV Lower clades largely fall into the GPA Lower clade as well, with the exception of 8 strains
(JKS002178, JKS001190, JKS002449, JKS001101, JKS002507, JKS002530, JKS002373, JKS002492). As with
Mantel tests using the core protein phylogeny, the branch distances between strains on the gene
frequency and gene presence/absence dendrograms does not correlate with the geographic distance
between the locations from which these strains were isolated (gene frequency—Mantel: r = 0.07541,
Significance = 0.063, p(0.05) = 0.0802; gene presence/absence—Mantel: r = 0.07541, Significance =
0.053, p(0.05) = 0.0757). When the gene frequency (GF) subclades were divided into GF Upper and
Lower clades, again geographic distance between where strains were isolated did not correlate with
patristic distance between these strains on the gene frequency dendrogram (clade T-IV Upper—Mantel:
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r = 0.1643, Significance = 0.018, p = 0.115; clade T-IV Lower—Mantel: r = 0.1089, p = 0.017). The results
obtained for the gene presence/absence (GPA) dendrograms were similar when the clade T-IV strains
were divided into GPA Upper and GPA Lower clades (GPA clade T-IV Upper—Mantel: r = 0.006605, p =
0.181; GPA clade T-IV Lower—Mantel: r = 0.0841, p = 0.028).
No plasmids were found in strains from clade T-I, T-II, T-III or T-V, so that plasmids were only
found in Clade T-IV strains. However, all of the assemblies for the strains in clades T-I, T-II, T-III are
Unicycler short-read based, and so the lack of plasmid contigs in these assemblies may be a technical
artifact. This finding further emphasizes the distinction between these symbiont lineages. Because there
were no genes that were conserved in all of our Pseudonocardia plasmids, we only analyzed variation in
plasmid gene frequency (Figure 4.6A) and gene presence/absence (Figure 4.6B). Strains that were on
branches next to each other on the chromosome gene frequency phylogeny maintain those close
relationships on the plasmid gene dendrogram. However, the GF upper and GF lower clades are not
maintained by the plasmid dendrogram. This same pattern was also observed between the chromosome
gene presence/absence phylogeny and the plasmid presence/absence dendrogram. These results
indicate that closely related strains share similarities between both chromosome and plasmid gene
content, but these relationships only extend over very limited phylogenetic distances.
As with the chromosomes, the geographic distance between the locations from which strains had been
isolated did not correlate with either the differences in plasmid gene frequency (Mantel: r = 0.2142, p =
0.002) or gene presence/absence (Mantel: r = 0.08796, p = 0.07).
Two T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbiont plasmid assemblies, JKS002148 and JKS002056
were outliers in the plasmid dendrograms compared to the chromosome phylogenies. Both strains
belonged to clade T-IV in the core protein and SNP phylogenies and are most closely related to other T.
septentrionalis symbionts in this clade. However, the plasmid assemblies for strain JKS002148 formed a
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single outlier in both dendrograms. This placement is likely due to its smaller size (35,769 bps) and
correspondingly smaller number of genes (34 genes) relative to other Pseudonocardia plasmid
assemblies (average plasmid gene count = 233). Alternatively, this plasmid assembly may represent a
different family of extrachromosomal regions that are not well-represented in our strain collection. This
hypothesis that our plasmid collections do not presently represent the entire diversity of T.
septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbionts is further supported by the plasmid assemblies for strain
JKS002056. In both plasmid gene frequency and plasmid gene presence/absence dendrograms, the
plasmid assembly for strain JKS002056 is most closely related to tropical attine Pseudonocardia
symbiont plasmids. Strain JKS002056 was isolated from a colony obtained from Payne’s Creek Historic
State Park, Florida, and so it may be that the Florida environment more closely matches the tropical
environment of the other Pseudonocardia symbionts, resulting in similar plasmids.

Pseudonocardia BGC diversity is location-specific
We found a total of 43 BGC families within T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia
chromosomes, comprising 948 out of a total of 1,025 BGC annotations (Figure 4.7A). Of these
chromosomal BGC groups, 8 of 43 were highly conserved in all strains: BGC-1A, BGC-2, BGC-3, BGC-4,
BGC-5, BGC-6, and BGC-7 (Figure 4.8). BGC-1B was only conserved among clade T-IV strains, in which
BGC-8 is also well-conserved. However, the clearest association between BGC groups and phylogenetic
lineages is found in clades T-I, T-II, and T-III. BGC-15, BGC-16, and BGC-18 are only found in these clades.
Similarly, BGC-21 occurs only strains from clades T-I and T-III, BGC-1C only occurs in strains from clade TII, and BGC-24, BGC-27, and BGC-28 only occur in strains from clade T-III. Clade T-V strain JKS002456 had
11 BGCs, but they did not cluster with any of the other T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia
BGCs, reinforcing the hypothesis that this strain was recently acquired from an environmental source.
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Interestingly, only 1 out of the 43 BGC families had a significant match (>75%) to a known BGC
(Supplemental Table S4.3). The chromosome BGC-4 family is composed of an ectoine gene cluster that is
homologous to the ectoine BGC (MiBIG BGC0000853) from Streptomyces anulatus. However, this
similarity to a Streptomyces derived BGC does not indicate HGT of this gene because highly similar
ecotine gene clusters are found across many actinomycete species (Galinski et al., 1985; Holmes et al.,
2016). Although below this similarity threshold, it is worth noting that the family BGC-1B was ~68%
similar to the antifungal nystatin. The BGC-1B family is found in 50 out of the 63 strains in clade T-IV
suggesting that a nystatin-like BGC scaffold is widely conserved in this population.
The remaining 77 BGCs (7.5% of the total) comprised singleton groups that were found in 27
different Pseudonocardia strains (Supplemental Table S4.4). Thirty-seven of those singleton BGCs
originated from 21 strains that have between 1 and 3 singleton BGCs each. Additionally, 24 of these
BGCs were fragmented at either one or both edges of the BGC and may therefore fail to group with the
other BGCs due to sequencing or assembly errors that are known to disproportionally affect BGCs
(Klassen & Currie, 2012). The remaining 12 singleton BGC annotations are likely to be truly unique,
because they do not have any significant (>75%) KnownClusterBlast similarity to currently known BGC in
the MiBig database and may be interesting targets for further analysis. Similarly, of the 77 singleton
BGCs, 41 originated from only 6 Pseudonocardia strains: JKS002078 (7 singleton BGCs), JKS002128 (7
singleton BGCs), JKS002178 (5 singleton BGCs), JKS002373 (6 singleton BGCs), JKS002390 (5 singleton
BGCs), and JKS002456 (11 singleton BGCs). These 41 BGCs also do not show significant similarity to
known BGCs, with the exception of one BGC from JKS002178 (92% similarity to the GE37468 ribosomally
synthesized and post-translationally modified peptide thiopeptide), two BGCs from JKS002456 (100%
similarity to ecotine), and one BGC from JKS002456 (90% similarity to Coelibactin). The ectoine BGC
present in strain JKS002456 is homologous to the same ectoine as the other T. septentrionalis
Pseudonocardia symbionts, but likely diverges from the other Pseudonocardia strains due to this strain
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having been horizontally acquired from environmental reservoir, and likely matches to ectoine BGCs
from other environmental Pseudonocardia.
Plasmid BGC analyses identified 12 BGC families (Figure 4.7B, Supplemental Table S4.5), none of
which were conserved in all Pseudonocardia plasmids (Figure 4.9). This increased variability relative to
chromosome BGC composition (Figure 4.10) was also seen in the 43 singleton BGCs that were identified
and comprised 32.8% of all plasmid BGC annotations (Supplemental Table S4.6). This high number of
singleton BGCs on the plasmid is a striking contrast to the 7.5% singleton BGCs observed on the
chromosomes, suggesting that Pseudonocardia symbiont plasmids are where gene gain/gene loss is
more likely to occur and perhaps be unique to individual strains. Only 1 plasmid BGC family was found to
have significant similarity to a known BGC cluster (Supplemental Table 4.4). Plasmid BGC-2, found in 11
strains, is homologous (>75%) to the known thiopeptide GE37468 (MiBIG BGC0000605) that was
originally isolated from Streptomyces sp. ATCC 55365. Considering this same Streptomyces thiopeptide
was found both encoded in a T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbiont chromosome (JKS002178,
above) and on these plasmids these results suggest that Pseudonocardia symbionts are acquiring BGCs
from other actinomycetes that are present in their colonies, but that HGT may occur more frequently on
plasmids.
Singleton BGCs were identified in the plasmids of 32 of 50 Pseudonocardia strains, and 29 of
those 32 strains had one or two singleton BGCs. The exceptions were the plasmids from strains
JKS001217, JKS002056 and JKS002160, which all had 3 singleton BGCs. None of the JKS002056 singleton
BGCs were fragmented, and only one of the three singleton BGCs identified in JKS001217 was
fragmented at its 3’ end, indicating these singeltons are likely true BGCs and not a result of poor
assembly. None of the plasmid singleton BGCs had significant (>75%) KnownClusterBlast similarity to
known BGCs in the MiBig database, indicating that these BGCs may be unique, and supporting our
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hypothesis that plasmid-borne BGCs contribute genetic diversity to the system (Supplemental Table
S4.4). However these results should be reevaluated with more robust sequencing methods in future.
To compare diversity of BGCs on the chromosome and plasmid contigs, we constructed a
collectors curve (rarefaction) for both chromosomal and plasmid BGCs (Figure 4.9). The number of
unique BGCs found in Pseudonocardia plasmids is greater than the number of distinct BGCs detected in
Pseudonocardia chromosomes. Together, these results support our hypothesis that Pseudonocardia
plasmids are where defensive BGC gain/loss is most likely to occur, and that these BGCs are contribute
to local adaption of Pseudonocardia.
To test if the observed variability of BGC content could be explained by local adaptation, we
investigated the relationship between BGC composition and host biogeography. We found that
chromosomal BGC diversity is partially explained by the state from which each Pseudonocardia was
collected (PERMANOVA: F(5, 73)=1.9423, r2=0.12497, p = 0.005; (Supplemental Figure S5A), but not by
their park of origin (PERMANOVA: F(18, 73)=1.2379, r2=0.28833, p = 0.125). These results were
strengthened by removing strain JKS002456 from the analysis because all of its BGCs were from
singleton BGC groups. State of origin retained its ability to partially explain BGC diversity (PERMANOVA:
F(5, 72)=2.0392, r2=0.13208, p = 0.003), but park of origin still had, at best, minor explanatory power
(PERMANOVA :F(18, 72)=1.3225, r2=0.30596, p = 0.064; Supplemental Figure S5B). As with the
phylogenetic analyses, we also performed these tests using only strains from clade T-IV (Supplemental
Figure S5C), and observed a stronger effect of geography on BGC diversity considering both the state
(PERMANOVA: F(5, 62)=3.2195, r2=0.22022, p = 0.001) and park of origin (PERMANOVA :F(18, 62)=2.138,
r2=0.46656, p = 0.001). Similarly, there is a strong a relationship between plasmid BGC composition and
both the state (PERMANOVA: F(5, 45)=1.7182, r2=0.1768, p = 0.001) and, particularly, park of origin
(PERMANOVA: F(14, 45)=1.8157, r2=0.45054, p = 0.001) (Supplemental Figure 3).
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Discussion
Here, we showed that T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia phylogeny does not
correlate with ant-host geography. Our results expand upon with previous work examining T.
septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia population structure that found a weak and insignificant
association between geography and phylogeny over an east to west sampling transect across the US
(Mikheyev et al., 2008). This previous study only used a single housekeeping locus, EF-Tu, which lacks
sufficient phylogenetic signal to make that claim. The lack of geographic phylogenetic structure using
the EF-Tu gene was replicated in A. dentigerum-associated Pseudonocardia strains, but when 5
additional housekeeping loci were included in the analysis, the phylogenetic structure of these strains
correlated with the locations where they had been isolated (Caldera & Currie, 2012). McDonald et al.
(2019) also found that whole-genome SNP phylogenies and gene content diversity followed fine-scale
biogeographic patterns in these same Apterostigma-associated Pseudonocardia (Mcdonald et al., 2019).
By similarly expanding our analysis to include a phylogeny generated from a set of 201 core proteins, a
SNP phylogeny, gene frequency, and gene presence/absence dendrograms for both chromosomes and
plasmids, we robustly tested the relationship between T. septentrionalis host geography and
Pseudonocardia symbiont phylogeny.
Although there appears to be no correlation between geography and the population structure
of T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia, we did show that strains collected from across the
eastern US clustered into 5 clades (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The strains in clades T-I, T-II and T-III form a
distinct population that is separate from the population formed by the strains in clade T-IV. This is
evidenced by robust bootstrap values (Figure 4.1) and lack of recombination between these two
populations (Figure 4.3). Further, the strains in clades T-I, T-II, and T-III are each subclades of a distinct
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population as evidenced by recombination that occurs both across all three of these clades, but also at a
clade specific level. In addition, clades T-I, T-II, and T-III maintain a set of conserved BGCs that are not
found in other T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbionts, further supporting a distinction between
populations (Figure 4.7). Clade T-V is not included in either of these populations and is composed of only
one strain, JKS002456, which was likely acquired from an environmental source given its phylogenetic
similarity to free-living Pseudonocardia autotrophica (Figure 4.1). This finding both reinforces the
hypothesis that fungus-growing ants occasionally acquire environmental strains as symbionts, and
agrees with previous work showing that Pseudonocardia symbionts are often the highly related to P.
autotrophica (Cafaro & Currie, 2005; Mueller et al., 2010).
The clade T-IV Pseudonocardia lineage has the most individual members among our strains
sampled from T. septentrionalis. The strains within clade T-IV are all highly related to one another in the
chromosomal core protein phylogeny, and have a highly conserved chromosomal gene content (Figures
4.1 and 4.5). SNP analyses further supported the protein-based T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia
symbiont population structure and helped to resolve the limited differences between clade T-IV strains
(Figure 4.2). However, the genetic distances between clade T-IV strains are still extremely limited in this
analysis. Our BEAST results also showed limited divergence between clade T-IV strains (Figure 4.4).
Together, these results suggest that a selective sweep may have occurred during the dispersal of these
symbionts, where a symbiont that conferred increased fitness to the overall symbiosis increased in
frequency because the selection would cause an incentive for the ants to strictly maintain that symbiont
to ensure their and the cultivar’s fitness. However, this model assumes that Pseudonocardia symbionts
are mutualists that promote the overall health of the fungus-growing ant symbiosis. In contrast, a
Pseudonocardia symbiont that had exceptional ability to defend the ant-cuticle niche against invading
Pseudonocardia strains or other actinomycetes may have become established and swept through the
population. This “selfish” Pseudonocardia strain, which may or may not have had increased ability to
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fight off cultivar or ant pathogens, could then be viewed as a parasite that uses the ant cuticle niche for
resources and to ensure its vertical transmission, while providing little protection for the ants or the
cultivar. Alternatively, a parasitic Pseudonocardia may have swept a population but also acquired some
genes for ant protection. This intermediate model could be maintained so long as the fitness costs
incurred by BGCs that target other Pseudonocardia don’t exceed the fitness benefits provided by the
BGCs that target fungal pathogens.
Although we did not test for congruence between cultivar and Pseudonocardia phylogenies in
this study, there may be a relationship between the types of cultivar and Pseudonocardia reared by the
ants. Mikheyev et al. (Mikheyev et al., 2008) found a slight but significant positive correlation between
Pseudonocardia genotypes and fungus-garden types, and suggested that, rather than Pseudonocardia
population structure being governed by ant dispersal, these bacteria are structured based on their
compatibility with the cultivar. For Pseudonocardia strains to be successful, they must not inhibit the
growth of their colony’s native fungus-garden (Poulsen & Currie, 2010), and they must provide adequate
protection against cultivar parasites, entomopathogens, and/or general fungal pathogens that could be
brought into the system (Scheuring & Yu, 2012). Evidence for Escovopsis pathogen specificity that is
congruent with host phylogeny at fine scales (Birnbaum & Gerardo, 2016) indicates that pairwise
adaptation between symbionts and parasites may be a primary driver for structuring the populations of
some Pseudonocardia symbionts. However, T. septentrionalis fungus-gardens are generally not
parasitized by Escovopsis (Rodrigues et al., 2011) and likely encounter a broad set of fungal pathogens
that each colony’s Pseudonocardia symbiont will need to respond to. Therefore, both the type of
cultivar grown by an individual colony and the local pathogens of that colony may have a greater
influence on Pseudonocardia population structure than ant-host dispersal.
In contrast to the Pseudonocardia phylogeny, secondary metabolite BGC composition is strongly
shaped by geography, particularly on local scales, given the strong relationship between BGCs and their
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parks of origin (Supplemental Figures S4.2 A-C, S4.3). Our results agree with emerging evidence that the
BGCs used for symbiont defense are structured geographically (Mcdonald et al., 2019), and that these
genes are enriched on mobile genetic elements such as plasmids (Ruzzini & Clardy, 2016; Van Arnam et
al., 2015). The genetic structure of BGCs, with core biosynthetic genes often localized next to regulatory
and resistance genes, are thought to have evolved so that the functional unit is not missing and essential
part when transferred. This arrangement would facilitate horizontal gene transfer, particularly on
plasmids (Jensen, 2016). Our results show that plasmid BGCs are more variable than chromosomal BGCs,
supporting the hypothesis that plasmids are the primary agents of BGC gain/loss in the ant symbiosis. In
addition, BGCs may operate as “selfish” genes (Lawrence & Roth, 1996), exchanging freely between
other related strains such as other Pseudonocardia symbionts, free-living Pseudonocardia, and similar
actinomycetes. In this model BGCs, act independently from their Pseudonocardia hosts and have
different evolutionary trajectories (Jensen, 2016). This model is consistent with our observation that
BGC composition, but not strain phylogeny, is structured geographically.
The park from which a strain was isolated explained much of the variation in its BGC content,
which is consistent with the hypothesis that BGC composition changes are local adaptations. However,
what local adaptations target—cultivar pathogens, entomopathogens or general fungal pathogens—
remains unknown. Fine-scale differences in BGC geographic diversity were also observed in Panamanian
Pseudonocardia isolates obtained from across a 20 km sampling transect (Mcdonald et al., 2019). Similar
to our results, the Panamanian Pseudonocardia isolates maintained a core set of BGCs that were largely
shared between all strains, but also included specific BGCs that were enriched or uniquely present in
separate Pseudonocardia populations. Interestingly, although McDonald et al. did not specifically
assemble plasmids, they did find assembled Pseudonocardia contigs that did not map to their reference
genomes due to their reduced %GC content, and found that these contigs were enriched for secondary
metabolite and transposon genes. Taken together, this may indicate that plasmids occurred in these
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Pseudonocardia strains that drove the observed relationships between BGCs and geography, as in our
study.
In addition to the plasmid-encoded rebeccamycin analog (Van Arnam et al., 2015), the BGCs for
other antimicrobials such as selvamicin (Van Arnam et al., 2016), and the depsipeptide gerumycin C (Sit
et al., 2015) have all been identified on Pseudonocardia plasmids (Van Arnam et al., 2018). The discovery
of selvamicin was both novel and unique, because this antifungal was found on the plasmid of one
Pseudonocardia strain and also on the chromosome of strain isolated from a neighboring colony in Costa
Rica (Van Arnam et al., 2016). Selvamicin was found to significantly inhibit the growth of several fungal
pathogens, likely making it a useful BGC for Pseudonocardia isolates to maintain for defense. The
presence of this BGC on both a plasmid and a chromosome suggests it may have been first acquired by
the Pseudonocardia plasmid from the environment, and migrated to the chromosome due to selection
for increased symbiotic fitness. Further evidence for such sampling of environmental BGCs was recently
demonstrated when the antimicrobial thiopeptide GE37468, originally isolated from the soil bacterium
Streptomyces ATCC 55365, was identified in a T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia isolate
(Chang et al., 2020). The BGC encoded by this Pseudonocardia isolate exactly matched the Streptomyces
BGC, except that the Pseudonocardia BGC was flanked by mobile genetic elements, providing strong
evidence that the Pseudonocardia strain had likely acquired this thiopeptide from environmental strains.
We found this same thiopeptide GE37468 BGC in 11 out of 50 T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia
symbiont plasmid assemblies, suggesting that the strategy of sampling BGCs from the environment may
be what allows Pseudonocardia strains to adapt to local environmental conditions.
Our results agree with previous work that the T. septentrionalis associated Pseudonocardia
phylogeny is not structured geographically (Mikheyev et al., 2008), in contrast to other Attineactinomycete symbioses (Caldera & Currie, 2012). In contrast we found that BGC composition is
structured geographically, particularly at local scales. Although plasmids and plasmid-encoded BGCs has
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been reported from other Pseudonocardia symbionts (Carr et al., 2012; Oh, Poulsen, et al., 2009b; Sit et
al., 2015) and other actinobacteria (Ruzzini & Clardy, 2016), this is the first study to demonstrate a high
rate of plasmid occurrence in T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia symbionts, and shows that
plasmid-borne secondary metabolites are likely adaptations to local conditions. Future studies should
examine the relationship between T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia population structure
and both cultivar type and fungal pathogen diversity, and explore the mechanisms by which effective
BGCs are acquired and maintained by symbiotic Pseudonocardia.
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Chapter 4: Tables and Figures
Table 4.1. Summary of chromosome assembly type and statistics. Assembly type denotes either hybrid
assemblies using Oxford Nanopore MinION and Illumina MiSeq sequencing read data (Canu+Pilon and
Unicycler Hybrid) or assemblies constructed using only Illumina MiSeq reads (Unicycler). The number of
contigs reported represents all contigs >500 bps in length.

Assembly

Assembly type

# Contigs

Largest contig (bps)

Total length (bps)

GC (%)

JKS001101

Unicycler Hybrid

145

240,831

6,188,052

73.72

JKS001106

Unicycler TruSeq

209

289,126

6,161,946

73.74

JKS001114

Unicycler TruSeq

164

224,607

6,088,338

73.73

JKS001126

Unicycler TruSeq

139

260,637

6,123,523

73.72

JKS001134

Unicycler TruSeq

156

266,181

6,105,192

73.73

JKS001136

Canu+Pilon

76

393,622

5,909,116

73.24

JKS001146

Unicycler TruSeq

211

223,246

6,119,368

73.80

JKS001190

Unicycler Hybrid

31

1,896,141

6,474,040

73.49

JKS001214

Unicycler TruSeq

273

151,083

5,880,866

73.65

JKS001217

Canu+Pilon

33

1,159,098

6,023,019

73.49

JKS002056

Canu+Pilon

1

6,063,618

6,063,618

73.69

JKS002058

Unicycler TruSeq

57

407,208

5,849,101

73.99

JKS002060

Unicycler Hybrid

42

967,647

6,468,984

73.52

JKS002066

Unicycler TruSeq

159

257,008

6,213,120

73.75

JKS002069

Unicycler TruSeq

130

298,811

6,005,509

73.80

JKS002072

Canu+Pilon

17

2,091,091

5,985,473

73.82

JKS002078

Canu+Pilon

62

746,003

6,351,259

73.44

JKS002115

Canu+Pilon

6

4,202,907

5,867,249

73.97

JKS002123

Canu+Pilon

15

1,074,037

5,793,434

73.98

JKS002128

Canu+Pilon

25

2,431,580

6,630,562

73.01

JKS002131

Unicycler TruSeq

27

703,345

5,906,477

74.03

JKS002138

Unicycler Hybrid

14

1,682,374

6,031,430

73.91

JKS002146

Unicycler TruSeq

95

479,793

6,109,805

73.75
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JKS002148

Unicycler Hybrid

56

849,276

5,859,651

74.05

JKS002155

Unicycler TruSeq

123

432,655

6,161,318

73.72

JKS002160

Unicycler TruSeq

218

178,331

6,113,595

73.74

JKS002162

Canu+Pilon

1

5,897,473

5,897,473

73.71

JKS002168

Unicycler TruSeq

196

148,968

5,529,350

74.06

JKS002171

Unicycler TruSeq

175

213,163

5,739,063

73.93

JKS002176

Unicycler TruSeq

53

560,011

6,010,173

73.90

JKS002178

Canu+Pilon

5

5,627,961

6,320,157

73.60

JKS002179

Unicycler TruSeq

191

213,257

5,767,585

73.93

JKS002181

Unicycler Hybrid

190

179,362

5,679,379

73.93

JKS002185

Unicycler TruSeq

42

878,491

6,015,654

73.90

JKS002190

Unicycler TruSeq

19

1,970,945

6,290,667

74.53

JKS002195

Unicycler TruSeq

34

1,272,584

6,149,039

73.81

JKS002264

Unicycler Hybrid

127

377,926

5,953,650

73.96

JKS002265

Unicycler TruSeq

115

355,736

5,900,434

74.01

JKS002266

Unicycler Hybrid

74

640,000

5,729,803

73.94

JKS002337

Unicycler TruSeq

171

322,209

5,776,151

73.99

JKS002342

Unicycler TruSeq

105

437,230

5,864,866

74.08

JKS002343

Unicycler Hybrid

128

415,790

5,792,533

74.44

JKS002350

Unicycler TruSeq

18

1,304,711

5,906,225

74.06

JKS002353

Unicycler Hybrid

40

1,071,100

5,973,795

74.26

JKS002359

Canu+Pilon

2

3,814,114

5,828,496

73.89

JKS002372

Canu+Pilon

1

5,778,899

5,778,899

73.61

JKS002373

Canu+Pilon

3

4,274,812

6,171,856

73.49

JKS002376

Unicycler TruSeq

253

182,864

5,565,464

73.85

JKS002383

Unicycler TruSeq

150

396,926

5,965,552

73.81

JKS002385

Canu+Pilon

6

6,052,804

6,328,151

73.34

JKS002386

Unicycler TruSeq

191

142,832

5,802,467

73.76

JKS002390

Canu+Pilon

51

1,590,968

6,575,913

73.18
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JKS002392

Unicycler TruSeq

163

279,667

5,685,085

73.85

JKS002394

Unicycler TruSeq

162

252,239

5,627,672

73.94

JKS002395

Unicycler TruSeq

137

466,724

5,746,802

74.02

JKS002397

Unicycler TruSeq

165

254,030

5,751,572

73.99

JKS002449

Unicycler Hybrid

40

4,531,636

6,951,440

73.17

JKS002450

Unicycler TruSeq

144

495,867

6,082,391

73.75

JKS002451

Unicycler TruSeq

146

264,542

5,995,531

73.79

JKS002453

Unicycler TruSeq

187

266,167

6,167,165

73.70

JKS002456

Unicycler TruSeq

113

496,182

7,357,525

72.92

JKS002457

Unicycler TruSeq

1304

39,480

5,755,978

73.86

JKS002459

Unicycler TruSeq

764

70,619

6,119,143

74.00

JKS002469

Unicycler TruSeq

1368

33,426

5,436,835

73.99

JKS002479

Unicycler TruSeq

175

273,528

6,078,846

73.73

JKS002488

Unicycler TruSeq

164

345,687

6,103,958

73.66

JKS002492

Canu+Pilon

1

6,191,964

6,191,964

73.78

JKS002495

Unicycler TruSeq

165

300,516

6,108,954

73.62

JKS002507

Canu+Pilon

3

3,901,927

6,076,188

73.85

JKS002530

Canu+Pilon

1

6,062,139

6,062,139

73.87

JKS002541

Unicycler TruSeq

61

986,657

6,343,054

74.07

JKS002548

Unicycler TruSeq

66

984,545

6,439,356

74.01

JKS002551

Unicycler TruSeq

66

748,940

6,046,431

74.26

JKS002552

Unicycler TruSeq

67

712,521

6,436,993

74.01
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Table 4.2. Summary of plasmid assemblies. The number of contigs reported represents all contigs > 500
bps in length.

Assembly

# Contigs

Largest contig (bps)

Total length
(bps)

GC (%)

JKS001101

34

26,359

162,714

67.90

JKS001106

73

19,363

308,783

68.69

JKS001114

52

15,693

261,516

68.79

JKS001126

59

15,260

275,629

68.66

JKS001134

49

15,791

216,642

68.41

JKS001136

13

161,496

599,162

68.61

JKS001146

83

15,361

281,412

67.57

JKS001190

18

15,226

65,050

67.68

JKS001214

116

36,077

513,542

68.60

JKS001217

13

427,055

1,053,152

67.92

JKS002056

4

352,586

489,405

68.70

JKS002058

8

32,988

107,512

68.48

JKS002066

35

8,485

77,441

67.23

JKS002069

23

15,971

109,618

68.91

JKS002072

3

124,025

154,790

68.42

JKS002115

3

124,785

259,418

69.03

JKS002123

4

121,089

264,583

68.92

JKS002128

1

126,586

126,586

68.22

JKS002131

13

58,929

235,870

68.76

JKS002138

8

84,022

125,296

68.75

JKS002146

36

10,783

143,599

67.10

JKS002148

11

8,326

35,769

69.69

JKS002155

30

13,568

96,337

68.82
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JKS002160

34

8,791

93,595

66.31

JKS002162

5

237,826

488,564

67.93

JKS002168

44

44,967

229,715

68.21

JKS002171

19

22,889

98,318

67.87

JKS002179

45

13,431

191,130

68.41

JKS002181

24

22,934

138,462

67.65

JKS002264

49

25,240

206,264

68.25

JKS002265

43

25,247

193,593

68.16

JKS002337

60

15,252

204,630

67.27

JKS002359

4

398,312

509,751

67.44

JKS002372

5

181,488

511,297

68.03

JKS002376

55

19,079

199,398

67.80

JKS002383

32

34,093

148,717

69.74

JKS002386

30

14,718

120,744

67.92

JKS002392

28

16,135

108,731

68.57

JKS002394

26

10,748

74,408

66.19

JKS002395

65

37,256

231,216

66.92

JKS002397

63

37,262

262,417

66.99

JKS002450

86

20,921

313,905

68.69

JKS002451

46

17,824

211,788

68.26

JKS002453

48

14,193

174,351

68.27

JKS002479

71

24,647

286,675

68.76

JKS002488

79

24,043

331,546

68.03

JKS002492

4

151,610

476,854

68.22

JKS002495

78

23,149

346,534

68.60

JKS002507

13

304,167

980,313

68.52

JKS002530

9

307,832

707,570

67.85
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Figure 4.1. Chromosome core protein phylogeny showing the relationship between T. septentrionalisassociated Pseudonocardia and their phylogenetic relatives. The phylogeny was constructed using 201
single copy genes obtained from Anvi’o analyses that were shared across all 74 Pseudonocardia strains
sequenced in this study, and previously published symbiont and free-living outgroups. Lines next to the
tree indicate the origins for each strain: strains next to the red line represents Pseudonocardia isolates
from Cafaro “Clade IV”, strains next to the blue line represent strains that fall into Cafaro “Clade VI”, and
strains next to the green line represent environmental isolates. Different clades of T. septentrionalis
symbiotic Pseudonocardia are boxed and colored green (Clade T-I), pink (Clade T-II), blue (Clade T-III),
yellow (Clade T-IV), or purple (Clade T-V). The numbers on branches represent the bootstrap values for
each clade. The tree was rooted to the Pseudonocardia environmental isolate clade and the scale bar
represents the number of amino acid substitutions per sites.
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Louisiana
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Figure 4.2. Whole chromosome SNP phylogeny of Pseudonocardia symbionts of T. septentrionalis,
generated using strain JKS002530 as a reference. Clade T-V strain JKS002456 was excluded due to its
high degree of sequence divergence. Different clades are boxed and colored green (clade T-I), pink
(clade T-II), blue (clade T-III), and yellow (clade T-IV). Colored blocks next to each strain represent the
state and park origin according to the key. The numbers on branches represent the bootstrap value for
each major clade. The SNP phylogeny is unrooted and the scale bar represents 0.2 nucleotide
substitutions per site.
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Figure 4.3. Gubbins recombination analysis of T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia chromosomes. The SNP phylogeny constructed using
only SNPs from outside of regions of recombination is on the left, and clades are colored green (clade T-I), pink (clade T-II), blue (clade T-III), and
yellow (clade T-IV). Clade T-V strain JKS002456 was not included in this analysis becase of its high divergence from the reference strain
JKS002530. Red vertical bars indicate regions of recombination between two or more strains. Blue horizontal bars indicate regions of
recombination within a single Pseudonocardia strain.
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Figure 4.4. Time-scaled BEAST core gene Pseudonocardia phylogeny constructed using the 201 single
copy core genes obtained from the Anvi’o pangenome analyses. Different clades of T. septentrionalisassociated strains are boxed and colored green (clade T-I), pink (clade T-II), blue (clade T-III), yellow
(clade T-IV), and purple (clade T-V). The numbers on branches represent the time unit divergence for
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each clade. The tree was rooted to the Pseudonocardia environmental isolate clade. The scale bar
represents 0.03 time units.
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Figure 4.5. Chromosomal (A) gene cluster frequency dendrogram and (B) gene cluster presence absence
dendrograms produced by Anvi’o. (A) The relationship between Pseudonocardia strains based on the
number of times a gene is annotated in the chromosome of each respective strain. Different clades are
boxed and colored green (clade T-I), pink (clade T-II), blue (clade T-III), yellow (clade T-IV), and purple
(clade T-V). “Upper” clades are indicated by a red horizontal line next to the strains, and “lower” clades
are indicated by a green horizontal line next to the clades. Clades are labeled “GF” to indicate clades
that are specific to the gene cluster frequency analysis. The scale bar represents strain similarity in
relation to the number of times a gene cluster occurred in each strain (relative metric of similarity,
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where 0 is identical and 1 is completely opposite). (B) Represents the relationship between
Pseudonocardia strains based on gene cluster annotations being either present or absent from
chromosome assemblies. Different clades are boxed and colored as stated above. Clades are labeled
“GPA” to indicate clades that are specific to the gene cluster presence absence analysis. The scale bar
represents strain similarity in relation to the presence/absence of each gene cluster in each
Pseudonocardia chromosome (relative metric of similarity, where 0 is identical and 1 is completely
opposite).
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Figure 4.6. Plasmid (A) gene frequency dendrogram and (B) gene cluster presence/absence dendrogram
produced by Anvi’o. (A) Shows the relationship between T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia
plasmid contig collections based on the number of times that a gene is annotated in each plasmid contig
collection. The scale bar represents strain similarity in relation to the number of times a gene cluster
occurred in each strain (relative metric of similarity, where 0 is identical and 1 is completely opposite).
(B) Represents the relationship between Pseudonocardia strains based on gene cluster annotations
being either present or absent from plasmid contig collections. The scale bar represents strain similarity
in relation to the presence/absence of each gene cluster in each Pseudonocardia plasmid contig
collection (relative metric of similarity, where 0 is identical and 1 is completely opposite).
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Figure 4.7. (A) Chromosomal and (B) plasmid families, as defined using ClustCompare (see also Figure 6).
The numbers in each box for (A) correspond to the chromosome BGC families represented in Figure 6,
and the numbers in each box for (B) correspond to the plasmid BGC families in Figure 7. Chromosome
BGC groups 1A-1E are expanded in the boxed section of this figure because they were defined using
different parameters than the rest of the network (see methods). Each node represents a BGC
annotation from an individual strain that is colored by their antiSMASH cluster type annotation (see key
t2pks-lassopeptide-nrps
t3pks-fused
terpene
terpene-t1pks
thiopeptide
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below). Homology between each node, as defined by ClustCompare, are represented as edges (in grey)
connecting nodes to one another.
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Figure 4.8. Chromosomal ClustCompare BGC group presence/absence heatmap. A black box indicates that a BGC is annotated and white space
indicates the lack of such an annotation in the corresponding genome on the SNP phylogenetic tree to the left. The tree is colored according to
clade groups (clade T-I: green, clade T-II: pink, clade T-III: blue, clade T-IV: yellow). The state and park of colony origin is noted in color according
to the key.
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Figure 4.9. Plasmid ClustCompare BGC group presence/absence heatmap. A black box indicates that a BGC is annotated and white space
indicates the lack of such an annotation in the corresponding Pseudonocardia plasmid assembly from the gene frequency dendrogram to the
left. The state and park of colony origin is noted in color according to the key.
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Figure 4.10. Chromosomal (blue) and plasmid (green) BGC accumulation curves for Pseudonocardia
symbionts of T. septentrionalis ants.
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Chapter 4: Supplemental Tables and Figures
Supplemental Table S4.1. Colony metadata for all Pseudonocardia strains used in this study.
Strain

Colony

State

Park

GPS
latitude

GPS longitude

NCBI BioSample
Number

JKS001101 JKH000047

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.70923

-74.66428

SAMN14595933

JKS001106 JKH000052

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.77777

-74.63082

SAMN14595934

JKS001114 JKH000056

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.77807

-74.63055

SAMN14595935

JKS001126 JKH000057

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.77822

-74.63058

SAMN14595936

JKS001134 JKH000058

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.77800

-74.63110

SAMN14595937

Robert Cushman Murphy County Park

40.89252

-72.82253

SAMN14595938

JKS001136 JKH000061 NY
JKS001146 JKH000070

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.87212

-74.52058

SAMN14595939

JKS001190 JKH000038

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.91810

-74.52225

SAMN14595940

JKS001214 JKH000080

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.74572

-74.76135

SAMN14595941

JKS001217 JKH000081

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.74595

-74.76105

SAMN14595942

JKS002056 JKH000125

FL

Paynes Creek Historic State Park

27.62288

-81.80935

SAMN14595943

JKS002058 JKH000128 GA

George L. Smith State Park

32.54569

-82.12259

SAMN14595944

JKS002060 JKH000135 GA

Yuchi Widlife Management Area

33.08381

-81.77107

SAMN14595945

JKS002066 JKH000137 GA

Yuchi Widlife Management Area

33.08373

-81.77075

SAMN14595946

JKS002069 JKH000138 GA

Yuchi Widlife Management Area

33.08393

-81.76996

SAMN14595947

JKS002072 JKH000144 GA

Magnolia Springs State Park

32.88272

-81.95121

SAMN14595948

JKS002078 JKH000145 GA

Alexander Wildlife Management Area

32.88264

-81.95122

SAMN14595949

JKS002115 JKH000152 NC

William B. Umstead State Park

35.86093

-78.76215

SAMN14595950

JKS002123 JKH000153 NC

William B. Umstead State Park

35.86095

-78.76204

SAMN14595951

JKS002128 JKH000158 NC

Jones Lake State Park

34.68160

-78.59562

SAMN14595952

JKS002131 JKH000154 NC

William B. Umstead State Park

35.86070

-78.76103

SAMN14595953

JKS002138 JKH000155 NC

William B. Umstead State Park

35.86074

-78.76111

SAMN14595954

JKS002146 JKH000160 NC

Jones Lake State Park

34.68167

-78.59631

SAMN14595955

JKS002148 JKH000161 NC

Singletary Lake State Park

34.58154

-78.44848

SAMN14595956

JKS002155 JKH000162 NC

Singletary Lake State Park

34.58172

-78.44854

SAMN14595957
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JKS002160 JKH000167 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.40608

-78.98447

SAMN14595958

JKS002162 JKH000170 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.38890

-79.00109

SAMN14595959

JKS002168 JKH000171 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.38882

-79.00111

SAMN14595960

JKS002171 JKH000172 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.91705

-79.35333

SAMN14595961

JKS002176 JKH000175 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.91699

-79.35339

SAMN14595962

JKS002178 JKH000176 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.91748

-79.35354

SAMN14595963

JKS002179 JKH000177 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.91729

-79.35366

SAMN14595964

JKS002181 JKH000178 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.91748

-79.35357

SAMN14595965

JKS002185 JKH000179 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.91747

-79.35359

SAMN14595966

JKS002190 JKH000180 NC

Lumber River State Park

34.91716

-79.35376

SAMN14595967

JKS002195 JKH000151 NC

William B. Umstead State Park

35.86069

-78.76091

SAMN14595968

JKS002264 JKH000074

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.71222

-74.56448

SAMN14595969

JKS002265 JKH000076

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.71247

-74.56435

SAMN14595970

JKS002266 JKH000099

FL

Wekiwa Springs State Park

28.71057

-81.48445

SAMN14595971

JKS002337 JKH000224

FL

Wakulla State Forest

30.34215

-84.25374

SAMN14595972

JKS002342 JKH000206

FL

Lake Talquin State Forest

30.43911

-84.49543

SAMN14595973

JKS002343 JKH000215

FL

Lake Talquin State Forest

30.47538

-84.38263

SAMN14595974

JKS002350 JKH000207

FL

Lake Talquin State Forest

30.44010

-84.49546

SAMN14595975

JKS002353 JKH000213

FL

Lake Talquin State Forest

30.46497

-84.36418

SAMN14595976

JKS002359 JKH000223

FL

Wakulla State Forest

30.34210

-84.25394

SAMN14595977

JKS002372 JKH000187

LA

Clear Creek Wildlife Management Area 31.05130

-93.40270

SAMN14595978

JKS002373 JKH000192

LA

Fort Polk

31.01988

-93.06712

SAMN14595979

JKS002376 JKH000195

LA

Fort Polk

31.01987

-93.06717

SAMN14595980

JKS002383 JKH000199

LA

Alexander State Forest Wildlife
Management Area

31.11346

-92.46857

SAMN14595981

JKS002385 JKH000184

LA

Alexander State Forest Wildlife
Management Area

31.12861

-92.49278

SAMN14595982

JKS002386 JKH000186

LA

Alexander State Forest Wildlife
Management Area

31.12922

-92.49341

SAMN14595983

Robert Cushman Murphy County Park

40.89289

-72.82238

SAMN14595984

Tate's Hell State Forest

30.00193

-84.53964

SAMN14595985

JKS002390 JKH000203 NY
JKS002392 JKH000204

FL
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JKS002394 JKH000217

FL

Lake Talquin State Forest

30.47541

-84.38277

SAMN14595986

JKS002395 JKH000218

FL

Wakulla State Forest

30.34231

-84.25482

SAMN14595987

JKS002397 JKH000221

FL

Wakulla State Forest

30.34250

-84.25490

SAMN14595988

JKS002449 JKH000233

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.87339

-74.52663

SAMN14595989

JKS002450 JKH000234

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.87341

-74.52663

SAMN14595990

JKS002451 JKH000241

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.91790

-74.52129

SAMN14595991

JKS002453 JKH000242

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.91759

-74.52072

SAMN14595992

JKS002456 JKH000244

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.71100

-74.56396

SAMN14595993

JKS002457 JKH000250

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.71074

-74.56364

SAMN14595994

JKS002459 JKH000251

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.72478

-74.69086

SAMN14595995

JKS002469 JKH000262

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.70931

-74.66341

SAMN14595996

JKS002479 JKH000232

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.87326

-74.52628

SAMN14595997

JKS002488 JKH000240

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.91817

-74.52167

SAMN14595998

JKS002492 JKH000245

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.71257

-74.56434

SAMN14595999

JKS002495 JKH000247

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.71252

-74.56438

SAMN14596000

JKS002507 JKH000256

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.70969

-74.66375

SAMN14596001

JKS002530 JKH000266

NJ

Wharton State Forest

39.77818

-74.63150

SAMN14596002

Robert Cushman Murphy County Park

40.89257

-72.82252

SAMN14596003

JKS002541 JKH000202 NY
JKS002548 JKH000236

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.87259

-74.52636

SAMN14596004

JKS002551 JKH000237

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.87234

-74.52605

SAMN14596005

JKS002552 JKH000239

NJ

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest

39.87234

-74.52576

SAMN14596006
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Supplemental Table S4.2. Pseudonocardia sp. and Streptomyces sp. plasmids used to build the HyAsP
database.

Organism Name

Strain

BioSample

BioProject

Size(Mb)

GC%

Pseudonocardia sp. EC080610-09

EC080610-09 SAMN03890604 PRJNA290343 0.874997 69.322

Pseudonocardia sp. EC080610-09

EC080610-09 SAMN03890604 PRJNA290343 0.118633 69.3584

Pseudonocardia sp. EC080619-01

EC080619-01 SAMN03890614 PRJNA290345 0.850061 69.3384

Pseudonocardia sp. EC080619-01

EC080619-01 SAMN03890614 PRJNA290345 0.206535 68.7515

Pseudonocardia sp. EC080625-04

EC080625-04 SAMN03324061 PRJNA274761 0.297301 68.5507

Pseudonocardia sp. EC080625-04

EC080625-04 SAMN03324061 PRJNA274761 0.121382 70.7296

Pseudonocardia sp. HH130629-09

HH130629-09 SAMN03470467 PRJNA280814 0.242173 70.2861

Pseudonocardia sp. HH130630-07

HH130630-07 SAMN03922416 PRJNA290893 0.375718 72.0801

Pseudonocardia sp. HH130630-07

HH130630-07 SAMN03922416 PRJNA290893 0.118685 70.7217

Pseudonocardia autotrophica

PRJNA187639 0.008047 67.8389

Pseudonocardia autotrophica

NBRC 12743

SAMD00129985

PRJDB7192

0.289155 70.2243

Pseudonocardia dioxanivorans CB1190

CB1190

SAMN00713596 PRJNA40557 0.015063 61.8336

Pseudonocardia dioxanivorans CB1190

CB1190

SAMN00713596 PRJNA40557 0.192355 70.7276

Streptomyces incarnatus

NRRL 8089

SAMN03699512 PRJNA284179 0.208337 72.0127

Streptomyces incarnatus

NRRL 8089

SAMN03699512 PRJNA284179 0.037805 70.1812

Streptomyces incarnatus

NRRL 8089

SAMN03699512 PRJNA284179 0.003038 73.5352

Streptomyces natalensis

PRJNA187876 0.009367 71.2715

Streptomyces sp. 14R-10

PRJNA234513 0.127862 70.5096

Streptomyces sp. 44030

PRJNA187774 0.032759 66.8641

Streptomyces sp. 44414

PRJNA187775 0.020252 70.398

Streptomyces sp. EN27

PRJNA187643 0.012855 72.5554

Streptomyces sp. ETH9427

ETH9427

SAMN09209490 PRJNA471407 0.106771 68.5748

Streptomyces sp. ETH9427

ETH9427

SAMN09209490 PRJNA471407 0.125903 71.1246

Streptomyces sp. F11

PRJNA187748 0.035159 69.3564

Streptomyces sp. F11

PRJNA187748 0.025899 70.5471

Streptomyces sp. F12

PRJNA233407 0.389676 70.8201
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Streptomyces sp. F2

PRJNA232238 0.034083 70.6628

Streptomyces sp. F2

PRJNA232238 0.432159 70.4324

Streptomyces sp. F8

PRJNA233408 0.409218 70.244

Streptomyces sp. FQ1

PRJNA187749 0.03936 72.0884

Streptomyces sp. FR1

PRJNA178858 0.054288 72.1301

Streptomyces sp. FR1

PRJNA178858 0.040949 70.2996

Streptomyces sp. FR1

PRJNA178858 0.093863 69.0719

Streptomyces sp. FR1

PRJNA178858 0.436858 70.541

Streptomyces sp. HK1

PRJNA187794 0.187263 70.1116

Streptomyces sp. W75

PRJNA178810 0.084833 69.1688

Streptomyces sp. W9

PRJNA187875 0.085518 69.3293

Streptomyces sp. WAC8241

WAC8241
SAMN12024011 PRJNA504665 0.092592 69.1669
substr. delta strI

Streptomyces sp. x3

PRJNA187874 0.007516 72.2858

Streptomyces sp. X335

PRJNA178821 0.004346 65.8537

Streptomyces sp. x4(2010)

PRJNA178900 0.006966 72.0212

Streptomyces sp. Y27

PRJNA187879 0.014288 71.8155

Streptomyces agglomeratus

9/3/15

SAMN05631103 PRJNA340068 0.016277 73.3612

Streptomyces agglomeratus

5/1/03

PRJNA299865 0.081079 70.3733

Streptomyces albulus

NK660

SAMN02709029 PRJNA242787 0.01212 71.2129

Streptomyces albulus

PRJNA187878 0.036955 68.9027

Streptomyces autolyticus

CGMCC0516

SAMN06209296 PRJNA360354 0.046799 70.9395

Streptomyces autolyticus

CGMCC0516

SAMN06209296 PRJNA360354 0.030888 87.4773

Streptomyces autolyticus

CGMCC0516

SAMN06209296 PRJNA360354 0.015583 70.9042

Streptomyces autolyticus

CGMCC0516

SAMN06209296 PRJNA360354 0.015584 70.9189

Streptomyces autolyticus

CGMCC0516

SAMN06209296 PRJNA360354 0.015586 70.9098

Streptomyces autolyticus

CGMCC0516

SAMN06209296 PRJNA360354 0.015601 70.9442

Streptomyces autolyticus

CGMCC0516

SAMN06209296 PRJNA360354 0.015591 83.2852

Streptomyces avermitilis MA-4680 = NBRC
14893

MA-4680
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SAMD00061088

PRJNA189

0.094287 69.246

Streptomyces cattleya NRRL 8057 = DSM
46488

NRRL 8057

SAMEA3138404 PRJNA65103

1.80949 73.2745

Streptomyces cattleya NRRL 8057 = DSM
46488

DSM 46488

SAMN02603879 PRJNA78941

1.81255 73.2692

Streptomyces clavuligerus

PRJNA187623 0.011696 71.9391

Streptomyces clavuligerus

SAMN07780489 PRJNA414136
SAMEA2272568

Streptomyces davaonensis JCM 4913

JCM 4913

Streptomyces dengpaensis

XZHG99

SAMN08469739 PRJNA433056 0.092208 70.6078

Streptomyces dengpaensis

XZHG99

SAMN08469739 PRJNA433056 0.076609 70.6562

Streptomyces fungicidicus

TXX3120

SAMN07633318 PRJNA406883 0.926728 72.7839

Streptomyces globosus

LZH-48

SAMN08286884 PRJNA428275 0.110701 70.2649

Streptomyces globosus

LZH-48

SAMN08286884 PRJNA428275 0.561689 73.3575

Streptomyces katrae

S3

SAMN06470724 PRJNA377746 0.348805 73.5652

Streptomyces katrae

S3

SAMN06470724 PRJNA377746 0.202794 74.4731

Streptomyces laurentii

PRJEB184

1.7955 71.8529
0.089331 69.8884

PRJNA187789 0.015397 70.8515

Streptomyces leeuwenhoekii

C34 (= DSM SAMEA3258058
42122 = NRRL
B-24963)

PRJEB8583

0.08637 69.1548

Streptomyces leeuwenhoekii

C34 (= DSM SAMEA3258058
42122 = NRRL
B-24963)

PRJEB8583

0.132226 69.6686

Streptomyces lividans

PRJNA187628 0.00883 72.9785

Streptomyces lividans 1326

PRJNA187628 0.05041 68.4408

Streptomyces lunaelactis

MM109

SAMN08367447 PRJNA430192 0.127264 69.667

Streptomyces lunaelactis

MM109

SAMN08367447 PRJNA430192 0.046827 71.3627

Streptomyces malaysiensis

DSM 4137

SAMN07427119 PRJNA396489 0.049553 69.9695

Streptomyces pratensis ATCC 33331

ATCC 33331

SAMN00191232 PRJNA33771 0.188552 67.7908

Streptomyces pratensis ATCC 33331

ATCC 33331

SAMN00191232 PRJNA33771 0.130055 67.2377

Streptomyces reticuli

TUE45

SAMEA3707210

PRJEB10869

0.812118 73.1573

Streptomyces reticuli

TUE45

SAMEA3707210

PRJEB10869

0.094102 69.9858

Streptomyces reticuli

TUE45

SAMEA3707210

PRJEB10869

0.076089 71.4019
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Streptomyces roseochromogenus subsp.
oscitans DS 12.976

DS 12.976

SAMN02469393 PRJNA210150 0.119017 69.5783

Streptomyces seoulensis

KCTC 9819

SAMN09867566 PRJNA486883 0.086882 68.6655

Streptomyces sp. 11-1-2

11/1/02

SAMN07342914 PRJNA393858 0.051329 71.1489

Streptomyces sp. 3211

3211

SAMN06464033 PRJNA377638 0.518852 64.6892

Streptomyces sp. 3211

3211

SAMN06464033 PRJNA377638 0.240209 66.1711

Streptomyces sp. 769

769

SAMN03275450 PRJNA182073 0.237512 68.2606

Streptomyces sp. ADI95-16

ADI95-16

SAMN10372319 PRJNA503722 0.630187 70.7538

Streptomyces sp. ADI95-16

ADI95-16

SAMN10372319 PRJNA503722 0.254705 70.3877

Streptomyces sp. ADI95-16

ADI95-16

SAMN10372319 PRJNA503722 0.010517 71.4652

Streptomyces sp. ADI95-16

ADI95-16

SAMN10372319 PRJNA503722 0.007012 71.3491

Streptomyces sp. CdTB01

CdTB01

SAMN04235813 PRJNA302338 0.288836 69.9127

Streptomyces sp. CFMR 7

CFMR-7

SAMN03463183 PRJNA282459 0.099537 69.9599

Streptomyces sp. CLI2509

CLI2905

SAMN06855397 PRJNA384988 0.144028 71.207

Streptomyces sp. FR-008

FR-008

SAMN03120580 PRJNA264353 0.142804 69.3384

Streptomyces sp. FR-008

FR-008

SAMN03120580 PRJNA264353 0.024272 72.8659

Streptomyces sp. GBA 94-10

GBA 94-10

SAMN02469388 PRJNA171847 0.198437 69.8458

Streptomyces sp. GY16

GY16

SAMN12989728 PRJNA576310 0.059304 71.8484

Streptomyces sp. Mg1

Mg1

SAMN02471086 PRJNA207881 0.529571 71.2159

Streptomyces sp. Mg1

Mg1

SAMN02471086 PRJNA207881 0.134791 69.0825

Streptomyces sp. Mg1

Mg1

SAMN02471086 PRJNA207881 0.183653 71.7206

Streptomyces sp. NEAU-S7GS2

NEAU-S7GS2

SAMN09217500 PRJNA471769 0.045805 69.4116

Streptomyces sp. PAMC 26508

PAMC 26508

SAMN02180670 PRJNA182709 0.104048 68.5184

Streptomyces sp. PVA 94-07

PVA 94-07

SAMN02469391 PRJNA171846 0.021129 69.8992

Streptomyces sp. PVA 94-07

PVA 94-07

SAMN02469391 PRJNA171846 0.077503 70.5869

Streptomyces sp. RLB1-9

RLB1-9

SAMN12231163 PRJNA553182 0.106143 68.7299

Streptomyces sp. RLB1-9

RLB1-9

SAMN12231163 PRJNA553182 0.154158 68.9948

Streptomyces sp. RLB3-6

RLB3-6

SAMN12234764 PRJNA553182 0.110314 70.5849

Streptomyces sp. S1A1-7

S1A1-7

SAMN12234768 PRJNA553182 0.292353 69.6986

Streptomyces sp. S1D4-14

S1D4-14

SAMN12234771 PRJNA553182 0.112196 68.6762
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Streptomyces sp. S1D4-14

S1D4-14

SAMN12234771 PRJNA553182 0.098815 69.0776

Streptomyces sp. S1D4-20

S1D4-20

SAMN12234774 PRJNA553182 0.394019 69.0903

Streptomyces sp. S501

S501

SAMN10144670 PRJNA493862 0.288181 67.5749

Streptomyces sp. S8

S8

SAMN04870419 PRJNA318942 0.072789 70.365

Streptomyces sp. SGAir0924

SGAir0924

SAMN08222724 PRJNA388547 0.026627 71.2923

Streptomyces sp. SGAir0924

SGAir0924

SAMN08222724 PRJNA388547 0.021816 71.3834

Streptomyces sp. SGAir0924

SGAir0924

SAMN08222724 PRJNA388547 0.377458 71.6406

Streptomyces sp. Sge12

Sge12

SAMN06647473 PRJNA380743 0.127085 69.8831

Streptomyces sp. SM17

SM17

SAMN06828995 PRJNA384120 0.153923 69.8992

Streptomyces sp. SM17

SM17

SAMN06828995 PRJNA384120 0.028056 72.6796

Streptomyces sp. SM17

SM17

SAMN06828995 PRJNA384120 0.022147 74.3306

Streptomyces sp. SYP-A7193

SYP-A7193

PRJNA579270 0.508575 70.8647

Streptomyces sp. SYP-A7193

SYP-A7193

PRJNA579270 0.12068 72.6525

Streptomyces sp. Tu6071

Tu6071

SAMN02470040 PRJNA63579 0.147347 70.8796

Streptomyces sp. Tue6028

Tue6028

SAMN05900974 PRJNA348093 0.037129 71.7552

Streptomyces sp. W1SF4

W1SF4

SAMN09908039 PRJNA487679 0.481785 72.9348

Streptomyces sp. W1SF4

W1SF4

SAMN09908039 PRJNA487679 0.31348 74.4941

Streptomyces sp. WAC 01438

WAC 01438

SAMN09238311 PRJNA472056 0.062839 71.4556

Streptomyces sp. WAC00288

WAC00288

SAMN08559993 PRJNA434467 0.18611 68.4375

Streptomyces sp. WAC00288

WAC00288

SAMN08559993 PRJNA434467 0.109458 68.2527

Streptomyces sp. WAC00288

WAC00288

SAMN08559993 PRJNA434467 0.062599 68.1001

Streptomyces sp. WAC00288

WAC00288

SAMN08559993 PRJNA434467 0.026915 68.7609

Streptomyces sp. YIM 121038

YIM 121038

SAMN08792501 PRJNA445485 0.96789 67.9034

Streptomyces sp. Z022

Z022

SAMN10237529 PRJNA474356 0.072694 67.194

Streptomyces sp. ZFG47

ZFG47

SAMN09388963 PRJNA475413 0.969901 69.0494

Streptomyces tsukubensis

AT3

Streptomyces vietnamensis

GIM4.0001

Streptomyces lavendulae subsp. lavendulae
Streptomyces albidoflavus

PRJNA577407 0.018766 68.6827
SAMN02730132 PRJNA244969 0.286635 69.0376
PRJNA262104 0.241077 72.116
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SAMN11663544 PRJNA543336 0.307384 75.1142

Streptomyces alboflavus

MDJK44

SAMN07173524 PRJNA388234 0.256434 70.0734

Streptomyces alboflavus

MDJK44

SAMN07173524 PRJNA388234

Streptomyces albogriseolus

LBX-2

Streptomyces ambofaciens ATCC 23877

ATCC 23877

Streptomyces clavuligerus

F613-1

SAMN05392246 PRJNA329150 0.707056 71.8167

Streptomyces clavuligerus

F1D-5

SAMN09930682 PRJNA488350 0.106697 70.121

Streptomyces clavuligerus

F1D-5

SAMN09930682 PRJNA488350 1.05152 71.8869

Streptomyces clavuligerus

ATCC 27064

SAMN02470183 PRJNA19249 0.010466 71.3071

Streptomyces clavuligerus

ATCC 27064

SAMN02470183 PRJNA19249 0.149426 70.0487

Streptomyces clavuligerus

ATCC 27064

SAMN02470183 PRJNA19249 0.444192 70.6622

Streptomyces clavuligerus

ATCC 27064

SAMN02470183 PRJNA19249

1.79712

Streptomyces clavuligerus

ATCC 27064

SAMN02471788 PRJNA42475

1.7965 71.7885

Streptomyces coelicolor

0.0887 67.4589

SAMN12500892 PRJNA558864 0.336677 73.6567
SAMN03921868

PRJNA93

0.089658 69.1885

71.83

PRJNA187624 0.007686 72.6256

Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2)

A3(2)

PRJNA242

0.356023 69.0593

Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2)

A3(2)

PRJNA242

0.031317 72.1174

Streptomyces collinus Tu 365

Tu 365

SAMN02603029 PRJNA171216 0.019314 69.882

Streptomyces collinus Tu 365

Tu 365

SAMN02603029 PRJNA171216 0.085047 68.2869

Streptomyces cyaneus

PRJNA187625 0.009014 68.7264

Streptomyces glaucescens

GLA.O

SAMN03031338 PRJNA260814 0.170574 69.0627

Streptomyces globisporus

TFH56

SAMN09104458 PRJNA470782 0.12782 69.4602

Streptomyces globisporus

TFH56

SAMN09104458 PRJNA470782 0.050115 67.9218

Streptomyces globisporus C-1027

C-1027

SAMN02469977 PRJNA158251 0.167754 69.4934

Streptomyces globisporus C-1027

C-1027

SAMN02469977 PRJNA158251 0.007234 70.8875

Streptomyces lavendulae

PRJNA187627 0.002661 65.1635

Streptomyces lavendulae subsp. lavendulae

CCM 3239

SAMN07663065 PRJNA407779 0.241081 72.1168

Streptomyces parvulus

2297

SAMN04924834 PRJNA320204 0.617085 71.9199

Streptomyces phaeochromogenes
Streptomyces rimosus

PRJNA187629 0.011143 71.7222
WT5260

Streptomyces rochei

SAMN08100211 PRJNA416846 0.292604 69.5671
PRJNA187630 0.210614 72.8437
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Streptomyces rochei

PRJNA187630 0.017526 69.685

Streptomyces subrutilus

10/1/01

SAMN05631079 PRJNA340062 0.124398 70.2873

Streptomyces subrutilus

10/1/01

SAMN05631079 PRJNA340062 0.08284 69.3385

Streptomyces tendae

139

SAMN12769860 PRJNA565833 0.40825 67.8445

Streptomyces tendae

139

SAMN12769860 PRJNA565833 0.035138 69.0364

Streptomyces venezuelae

PRJNA187841 0.012652 71.3326

Streptomyces venezuelae

NRRL B-65442 SAMN06014621 PRJNA353366 0.158122 70.0579

Streptomyces violaceoruber

PRJNA187631 0.096742 69.7515

Streptomyces violaceusniger Tu 4113

Tu 4113

SAMN00016986 PRJNA43031 0.290055 68.2409

Streptomyces violaceusniger Tu 4113

Tu 4113

SAMN00016986 PRJNA43031 0.191151 69.6957

Streptomyces viridosporus
Streptomyces anulatus

PRJNA187767 0.012207 69.9762
ATCC 11523

Streptomyces flavovirens

SAMN02951406 PRJNA257397 0.08753 70.8671
PRJNA187834 0.011046 71.8812

Streptomyces hygroscopicus subsp.
jinggangensis 5008

5008

SAMN02603880 PRJNA81087 0.073285 70.9436

Streptomyces hygroscopicus subsp.
jinggangensis 5008

5008

SAMN02603880 PRJNA81087 0.164566 69.0045

Streptomyces hygroscopicus subsp.
jinggangensis TL01

SAMN02603881 PRJNA169410 0.073285 70.9436

Streptomyces hygroscopicus subsp.
jinggangensis TL01

SAMN02603881 PRJNA169410 0.164565 69.005

Streptomyces niveus NCIMB 11891

NCIMB 11891 SAMN02469390 PRJNA210149 0.123332 68.5888

Streptomyces niveus NCIMB 11891

NCIMB 11891 SAMN02469390 PRJNA210149 0.053413 71.3628

Streptomyces niveus NCIMB 11891

NCIMB 11891 SAMN02469390 PRJNA210149 0.019358 68.9689

Streptomyces niveus NCIMB 11891

NCIMB 11891 SAMN02469390 PRJNA210149 0.015813 67.4002
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Supplemental Table S4.3. Representative BGCs from each chromosomal BGC family. If BGCs annotations
were ≥ 75% similar known BGCs clusters, as determined by KnownClusterBlast, the closest MiBIG BGC
match is indicated.

Cluster ID

Strain

BGC
family

Annotation

Most similar known cluster (>75% id)

cluster 967 JKS002350 BGC 1A

t1pks-nrps

NA

cluster 247 JKS002115 BGC 1B

t1pks

nystatin biosynthetic gene cluster from Streptomyces
albulus (MiBIG0001709) *

cluster 581 JKS002343 BGC 1C

nrps

NA

cluster 387 JKS002168 BGC 1D

nrps

NA

cluster 451 JKS002179 BGC 1E

nrps

NA

cluster 788 JKS002449

BGC 2

bacteriocin

NA

cluster 523 JKS002265

BGC 3

terpene

NA

cluster 411 JKS002176

BGC 4

ectoine

ectoine biosynthetic gene cluster from Streptomyces
anulatus (MiBIG BGC0000853)

cluster 275 JKS002128

BGC 5

bacteriocin

NA

cluster 175 JKS002060

BGC 6

terpene

NA

cluster 183 JKS002066

BGC 7

terpene

NA

cluster 630 JKS002372

BGC 8

t1pks-nrps

NA

cluster 408 JKS002176

BGC 9

oligosaccharide

NA

cluster 697 JKS002386 BGC 10

otherks

NA

cluster 563 JKS001126 BGC 11

nrps

NA

cluster 119 JKS001214 BGC 12

lantipeptide

NA

cluster 75 JKS001134 BGC 13

t2pks

NA

cluster 777 JKS002397 BGC 14

lantipeptide

NA

cluster 989 JKS002548 BGC 15

nrps

NA

cluster 875 JKS002459 BGC 16

other

NA

cluster 473 JKS002185 BGC 17

indole

NA

cluster 601 JKS002353 BGC 18

other

NA

cluster 638 JKS002372 BGC 19 lantipeptide-terpene
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NA

cluster 682 JKS002385 BGC 20

nucleoside

NA

cluster 494 JKS002190 BGC 21

t1pks

NA

cluster 709 JKS002386 BGC 22

lantipeptide

NA

cluster 480 JKS002185 BGC 23

t1pks

NA

cluster 1025 JKS002552 BGC 24

lassopeptide

NA

cluster 712 JKS002390 BGC 25

nrps

NA

cluster 620 JKS002359 BGC 26

lantipeptide

NA

cluster 853 JKS002457 BGC 27

t1pks

NA

cluster 857 JKS002457 BGC 28

other

NA

cluster 465 JKS002181 BGC 29

t2pks

NA

cluster 595 JKS002350 BGC 30

t1pks-terpene

NA

cluster 394 JKS002171 BGC 31

thiopeptide

NA

cluster 25 JKS001106 BGC 32

nrps

NA

cluster 1011 JKS002551 BGC 33

t2pks

NA

cluster 347 JKS002155 BGC 34

lassopeptide

NA

cluster 419 JKS002176 BGC 35

t3pks-fused

NA

cluster 210 JKS002069 BGC 36

t2pks

NA

cluster 813 JKS002450 BGC 37

terpene

NA

cluster 134 JKS001214 BGC 38

t1pks

NA

cluster 85 JKS001136 BGC 39

t1pks

NA

cluster 912 JKS002488 BGC 40

ectoine-nrps

NA

cluster 690 JKS002385 BGC 41 oligosaccharide-nrps

NA

cluster 563 JKS002337 BGC 42

nrps

NA

cluster 78 JKS001136 BGC 43

t1pks

NA
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Supplemental Table S4.4. Chromosomal singleton BGCs that did not cluster with any BGC families in
ClustCompare analyses. If BGCs annotations were ≥ 75% similar known BGCs clusters, as determined by
KnownClusterBlast, the closest MiBIG BGC match is indicated.

Cluster ID

Strain

Singleton

Annotation

Most similar known cluster (>75%)

cluster73 JKS001134 singleton 1

t1pks

NA

cluster91 JKS001136 singleton 2

lantipeptide

NA

cluster122 JKS001214 singleton 3 oligosaccharide
-t1pks

NA

cluster123 JKS001214 singleton 4

t1pks

NA

cluster132 JKS001214 singleton 5

other

NA

cluster144 JKS001217 singleton 6

lantipeptide

NA

cluster145 JKS001217 singleton 7

bacteriocint1pks

NA

cluster146 JKS002056 singleton 8

terpene

NA

cluster157 JKS002056 singleton 9

nrps

NA

cluster196 JKS002066 singleton 10 lantipeptide

NA

cluster228 JKS002078 singleton 11

t1pks

NA

cluster229 JKS002078 singleton 12

terpene

NA

cluster236 JKS002078 singleton 13

acyl amino
acids

NA

cluster237 JKS002078 singleton 14

terpene

NA

cluster242 JKS002078 singleton 15

t1pks-nrps

NA

cluster243 JKS002078 singleton 16

nrps

NA

cluster244 JKS002078 singleton 17

other

NA

cluster257 JKS002128 singleton 18

terpene

NA

cluster267 JKS002128 singleton 19 lantipeptide

NA
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cluster269 JKS002128 singleton 20 lantipeptide

NA

cluster271 JKS002128 singleton 21

NA

terpene

cluster274 JKS002128 singleton 22 lantipeptide

NA

cluster276 JKS002128 singleton 23

bacteriocin

NA

cluster279 JKS002128 singleton 24

nrps

NA

cluster283 JKS002148 singleton 25

t1pks

NA

cluster326 JKS002168 singleton 26

terpene

NA

cluster390 JKS002178 singleton 27

nrps

NA

cluster429 JKS002178 singleton 28 otherks-nrps

NA

cluster431 JKS002178 singleton 29

NA

thiopeptide

cluster433 JK00S2178 singleton 30 lantipeptide

GE37468 biosynthetic gene cluster from Streptomyces sp.
ATCC 55365 (MIBiG BGC0000605)

cluster434 JK00S2178 singleton 31

nrps

NA

cluster435 JKS002190 singleton 32

other

NA

cluster489 JKS002359 singleton 33

t1pks-nrps

NA

cluster616 JKS002373 singleton 34

t1pks

NA

cluster634 JKS002373 singleton 35

t1pks

NA

cluster636 JKS002373 singleton 36 lantipeptide

NA

cluster639 JKS002373 singleton 37

NA

t1pks
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cluster640 JKS002373 singleton 38

bacteriocinbottromycin

NA

cluster641 JKS002373 singleton 39

terpene

NA

cluster647 JKS002376 singleton 40

other

NA

cluster657 JKS002383 singleton 41

other

NA

cluster676 JKS002383 singleton 42

bacteriocin

NA

cluster677 JKS002383 singleton 43

bacteriocinbottromycin

NA

cluster678 JKS002385 singleton 44

terpene

NA

cluster694 JKS002390 singleton 45

bacteriocint1pks

NA

cluster713 JKS002390 singleton 46

t1pks

NA

cluster717 JKS002390 singleton 47 lantipeptide

NA

cluster719 JKS002390 singleton 48

nrps

NA

cluster722 JKS002390 singleton 49

other

NA

cluster723 JKS002392 singleton 50

nrps

NA

cluster730 JKS002450 singleton 51

other

NA

cluster808 JKS002450 singleton 52

nrps

NA

cluster810 JKS002450 singleton 53

other

NA

cluster812 JKS002456 singleton 54

ectoine

ectoine biosynthetic gene cluster from Streptomyces
anulatus (MIBiG BGC0000853 )

cluster842 JKS002456 singleton 55

terpene

NA
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cluster843 JKS002456 singleton 56

bacteriocin

NA

cluster844 JKS002456 singleton 57

terpene

NA

cluster845 JKS002456 singleton 58 oligosaccharide

NA

cluster846 JKS002456 singleton 59

otherks

NA

cluster847 JKS002456 singleton 60

terpene

NA

cluster848 JKS002456 singleton 61

other

NA

cluster849 JKS002456 singleton 62

bacteriocin

NA

cluster850 JKS002456 singleton 63

nrps

NA

cluster851 JKS002456 singleton 64

nrps

coelibactin biosynthetic gene cluster from Streptomyces
coelicolor A3(2) (MIBiG BGC0000324)

cluster852 JKS002457 singleton 65

t1pks

NA

cluster860 JKS002457 singleton 66

t1pks

NA

cluster862 JKS002457 singleton 67

terpene

NA

cluster864 JKS002459 singleton 68

t1pks

NA

cluster878 JKS002469 singleton 69

terpene

NA

cluster881 JKS002469 singleton 70

ectoine

NA

cluster882 JKS002469 singleton 71

t1pks

NA

cluster883 JKS002495 singleton 72

amglyccycl

NA

cluster945 JKS002495 singleton 73

other

NA
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cluster948 JKS002507 singleton 74

other

NA

cluster951 JKS002507 singleton 75

other

NA

cluster960 JKS002530 singleton 76

bacteriocin

NA

cluster963 JKS002530 singleton 77

nrps

NA
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Supplemental Table S4.5. Representative BGCs from each plasmid BGC family. If BGCs annotations were
≥ 75% similar known BGCs clusters, as determined by KnownClusterBlast, the closest MiBIG BGC match
is indicated.

Cluster ID

Strain

BGC family

Annotation

Most similar known cluster
(>75% id)

cluster 56

JKS002162

BGC 1A

terpene

NA

cluster 106

JKS002492

BGC 1B

lanthipeptide

NA

cluster 102

JKS002488

BGC 2

thiopeptide

GE37468 biosynthetic gene
cluster from Streptomyces sp.
ATCC 55365 (MiBIG
BGC0000605)

cluster 100

JKS002479

BGC 3

lanthipeptide

NA

cluster 23

JKS001214

BGC 4

lassopeptide

NA

cluster 12

JKS001134

BGC 5

t1pks-PKS-like

NA

cluster 35

JKS002056

BGC 6

t2pks

NA

cluster 15

JKS001136

BGC 7

lassopeptide

NA

cluster 24

JKS001214

BGC 8

nrps

NA

cluster 63

JKS002264

BGC 9

nrps

NA

cluster 113

JKS002507

BGC 10

lanthipeptide

NA

cluster 61

JKS002264

BGC 11

nrps-other

NA

cluster 19

JKS001146

BGC 12

lassopeptide

NA
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Supplemental Table S4.6. Plasmid singleton BGCs that did not cluster with any BGC families in
ClustCompare analyses. If BGCs annotations were ≥ 75% similar known BGCs clusters, determined by
KnownClusterBlast, the closest MiBIG BGC hit is indicated.

Cluster ID

Strain

Singleton

Annotation

Most similar known
cluster (>75% id)

cluster1

JKS001101

singleton 1

lantipeptide

NA

cluster4

JKS001106

singleton 2

lantipeptide

NA

cluster6

JKS001114

singleton 3

lantipeptide

NA

cluster7

JKS001114

singleton 4

terpene

NA

cluster10

JKS001126

singleton 5

lantipeptide

NA

cluster11

JKS001126

singleton 6

terpene

NA

cluster14

JKS001134

singleton 7

lantipeptide

NA

cluster20

JKS001146

singleton 8

lassopeptide

NA

cluster21

JKS001146

singleton 9

lantipeptide

NA

cluster22

JKS001190

singleton 10

other

NA

cluster26

JKS001214

singleton 11

bacteriocin

NA

cluster28

JKS001214

singleton 12

lantipeptide

NA

cluster29

JKS001217

singleton 13

bacteriocin

NA

cluster30

JKS001217

singleton 14

bacteriocin-lantipeptide

NA

cluster32

JKS001217

singleton 15

lassopeptide

NA

cluster34

JKS002056

singleton 16

thiopeptide-lantipeptide

NA

cluster36

JKS002056

singleton 17

lantipeptide

NA

cluster37

JKS002056

singleton 18

thiopeptide

NA

cluster44

JKS002128

singleton 19

terpene

NA

cluster49

JKS002146

singleton 20

bacteriocin

NA

cluster50

JKS002148

singleton 21

lantipeptide

NA

cluster51

JKS002160

singleton 22

bacteriocin

NA

cluster53

JKS002160

singleton 23

terpene

NA
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cluster54

JKS002160

singleton 24

lantipeptide

NA

cluster64

JKS002264

singleton 25

terpene

NA

cluster70

JKS002337

singleton 26

terpene

NA

cluster72

JKS002359

singleton 27

lassopeptide

NA

cluster76

JKS002372

singleton 28

thiopeptide

NA

cluster79

JKS002376

singleton 29

bacteriocin

NA

cluster81

JKS002383

singleton 30

terpene

NA

cluster82

JKS002386

singleton 31

terpene

NA

cluster84

JKS002392

singleton 32

terpene

NA

cluster85

JKS002394

singleton 33

terpene

NA

cluster87

JKS002395

singleton 34

terpene

NA

cluster89

JKS002397

singleton 35

terpene

NA

cluster92

JKS002450

singleton 36

lantipeptide

NA

cluster95

JKS002451

singleton 37

lantipeptide

NA

cluster98

JKS002453

singleton 38

lantipeptide

NA

cluster101

JKS002479

singleton 39

lantipeptide

NA

cluster103

JKS002488

singleton 40

lassopeptide

NA

cluster104

JKS002488

singleton 41

lantipeptide

NA

cluster112

JKS002495

singleton 42

terpene

NA

cluster116

JKS002507

singleton 43

nrps

NA
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A

B

C

D

Supplemental Figure S4.1. Anvi’o pangenome including all 74 T. septentrionalis-associated
Pseudonocardia from this study and other outgroup Pseudonocardia strains. From outside in, rings
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include: (1) the presence of a Prokka annotation for that gene; (2) the combined homogeneity index for
each gene (combined geometric and functional homogeneity); (3) the maximum number of paralogs
present of each gene; (4) the total number of homologs for each gene; (5) the total number of genomes
that encode that gene. Each subsequent ring represents the gene content of an individual strain. (A)
Chromosome pangenome, where rings are arranged by the frequency of gene homologs within a single
genome. (B) Chromosome pangenome, where rings are arranged by gene cluster presence or absence.
(C) Plasmid pangenome, where rings are arranged by gene cluster frequency. (D) Plasmid pangenome,
where rings are arranged by gene cluster presence or absence. Darker and lighter colors indicate genes
that are present or absent, respectively. Strains are colored according to their state of origin as follows:
New York (red), New Jersey (blue), North Carolina (purple), Georgia (green), Florida (orange), Louisiana
(pink) and outgroups (black). Bar charts on the right of the graph indicate the total length, GC content,
percent completion, redundancy, number of genes per kbp, number of singleton gene clusters and total
number of gene clusters for each strain.
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Supplemental Figure S4.2. NMDS showing the similarity between chromosomally-encoded BGCs for symbiotic Pseudonocardia, expressed as
Jaccard distances of BGC presence/absence in each strain. Points (representing strains) are colored by the state from which each strain was
isolated. NMDSs show the similarities between the chromosomal BGCs in: (A) all T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia strains; (B) all strains except
JKS002456; (C) only strains from Clade T-IV.
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Supplemental Figure S4.3. NMDS showing the similarity between plasmid-encoded BGCs for symbiotic
Pseudonocardia strain, expressed as Jaccard distances of BGC presence/absence. Each strain is colored
according to state of origin. Some strains overlap because of high similarity.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Directions
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To combat the rise of antimicrobial resistance new, antimicrobial drugs are desperately needed.
However, traditional soil actinomycete screening methods often lead to the rediscovery of known
compounds, resulting in diminishing returns of new antimicrobial compounds (Baltz, 2007, 2019;
Chevrette et al., 2019). With the advent of whole genome sequencing, researchers can now identify
huge numbers of biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) in actinomycete genomes that encode for unknown
compounds with potential antibiotic or antifungal properties (Baltz, 2019; Bentley et al., 2002; Ikeda et
al., 2003). Symbiotic relationships between insects and actinomycetes have been identified as a
significant resource for antibiotic discovery. By targeting actinomycetes that form symbiotic
relationships with higher eukaryotic organisms, researchers can tap into a new pool of BGCs and the
potentially new antimicrobial compounds that they produce (Van Arnam et al., 2018).
The first hurdle in modern genome-based drug discovery is generating contiguous and accurate
genomes. Actinomycete genomes are highly GC skewed (>70% GC) and repetitive. “Gold standard”
short-read Illumina sequencing often fails to adequately or accurately sequence GC skewed genomes
(due to biased PCR steps and transposon insertion), and the short reads used to assemble these
genomes preferentially cause assemblies to break at BGCs (Klassen & Currie, 2012). In the second
chapter of this thesis, I validated a hybrid approach to Pseudonocardia sequencing that generated
robust genomes that can be used for drug discovery. Sequencing Pseudonocardia genomes with the
Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) MinION platform generates single-molecule long reads that
overcome the biases of short-read sequencing and produces contiguous genomes. However, I found
that ONT sequencing by itself cannot be used for accurate BGC detection due to the high number of
nucleotide errors introduced during sequencing. Because these ONT errors disproportionately occur in
homopolymeric regions, simply increasing read coverage cannot correct them. I found that polishing
ONT Pseudonocardia assemblies with Illumina sequencing reads removed most ONT sequencing errors
and allowed for the accurate detection of BGCs in these genomes. This hybrid sequencing and assembly
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approach can be applied to GC skewed genomes (both high %GC and extremely low %GC), and to
genomes with many repetitive regions such as BGCs and insertion sequences.
Hybrid actinomycete sequencing combining both ONT and Illumina data is a cost-effective way
to generate high quality genomes that can be used for drug discovery. The accuracy and affordability of
this approach will allow researchers to extensively sequence actinomycete genomes, and in turn,
discover more BGCs that may encode for antimicrobials that can benefit human health. However,
sequencing methods and technologies are rapidly advancing. ONT has released new MinION protocols
and flow cells after the publication of this work that may be able to overcome sequencing errors by
themselves. Hybrid sequencing may eventually be no longer essential for accurate of BGC detection if
these technologies continue to advance, and so our approach may be refined in future.
I applied my hybrid sequencing pipeline to test the clonality of Pseudonocardia strains from the
same colony across their entire genome, and to identify genomic regions where genomic diversity is
especially prevalent. Pseudonocardia symbionts are believed to be vertically-propagated and clonallymaintained (Currie, Scott, et al., 1999; Poulsen et al., 2005). However, building phylogenies based on
individual housekeeping genes does not phylogenetic resolve the differences between strains from the
same colony (Andersen et al., 2013; Poulsen et al., 2005). In addition, there is evidence for
environmental acquisition of Pseudonocardia symbionts throughout the fungus-growing ant phylogeny
(Cafaro et al., 2011), and genomic signatures of strict vertical descent such as genome reduction of
these symbionts via Muller’s rachet is not observed in prior work or in the research that comprises this
thesis.
By performing whole genome sequencing for strains isolated from the same colony, we better
resolved the phylogenetic relatedness of Pseudonocardia strains from within the same colony, and
thereby enhanced our understanding of how these stains maintain diversity under strict symbiotic
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conditions. Pseudonocardia strains isolated from the same colony displayed patterns of clonal descent
throughout their chromosomes. Very few SNPs, regions of recombination, or gene differences were
observed between the chromosomes of these strains. However, each of these Pseudonocardia strains
also maintained a collection of plasmid contigs. These plasmid contigs were more variable than the
chromosomes in their SNP and gene content. What was particularly striking was the strain-specific
conservation or loss of the plasmid borne BGC-15, which was predicted to produce a lassopeptide
antimicrobial. In bioassay experiments, only one Pseudonocardia strain, JKS002562, was capable of
inhibiting the growth of a Trichoderma fungal pathogen. Using PCR screening of the Pseudonocardia
growth on these bioassay plates, I confirmed the presence of BGC-15 in strain JKS002562, but not in the
other Pseudonocardia strains. Therefore, maintenance of this BGC was not only strain-specific, but
failing to maintain BGC -15 resulted in reduced pathogen protection. This study supports the hypothesis
that plasmids may be rich sites for acquiring unique BGC diversity, even on very fine local scales, that
can be targeted for drug discovery.
Prior to this thesis, the population structure of T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbionts,
particularly in relation to ant-host geography, was not well established. The T. septentrionalis
Pseudonocardia population structure predicted by Mikheyev et al. (2008) was predicated on the use of a
single housekeeping locus, Ef-Tu, failed to phylogenetically resolve strains from different geographic
locations, and showed a weak and insignificant association between the ant host and its symbiont
(Mikheyev et al., 2008). This result stood in stark contrast with leaf-cutter attine-Pseudonocardia
population structures that showed tight associations between hosts and symbionts (Caldera & Currie,
2012; Mcdonald et al., 2019). Caldera et al. (2012) used 6 housekeeping loci to generate an
Apterostigma Pseudonocardia symbiont phylogeny and McDonald et al. (2019) sequenced entire
Apterostigma Pseudonocardia symbiont genomes to enhance phylogenetic resolution between
Pseudonocardia strains isolated from a limited geographic transect. I hypothesized that by including
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additional genomic information, I could show that the T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbiont
population structure would also track with the ant host.
I sequenced and assembled 74 T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbiont chromosomes and
50 Pseudonocardia collections of plasmid contigs. I found that T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia
symbionts fall into two overarching populations, but that these populations did not correlate with
geography. This stark difference between the population structures T. septentrionalis and leaf-cutter
attine Pseudonocardia symbiont population structures may be attributed to a genetic bottleneck or a
selective sweep that occurred in the T. septentrionalis population. Further research is needed to fully
elucidate the mechanisms of population differentiation occurring in these symbionts.
Although we did not find a correlation between geography and Pseudonocardia symbiont
phylogeny, we did find a strong association between T. septentrionalis colony geography and BGC
composition on a local level. The park of origin for each colony had the greatest effect on shaping BGC
composition, indicating that Pseudonocardia symbionts may be adapting on local levels. Most of the
BGCs identified in this study did not display a significant match to known compounds and so many be
novel. We also observed increased BGC diversity on the plasmid contigs of these Pseudonocardia
symbionts relative to their chromosomes. Together, these results indicate that whole genome
sequencing and BGC annotation of Pseudonocardia genomes may allow researchers to target
geographic regions with enriched BGC diversity for antimicrobial discovery.
This dissertation validated hybrid genome sequencing and assembly methods for actinomycetebased drug discovery, and showed that, although T. septentrionalis Pseudonocardia symbionts display
clonal relationships along their chromosomes with limited population structure, their BGC composition
can be highly variable. The data presented here sets the groundwork for future studies to target specific
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geographic regions where BGC diversity is enriched, particularly along plasmids, to discover new
antimicrobials that can be applied to enhance human health.
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Appendix I. Detection of Nitrogen Fixation in Trachymyrmex septentrionalis Fungus-Garden
Bacteria
Introduction
Nitrogen is an essential element for all living organisms, and as such is often a growth-limiting
factor. Fungus-growing ants (Attines) are members of a multipartite mutualism (Poulsen & Currie, 2010).
The primary relationship exists between the ants and a Basidiomycete fungal-cultivar they cultivate as
their obligate food source (Weber, 1972). To support the growth of this cultivar, the ants forage for leaf
clippings (the in case of leaf-cutter ants), grass, seeds, berries, flowers, oak catkins and caterpillar frass
(De Fine Licht & Boomsma, 2010), and deposit these substrates directly onto the top of the fungal
cultivar (as part of their “fungus-garden”, which includes the cultivar, substrate, bacteria, etc.). The
cultivar will degrade these substrates and grow additional biomass to supply the ants with nutrients.
However, these substrates, particularly freshly cut leaves, have a lower carbon (C) to nitrogen (N) ratio
(C:N) than is required by the ants (Nardi et al., 2002; Pinto-Tomas et al., 2009), therefore additional N
supplementation is required.
Studies have shown that N enrichment occurs within the fungus-garden in a top-down fashion,
so that the top of the garden where substrates are deposited is relatively low in N, but the bottom of
the fungus-garden has increased nitrogen content (Bucher et al., 2004; Haines, 1978). Because fungi
have not been found to have the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen (N2) into a usable form for growth
(NH3) (Pinto-Tomas et al., 2009), it has been hypothesized that nitrogen-fixing bacteria live within the
fungus-garden and supplement the overall nitrogen budget (Haines, 1978; Pinto-Tomas et al., 2009).
Nitrogen-fixing bacteria are capable of transforming N2 into NH3 due to the presence of the nifHDK
operon that is composed of two genes, nifH and nifD, that when expressed produce the enzyme
nitrogenase, and the gene nifH that produces a dinitrogenase reductase subunit (Gaby & Buckley, 2014).
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The nifH-encoded subunit is essential for nitrogen fixation and is responsible for passing the reducing
electrons required to convert N2 to NH3 (Raymond et al., 2004). As an essential component of the
process, the nifH gene has become a biomarker for the ability of bacteria to fix nitrogen. Fungus-garden
bacteria have been found to contain nifH genes, suggesting that these organisms might play a role in
relieving the N limitation found in these ant systems (Pinto-Tomas et al., 2009).
The presence of nifH in a bacterial genome does not guarantee the expression of the
nitrogenase complex, and so functional nitrogen fixation must also be detected using assays that
measure the conversion of gaseous nitrogen. As with nifH detection, functional nitrogen fixation by
fungus-garden bacteria has been demonstrated through the use of an acetylene reduction assay (PintoTomas et al., 2009). To date the nitrogen-fixing ability of Attine fungus-garden bacteria has only been
demonstrated in leaf-cutter ants. Here we hypothesize that the fungus-garden bacteria present in the
North American Attine Trachymyrmex septentrionalis fungus-gardens also contribute to the fungus
garden N budget via nitrogen fixation.

Methods
T. septentrionalis fungus-garden bacteria strains used in this study were previously isolated by
Jonathan Klassen during his time as a post-doctoral researcher with the Currie Laboratory (University of
Wisconsin-Madison). Twenty fungus-garden bacteria frozen stocks, JKS000198–JKS000218, were
removed from the -80°C freezer, thawed on ice, streaked onto Tryptic Soy Agar plates (BD Diagnostic
Systems DF0369176), and grown at 30°C for one week, after which a second streak for purity was
performed on a separate TSA plate and grown at 30°C for an additional 3 days. DNA was then extracted
from fungus-garden bacteria strains following the Klassen Laboratory cetyl trimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) protocol (Lee et al., 2019) and DNA quality was checked using its absorbance at 260 nm
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on a Biotek EON plate reader using a Take3 trio plate for DNA quantification . PCR to determine the
presence of nifH in these strains was completed using the universal primers nif-Fo
(AAAGGYGGWATCGGYAARTCCACCAC) and nif-Re (TTGTTSGCSGCRTACATSGCCATCAT) designed by PintoTomas et al. (2009). Thermocycler parameters we as follows: 25 cycles of 95° C (4 minutes), 94° C (4
minutes), 54° C (30 seconds), 72° C (90 seconds), and a final extension at 72° C for ten minutes. A
Sinorhizobium sp. provided by the Gage lab was used as the positive control. PCR products were run on
a 1.5% agarose gel containing 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bromide at 90 V for 1 hour and visualized using a UVP
GelDoc-It2 Imager.
To test the for nitrogen reduction, the outcome of expression and function of nif genes reducing
N2 to NH3, we performed a series of acetylene reduction assays (ARAs). Although the nif protein complex
is primarily responsible for reducing N2 to NH3, the enzyme complex can also reduce C2H2 (acetylene) to
C2H4 (ethylene), which allows us quantify of nitrogen fixation. During field sampling trips in June and July
2014 to New Jersey and in November 2014 to Florida we collected ~1g of fungus garden in 20 mL glass
vials (Thermo Scientific 03-377-119) for each colony (Table A1.1) collected, and capped each vial with a
rubber stopper. Acetylene gas was generated using a specialized flask provided by Dr. David Benson
(University of Connecticut, Molecular and Cell Biology Department). Approximately one gram of calcium
carbide (Fisher C64-500) was placed into the flask and 100 mL of diH2O was added. The mouth of the
flask was then quickly covered with a rubber stopper. After the reaction had stopped bubbling, 1 mL of
acetylene gas was removed from the reaction flask using a 1 mL syringe with a 25-gauge needle (Fisher
22-272-116) and injected into the glass vial containing the fungus-garden, pumping the syringe a few
times to get an even mixture of air and acetylene gas. This was done twice, for a total of 2mL of
acetylene gas injected into each vial to create a 90% air 10% acetylene headspace (v/v). One mL of gas
was then immediately removed from the glass vial containing the fungus-garden for the “time 0”
timepoint and injected into a Vacutainer (BD 02-657-30). Time points were taken at 15 minutes, 30
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minutes, 1 hour, 6 hours, 12 hours, 24 hours, 48 hours and 72 hours. Gas samples were stored in
Vacutainers for up to one-month post sampling, after which gas samples were analyzed using gas
chromatography (GC) on a Shimadzu Mini-2 gas chromatograph with a 1 meter Poropak N column, and
equipped with a flame ionization detector. The limit of detection for this assay was 1 nmol of ethylene per
0.5 ml injection.

Results and Discussion
We tested for the presence of dinitrogenase reductase nifH genes in T. septentrionalis fungusgarden bacteria. We did not amplify nifH from any of the fungus-garden bacteria (Goldstein,
unpublished). However, the T. septentrionalis fungus-garden bacteria tested for nifH were a random
collection chosen prior to the establishment of Klassen Laboratory bacterial cultures. Only three of these
strains had 16S sequences that identified them taxonomically (previous work completed by Dr. Sarah M.
Kopac): JKS000199 (Serratia sp.), JKS000213 (Serratia sp.), JKS000214 (Enterobacteriaceae sp.).
Enterobacteriaceae species include many nitrogen-fixing taxa that are most commonly found in the
rhizosphere, providing additional N for plants (Lin et al., 2012). However, nifH is not necessarily present
in all Enterobacteriaceae. In contrast, a limited number of studies have shown nitrogen fixation by
Serratia species (Gyaneshwar et al., 2001). Our lack of detected nifH genes may thus be attributed to the
types of fungus-garden bacteria sampled in this study, which did not provide a representative sample of
potential N-fixing microbes. Further exploration for nifH genes in this system that targets known
diazotroph species such as Klebsiella or Pantoaea may yield different results (Pinto-Tomas et al., 2009).
Similarly, any nitrogen-fixation that occurred in our acetylene reduction assays were below
detection limits as we did not detect nitrogen fixation signals in our ARAs. This may be due to the ratio
of fungus garden mass to vial headspace used in this study not providing sensitive measurements for
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acetylene reduction. Additionally, errors in syringe transfer of gas or leaking of gas out of Vacutainers
prior to GC analysis may have contributed to null results. Alternatively, fungus-garden bacteria may
simply not contribute to the overall N budget of the ants. Previous studies have shown that the ants
engage in compensatory feeing of mineralized N from the soil surrounding their colonies to supplement
N (Bucher et al., 2004). Additionally, Sapountzis et al. (2015) found bacteria with nitrogen fixing
potential (nifH genes) in the gut of Acromyrmex ants, which suggests that N supplementation may also
occur within the gut microbiota rather than within the fungus-garden. Although these studies support N
supplementation by non-fungus-garden bacteria, they do not explain the top-down enrichment of N
through leaf-cutter ant fungus-gardens. Therefore, a broader survey of nifH genes in T. septentrionalis
fungus-garden bacteria and more stringent acetylene reduction assay testing may reveal different
results in future.
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Appendix Table A1.1. List of T. septentrionalis colonies from which fungus-garden samples were
collected for acetylene reduction assays.
Colony

Collection Date

GPS Latitude

GPS Longitude

Geographic Location

JKH000048

6/25/14

39.70965

-74.66387

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000050

6/25/14

39.70957

-74.66348

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000064

7/22/14

39.87800

-74.52178

Brendan T. Byrne State Forest , NJ

JKH000065

7/22/14

39.87275

-74.52157

Brendon T. Byrne State Forest, NJ

JKH000066

7/22/14

39.87308

-74.52323

Brendon T. Byrne State Forest, NJ

JKH000067

7/22/14

39.87302

-74.52183

Brendon T. Byrne State Forest, NJ

JKH000068

7/22/14

39.87200

-74.52073

Brendon T. Byrne State Forest, NJ

JKH000069

7/22/14

39.87212

-74.52075

Brendon T. Byrne State Forest, NJ

JKH000070

7/22/14

39.87212

-74.52058

Brendon T. Byrne State Forest, NJ

JKH000073

7/23/14

39.71267

-74.56350

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000074

7/23/14

39.71222

-74.56448

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000075

7/23/14

39.71253

-74.56458

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000076

7/23/14

39.71247

-74.56435

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000077

7/23/14

39.71245

-74.56435

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000078

7/23/14

39.71248

-74.56440

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000079

7/23/14

39.71275

-74.56442

Wharton State Forest, NJ

JKH000081

7/24/14

39.74595

-74.76105

Goshen Pond Camp, Wharton State
Forest, NJ

JKH000082

7/24/14

39.74587

-74.76150

Goshen Pond Camp, Wharton State
Forest, NJ

JKH000084

7/24/14

39.74600

-74.76150

Goshen Pond Camp, Wharton State
Forest, NJ

JKH000095

11/14/14

28.71049

-81.48441

Wekiwa Springs State Park, FL

JKH000096

11/14/14

28.71039

-81.48439

Wekiwa Springs State Park, FL

JKH000098

11/14/14

28.71035

-81.48466

Wekiwa Springs State Park, FL

JKH000099

11/14/14

28.71057

-81.48445

Wekiwa Springs State Park, FL

JKH000101

11/14/14

28.71037

-81.48469

Wekiwa Springs State Park, FL
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JKH000104

11/14/14

28.70889

-81.48737

Wekiwa Springs State Park, FL

JKH000105

11/14/14

28.70900

-81.48730

Wekiwa Springs State Park, FL

JKH000106

11/14/14

28.70830

-81.48742

Wekiwa Springs State Park, FL

JKH000107

11/15/14

28.57133

-82.28468

Withalacochee State Forest, FL

JKH000109

11/15/14

28.57105

-82.25468

Withalacochee State Forest, FL

JKH000112

11/15/14

28.57114

-82.28482

Withalacochee State Forest, FL

JKH000115

11/15/14

28.57115

-82.28477

Withalacochee State Forest, FL

JKH000116

11/15/14

28.57103

-82.28487

Withalacochee State Forest, FL

JKH000125

11/16/14

27.62288

-81.80935

Paynes Creek Historic State Park, FL
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Appendix II. Discovery of Putatively Novel Antifungal Polyene in T. septentrionalis-Associated
Pseudonocardia

Introduction
Trachymyrmex septentrionalis fungus-growing ants are part of a multipartite mutualism (Currie,
Scott, et al., 1999). Members of this system include the ants, a Leucoagaricus fungal cultivar (cultivar)
that the ants grow as their food source (Solomon et al., 2019), fungal pathogens that infect the system
that include fungi that specifically attack the cultivar (Currie, Mueller, et al., 1999), fungal
entomopathogens that infect the ants (W. O. H. Hughes & Boomsma, 2004; Mattoso et al., 2012), and
general fungal pathogens that may enter the system during ant foraging or excavation activities
(Rodrigues et al., 2011), and a defensive actinomycete bacterium Pseudonocardia (Currie, Scott, et al.,
1999). The Pseudonocardia symbiont is housed on the ant cuticle and is believed to receive nutrient
supplementation from the ants (Currie et al., 2006). Ant-associated Pseudonocardia maintain
biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) on their chromosome and plasmids to provide chemical defense
against fungal pathogens.
A number of novel antimicrobial compounds have been discovered from ant-associated
Pseudonocardia symbionts, including the antibiotics pseudonocardone A, B, and C, depsipeptide natural
products dentigerumycin (Oh, Poulsen, et al., 2009b) and gerumycin A, B, and C (Sit et al., 2015),
nystatin-like antifungals (Barke et al., 2010; Holmes et al., 2016; Seipke et al., 2012), and the atypical
antifungal polyene selvamicin (Van Arnam et al., 2016). These antimicrobial compounds are encoded by
BGCs that include genes encoding for non-ribosomal peptide synthases (NRPS) and polyketide synthases
(PKS). These BGCs are modular in nature, and have the potential to recombine easily or be transferred
via horizontal gene transfer (Ginolhac et al., 2005). This modularity allows for genetic rearrangements of
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the same scaffold to produce different compounds (Holmes et al., 2016), and gives rise to novel
compounds (Seipke et al., 2012; Van Arnam et al., 2016). Considering this, examining the NRPS and PKS
BGCs predicted in Pseudonocardia genomes could provide targets for novel antimicrobial discovery.
Our collaborators in the Balunas Laboratory (University of Connecticut School of Pharmacy) have
set the foundation for understanding what compounds are being produced in vitro by T. septentrionalisassociated Pseudonocardia. During a screening experiment, graduate student Sara Puckett found that a
chemical extract from one Pseudonocardia strain significantly inhibited both Candida albicans and C.
auris (unpublished). This prompted further investigation into this strain, JKS002162, to determine the
BGC(s) that were likely responsible for this potent antifungal effect. Sara identified a nystatin-like
polyene in her spectral data (unpublished), so that we specifically searched for nystatin-like type 1 PKS
genes in the genome of JKS002162. Here we compare the type 1 PKS BGC found in JKS002162 to those
for the known antifungals selvamicin and nystatin.

Methods
Strain JKS002162 was isolated from colony JKH000170 (Lumber River State Park – Princess Anne
Access, Robeson County, North Carolina, USA, GPS: 34.38890, -79.00109) in June, 2015. An individual
worker ant was aseptically collected from the colony in the Klassen laboratory, and the propleural plate
of that worker was scraped using a sterilized needle under a dissecting microscope and streaked onto
chitin agar (3 g/L chitin [Sigma], 15 g/L agar [Fisher Scientific]) + antifungals (50 mg/L nystatin [Fisher
Scientific] and 50 mg/L cycloheximide [Fisher Scientific], filter-sterilized using a polyester filter with a
pore size of 0.22 µm [Omega Scientific SD Filter-PES-0/22-13-S] and added after autoclaving) (Marsh et
al., 2014). The chitin agar plate was incubated aerobically at 30°C for two weeks, after which a single
colony was picked from the plate and streaked on to YMEA (4 g/L yeast extract [Fisher Scientific], 4 g/L
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dextrose [Fisher Scientific], 10 g/L malt extract [Fisher Scientific], 15 g/L agar [Fisher Scientific]) + the
antifungals described above (Currie, 2006), incubated aerobically at 30°C, and then re-streaked a second
time for purity.
DNA was isolated from strain JKS002162 using the Epicenter MasterPure Complete DNA and
RNA kit. Alterations were made to the protocol so that vortexing steps were minimized, and wide-bore
tips were used throughout to minimize DNA shearing. The quality of the genomic DNA was checked
using an Agilent TapeStation 2200 with the protocol for genomic DNA. Sequencing was performed using
both Oxford Nanopore MinION (ONT) and Illumina MiSeq technologies. The ONT library was prepared
using the SQK-LSK Ligation Sequencing and EXP-NBD103 Native Barcode Expansion kits following the
“Native Barcoding Genomic DNA (De Coster et al., 2018)Sequencing for the MinION Device protocol”,
where the run was completed an R9.5 flow cell using the minKNOW Flow-MIN107 protocol. ONT
MinION sequencing was conducted on a MK1B MinION device. For the Illumina sequencing, a TruSeq
DNA PCR-Free library was created following the manufactures’ protocol. Genomic DNA was fragmented
to 550 bps using a Covaris M22 Focused-ultrasonicator. Illumina sequencing was completed on an
Illumina MiSeq using the 2x300 bp protocol at the University of Connecticut Microbial Analysis Research
and Services Facility.
ONT reads were base-called and demultiplexed using Guppy (v.2.3.1). ONT read quality was
determined using NanoStat (v.1.1.2) ( https://github.com/wdecoster/nanostat), and NanoFilt (v.2.2.0) (
https://github.com/wdecoster/nanofilt) (De Coster et al., 2018) was used to remove reads shorter than
500 bps and/or having a quality score of < 9. Porechop (v.0.2.4) (https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop)
was then used to trim barcodes at the 3’ and 5’ ends of each read and any adapters in the middle of a
read. Illumina reads were demultiplexed using Illumina Basespace (https://basespace.illumina.com/).
Read quality was assessed using FastQC (v.0.11.5)
(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Trimmomatic (v.0.36) (Bolger et al.,
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2014) was used to remove Illumina TruSeq adapters, bases at 3ʹ end of each read with an average Phred
score < 15 over a 4 bp window, and reads ≤ 36 basepairs long.
The JKS002162 genome was assembled first by constructing a Canu (v. 1.8) (Koren et al., 2016)
overlap consensus assembly with the ONT long reads. Sequencing errors present in the Canu assembly
were then polished with the Illumina reads using Pilon (v. 1.23) (B. J. Walker et al., 2014). Secondary
metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) were then annotated using the antiSMASH (v. 5.1.1) (Blin
et al., 2019) online submission portal (https://antismash.secondarymetabolites.org/#!/start date
accessed 2/28/2020). The BGCs for antifungal compounds Nystatin (BGC0001709) and Selvamicin
(BGC0001773) were accessed through the MiBIG database (https://mibig.secondarymetabolites.org/)
and downloaded for comparison.

Results
We found a nystatin-like BGC on the chromosome of the T. septentrionalis-associated
Pseudonocardia strain JKS002162 that is 73% similar to the nystatin MiBIG BGC (Figure A2.1A). A
nystatin-like Pseudonocardia polyene previously identified from a free-living Pseudonocardia
autotrophica strain was only 52% similar to our BGC (Kim et al., 2009) (Figure A2.1B). Analysis using the
antiSMASH KnownClusterBlast did not include results for how similar the JKS002162 BGC was to
selvamicin. However, the selvamicin BGC is only 47% similar to the nystatin BGC (Figure A2.1C), and so
significant differences between selvamicin and JKS002162 are expected. The length of the JKS002162
BGC (117,384 bps) is also more similar to the length of the nystatin BGC (119,206 bps) than the shorter
selvamicin BGC (104,490). In addition, the JKS2162 polyene BGC was identified as a hybrid cluster,
including genes from both type 1 PKS and NRPS-like clusters. This stands in contrast with both nystatin
and selvamicin BGCs that are both composed of only type 1 PKS genes.
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The JKS002162 hybrid gene cluster likely contributes to the higher number of biosynthetic gene
cluster modules annotated within that BGC (10 modules) compared to nystatin (8 modules) and
selvamicin (7 modules) (Figure A2.2). The domains within the first three modules for JKS002162 and the
first three genes for nystatin maintain largely the same domains annotations and predicted
stereochemistries, likely accounting for the 73% KnownClusterBlast similarity between these two BGCs.
However, JKS002162 genes 4–10 domains differ significantly from both nystatin and selvamicin. It is
important to note that the NRPS-like genes start at the interface between JKS002162 domain modules 4
and 5, indicating that a recombination event that incorporated these NRPS-like genes is likely what is
driving the differences between the JKS002162 and nystatin BGCs. The JKS002162 BGC modules are
generally not similar to the selvamicin genes, particularly in the first two selvamicin genes that include
dehydratase genes (DH), which are not found in JKS002162.
Both JKS002162 and nystatin include resistance genes (grey block, Figure A2.2) next to the core
biosynthetic genes in each BGC. In addition, regulatory genes (green arrows, Figure A2.2) are present
next to the biosynthetic genes for all three BGCs. This genetic architecture of resistance genes,
biosynthetic genes, and regulatory genes all lying next to each other are typical of BGCs, and may
indicate that these BGCs are optimized for lateral gene transfer (Jensen, 2016). In addition, JKS002162
has a TTA codon (grey triangle, Figure A2.2) present within its regulatory genes. TTA codons are
implicated in actinomycete antimicrobial and general secondary metabolite gene regulation (Chater,
2006). However, further work is needed to understand how the TTA codon present in JKS002162
mediates the expression of this BGC.
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Discussion
Here, we discovered a JKS002162 nystatin-like BGC that encodes for a potent antifungal
compound that is capable of inhibiting clinically-relevant human pathogens. The genomic arrangement
of this BGC appears to be novel compared to other known antifungals from both within the fungusgrowing ant system and from free-living actinomycetes. Our results support the hypothesis that
structural rearrangements of nystatin-like BGCs can produce putatively novel compounds (Holmes et al.,
2016; Van Arnam et al., 2016). A broader T. septentrionalis-associated Pseudonocardia BGC screening
effort targeting PKS or hybrid BGC gene clusters may be a streamlined way to target relevant genes for
antimicrobial discovery.
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A.

B.

Query sequence

Query sequence

BGC0001709: nystatin (73% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000115: nystatin A1 (81% of genes show similarity), Polyketide:Modular type I + Saccharide:Hybrid/tailoring

BGC0001491: 67-121C (58% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000116: nystatin-like Pseudonocardia polyene (65% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000115: nystatin A1 (63% of genes show similarity), Polyketide:Modular type I + Saccharide:Hybrid/tailoring

BGC0001491: 67-121C (58% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000061: levorin A3 / C06690 / FR-008-III / candicidin A / UNII-AP5PEF5W7U (47% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000034: candicidin (66% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000034: candicidin (47% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000061: levorin A3 / C06690 / FR-008-III / candicidin A / UNII-AP5PEF5W7U (66% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0001690: natamycin (54% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000108: natamycin (63% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000116: nystatin-like Pseudonocardia polyene (52% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0001690: natamycin (63% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000108: natamycin (54% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000125: pimaricin (82% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000125: pimaricin (70% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0001042: sanglifehrin A (13% of genes show similarity), NRP + Polyketide

BGC0001523: azalomycin F3a (34% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0001195: nocardiopsin A / nocardiopsin B / nocardiopsin C / nocardiopsin D (21% of genes show similarity), NRP + Polyketide

C.
Query sequence

BGC0000116: nystatin-like Pseudonocardia polyene (65% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0001856: caniferolide A / caniferolide B / caniferolide C / caniferolide D (20% of genes show similarity), Polyketide:Modular type I

BGC0001877: cyphomycin (16% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000040: concanamycin A (28% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

Appendix Figure A1.1 Closest known BGCs to (A) JKS002162, (B)
nystatin, and (C) selvamicin determined using KnownClusterBlast.

BGC0000151: stambomycin A / stambomycin B / stambomycin C / stambomycin D (48% of genes show similarity), Polyketide:Modular type I + Saccharide:Hybrid/tailoring

BGC0001619: ibomycin (25% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000052: ECO-02301 (42% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000034: candicidin (47% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0000061: levorin A3 / C06690 / FR-008-III / candicidin A / UNII-AP5PEF5W7U (47% of genes show similarity), Polyketide

BGC0001709: nystatin (47% of genes show similarity), Polyketide
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Appendix Figure A2.2. antiSMASH annotation comparison of the JKS002162 nystatin-like, nystatin, and selvamicin BGCs, modules, domains, and
stereochemistry. Each gene that is implicated as essential to BGC function was given a number. Module domains are shown within circles (KS
(ketosynthase), AT (acyltransferase), DH (dehydratase), KR (ketoreductase), ACP (acyl carrier protein), TE (thioesterase)), and monomer
predictions (Mal (malonyl-CoA), Mmal (methylmalonyl-CoA)) and stereochemistry (A1, A2, B1, C1, C2) are shown above domain annotations.
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Appendix III. Supplementary commands for Chapter 3.
#!/bin/bash
#Dependencies used:
#Guppy 2.3.1
#NanoStat 1.1.2
#NanoFilt 2.2.0
#Porechop 0.2.4
#Unicycler v0.4.8-beta
#Spades 3.13.0
#Racon 1.3.3
#makeblastdb 2.8.1+
#tblastn 2.8.1+
#Bowtie2-build 2.3.4.1
#Bowtie2 2.3.4.1
#Samtools 1.9
#Java 10.0.2
#Pilon 1.23
#Mash 2.1
#Bedtools 2.26.0
#FastQC 0.11.5
#Trimmomatic 0.36
#Canu 1.7.1
#Prokka 1.13.3
#Snippy 4.3.6
#Gubbins 2.3.4
#SNP-sites 2.3.3
#FastTree 2.1.10
#Anvio 5.5
#Antismash 4.2
#ClustCompare
#BWA 0.7.17-r1188
#Nucmer 3.1
#MinION read preparation
# Guppy Base calling - MinION for reference strain and outgroup
guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO-MIN107 --kit SQK-LSK108 --input fast5/
--recursive --save_path 12_genome_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107
#Guppy Barcoding - MinION for reference strain and outgroup
guppy_barcoder --barcode_kits EXP-NBD103 --input_path
12_genome_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107/ --save_path
12_genome_guppy_2.3.1_barcode_output_FLO-MIN107
#NanoPack - MinION for reference strain
NanoStat --fastq JKH266_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
NanoStat --fastq JKH256_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
#q9 Nanofilt
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gzcat JKH266_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MNIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
gzcat JKH256_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
#Porechop to remove adapters
porechop -i JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH266_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH256_porechop_ q9.log
---------------------------------------------------------------------#TruSeq read preparation
#Concatentation for TruSeq runs that needed additional coverage
#JKS2554
#JKS2554October2018_S29_L001_R2_001.fastq
#JKS2554October2018_S22_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2554October2018_S22_L001_R2_001.fastq
#JKS2554October2018_S29_L001_R1_001.fastq
cat *R1* > JKS2554_concat_R1.fastq
cat *R2* > JKS2554_concat_R2.fastq
#JKS2557
#JKS2557October2018_S19_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2557October2018_S19_L001_R2_001.fastq
#JKS2557October2018_S30_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2557October2018_S30_L001_R2_001.fastq
cat *R1* > JKS2557_concat_R1.fastq
cat *R2* > JKS2557_concat_R2.fastq
#JKS2561
#JKS2561October2018_S20_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2561October2018_S20_L001_R2_001.fastq
#JKS2561October2018_S32_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2561October2018_S32_L001_R2_001.fastq
cat *R1* > JKS2561_concat_R1.fastq
cat *R2* > JKS2561_concat_R2.fastq
#JKS2563
#JKS2563October2018_S18_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2563October2018_S18_L001_R2_001.fastq
#JKS2563October2018_S33_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2563October2018_S33_L001_R2_001.fastq
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cat *R1* > JKS2563_concat_R1.fastq
cat *R2* > JKS2563_concat_R2.fastq
#JKS2568
#JKS2568October2018_S17_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2568October2018_S17_L001_R2_001.fastq
#JKS2568October2018_S34_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2568October2018_S34_L001_R2_001.fastq
cat *R1* > JKS2568_concat_R1.fastq
cat *R2* > JKS2568_concat_R2.fastq
#JKS2570
#JKS2570October2018_S21_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2570October2018_S21_L001_R2_001.fastq
#JKS2570October2018_S36_L001_R1_001.fastq
#JKS2570October2018_S36_L001_R2_001.fastq
cat *R1* > JKS2570_concat_R1.fastq
cat *R2* > JKS2570_concat_R2.fastq
#Trimmomatic
#JKS2530
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2530/JKS2530October2018_S25_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2530/JKS2530October2018_S25_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2554
java -jar ../../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2554/JKS2554_concat_R1.fastq
JKS2554/JKS2554_concat_R2.fastq
JKS2554/JKS2554_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2554/JKS2554_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_unpaired.fastq
JKS2554/JKS2554_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2554/JKS2554_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_unpaired.fastq
ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2557
java -jar ../../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2557/JKS2557_concat_R1.fastq
JKS2557/JKS2557_concat_R2.fastq
JKS2557/JKS2557_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2557/JKS2557_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_unpaired.fastq
JKS2557/JKS2557_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2557/JKS2557_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_unpaired.fastq
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ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2558
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2558/JKS2558October2018_S30_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2558/JKS2558October2018_S30_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2558/JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2558/JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2558/JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2558/JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2560
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2560October2018_S16_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2560October2018_S16_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2561
java -jar ../../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2561/JKS2561_concat_R1.fastq
JKS2561/JKS2561_concat_R2.fastq
JKS2561/JKS2561_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2561/JKS2561_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_unpaired.fastq
JKS2561/JKS2561_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2561/JKS2561_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_unpaired.fastq
ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2562
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2562October2018_S17_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2562October2018_S17_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2563
java -jar ../../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2563/JKS2563_concat_R1.fastq
JKS2563/JKS2563_concat_R2.fastq
JKS2563/JKS2563_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2563/JKS2563_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_unpaired.fastq
JKS2563/JKS2563_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2563/JKS2563_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_unpaired.fastq
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ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2566
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2566October2018_S18_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2566October2018_S18_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2567
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2567October2018_S19_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2567October2018_S19_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2568
java -jar ../../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2568/JKS2568_concat_R1.fastq
JKS2568/JKS2568_concat_R2.fastq
JKS2568/JKS2568_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2568/JKS2568_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_unpaired.fastq
JKS2568/JKS2568_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2568/JKS2568_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_unpaired.fastq
ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2569
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2569/JKS2569October2018_S31_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2569/JKS2569October2018_S31_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2569/JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2569/JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2569/JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2569/JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2570
java -jar ../../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2570/JKS2570_concat_R1.fastq
JKS2570/JKS2570_concat_R2.fastq
JKS2570/JKS2570_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2570/JKS2570_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_unpaired.fastq
JKS2570/JKS2570_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq
JKS2570/JKS2570_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_unpaired.fastq
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ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2507
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2507/JKS2507October2018_S24_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2507/JKS2507October2018_S24_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2507/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2507/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2507/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2507/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
--------------------------------------------------------------------#Genome assembly and annotation
# Unicycler for TruSeq
#JKS2554 concat
unicycler -1 JKS2554/JKS2554_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq -2
JKS2554/JKS2554_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq -o
JKS2554/JKS2554_uniT_concat -t 24
# JKS2557 concat
unicycler -1 JKS2557/JKS2557_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq -2
JKS2557/JKS2557_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq -o
JKS2557/JKS2557_uniT_concat -t 24
# JKS2558
unicycler -1 JKS2558/JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2558/JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2558/JKS2558_uniT -t 24
# JKS2560
unicycler -1 JKS2560/JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2560/JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o JKS2560/JKS2560_uniT
-t 24
# JKS2561 concat
unicycler -1 JKS2561/JKS2561_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq -2
JKS2561/JKS2561_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq -o
JKS2561/JKS2561_uniT_concat -t 24
# JKS2562
unicycler -1 JKS2562/JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2562/JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o JKS2562/JKS2562_uniT
-t 24
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# JKS2563 concat
unicycler -1 JKS2563/JKS2563_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq -2
JKS2563/JKS2563_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq -o
JKS2563/JKS2563_uniT_concat -t 24
# JKS2566
unicycler -1 JKS2566/JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2566/JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o JKS2566/JKS2566_uniT
-t 24
# JKS2567
unicycler -1 JKS2567/JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2567/JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o JKS2567/JKS2567_uniT
-t 24
# JKS2568 concat
unicycler -1 JKS2568/JKS2568_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq -2
JKS2568/JKS2568_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq -o
JKS2568/JKS2568_uniT_concat -t 24
# JKS2569
unicycler -1 JKS2569/JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2569/JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2569/JKS2569_uniT -t 24
# JKS2570 concat
unicycler -1 JKS2570/JKS2570_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq -2
JKS2570/JKS2570_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq -o
JKS2570/JKS2570_uniT_concat -t 24
# Canu assembly for JKS2530 reference strain
canu -p JKS2530_q9_canu_1.7.1_test -d JKS2530_q9_canu_1.7.1_test genomeSize=6.2m -nanopore-raw
JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9.porechopped.fastq.gz gnuplotTested=true
stopOnReadQuality=false > JKS2530_q9_canu_test.log
# Canu assembly for outgroup strain JKS2507
canu -p JKS2507_q9_canu_1.7.1_test -d JKS2507_q9_canu_1.7.1_test genomeSize=6.2m -nanopore-raw
JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
gnuplotTested=true stopOnReadQuality=false > JKS2507_q9_canu_test.log
#First round of Pilon polishing for reference strain
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#JKS2530 BWA
bwa index JKS2530_canu_1.7.1_q9.contigs.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2530_canu_1.7.1_q9.contigs.fasta
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2530_q9_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2530_q9_align.sam
JKS2530_align_q9_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2530_q9_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2530_align_q9_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2530_q9_sorted.bam
#JKS2507 BWA
bwa index JKS2507_q9_canu_1.7.1_test.contigs.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2507_q9_canu_1.7.1_test.contigs.fasta
JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2507_q9_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2507_q9_align.sam
JKS2507_align_q9_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2507_q9_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2507_align_q9_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2507_q9_sorted.bam
#JKS2530 Pilon round 1
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2530_canu_1.7.1_q9.contigs.fasta --bam
JKS2530_q9_sorted.bam --output JKS2530_q9_pilon --outdir
JKS2530_q9_pilon --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2507 Pilon round 1
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2507_q9_canu_1.7.1_test.contigs.fasta
--bam JKS2507_q9_sorted.bam --output JKS2507_q9_pilon --outdir
JKS2507_q9_pilon --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2530 Unicycler Hybrid assembly
unicycler -1 JKS2530_JKH266/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2530_JKH266/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2530_JKH266/JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2530_JKH266/JKH266_JKS2530_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
#JKS2507 Unicycler Hybrid Assembly
unicycler -1 JKS2507_JKH256/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2507_JKH256/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2507_JKH256/JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-
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MIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2507_JKH256/JKH256_JKS2507_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
#JKS2530 Prokka annotation of Hybrid assembly for downstream use
prokka JKS2530_uniH_assembly.fasta --outdir JKS2530_uniH_annotation -prefix JKS2530_uniH
#JKS2507 Prokka annotation of Hybrid assembly for downstream use
prokka JKH256_JKS2507_uniH_assembly.fasta --outdir
Hybrid_annotations/JKH256_uniH_annotation --prefix JKH256_uniH --cpus
24
#JKS2507 Prokka annotation of Canu+Pilon assembly for downstream use
prokka JKS2507_q9_pilon.fasta --outdir JKH2507_Canu+Pilon_annotation -prefix JKH2507_Pilon --cpus 24
#JKS2530 Building consensus sequence using Canu+Pilon polished
assembly as the reference, corrected by the JKS2530 Unicycler Hybrid
assembly
snippy --outdir JKH2530_snippy_uniH_assembly_pilon --ref
JKS2530_Pilon.gbk --ctgs JKS2530_uniH_assembly.fasta --report -unmapped
#JKS2507 Building consensus sequence using Canu+Pilon polished
assembly as the outgroup, corrected by the JKS2507 Unicycler Hybrid
assembly
snippy --outdir JKH2507_snippy_uniH_assembly_pilon --ref
JKS2507_Pilon.gbk --ctgs JKH256_JKS2507_uniH_assembly.fasta --report -unmapped
#JKS2530 Second round of Pilon polishing using the snippy Unicycler +
Canu+Pilon consensus
# BWA
bwa index JKS2530_pilon_uniH_consensus_ref.fa
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2530_pilon_uniH_consensus_ref.fa
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2530_pilon_uniH_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2530_pilon_uniH_align.sam
JKS2530_pilon_uniH_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2530_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2530_pilon_uniH_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2530_sorted.bam
#JKS2507 Second round of Pilon polishing using the snippy Unicycler +
Canu+Pilon consensus
# BWA
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bwa index JKS2507_pilon_uniH_consensus_ref.fa
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2507_pilon_uniH_consensus_ref.fa
JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2507_pilon_uniH_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2507_pilon_uniH_align.sam
JKS2507_pilon_uniH_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2507_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2507_pilon_uniH_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2507_sorted.bam
#JKS2530 Run Pilon for second time
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2530_pilon_uniH_consensus_ref.fa --bam
JKS2530_sorted.bam --output JKS2530_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2530_pilon_uniH_pilon_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose -threads 24
#JKS2507 Run Pilon for second time
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2507_pilon_uniH_consensus_ref.fa --bam
JKS2507_sorted.bam --output JKS2507_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2507_pilon_uniH_pilon_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose -threads 24
---------------------------------------------------------------------#plasmidSPAdes assemblies
#JKS2530 with nanopore
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --nanopore
JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq --plasmid
-o JKS2530_plasmid_spades_hybrid
#JKS2554
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2554_concat_R1.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2554_concat_R2.fastq --plasmid -o JKS2554_plasmid_spades
#JKS2557
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2557_concat_R1.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2557_concat_R2.fastq --plasmid -o JKS2557_plasmid_spades
#JKS2558
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --plasmid -o
JKS2558_plasmid_spades
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#JKS2560
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --plasmid -o
JKS2560_plasmid_spades
#JKS2561
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2561_concat_R1.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2561_concat_R2.fastq --plasmid -o JKS2561_plasmid_spades
#JKS2562
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --plasmid -o
JKS2562_plasmid_spades
#JKS2563
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2563_concat_R1.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2563_concat_R2.fastq --plasmid -o JKS2563_plasmid_spades
#JKS2566
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --plasmid -o
JKS2566_plasmid_spades
#JKS2567
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --plasmid -o
JKS2567_plasmid_spades
#JKS2568
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2568_concat_R1.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2568_concat_R2.fastq --plasmid -o JKS2568_plasmid_spades
#JKS2569
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --plasmid -o
JKS2569_plasmid_spades
#JKS2570
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2570_concat_R1.fastq --pe1-2
JKS2570_concat_R2.fastq --plasmid -o JKS2570_plasmid_spades
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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# Mapping plasmid assemblies to whole genome and removing plasmid
contigs from Unicycler assemblies
#align the JKS2530 plasmidSPADES assembly to all strain genomes to
find regions that over lap
#JKS2530
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta JKS2530_pilon_x2.fasta -p
JKS2530_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2530_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2530_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2530_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2530_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2554
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2554_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2554_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2554_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2554_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2554_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2554_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2557
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2557_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2557_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2557_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2557_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2557_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2557_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2558
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2558_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2558_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2558_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2558_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2558_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2558_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2560
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2560_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2560_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2560_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2560_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
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show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2560_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2560_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2561
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2561_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2561_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2561_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2561_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2561_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2561_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2562
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2562_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2562_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2562_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2562_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2562_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2562_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2563
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2563_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2563_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2563_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2563_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2563_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2563_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2566
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2566_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2566_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2566_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2566_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2566_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2566_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2567
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2567_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2567_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2567_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2567_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2567_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2567_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
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#JKS2568
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2568_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2568_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2568_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2568_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2568_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2568_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2569
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2569_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2569_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2569_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2569_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2569_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2569_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
#JKS2570
nucmer JKS2530_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta
JKS2570_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -p JKS2570_assembly_vs_plasmid
delta-filter -q JKS2570_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta >
JKS2570_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered
show-coords -l -L 500 -T -I 99
JKS2570_assembly_vs_plasmid.delta.filtered >
JKS2570_assembly_vs_plasmid_filtered.coords
______________________________________________________________________
#Remove matching coordinates for each strain to generate a "plasmid
free" genome assembly and reformat fasta files to prep for annotation
#JKS2530
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2530_pilon_x2.fasta -bed
JKS2530_contigs_to_remove.bed -fo JKS2530_nucmer_masked.fasta
#NNNNNN from masked files were then removed using the following:
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2530_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2530_nucmer_filtered.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2530_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2554
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2554_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta
-bed
JKS2554_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2554_nucmer_masked.fasta
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awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2554_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2554_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2554_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2554_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2557
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2557_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta
-bed
JKS2557_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2557_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2557_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2557_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2557_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2557_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2558
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2558_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta
-bed
JKS2558_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2558_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2558_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2558_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2558_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2558_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2560
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2560_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta
-bed
JKS2560_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2560_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2560_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2560_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2560_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2560_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2561
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2561_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta
-bed
JKS2561_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2561_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2561_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2561_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
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anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2561_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2561_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2562
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2562_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta
-bed
JKS2562_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2562_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2562_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2562_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2562_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2562_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2563
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2563_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2563_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2563_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2563_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2563_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2563_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2563_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2566
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2566_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2566_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2566_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2566_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2566_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2566_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2566_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2567
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2567_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2567_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2567_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2567_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2567_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2567_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2567_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
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#JKS2568
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2568_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta
-bed
JKS2568_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2568_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2568_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2568_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2568_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2568_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2569
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2569_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2569_contigs_to_remove_2.bed -fo JKS2569_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2569_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2569_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2569_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2569_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#JKS2570
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKS2570_unicycler_v4.8_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2570_contigs_to_remove_1.bed -fo JKS2570_nucmer_masked.fasta
awk '/^>/ {printf("%s%s\t",(N>0?"\n":""),$0);N++;next;}
{printf("%s",$0);} END {printf("\n");}' < JKS2570_nucmer_masked.fasta
| sed 's/N//g' | tr "\t" "\n" > JKS2570_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2570_nucmer_filtered_1.fasta -o
JKS2570_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
---------------------------------------------------------------------# Prokka annotations for whole genome and plasmid assemblies
# Genome
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix

JKS2554_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2554 --cpus 24
JKS2557_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2557 --cpus 24
JKS2558_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2558 --cpus 24
JKS2560_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2560 --cpus 24
JKS2561_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2561 --cpus 24
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--outdir JKS2554 ---outdir JKS2557 ---outdir JKS2558 ---outdir JKS2560 ---outdir JKS2561 --

prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix

JKS2562_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2562 --cpus 24
JKS2563_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2563 --cpus 24
JKS2566_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2566 --cpus 24
JKS2567_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2567 --cpus 24
JKS2568_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2568 --cpus 24
JKS2569_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2569 --cpus 24
JKS2570_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2570 --cpus 24
JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2530 --cpus 24

--outdir JKS2562 ---outdir JKS2563 ---outdir JKS2566 ---outdir JKS2567 ---outdir JKS2568 ---outdir JKS2569 ---outdir JKS2570 ---outdir JKS2530 --

# Plasmid
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix
prokka
prefix

JKS2554_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2554 --cpus 24
JKS2557_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2557 --cpus 24
JKS2558_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2558 --cpus 24
JKS2560_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2560 --cpus 24
JKS2561_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2561 --cpus 24
JKS2562_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2562 --cpus 24
JKS2563_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2563 --cpus 24
JKS2566_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2566 --cpus 24
JKS2567_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2567 --cpus 24
JKS2568_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2568 --cpus 24
JKS2569_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2569 --cpus 24
JKS2570_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2570 --cpus 24
JKS2530_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta
JKS2530 --cpus 24

--outdir JKS2554 ---outdir JKS2557 ---outdir JKS2558 ---outdir JKS2560 ---outdir JKS2561 ---outdir JKS2562 ---outdir JKS2563 ---outdir JKS2566 ---outdir JKS2567 ---outdir JKS2568 ---outdir JKS2569 ---outdir JKS2570 ---outdir JKS2530 --

---------------------------------------------------------------------# Commands for Figure 1A and 1B: SNP calling for whole genome, gubbins
analysis and Tree building
#1A: Genome analysis
#JKS2554
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snippy --outdir JKH2554_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2554_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2557
snippy --outdir JKH2557_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2557_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2558
snippy --outdir JKH2558_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2558_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2560
snippy --outdir JKH2560_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2560_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2561
snippy --outdir JKH2561_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2560_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2562
snippy --outdir JKH2562_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2562_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2563
snippy --outdir JKH2563_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2563_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2566
snippy --outdir JKH2566_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2566_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2567
snippy --outdir JKH2567_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2567_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2568
snippy --outdir JKH2568_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2568_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2569
snippy --outdir JKH2569_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2569_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
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#JKS2570
snippy --outdir JKH2570_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2570_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2530
snippy --outdir JKH2530_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2507 outgroup
snippy --outdir JKH256_snippy_filtered_genome --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2507_pilon_x2.fasta --report --unmapped
# Generate core SNP alignment with outgroup - for tree building ONLY
snippy-core --prefix snippy_filtered_genome_core
JKH2554_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2557_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2558_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2560_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2561_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2562_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2563_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2566_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2567_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2568_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2569_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2570_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH256_snippy_filtered_genome/ --ref JKS2530.gbk
# Use core SNP alignment to build tree with outgroup
snippy-clean_full_aln
snippy_filtered_genome_core_with_outgroup.full.aln >
clean_genome_full.aln
run_gubbins.py -p gubbins clean_genome_full.aln --threads 24
snp-sites -c gubbins.filtered_polymorphic_sites.fasta -o
clean_genome.core.aln
fasttree -gtr -nt clean_genome.core.aln > JKH266_snp_core_fasttree
#Generate a core SNP alignment with no outgroup to avoid bias in
recombination events
snippy-core --prefix snippy_filtered_genome_core
JKH2554_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2557_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2558_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2560_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2561_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2562_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2563_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2566_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2567_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2568_snippy_filtered_genome/
JKH2569_snippy_filtered_genome/ JKH2570_snippy_filtered_genome/ --ref
JKS2530.gbk
#Use core SNP alignment with no outgroup to determine number of SNP
variants and recombinant regions
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snippy-clean_full_aln snippy_filtered_genome_core.full.aln >
clean_genome_full.aln
run_gubbins.py -p gubbins clean_genome_full.aln --threads 24
---------------------------------------------------------------------#Commands for Supplemental figure 4 Plasmid SNP, tree, and
recombination analysis
#JKS2554
snippy --outdir JKH2554_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2554_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2557
snippy --outdir JKH2557_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2557_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2558
snippy --outdir JKH2558_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2558_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2560
snippy --outdir JKH2560_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2560_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2561
snippy --outdir JKH2561_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2560_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2562
snippy --outdir JKH2562_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2562_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2563
snippy --outdir JKH2563_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2563_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2566
snippy --outdir JKH2566_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2566_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2567
snippy --outdir JKH2567_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2567_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2568
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snippy --outdir JKH2568_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2568_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2569
snippy --outdir JKH2569_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2569_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2570
snippy --outdir JKH2570_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2570_plasmid_spades_contigs.fasta --report --unmapped
#JKS2530
snippy --outdir JKH2530_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref JKS2530.gbk -contigs JKS2530_plasmid_spades_hybrid_contigs.fasta --report -unmapped
#Pseudonocardia sp. EC080625-04 plasmid pFRP1-2 outgroup GenBank:
CP010991.1
snippy --outdir EC80625-04_plasmid_snippy_filtered_plasmid --ref
JKS2530.gbk --contigs Pseudonocardia_sp_EC80625-04_plasmid_pFRP12.fasta --report --unmapped
#Generate core SNP alignment with outgroup to create SNP tree
snippy-core --prefix snippy_filtered_plasmid_core_with_outgroup
JKH2554_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2557_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2558_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2560_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2561_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2562_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2563_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2566_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2567_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2568_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2569_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2570_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
EC80625-04_plasmid_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ --ref JKS2530.gbk
# Use core SNP alignment to build tree with outgroup
snippy-clean_full_aln
snippy_filtered_plasmid_core_with_outgroup.full.aln >
clean_plasmid_full.aln
run_gubbins.py -p gubbins clean_plasmid_full.aln --threads 24
snp-sites -c gubbins.filtered_polymorphic_sites.fasta -o
clean_plasmid.core.aln
fasttree -gtr -nt clean_plasmid.core.aln >
JKH266_snp_core_plasmid_fasttree
#Generate core SNP alignment with no outgroup to avoid bias in SNP
calls and recombination
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snippy-core --prefix snippy_filtered_plasmid_core
JKH2554_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2557_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2558_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2560_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2561_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2562_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2563_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2566_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2567_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2568_snippy_filtered_plasmid/
JKH2569_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ JKH2570_snippy_filtered_plasmid/ -ref JKS2530.gbk
#Use core SNP alignment with no outgroup to determine number of SNP
variants and recombinant regions
snippy-clean_full_aln snippy_filtered_plasmid_core.full.aln >
clean_plasmid_full.aln
run_gubbins.py -p gubbins clean_plasmid_full.aln --threads 24 -filter_percentage 45
---------------------------------------------------------------------# Commands for Figure 2A and 2B Genome anvio analysis
#parse .gff file from annotation
python gff_parser.py JKS2554/JKS2554.gff --gene-calls
JKS2554_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2554_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2557/JKS2557.gff --gene-calls
JKS2557_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2557_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2558/JKS2558.gff --gene-calls
JKS2558_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2558_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2560/JKS2560.gff --gene-calls
JKS2560_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2560_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2561/JKS2561.gff --gene-calls
JKS2561_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2561_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2562/JKS2562.gff --gene-calls
JKS2562_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2562_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2563/JKS2563.gff --gene-calls
JKS2563_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2563_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2566/JKS2566.gff --gene-calls
JKS2566_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2566_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2567/JKS2567.gff --gene-calls
JKS2567_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2567_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2568/JKS2568.gff --gene-calls
JKS2568_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2568_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2569/JKS2569.gff --gene-calls
JKS2569_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2569_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2570/JKS2570.gff --gene-calls
JKS2570_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2570_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2530/JKS2530.gff --gene-calls
JKS2530_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2530_annot.txt
# Create new database with the Prokka annotations and import functions
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2554_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2554.db --external-gene-calls JKS2554_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2554_database
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anvi-import-functions -c JKS2554.db -i JKS2554_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2557_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2557.db --external-gene-calls JKS2557_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2557_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2557.db -i JKS2557_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2558_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2558.db --external-gene-calls JKS2558_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2558_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2558.db -i JKS2558_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2560_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2560.db --external-gene-calls JKS2560_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2560_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2560.db -i JKS2560_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2561_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2561.db --external-gene-calls JKS2561_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2561_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2561.db -i JKS2561_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2562_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2562.db --external-gene-calls JKS2562_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2562_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2562.db -i JKS2562_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2563_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2563.db --external-gene-calls JKS2563_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2563_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2563.db -i JKS2563_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2566_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2566.db --external-gene-calls JKS2566_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2566_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2566.db -i JKS2566_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2567_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2567.db --external-gene-calls JKS2567_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2567_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2567.db -i JKS2567_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2568_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2568.db --external-gene-calls JKS2568_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2568_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2568.db -i JKS2568_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2569_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2569.db --external-gene-calls JKS2569_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2569_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2569.db -i JKS2569_annot.txt
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anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2570_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2570.db --external-gene-calls JKS2570_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2570_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2570.db -i JKS2570_annot.txt
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2530.db --external-gene-calls JKS2530_x2_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2530_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2530.db -i JKS2530_annot.txt
# Once databases for each genome have been created run HMM - optional
but HIGHLY ENCOURAGED step
# must do in order to get data for redundancy and completion
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms

-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

JKS2554.db
JKS2557.db
JKS2558.db
JKS2560.db
JKS2561.db
JKS2562.db
JKS2563.db
JKS2564.db
JKS2565.db
JKS2566.db
JKS2567.db
JKS2568.db
JKS2569.db
JKS2570.db
JKS2530.db

--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

# create a genome storage repository within anvio - to do so you need
to create a flat tab delim file with the name of each genome in the
first column and the file path to the corresponding database in the
second, see http://merenlab.org/2016/11/08/pangenomics-v2/#running-apangenome-analysis
# your output file MUST have the extension -GENOMES.db otherwise the
program will throw out an error
#JKH266_pangenome_tab
anvi-gen-genomes-storage -e JKH266_filtered_pangenome.txt -o JKH266GENOMES.db --gene-caller Prodigal
# Once you have completed the above steps you are ready to run your
pangenome! the -n flag creates the output folder containing your
analyses.
anvi-pan-genome -g JKH266-GENOMES.db -n JKH266-pangenome_filtered -num-threads 24
#run ani in pangenome
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#anvi-compute-ani --external-genomes JKH266_filtered_pangenome.txt -output-dir ANI --num-threads 24 -p JKH266-pangenome_filtered-PAN.db
# To view your pangenome navigate into the -n output folder you just
created, the pangenome will pop up in your internet browser.
anvi-display-pan -p JKH266-pangenome_filtered-PAN.db -g JKH266GENOMES.db
#To split avio pangenome into subset examining genes that are not
completely homologous
#default bin was created using the anvio visualizer setting parameters
to only highlight gene cluster shared between 1 and 12 genomes
anvi-split -p JKH266-pangenome_filtered-PAN.db -g JKH266-GENOMES.db -C
default -o default/
anvi-display-pan -p PAN.db -g JKH266-GENOMES.db
---------------------------------------------------------------------# Commands for Figure 3 plasmid avnio and Supplemental Figure 5
plasmid anvio with Transposase highlights
#parse .gff file from annotation
python gff_parser.py JKS2554/JKS2554.gff --gene-calls
JKS2554_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2554_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2557/JKS2557.gff --gene-calls
JKS2557_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2557_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2558/JKS2558.gff --gene-calls
JKS2558_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2558_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2560/JKS2560.gff --gene-calls
JKS2560_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2560_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2561/JKS2561.gff --gene-calls
JKS2561_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2561_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2562/JKS2562.gff --gene-calls
JKS2562_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2562_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2563/JKS2563.gff --gene-calls
JKS2563_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2563_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2566/JKS2566.gff --gene-calls
JKS2566_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2566_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2567/JKS2567.gff --gene-calls
JKS2567_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2567_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2568/JKS2568.gff --gene-calls
JKS2568_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2568_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2569/JKS2569.gff --gene-calls
JKS2569_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2569_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2570/JKS2570.gff --gene-calls
JKS2570_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2570_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2530/JKS2530.gff --gene-calls
JKS2530_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2530_annot.txt
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# Create new database with the Prokka annotations and import functions
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2554_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2554.db --external-gene-calls JKS2554_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2554_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2554.db -i JKS2554_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2554.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2557_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2557.db --external-gene-calls JKS2557_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2557_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2557.db -i JKS2557_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2557.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2558_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2558.db --external-gene-calls JKS2558_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2558_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2558.db -i JKS2558_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2558.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2560_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2560.db --external-gene-calls JKS2560_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2560_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2560.db -i JKS2560_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2560.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2561_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2561.db --external-gene-calls JKS2561_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2561_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2561.db -i JKS2561_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2561.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2562_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2562.db --external-gene-calls JKS2562_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2562_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2562.db -i JKS2562_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2562.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2563_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2563.db --external-gene-calls JKS2563_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2563_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2563.db -i JKS2563_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2563.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2566_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2566.db --external-gene-calls JKS2566_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2566_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2566.db -i JKS2566_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2566.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2567_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2567.db --external-gene-calls JKS2567_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2567_database
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anvi-import-functions -c JKS2567.db -i JKS2567_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2567.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2568_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2568.db --external-gene-calls JKS2568_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2568_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2568.db -i JKS2568_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2568.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2569_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2569.db --external-gene-calls JKS2569_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2569_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2569.db -i JKS2569_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2569.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2570_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2570.db --external-gene-calls JKS2570_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2570_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2570.db -i JKS2570_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2570.db --num-threads 24
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2530_filtered_plasmid.assembly.fasta o JKS2530.db --external-gene-calls JKS2530_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2530_database
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2530.db -i JKS2530_annot.txt
anvi-run-ncbi-cogs -c JKS2540.db --num-threads 24
# Once databases for each genome have been created run HMM - optional
but HIGHLY ENCOURAGED step
# must do in order to get data for redundancy and completion
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms

-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

JKS2554.db
JKS2557.db
JKS2558.db
JKS2560.db
JKS2561.db
JKS2562.db
JKS2563.db
JKS2564.db
JKS2565.db
JKS2566.db
JKS2567.db
JKS2568.db
JKS2569.db
JKS2570.db
JKS2530.db

--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

# create a genome storage repository within anvio - to do so you need
to create a flat tab delim file with the name of each genome in the
first column and the file path to the corresponding database in the
second, see http://merenlab.org/2016/11/08/pangenomics-v2/#running-apangenome-analysis
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# your output file MUST have the extension -GENOMES.db otherwise the
program will throw out an error
#JKH266_pangenome_tab
anvi-gen-genomes-storage -e JKH266_plasmid_pangenome.txt -o JKH266GENOMES.db --gene-caller Prodigal
# Once you have completed the above steps you are ready to run your
pangenome! the -n flag creates the output folder containing your
analyses.
anvi-pan-genome -g JKH266-GENOMES.db -n JKH266-pangenome_plasmid -num-threads 24
#run ani in pangenome
anvi-compute-ani --external-genomes JKH266_plasmid_pangenome.txt -output-dir ANI --num-threads 24 -p JKH266-pangenome_plasmid-PAN.db
# To view your pangenome navigate into the -n output folder you just
created, the pangenome will pop up in your internet browser.
anvi-display-pan -p JKH266-pangenome_plasmid-PAN.db -g JKH266GENOMES.db
# To highlight Transposases on plasmid pangenome, use anvio web GUI to
search by function "transposase" and highlight those splits on the
figure
---------------------------------------------------------------------# Commands for Figure 4A and 4B Cluster compare
nohup sh antiSMASH_annotation.sh &
nohup sh cluster_pfam_BBH_comparison.sh -p
../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/Pfam_v32.0/ -c 24 &
nohup sh find_cluster_completeness.sh -c 24 &
---------------------------------------------------------------------# Commands for MASH distance matrix (Supplemental Figures 1 (genome)
and 3(plasmid))
mash sketch -o JKH266_filtered_genome *.fna
mash info JKH266_filtered_genome.msh
mash dist JKH266_filtered_genome.msh *.fna >
JKH266_filtered_genomes_comparison.table
mash sketch -o JKH266_plasmid *.fna
mash info JKH266_plasmid.msh
mash dist JKH266_plasmid.msh *.fna > JKH266_plasmid_comparison.table
______________________________________________________________________
#Snippy Mapping with Fastq Reads (Supplemental Figure 6)
# Snippy using SUHP 2X assembly as reference
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#Snippy comparisons using R1/R2 reads against JKH2530 Pilon assembly
corrected with JKHS2530 Unicycler Hybrid then run through Pilon again
(gbk annotation file)
snippy --outdir JKH2554_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1
JKS2554/JKS2554_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq --R2
JKS2554/JKS2554_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq --report -unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2557_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1
JKS2557/JKS2557_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq --R2
JKS2557/JKS2557_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq --report -unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2558_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1 JKS2558/JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--R2 JKS2558/JKS2558_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2560_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1 JKS2560/JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--R2 JKS2560/JKS2560_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2561_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1
JKS2561/JKS2561_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq --R2
JKS2561/JKS2561_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq --report -unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2562_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1 JKS2562/JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--R2 JKS2562/JKS2562_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2563_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1
JKS2563/JKS2563_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq --R2
JKS2563/JKS2563_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq --report -unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2566_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1 JKS2566/JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--R2 JKS2566/JKS2566_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2567_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1 JKS2567/JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--R2 JKS2567/JKS2567_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2568_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1
JKS2568/JKS2568_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq --R2
JKS2568/JKS2568_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq --report -unmapped
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snippy --outdir JKH2569_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1 JKS2569/JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--R2 JKS2569/JKS2569_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2570_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1
JKS2570/JKS2570_TruSeq_output_R1_concat_paired.fastq --R2
JKS2570/JKS2570_TruSeq_output_R2_concat_paired.fastq --report -unmapped
snippy --outdir JKH2530_snippy_uniH_consensus_pilon_2X --ref
JKS2530_SUHP_2X.gbk --R1 JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--R2 JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --report –unmapped
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Appendix IV. Supplementary commands for Chapter 4.
#!/bin/bash
#Guppy 2.3.1
#NanoStat 1.1.2
#NanoFilt 2.2.0
#Porechop 0.2.4
#Unicycler v0.4.8-beta
#spades 3.13.0
#racon 1.3.3
#makeblastdb 2.8.1+
#tblastn 2.8.1+
#bowtie2-build 2.3.4.1
#bowtie2 2.3.4.1
#samtools 1.9
#java 10.0.2
#pilon 1.23
#canu 1.8
#makeblastdb 2.8.1+
#tblastn 2.8.1+
#Java 10.0.2
#Bedtools 2.26.0
#FastQC 0.11.5
#Trimmomatic 0.36
#Prokka 1.13.3
#Snippy 4.3.6
#Gubbins 2.3.4
#SNP-sites 2.3.3
#FastTree 2.1.10
#Anvio 6.1
#Antismash 4.2
#ClustCompare
#BWA 0.7.17-r1188
#Nucmer 3.1
#Guppy basecalling/barcoding
#JKH125_JKS2056
guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO_MIN106 --kit SQK-LSK108 --input
JKH125_minKNOW_fast5_uploaded/ --save_path
JKH125_minKNOW_guppy_2.3.1_output
#JKH144_JKS2072
guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO-MIN106 --kit SQK-LSK108 --input
JKH144_1D_raw_fast5/fast5/ --recursive --save_path
JKH144_guppy_2.3.1_output
#JKH158_JKS2128
guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO-MIN106 --kit SQK-LSK108 --input
JKH158_1D_raw_fast5/ --recursive --save_path JKH158_guppy_2.3.1_output
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# JKH176_JKH192 run
guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO-MIN107 --kit SQK-LSK108 --input fast5/
--recursive --save_path JKH176_JKH192_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107
guppy_barcoder --barcode_kits EXP-NBD103 --input_path
JKH176_JKH192_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107/ --save_path
JKH176_JKH192_guppy_2.3.1_barcode_output_FLO-MIN107
# JKH38_61_135_152_153_184 run
guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO-MIN107 --kit SQK-LSK108 --input fast5/
--recursive --save_path
JKH38_61_135_152_153_184_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107
guppy_barcoder --barcode_kits EXP-NBD103 --input_path
JKH38_61_135_152_153_184_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107/ --save_path
JKH38_61_135_152_153_184_guppy_2.3.1_arcode_output_FLO-MIN107
# JKH47_62_99_155_161 run
guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO-MIN107 --kit SQK-LSK108 --input fast5/
--recursive --save_path JKH47_62_99_155_161_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLOMIN107
guppy_barcoder --barcode_kits EXP-NBD103 --input_path
JKH47_62_99_155_161_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107/ --save_path
JKH47_62_99_155_161_guppy_2.3.1_barcode_output_FLO-MIN107
# 12_genome run
guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO-MIN107 --kit SQK-LSK108 --input fast5/
--recursive --save_path 12_genome_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107
guppy_barcoder --barcode_kits EXP-NBD103 --input_path
12_genome_guppy_2.3.1_output_FLO-MIN107/ --save_path
12_genome_guppy_2.3.1_barcode_output_FLO-MIN107
#NanoStat for minION reads (for results see excel doc)
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat

--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq

JKH125_guppy_2.3.1.fastq
JKH145_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH187_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH213_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH256_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH266_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH170_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH223_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH245_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH81_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH203_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH233_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
JKH144_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH158_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH125_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH38_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH61_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH153_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH135_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH152_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH184_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
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NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat
NanoStat

--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq
--fastq

JKH176_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH192_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH47_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH62_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH99_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH155_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq
JKH161_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq

#NanoFilt
#q9
gzcat JKH38_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH38_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH61_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH61_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH135_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH135_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH152_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH152_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH153_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH153_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH184_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH184_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH47_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH47_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH62_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH62_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH99_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH99_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH155_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH155_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH161_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH161_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH176_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH176_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH192_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH192_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH125_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH125_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH144_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH144_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH158_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH158_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH145_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH145_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH187_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH187_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH213_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH213_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH256_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH266_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
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gzcat JKH170_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH170_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH223_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH223_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH245_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH245_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH81_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH81_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH203_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH203_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
gzcat JKH233_guppy_2.3.1_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz | NanoFilt -q 9 -l 500 |
gzip > JKH233_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq
#Porechop - need to add 12 genome run when basecalling is finished
#q9
porechop -i JKH38_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH38_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH38_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH61_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH61_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH61_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH135_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH135_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH135_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH152_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH152_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH152_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH153_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH153_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH153_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH184_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH184_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH184_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH47_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH47_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH47_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH62_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH62_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH62_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH99_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH99_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH99_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH155_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH155_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH155_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH161_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH161_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH161_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH176_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH176_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH176_porechop_q9.log
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porechop -i JKH192_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH192_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH192_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH125_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH125_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH125_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH144_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH144_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH144_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH158_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH158_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH158_porechop_q9.log
porechop -i JKH145_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH145_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH145_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH187_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH187_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH187_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH213_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH213_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH213_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH256_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH266_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH170_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH170_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH170_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH223_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH223_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH223_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH245_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH245_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH245_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH81_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH81_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH81_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH203_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH203_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH203_porechop_ q9.log
porechop -i JKH233_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq -o
JKH233_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_ q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz -discard_middle > JKH233_porechop_ q9.log
#Trimmomatic for TruSeq reads - Hybrid and second run added, will add
as we go
#JKH125 (JKS2056) concat - JKG00002_S59_L001_R1_001.fastq,
JKG00002_S59_L001_R2_001.fastq, JKH125_S78_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz,
JKH125_S78_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
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#JKH144 (JKS20720) concat - JKH144_S4_L001_R1_001_Try_1.fastq,
JKH144_S4_L001_R12_001_Try_1.fastq, JKH144_S2_L001_R1_001_Try_2.fastq,
JKH144_S2_L001_R2_001_Try_2.fastq
#JKH158 (JKS2128) concat - 0193618504_S1_L001_R1_001.fastq,
0193618504_S1_L001_R2_001.fastq, JKH158_S3_L001_R1_001.fastq,
JKH158_S3_L001_R2_001.fastq, JKH158_S5_L001_R1_001.fastq,
JKH158_S5_L002_R1_001.fastq, JKH158_S79_L001_R1_001.fastq,
JKH158_S79_L001_R2_001.fastq
#JKS1101
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS1101October2018_S1_L001_R1_001.fastq
JKS1101October2018_S1_L001_R2_001.fastq
JKS1101_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS1101_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS1101_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS1101_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS1136
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS1136October2018_S2_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS1136October2018_S2_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS1140
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS1140October2018_S3_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS1140October2018_S3_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS1140_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS1140_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS1140_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS1140_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS1190
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS1190October2018_S4_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS1190October2018_S4_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS1190_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS1190_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS1190_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS1190_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS1217
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS1217/JKS1217October2018_S2_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS1217/JKS1217October2018_S2_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
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JKS1217/JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS1217/JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS1217/JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS1217/JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2066
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2066October2018_S5_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2066October2018_S5_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2066_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2066_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2066_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2066_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2078
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2078October2018_S6_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2078October2018_S6_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2115
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2115October2018_S21_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2115October2018_S21_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2138
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2138October2018_S22_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2138October2018_S22_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2138_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2138_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2138_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2138_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2266
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2266October2018_S8_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2266October2018_S8_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2266_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2266_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2266_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
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JKS2266_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2353
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2353October2018_S9_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2353October2018_S9_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2359
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2359October2018_S10_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2359October2018_S10_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2372
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2372October2018_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2372October2018_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2373
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2373October2018_S12_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2373October2018_S12_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2385
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2385October2018_S13_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2385October2018_S13_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
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#JKS2390
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2390October2018_S14_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2390October2018_S14_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2449
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33
JKS2449October2018_S15_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2449October2018_S15_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2449_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2449_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2449_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2449_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2128
java -jar $Trimmomatic PE -phred33 JKH158_TruSeq_concat_R1.fastq
JKH158_TruSeq_concat_R2.fastq
JKH158_TruSeq_concat_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKH158_TruSeq_concat_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKH158_TruSeq_concat_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKH158_TruSeq_concat_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2072
java -jar trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE -phred33
JKH144_TruSeq_PCR_Free_R1_concat.fastq
JKH144_TruSeq_PCR_Free_R2_concat.fastq
JKH144_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKH144_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKH144_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKH144_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2056
java -jar ../../../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE
-phred33 JKH125_TruSeq_concat_R1.fastq JKH125_TruSeq_concat_R2.fastq
JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2060
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar
phred33 JKS2060/JKS2060October2018_S3_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2060/JKS2060October2018_S3_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2060/JKS2060_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
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JKS2060/JKS2060_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2060/JKS2060_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2060/JKS2060_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2123
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2123/JKS2123October2018_S4_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2123/JKS2123October2018_S4_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2123/JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2123/JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2123/JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2123/JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2148
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2148/JKS2148October2018_S5_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2148/JKS2148October2018_S5_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2148/JKS2148_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2148/JKS2148_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2148/JKS2148_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2148/JKS2148_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2155
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2155/JKS2155October2018_S6_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2155/JKS2155October2018_S6_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2155/JKS2155_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2155/JKS2155_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2155/JKS2155_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2155/JKS2155_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2162
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2162/JKS2162October2018_S7_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2162/JKS2162October2018_S7_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2162/JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2162/JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2162/JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2162/JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2178
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar
phred33 JKS2178/JKS2178October2018_S8_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2178/JKS2178October2018_S8_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2178/JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2178/JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2178/JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
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JKS2178/JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2179
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2179/JKS2179October2018_S9_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2179/JKS2179October2018_S9_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2179/JKS2179_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2179/JKS2179_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2179/JKS2179_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2179/JKS2179_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2181
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2181/JKS2181October2018_S10_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2181/JKS2181October2018_S10_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2181/JKS2181_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2181/JKS2181_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2181/JKS2181_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2181/JKS2181_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2185
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2185/JKS2185October2018_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2185/JKS2185October2018_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2185/JKS2185_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2185/JKS2185_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2185/JKS2185_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2185/JKS2185_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2337
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2337/JKS2337October2018_S12_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2337/JKS2337October2018_S12_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2337/JKS2337_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2337/JKS2337_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2337/JKS2337_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2337/JKS2337_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2342
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2342/JKS2342October2018_S13_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2342/JKS2342October2018_S13_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2342/JKS2342_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2342/JKS2342_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2342/JKS2342_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2342/JKS2342_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
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#JKS2343
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2343/JKS2343October2018_S14_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2343/JKS2343October2018_S14_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2343/JKS2343_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2343/JKS2343_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2343/JKS2343_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2343/JKS2343_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2394
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2394/JKS2394October2018_S15_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2394/JKS2394October2018_S15_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2394/JKS2394_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2394/JKS2394_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2394/JKS2394_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2394/JKS2394_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2395
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2395/JKS2395October2018_S16_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2395/JKS2395October2018_S16_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2395/JKS2395_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2395/JKS2395_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2395/JKS2395_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2395/JKS2395_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2397
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2397/JKS2397October2018_S17_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2397/JKS2397October2018_S17_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2397/JKS2397_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2397/JKS2397_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2397/JKS2397_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2397/JKS2397_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2450
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2450/JKS2450October2018_S18_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2450/JKS2450October2018_S18_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2450/JKS2450_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2450/JKS2450_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2450/JKS2450_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2450/JKS2450_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2453
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar
phred33 JKS2453/JKS2453October2018_S19_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
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JKS2453/JKS2453October2018_S19_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2453/JKS2453_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2453/JKS2453_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2453/JKS2453_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2453/JKS2453_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2456
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2456/JKS2456October2018_S20_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2456/JKS2456October2018_S20_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2456/JKS2456_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2456/JKS2456_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2456/JKS2456_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2456/JKS2456_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2479
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2479/JKS2479October2018_S21_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2479/JKS2479October2018_S21_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2479/JKS2479_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2479/JKS2479_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2479/JKS2479_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2479/JKS2479_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2488
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2488/JKS2488October2018_S22_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2488/JKS2488October2018_S22_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2488/JKS2488_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2488/JKS2488_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2488/JKS2488_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2488/JKS2488_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2492
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2492/JKS2492October2018_S23_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2492/JKS2492October2018_S23_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2492/JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2492/JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2492/JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2492/JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2507
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar
phred33 JKS2507/JKS2507October2018_S24_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2507/JKS2507October2018_S24_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2507/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2507/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
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JKS2507/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2507/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2530
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2530/JKS2530October2018_S25_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2530/JKS2530October2018_S25_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2530/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2541
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2541/JKS2541October2018_S26_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2541/JKS2541October2018_S26_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2541/JKS2541_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2541/JKS2541_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2541/JKS2541_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2541/JKS2541_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2548
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2548/JKS2548October2018_S27_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2548/JKS2548October2018_S27_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2548/JKS2548_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2548/JKS2548_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2548/JKS2548_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2548/JKS2548_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2551
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2551/JKS2551October2018_S28_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2551/JKS2551October2018_S28_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2551/JKS2551_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2551/JKS2551_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2551/JKS2551_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2551/JKS2551_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
#JKS2552
java -jar ../../Tools/Trimmomatic-0.36/trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE phred33 JKS2552/JKS2552October2018_S29_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
JKS2552/JKS2552October2018_S29_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
JKS2552/JKS2552_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2552/JKS2552_TruSeq_output_R1_unpaired.fastq
JKS2552/JKS2552_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq
JKS2552/JKS2552_TruSeq_output_R2_unpaired.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36
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# TruSeq ONLY Unicycler assemblies
# JKS2066
unicycler -1 JKS2066/JKS2066_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2066/JKS2066_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2066/JKH137_JKS2066_uniT -t 24
# JKS2155
unicycler -1 JKS2155/JKS2155_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2155/JKS2155_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2155/JKH162_JKS2155_uniT -t 24
# JKS2179
unicycler -1 JKS2179/JKS2179_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2179/JKS2179_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2179/JKH177_JKS2179_uniT -t 24
# JKS2181
unicycler -1 JKS2181/JKS2181_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2181/JKS2181_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2181/JKH178_JKS2181_uniT -t 24
# JKS2185
unicycler -1 JKS2185/JKS2185_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2185/JKS2185_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2185/JKH179_JKS2185_uniT -t 24
# JKS2337
unicycler -1 JKS2337/JKS2337_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2337/JKS2337_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2337/JKH244_JKS2337_uniT -t 24
# JKS2342
unicycler -1 JKS2342/JKS2342_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2342/JKS2342_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2342/JKH206_JKS2342_uniT -t 24
# JKS2343
unicycler -1 JKS2343/JKS2343_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2343/JKS2343_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2343/JKH215_JKS2343_uniT -t 24
# JKS2394
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unicycler -1 JKS2394/JKS2394_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2394/JKS2394_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2394/JKH217_JKS2394_uniT -t 24
# JKS2395
unicycler -1 JKS2395/JKS2395_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2395/JKS2395_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2395/JKH219_JKS2395_uniT -t 24
# JKS2397
unicycler -1 JKS2397/JKS2397_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2397/JKS2397_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2397/JKH221_JKS2397_uniT -t 24
# JKS2450
unicycler -1 JKS2450/JKS2450_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2450/JKS2450_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2450/JKH234_JKS2450_uniT -t 24
# JKS2453
unicycler -1 JKS2453/JKS2453_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2453/JKS2453_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2453/JKH242_JKS2453_uniT -t 24
# JKS2456
unicycler -1 JKS2456/JKS2456_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2456/JKS2456_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2456/JKH244_JKS2456_uniT -t 24
# JKS2479
unicycler -1 JKS2479/JKS2479_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2479/JKS2479_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2479/JKH232_JKS2479_uniT -t 24
# JKS2488
unicycler -1 JKS2488/JKS2488_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2488/JKS2488_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2488/JKH240_JKS2488_uniT -t 24
# JKS2541
unicycler -1 JKS2541/JKS2541_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2541/JKS2541_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2541/JKH202_JKS2541_uniT -t 24
# JKS2548
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unicycler -1 JKS2548/JKS2548_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2548/JKS2548_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2548/JKH236_JKS2548_uniT -t 24
# JKS2551
unicycler -1 JKS2551/JKS2551_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2551/JKS2551_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2551/JKH237_JKS2551_uniT -t 24
# JKS2552
unicycler -1 JKS2552/JKS2552_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz -2
JKS2552/JKS2552_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz -o
JKS2552/JKH239_JKS2552_uniT -t 24
#JKS1106
unicycler -1 JKS1106/JKS1106_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1106/JKS1106_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS1106/JKH52_JKS1106_uniT -t 24
#JKS1114
unicycler -1 JKS1114/JKS1114_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1114/JKS1114_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS1115/JKH56_JKS1114_uniT -t 24
#JKS1126
unicycler -1 JKS1126/JKS1126_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1126/JKS1126_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS1126/JKH57_JKS1126_uniT -t 24
#JKS1134
unicycler -1 JKS1134/JKS1134_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1134/JKS1134_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS1134/JKHXXX_JKS1134_uniT -t 24
#JKS1144
unicycler -1 JKS1144/JKS1144_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1144/JKS1144_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS1144/JKH64_JKS1144_uniT -t 24
#JKS1146
unicycler -1 JKS1146/JKS1146_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1146/JKS1146_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS1146/JKH70_JKS1146_uniT -t 24
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#JKS1162
unicycler -1 JKS1162/JKS1162_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1162/JKS1162_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS1162/JKH72_JKS1162_uniT -t 24
#JKS1214
unicycler -1 JKS1214/JKS1214_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1214/JKS1214_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS1214/JKH80_JKS1214_uniT -t 24
#JKS2058
unicycler -1 JKS2058/JKS2058_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2058/JKS2058_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2058/JKH128_JKS2058_uniT -t 24
#JKS2069
unicycler -1 JKS2069/JKS2069_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2069/JKS2069_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2069/JKH138_JKS2069_uniT -t 24
#JKS2131
unicycler -1 JKS2131/JKS2131_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2131/JKS2131_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2131/JKH154_JKS2131_uniT -t 24
#JKS2146
unicycler -1 JKS2146/JKS2146_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2146/JKS2146_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2146/JKH160_JKS2146_uniT -t 24
#JKS2160
unicycler -1 JKS2160/JKS2160_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2160/JKS2160_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2160/JKH167_JKS2160_uniT -t 24
#JKS2168
unicycler -1 JKS2168/JKS2168_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2168/JKS2168_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2168/JKH171_JKS2168_uniT -t 24
#JKS2171
unicycler -1 JKS2171/JKS2171_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2171/JKS2171_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2171/JKH172_JKS2171_uniT -t 24
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#JKS2176
unicycler -1 JKS2176/JKS2176_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2176/JKS2176_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2176/JKH175_JKS2176_uniT -t 24
#JKS2190
unicycler -1 JKS2190/JKS2190_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2190/JKS2190_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2190/JKH180_JKS2190_uniT -t 24
#JKS2195
unicycler -1 JKS2195/JKS2195_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2195/JKS2195_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2195/JKH151_JKS2195_uniT -t 24
#JKS2264
unicycler -1 JKS2264/JKS2264_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2264/JKS2264_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2264/JKH74_JKS2264_uniT -t 24
#JKS2265
unicycler -1 JKS2265/JKS2265_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2265/JKS2265_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2265/JKH76_JKS2265_uniT -t 24
#JKS2350
unicycler -1 JKS2350/JKS2350_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2350/JKS2350_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2350/JKH207_JKS2350_uniT -t 24
#JKS2376
unicycler -1 JKS2376/JKS2376_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2376/JKS2376_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2376/JKH195_JKS2376_uniT -t 24
#JKS2383
unicycler -1 JKS2383/JKS2383_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2383/JKS2383_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2383/JKH199_JKS2383_uniT -t 24
#JKS2386
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unicycler -1 JKS2386/JKS2386_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2386/JKS2386_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2386/JKH186_JKS2386_uniT -t 24
#JKS2388 *
unicycler -1 JKS2388/JKS2388_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2388/JKS2388_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2388/JKH190_JKS2388_uniT -t 24
#JKS2392
unicycler -1 JKS2392/JKS2392_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2392/JKS2392_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2392/JKH204_JKS2392_uniT -t 24
#JKS2451
unicycler -1 JKS2451/JKS2451_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2451/JKS2451_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2451/JKH241_JKS2451_uniT -t 24
#JKS2495
unicycler -1 JKS2495/JKS2495_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2495/JKS2495_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -o
JKS2495/JKH247_JKS2495_uniT -t 24
#Unicycler Hybrid assemblies
# JKH38
unicycler -1 JKS1190_JKH38/JKS1190_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1190_JKH38/JKS1190_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS1190_JKH38/JKH38_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS1190_JKH38/JKH38_JKS1190_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH47
unicycler -1 JKS1101_JKH47/JKS1101_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1101_JKH47/JKS1101_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS1101_JKH47/JKH47_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS1101_JKH47/JKH47_JKS1101_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH61
unicycler -1 JKS1136_JKH61/JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1136_JKH61/JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS1136_JKH61/JKH61_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS1136_JKH61/JKH61_JKS1136_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
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# JKH62
unicycler -1 JKS1140_JKH62/JKS1140_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1140_JKH62/JKS1140_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS1140_JKH62/JKH62_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS1140_JKH62/JKH62_JKS1140_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
#JKH81
unicycler -1 JKS1217_JKH81/JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS1217_JKH81/JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS1217_JKH81/JKH81_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS1217_JKH81/JKH81_JKS1217_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH99
unicycler -1 JKS2266_JKH99/JKS2266_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2266_JKH99/JKS2266_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2266_JKH99/JKH99_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2266_JKH99/JKH99_JKS2266_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH125
unicycler -1 JKS2056_JKH125/JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2056_JKH125/JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2056_JKH125/JKH125_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO_MIN107.f
astq.gz -o JKS2056_JKH125/JKH125_JKS2056_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t 24
# JKH135
unicycler -1 JKS2060_JKH135/JKS2060_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2060_JKH135/JKS2060_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2060_JKH135/JKH135_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2060_JKH135/JKH135_JKS2060_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH144
unicycler -1 JKS2072_JKH144/JKS2072_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2072_JKH144/JKS2072_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2072_JKH144/JKH144_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2072_JKH144/JKH144_JKS2072_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH145
unicycler -1 JKS2078_JKH145/JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2078_JKH145/JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2078_JKH145/JKH145_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-
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MIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2078_JKH145/JKH145_JKS2078_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH152
unicycler -1 JKS2115_JKH152/JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2115_JKH152/JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2115_JKH152/JKH152_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2115_JKH152/JKH152_JKS2115_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH153
unicycler -1 JKS2123_JKH153/JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2123_JKH153/JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2123_JKH153/JKH153_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2123_JKH153/JKH153_JKS2123_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH155
unicycler -1 JKS2138_JKH155/JKS2138_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2138_JKH155/JKS2138_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2138_JKH155/JKH155_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2138_JKH155/JKH155_JKS2138_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH158
unicycler -1 JKS2128_JKH158/JKS2128_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2128_JKH158/JKS2128_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2128_JKH158/JKH158_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2128_JKH158/JKH158_JKS2128_q9_uniH_concat_FLOMIN107 -t 24
# JKH161
unicycler -1 JKS2148_JKH161/JKS2148_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2148_JKH161/JKS2148_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2148_JKH161/JKH161_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2148_JKH161/JKH161_JKS2148_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH 170
unicycler -1 JKS2162_JKH170/JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2162_JKH170/JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2162_JKH170/JKH170_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2162_JKH170/JKH170_JKS2162_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH176
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unicycler -1 JKS2178_JKH176/JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2178_JKH176/JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2178_JKH176/JKH176_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2178_JKH176/JKH176_JKS2178_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH184
unicycler -1 JKS2385_JKH184/JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2385_JKH184/JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2385_JKH184/JKH184_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2385_JKH184/JKH184_JKS2385_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH187
unicycler -1 JKS2372_JKH187/JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2372_JKH187/JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2372_JKH187/JKH187_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2372_JKH187/JKH187_JKS2372_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH192
unicycler -1 JKS2373_JKH192/JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2373_JKH192/JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2373_JKH192/JKH192_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2373_JKH192/JKH192_JKS2373_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH203
unicycler -1 JKS2390_JKH203/JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2390_JKH203/JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2390_JKH203/JKH203_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2390_JKH203/JKH203_JKS2390_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH213
unicycler -1 JKS2353_JKH213/JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2353_JKH213/JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2353_JKH213/JKH213_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2353_JKH213/JKH213_JKS2353_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH223
unicycler -1 JKS2359_JKH223/JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2359_JKH223/JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2359_JKH223/JKH223_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2359_JKH223/JKH223_JKS2359_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
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# JKH233
unicycler -1 JKS2449_JKH233/JKS2449_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2449_JKH233/JKS2449_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2449_JKH233/JKH233_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2449_JKH233/JKH233_JKS2449_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH245
unicycler -1 JKS2492_JKH245/JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2492_JKH245/JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2492_JKH245/JKH245_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2492_JKH245/JKH245_JKS2492_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH256
unicycler -1 JKS2507_JKH256/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2507_JKH256/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2507_JKH256/JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2507_JKH256/JKH256_JKS2507_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# JKH266
unicycler -1 JKS2530_JKH266/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq -2
JKS2530_JKH266/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -l
JKS2530_JKH266/JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz -o JKS2530_JKH266/JKH266_JKS2530_q9_uniH_FLO-MIN107 -t
24
# Canu assemblies
#JKS2530
canu -p JKS2530_canu_1.8 -d JKS2530_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2530_canu_1.8.log
#JKS1101
canu -p JKS1101_canu_1.8 -d JKS1101_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH47_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS1101_canu_1.8.log
#JKS1136
canu -p JKS1136_canu_1.8 -d JKS1136_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH61_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q7_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS1136_canu_1.8.log
#JKS1140
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canu -p JKS1140_canu_1.8 -d JKS1140_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH62_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS1140_canu_1.8.log
#JKS1217
canu -p JKS1217_canu_1.8 -d JKS1217_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH81_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS1217_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2266
canu -p JKS2266_canu_1.8 -d JKS2266_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH99_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2266_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2056
canu -p JKS2056_canu_1.8 -d JKS2056_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH125_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO_MIN107..fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2056_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2060
canu -p JKS2060_canu_1.8 -d JKS2060_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH135_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2060_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2072
canu -p JKS2072_canu_1.8 -d JKS2072_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH144_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107..fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2072_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2078
canu -p JKS2078_canu_1.8 -d JKS2078_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH145_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false use useGrid=false > JKS2078_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2115
canu -p JKS2115_canu_1.8 -d JKS2115_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH152_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2115_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2123
canu -p JKS2123_canu_1.8 -d JKS2123_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH153_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2123_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2138
canu -p JKS2138_canu_1.8 -d JKS2138_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH155_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2138_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2128
canu -p JKS2128_canu_1.8 -d JKS2128_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH158_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2128_canu_1.8.log
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#JKS2148
canu -p JKS2148_canu_1.8 -d JKS2148_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH161_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2148_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2162
canu -p JKS2162_canu_1.8 -d JKS2162_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH170_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2162_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2178
canu -p JKS2178_canu_1.8 -d JKS2178_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH176_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2178_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2385
canu -p JKS2385_canu_1.8 -d JKS2385_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH184_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2385_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2372
canu -p JKS2372_canu_1.8 -d JKS2372_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH187_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2372_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2373
canu -p JKS2373_canu_1.8 -d JKS2373_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH192_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2373_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2390
canu -p JKS2390_canu_1.8 -d JKS2390_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH203_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2390_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2353
canu -p JKS2353_canu_1.8 -d JKS2353_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH213_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2353_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2359
canu -p JKS2359_canu_1.8 -d JKS2359_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH223_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2359_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2449
canu -p JKS2449_canu_1.8 -d JKS2449_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH233_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2449_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2492
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canu -p JKS2492_canu_1.8 -d JKS2492_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH245_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2492_canu_1.8.log
#JKS2507
canu -p JKS2507_canu_1.8 -d JKS2507_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS2507_canu_1.8.log
#JKS1190
canu -p JKS1190_canu_1.8 -d JKS1190_canu_1.8 -genomeSize=6m -nanoporeraw JKH38_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q7_FLO-MIN107.fastq.gz
stopOnReadQuality=false useGrid=false > JKS1190_canu_1.8.log
#BWA prep for Pilon Polishing - only for robust canu assemblies
#JKS1136
bwa index JKS1136_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS1136_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS1136_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS1136_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS1136_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS1136_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS1136_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS1136_sorted.bam
#JKS1217
bwa index JKS1217_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS1217_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS1217_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS1217_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS1217_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS1217_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS1217_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS1217_sorted.bam
#JKS2056
bwa index JKS2056_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2056_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2056_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2056_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2056_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2056_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2056_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
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samtools index JKS2056_sorted.bam
#JKS2072
bwa index JKS2072_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2072_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2072_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2072_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2072_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2072_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2072_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2072_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2072_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2072_sorted.bam
#JKS2078
bwa index JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2078_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2078_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2078_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2078_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2078_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2078_sorted.bam
#JKS2115
bwa index JKS2115_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2115_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2115_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2115_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2115_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2115_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2115_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2115_sorted.bam
#JKS2123
bwa index JKS2123_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2123_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2123_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2123_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2123_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2123_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2123_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2123_sorted.bam
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#JKS2128
bwa index JKS2128_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2128_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2128_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2128_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2128_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2128_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2128_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2128_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2128_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2128_sorted.bam
#JKS2162
bwa index JKS2162_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2162_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2162_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2162_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2162_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2162_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2162_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2162_sorted.bam
#JKS2178
bwa index JKS2178_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2178_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2178_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2178_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2178_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2178_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2178_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2178_sorted.bam
#JKS2359
bwa index JKS2359_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2359_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2359_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2359_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2359_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2359_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2359_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2359_sorted.bam
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#JKS2372
bwa index JKS2372_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2372_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2372_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2372_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2372_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2372_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2372_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2372_sorted.bam
#JKS2373
bwa index JKS2373_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2373_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2373_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2373_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2373_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2373_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2373_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2373_sorted.bam
#JKS2385
bwa index JKS2385_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2385_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2385_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2385_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2385_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2385_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2385_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2385_sorted.bam
#JKS2390
bwa index JKS2390_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2390_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2390_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2390_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2390_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2390_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2390_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2390_sorted.bam
#JKS2492
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bwa index JKS2492_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2492_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2492_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2492_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2492_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2492_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2492_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2492_sorted.bam
#JKS2507
bwa index JKS2507_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2507_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2507_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2507_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2507_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2507_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2507_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2507_sorted.bam
#JKS2530
bwa index JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library'
JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2530_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2530_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2530_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2530_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2530_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2530_sorted.bam
#JKS2530 round 2
bwa index JKS2530_q9_pilon.fasta
bwa mem -R '@RG\tID:all\tSM:all\tLB:library' JKS2530_q9_pilon.fasta
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq > JKS2530_pilon_2x_align.sam
samtools fixmate -O bam JKS2530_pilon_2x_align.sam
JKS2530_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools sort -O bam -o JKS2530_sorted.bam -T temp
JKS2530_pilon_2x_align_fixmate.bam
samtools index JKS2530_sorted.bam
#Pilon polishing
#JKS1136
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java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS1136_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS1136_sorted.bam --output JKS1136_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS1136_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS1217
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2056
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2072
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2078
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2115
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2123
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2128
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
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--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2162
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2178
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2359
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2372
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2373
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2385
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2390
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2492
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java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2507
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2530
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--bam JKS2078_sorted.bam --output JKS2078_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2078_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
#JKS2530 Pilon round 2
java -Xmx48G -jar ../../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/pilon1.23/pilon-1.23.jar --genome JKS2530_q9_pilon.fasta --bam
JKS2530_sorted.bam --output JKS2530_pilon_x2 --outdir
JKS2530_pilon_2x_consensus --fix all --changes --verbose --threads 24
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#plasmidSPAdes assemblies
#!/bin/bash
#spades.py Hybrid assemblies
# JKS1136
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS1136_JKH61/JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS1136_JKH61/JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --nanopore
JKS1136_JKH61/JKH61_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS1136_JKH61/JKH61_JKS1136_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
#JKS1217
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS1217_JKH81/JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS1217_JKH81/JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq --nanopore
JKS1217_JKH81/JKH81_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS1217_JKH81/JKH81_JKS1217_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2056
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spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2056_JKH125/JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2056_JKH125/JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2056_JKH125/JKH125_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLO_MIN107.f
astq.gz --plasmid -o JKS2056_JKH125/JKH125_JKS2056_q9_spades_plasmid t 24
# JKS2072
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2072_JKH144/JKS2072_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2072_JKH144/JKS2072_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2072_JKH144/JKH144_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2072_JKH144/JKH144_JKS2072_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2078
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2078_JKH145/JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2078_JKH145/JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2078_JKH145/JKH145_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2078_JKH145/JKH145_JKS2078_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2115
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2115_JKH152/JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2115_JKH152/JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2115_JKH152/JKH152_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2115_JKH152/JKH152_JKS2115_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2123
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2123_JKH153/JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2123_JKH153/JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2123_JKH153/JKH153_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2123_JKH153/JKH153_JKS2123_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2128
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2128_JKH158/JKS2128_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2128_JKH158/JKS2128_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2128_JKH158/JKH158_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2128_JKH158/JKH158_JKS2128_q9_uniH_concat_FLO-MIN107 -t 24
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# JKS2162
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2162_JKH170/JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2162_JKH170/JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2162_JKH170/JKH170_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2162_JKH170/JKH170_JKS2162_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2178
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2178_JKH176/JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2178_JKH176/JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2178_JKH176/JKH176_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2178_JKH176/JKH176_JKS2178_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2385
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2385_JKH184/JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2385_JKH184/JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2385_JKH184/JKH184_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2385_JKH184/JKH184_JKS2385_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2372
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2372_JKH187/JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2372_JKH187/JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2372_JKH187/JKH187_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2372_JKH187/JKH187_JKS2372_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2373
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2373_JKH192/JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2373_JKH192/JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2373_JKH192/JKH192_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2373_JKH192/JKH192_JKS2373_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2390
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2390_JKH203/JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2390_JKH203/JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2390_JKH203/JKH203_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2390_JKH203/JKH203_JKS2390_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
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# JKS2353
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2353_JKH213/JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2353_JKH213/JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2353_JKH213/JKH213_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2353_JKH213/JKH213_JKS2353_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2359
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2359_JKH223/JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2359_JKH223/JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2359_JKH223/JKH223_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2359_JKH223/JKH223_JKS2359_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2492
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2492_JKH245/JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2492_JKH245/JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2492_JKH245/JKH245_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2492_JKH245/JKH245_JKS2492_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2507
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2507_JKH256/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2507_JKH256/JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2507_JKH256/JKH256_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2507_JKH256/JKH256_JKS2507_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
# JKS2530
spades.py --pe1-1 JKS2530_JKH266/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq
--pe1-2 JKS2530_JKH266/JKS2530_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq -nanopore
JKS2530_JKH266/JKH266_nanofilt_guppy_2.3.1.porechopped_q9_FLOMIN107.fastq.gz --plasmid -o
JKS2530_JKH266/JKH266_JKS2530_q9_spades_plasmid -t 24
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#HyAsP Plasmid assemblies
#!/bin/sh
# HyAsP plasmid assemblies
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# make plasmid database with all NCBI Pseudonocardia and Streptomyces
plasmids
# plasmid_table.csv file made by listing genbank accession number for
each plasmid, one line per plasmid
# step 1 - create plasmid database
hyasp create genes.fasta --from_plasmid_table
all_pseudonocardia_streptomyces_plasmids.csv -n 1
# step 2 - make contigs from each assembly to plasmid database
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS1136_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS1136_005_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS1217_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS1217_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2056_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2056_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2072_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2072_007_rotated.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2078_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2078_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2115_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2115_007_rotated.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2123_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2123_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2128_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2128_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2162_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2162_007_rotated.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2178_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2178_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2359_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2359_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2372_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2372_007_rotated.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2373_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2373_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2385_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2385_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2390_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2390_006_polished.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2492_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2492_007_rotated.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2507_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2507_007_rotated.gfa
hyasp map genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2530_gcm.csv
polished_gfa_files/JKS2530_007_rotated.gfa
# step 3 filter gene-contig mapping
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-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g
-g

#!/bin/sh
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS1136_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS1136_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS1217_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS1217_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2056_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2056_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2072_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2072_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2078_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2078_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2115_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2115_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2123_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2123_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2128_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2128_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2162_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2162_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2178_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2178_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2359_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2359_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2372_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2372_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2373_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2373_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2385_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2385_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2390_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2390_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2492_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2492_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2507_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2507_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
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hyasp filter genes.fasta gene_contig_mapped_csvs/JKS2530_gcm.csv
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2530_filtered_gcm.csv -find_fragmented -i 0.5 -l 0.5
# step 4 - find plasmids in assembly graph
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS1136_005_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS1136_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS1136_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS1217_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS1217_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS1217_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2056_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2056_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2056_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2072_007_rotated.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2072_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2072_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2078_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2078_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2078_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2115_007_rotated.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2115_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2115_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2123_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2123_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2123_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2128_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2128_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2128_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2162_007_rotated.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2162_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2162_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2178_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2178_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2178_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2359_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2359_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2359_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2372_007_rotated.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2372_filtered_gcm.csv
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-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2372_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2373_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2373_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2373_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2385_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2385_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2385_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2390_006_polished.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2390_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2390_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2492_007_rotated.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2492_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2492_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2507_007_rotated.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2507_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2507_output --max_gc_diff .3
1
hyasp find polished_gfa_files/JKS2530_007_rotated.gfa genes.fasta
gene_contig_filtered_csvs_relaxed/JKS2530_filtered_gcm.csv
final_output_fragmented_GC_relaxed/JKS2530_output --max_gc_diff .3
1

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

-b

______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#BLAST for Unicycler hybrid and Unicycler Truseq assemblies to
generate plasmid contig sets
#!/bin/bash
#make blast database with Canu+Pilon plasmids and published
Pseudonocardia plasmids
makeblastdb -in plasmids_all.fasta -dbtype nucl -parse_seqids -out
pseudonocardia_plasmids
#BLAST matches for unicycler assemblies
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH38_JKS1190_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1190_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH47_JKS1101_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1101_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
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blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH52_JKS1106_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1106_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH56_JKS1114_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1114_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH57_JKS1126_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1126_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH58_JKS1134_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1134_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH61_JKS1136_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1136_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH70_JKS1146_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1146_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH72_JKS1162_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1162_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH74_JKS2264_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2264_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH76_JKS2265_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
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JKS2265_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH80_JKS1214_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1214_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH81_JKS1217_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS1217_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH99_JKS2266_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2266_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH125_JKS2056_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2056_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH128_JKS2058_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2058_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH135_JKS2060_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2060_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH137_JKS2066_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2066_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH138_JKS2069_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2069_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
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blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH144_JKS2072_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2072_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH145_JKS2078_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2078_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH151_JKS2195_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2195_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH152_JKS2115_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2115_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH153_JKS2123_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2123_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH154_JKS2131_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2131_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH155_JKS2138_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2138_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH158_JKS2128_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2128_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH160_JKS2146_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2146_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
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blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH161_JKS2148_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2148_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH162_JKS2155_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2155_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH167_JKS2160_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2160_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH170_JKS2162_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2162_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH171_JKS2168_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2168_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH172_JKS2171_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2171_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH175_JKS2176_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2176_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH176_JKS2178_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2178_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH177_JKS2179_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2179_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
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blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH178_JKS2181_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2181_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH179_JKS2185_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2185_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH180_JKS2190_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2190_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH184_JKS2385_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2385_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH186_JKS2386_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2386_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH187_JKS2372_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2372_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH192_JKS2373_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2373_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH195_JKS2376_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2376_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH199_JKS2383_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
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JKS2383_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH202_JKS2541_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2541_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH203_JKS2390_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2390_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH204_JKS2392_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2392_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH206_JKS2342_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2342_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH207_JKS2350_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2350_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH213_JKS2353_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2353_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH215_JKS2343_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2343_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH217_JKS2394_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2394_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
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blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH219_JKS2395_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2395_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH221_JKS2397_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2397_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH223_JKS2359_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2359_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH224_JKS2337_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2337_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH232_JKS2479_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2479_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH233_JKS2449_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2449_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH234_JKS2450_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2450_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH236_JKS2548_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2548_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH237_JKS2551_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2551_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
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blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH239_JKS2552_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2552_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH240_JKS2488_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2488_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH241_JKS2451_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2451_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH242_JKS2453_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2453_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH244_JKS2456_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2456_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH245_JKS2492_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2492_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH247_JKS2495_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2495_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH250_JKS2457_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2457_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH251_JKS2459_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2459_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
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blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH256_JKS2507_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2507_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH266_JKS2530_uniH_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2530_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
blastn -db pseudonocardia_plasmids -query
JKH269_JKS2469_uniT_assembly.fasta -out
JKS2469_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.tbl -outfmt "6 qseqid
qstart qlen" -perc_identity 90 -qcov_hsp_perc 90
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#Mask contig regions to separate chromosome and plasmid contigs
#!/bin/bash
#Bedtools maskfasta for chromosome assemblies with BLAST results
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH38_JKS1190_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1190_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1190_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH47_JKS1101_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1101_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1101_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH52_JKS1106_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1106_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1106_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH56_JKS1114_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1114_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1114_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH57_JKS1126_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1126_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1126_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH58_JKS1134_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1134_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1134_bedtools_masked.fasta
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bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH70_JKS1146_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1146_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1146_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH72_JKS1162_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1162_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1162_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH74_JKS2264_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2264_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2264_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH76_JKS2265_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2265_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2265_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH80_JKS1214_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1214_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1214_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH128_JKS2058_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2058_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2058_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH137_JKS2066_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2066_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2066_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH138_JKS2069_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2069_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2069_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH154_JKS2131_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2131_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2131_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH155_JKS2138_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2138_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2138_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH160_JKS2146_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2146_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2146_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH161_JKS2148_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2148_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2148_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH162_JKS2155_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2155_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2155_bedtools_masked.fasta
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bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH167_JKS2160_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2160_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2160_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH171_JKS2168_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2168_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2168_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH172_JKS2171_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2171_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2171_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH177_JKS2179_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2179_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2179_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH178_JKS2181_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2181_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2181_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH186_JKS2386_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2386_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2386_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH195_JKS2376_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2376_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2376_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH199_JKS2383_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2383_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2383_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH204_JKS2392_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2392_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2392_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH217_JKS2394_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2394_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2394_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH219_JKS2395_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2395_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2395_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH221_JKS2397_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2397_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2397_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH224_JKS2337_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2337_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2337_bedtools_masked.fasta
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bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH232_JKS2479_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2479_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2479_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH234_JKS2450_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2450_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2450_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH240_JKS2488_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2488_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2488_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH241_JKS2451_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2451_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2451_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH242_JKS2453_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2453_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2453_bedtools_masked.fasta
bedtools maskfasta -fi JKH247_JKS2495_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2495_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2495_bedtools_masked.fasta
#Bedtools getfasta for plasmid assemblies
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH38_JKS1190_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1190_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1190_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH47_JKS1101_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1101_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1101_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH52_JKS1106_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1106_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1106_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH56_JKS1114_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1114_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1114_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH57_JKS1126_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1126_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1126_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH58_JKS1134_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1134_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1134_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
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bedtools getfasta -fi JKH70_JKS1146_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1146_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1146_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH72_JKS1162_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1162_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1162_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH74_JKS2264_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2264_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2264_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH76_JKS2265_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2265_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2265_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH80_JKS1214_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS1214_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS1214_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH128_JKS2058_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2058_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2058_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH137_JKS2066_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2066_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2066_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH138_JKS2069_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2069_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2069_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH153_JKS2123_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2123_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2123_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH154_JKS2131_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2131_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2131_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH155_JKS2138_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2138_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2138_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH160_JKS2146_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2146_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2146_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH161_JKS2148_uniH_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2148_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2148_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
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bedtools getfasta -fi JKH162_JKS2155_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2155_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2155_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH167_JKS2160_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2160_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2160_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH171_JKS2168_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2168_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2168_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH172_JKS2171_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2171_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2171_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH177_JKS2179_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2179_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2179_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH178_JKS2181_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2181_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2181_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH186_JKS2386_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2386_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2386_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH195_JKS2376_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2376_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2376_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH199_JKS2383_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2383_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2383_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH202_JKS2541_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2541_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2541_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH204_JKS2392_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2392_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2392_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH217_JKS2394_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2394_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2394_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH219_JKS2395_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2395_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2395_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
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bedtools getfasta -fi JKH221_JKS2397_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2397_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2397_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH224_JKS2337_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2337_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2337_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH232_JKS2479_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2479_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2479_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH234_JKS2450_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2450_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2450_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH240_JKS2488_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2488_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2488_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH241_JKS2451_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2451_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2451_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH242_JKS2453_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2453_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2453_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
bedtools getfasta -fi JKH247_JKS2495_uniT_assembly.fasta -bed
JKS2495_blast_plasmid_outformat_6_shortened.bed -fo
JKS2495_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -name
#Remove lines with NNNN from masking
#!/usr/bin/perl
#use strict;
#use warnings;
#use Bio::SeqIO;
#my $in = Bio::SeqIO->new( -file => shift, -format => 'Fasta' );
#while ( my $seq = $in->next_seq() ) {
#
print '>' . $seq->id . ' ' . $seq->desc . "\n" . $seq->seq . "\n"
#
if $seq->seq !~ /nn/i;
#}
#perl removen_script.pl JKS1101_bedtools_masked.fasta >
JKS_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS1101_bedtools_masked.fasta >
JKS1101_chromosome_filtered.fasta
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perl removen_script.pl JKS1106_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS1106_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS1114_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS1114_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS1126_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS1126_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS1134_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS1134_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS1146_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS1146_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS1162_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS1162_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS1190_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS1190_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS1214_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS1214_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2058_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2058_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2066_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2066_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2069_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2069_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2123_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2123_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2131_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2131_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2138_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2138_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2146_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2146_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2148_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2148_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2155_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2155_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2160_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2160_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2168_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2168_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2171_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2171_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2179_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2179_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2181_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2181_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2264_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2264_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2265_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2265_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2337_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2337_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2376_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2376_chromosome_filtered.fasta
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

perl removen_script.pl JKS2383_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2383_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2386_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2386_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2392_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2392_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2394_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2394_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2395_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2395_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2397_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2397_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2450_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2450_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2451_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2451_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2453_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2453_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2479_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2479_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2488_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2488_chromosome_filtered.fasta
perl removen_script.pl JKS2495_bedtools_masked.fasta
JKS2495_chromosome_filtered.fasta

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#Anvio Pangenome Chromosome
#!/bin/bash
#Rename chromosome assemblies
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH203_JKS2390_uniH_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2390_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH184_JKS2385_uniH_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2385_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH145_JKS2078_uniH_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH99_JKS2266_uniH_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2266_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH135_JKS2060_uniH_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2060_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH175_JKS2176_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2176_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH176_JKS2178_uniH_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2178_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH179_JKS2185_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2185_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH180_JKS2190_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2190_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2195_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2195_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
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anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH202_JKS2541_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2541_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH206_JKS2342_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2342_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH207_JKS2350_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2350_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH213_JKS2353_uniH_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2353_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH215_JKS2343_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2343_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH233_JKS2449_uniH_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2449_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH236_JKS2548_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2548_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH237_JKS2551_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2551_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH239_JKS2552_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2552_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH244_JKS2456_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2456_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH250_JKS2457_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2457_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH251_JKS2459_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2459_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKH269_JKS2469_uniT_assembly.fasta -o
JKS2469_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1101_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1101_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1106_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1106_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1114_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1114_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1126_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1126_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1134_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1134_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1136_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1136_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1146_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1190_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1190_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1214_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1214_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1217_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1217_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2056_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2056_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2058_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2058_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2066_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2066_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
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anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2069_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2069_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2072_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2072_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2115_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2115_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2123_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2123_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2128_chromosome_fitlered.fasta -o
JKS2128_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2131_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2131_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2138_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2138_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2146_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2148_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2148_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2155_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2155_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2160_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2160_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2162_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2162_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2168_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2168_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2171_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2171_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2178_q9_pilon.fasta -o
JKS2178_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2179_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2179_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2181_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2181_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2264_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2264_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2265_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2265_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2337_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2337_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2359_chromosome_fitlered.fasta -o
JKS2359_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2372_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2372_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2373_q9_pilon.fasta -o
JKS2373_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2376_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2376_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2383_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2383_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2386_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2386_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
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anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2392_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2392_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2394_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2394_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2395_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2395_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2397_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2397_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2450_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2450_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2451_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2451_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2453_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2453_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2479_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2479_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2488_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2488_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2492_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2492_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2495_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2495_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2507_chromosome_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2507_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2530_chromosome_filtered_pilon_x2.fasta
-o JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplifynames
#outgroups
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_000178675.1_ASM17867v1_genomic.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 -simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_000179835.1_ASM17983v2_genomic.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 -simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001294425.1_ASM129442v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080625-04_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001294605.1_ASM129460v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._AL041005-10_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001294645.1_ASM129464v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._HH130629-09_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001420975.1_ASM142097v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080610-09_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001420995.1_ASM142099v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080619-01_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -min-len 0 --simplify-names
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anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001698125.1_ASM169812v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._HH130630-07_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932325.1_ASM193232v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae706_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932335.1_ASM193233v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae168_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932355.1_ASM193235v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae263_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932395.1_ASM193239v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae356_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932405.1_ASM193240v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae331_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932415.1_ASM193241v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae406_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932425.1_ASM193242v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae505_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932475.1_ASM193247v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae717_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta GCF_001932485.1_ASM193248v1_genomic.fasta o Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae707_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
#!/bin/bash
#annotate renamed chromosomes
prokka JKS1101_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1101_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1101_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS1106_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1106_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1106_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS1114_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1114_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1114_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS1126_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1126_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1126_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS1134_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1134_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1134_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS1136_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1136_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1136_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS1146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1146_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1146_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS1190_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1190_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1190_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS1214_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1214_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1214_chrom --cpus
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prokka JKS1217_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1217_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS1217_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2056_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2056_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2056_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2058_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2058_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2058_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2060_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2060_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2060_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2066_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2066_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2066_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2069_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2069_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2069_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2072_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2072_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2072_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2078_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2078_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2115_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2115_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2115_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2123_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2123_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2123_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2128_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2128_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2128_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2131_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2131_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2131_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2138_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2138_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2138_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2146_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2146_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2148_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2148_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2148_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2155_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2155_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2155_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2160_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2160_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2160_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2162_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2162_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2162_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2168_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2168_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2168_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2171_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2171_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2171_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2176_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2176_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2176_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2178_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2178_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2178_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2179_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2179_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2179_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2181_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2181_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2181_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2185_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2185_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2185_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2190_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2190_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2190_chrom --cpus
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prokka JKS2195_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2195_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2195_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2264_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2264_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2264_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2265_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2265_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2265_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2266_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2266_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2266_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2337_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2337_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2337_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2342_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2342_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2342_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2343_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2343_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2343_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2350_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2350_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2350_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2353_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2353_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2353_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2359_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2359_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2359_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2372_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2372_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2372_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2373_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2373_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2373_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2376_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2376_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2376_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2383_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2383_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2383_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2385_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2385_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2385_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2386_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2386_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2386_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2390_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2390_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2390_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2392_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2392_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2392_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2394_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2394_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2394_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2395_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2395_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2395_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2397_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2397_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2397_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2449_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2449_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2449_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2450_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2450_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2450_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2451_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2451_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2451_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2453_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2453_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2453_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2456_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2456_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2456_chrom --cpus
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prokka JKS2457_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2457_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2457_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2459_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2459_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2459_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2469_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2469_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2469_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2479_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2479_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2479_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2488_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2488_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2488_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2492_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2492_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2492_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2495_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2495_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2495_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2507_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2507_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2507_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2530_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2530_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2541_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2541_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2541_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2548_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2548_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2548_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2551_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2551_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2551_chrom --cpus
prokka JKS2552_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2552_chromosome_annotation --prefix JKS2552_chrom --cpus
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#outgroups
#!/bin/bash
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._HH130630-07_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--outdir HH130630-07_chromosome_annotation --prefix HH130630-07_chrom
--cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae168_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae168_Ps1_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae168_Ps1_chrom -cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae263_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae263_Ps1_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae263_Ps1_chrom -cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae331_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae331_Ps2_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae331_Ps2_chrom -cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae356_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae356_Ps1_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae356_Ps1_chrom -cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae406_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae406_Ps2_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae406_Ps2_chrom -cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae505_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae505_Ps2_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae505_Ps2_chrom -cpus 24
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prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae706_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae706_Ps2_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae706_Ps2_chrom -cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae707_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae707_Ps1_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae707_Ps1_chrom -cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae717_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Ae717_Ps2_chromosome_annotation --prefix Ae717_Ps2_chrom -cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._AL041005-10_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--outdir AL041005-10_chromosome_annotation --prefix AL041005-10_chrom
--cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080610-09_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--outdir EC080610-09_chromosome_annotation --prefix EC080610-09_chrom
--cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080619-01_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--outdir EC080619-01_chromosome_annotation --prefix EC080619-01_chrom
--cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080625-04_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--outdir EC080625-04_chromosome_annotation --prefix EC080625-04_chrom
--cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp._HH130629-09_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--outdir HH130629-09_chromosome_annotation --prefix HH130629-09_chrom
--cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chromosome_annotation --prefix
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom --cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chromosome_annotation --prefix
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom --cpus 24
#!/bin/bash
# chrommid Anvio Pipeline pseudonocardia genomes

T.septentrionalis genomes and 17 NCBI

#parse .gff file from annotation
python gff_parser.py Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py HH130630-07_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_HH130630-07_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_HH130630-07_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py HH130629-09_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_HH130629-09_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_HH130629-09_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py EC080625-04_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_EC08625-04_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_EC08625-04_chrom_annot.txt
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python gff_parser.py EC080619-01_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_EC080619-01_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_EC080619-01_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py EC080610-09_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_EC080610-09_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_EC080610-09_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae717_Ps2_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae717_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae717_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae707_Ps1_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae707_Ps1_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae707_Ps1_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae505_Ps2_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae505_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae505_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae706_Ps2_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae706_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae706_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae406_Ps2_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae406_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae406_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae356_Ps1_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae356_Ps1_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae356_Ps1_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae331_Ps2_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae331_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae331_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae263_Ps1_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae263_Ps1_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae263_Ps1_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Ae168_Ps1_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae168_Ps1_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_Ae168_Ps1_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py AL041005-10_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_AL051005-10_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_AL051005-10_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2552_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2552_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2552_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2551_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2551_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2551_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2541_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2541_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2541_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2548_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2548_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2548_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2530_chrom_2x.gff --gene-calls
JKS2530_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2530_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2507_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2507_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2507_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2495_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2495_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2495_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2492_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2492_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2492_chrom_annot.txt
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python gff_parser.py JKS2488_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2488_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2488_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2479_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2479_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2479_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2469_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2469_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2469_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2459_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2459_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2459_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2457_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2457_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2457_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2456_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2456_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2456_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2451_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2451_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2451_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2453_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2453_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2453_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2450_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2450_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2450_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2449_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2449_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2449_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2395_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2395_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2395_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2397_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2397_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2397_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2394_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2394_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2394_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2390_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2390_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2390_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2392_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2392_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2392_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2386_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2386_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2386_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2383_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2383_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2383_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2385_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2385_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2385_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2376_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2376_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2376_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2373_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2373_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2373_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2372_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2372_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2372_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2359_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2359_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2359_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2353_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2353_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2353_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2343_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2343_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2343_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2350_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2350_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2350_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2342_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2342_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2342_chrom_annot.txt
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python gff_parser.py JKS2337_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2337_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2337_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2265_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2265_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2265_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2266_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2266_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2266_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2195_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2195_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2195_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2264_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2264_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2264_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2190_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2190_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2190_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2185_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2185_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2185_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2181_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2181_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2181_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2178_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2178_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2178_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2179_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2179_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2179_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2176_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2176_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2176_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2171_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2171_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2171_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2168_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2168_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2168_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2162_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2162_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2162_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2160_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2160_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2160_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2155_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2155_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2155_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2148_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2148_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2148_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2146_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2146_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2146_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2138_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2138_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2138_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2131_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2131_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2131_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2128_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2128_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2128_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2123_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2123_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2123_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2078_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2078_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2078_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2115_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2115_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2115_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2072_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2072_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2072_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2069_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2069_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2069_chrom_annot.txt
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python gff_parser.py JKS2066_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2066_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2066_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2060_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2060_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2060_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2058_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2058_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2058_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2056_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS2056_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2056_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1217_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1217_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1217_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1214_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1214_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1214_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1190_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1190_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1190_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1146_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1146_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1146_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1136_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1136_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1136_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1134_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1134_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1134_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1126_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1126_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1126_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1114_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1114_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1114_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1106_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1106_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1106_chrom_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1101_chrom.gff --gene-calls
JKS1101_chrom_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1101_chrom_annot.txt
#!/bin/bash
# Create new database with the Prokka annotations and import functions
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2181_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2181_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2181_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2181_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1214_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1214_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1214_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1214_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1134_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1134_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1134_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1134_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2397_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2397_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2397_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2397_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2266_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2266_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2266_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2266_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2146_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2146_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2146_chrom_database
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anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2488_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2488_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2488_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2488_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2459_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2459_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2459_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2459_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2392_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2392_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2392_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2392_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2457_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2457_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2457_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2457_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2353_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2353_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2353_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2353_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2056_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2056_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2056_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2056_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2394_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2394_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2394_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2394_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2168_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2168_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2168_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2168_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1217_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1217_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1217_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1217_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2359_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2359_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2359_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2359_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1114_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1114_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1114_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1114_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2066_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2066_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2066_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2066_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2350_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2350_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2350_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2350_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2507_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2507_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2507_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2507_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2343_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2343_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2343_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2343_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2069_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2069_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2069_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2069_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2373_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2373_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2373_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2373_chrom_database
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anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2058_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2058_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2058_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2058_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2376_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2376_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2376_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2376_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1190_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1190_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1190_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1190_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2128_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2128_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2128_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2128_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2495_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2495_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2495_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2495_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2171_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2171_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2171_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2171_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2469_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2469_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2469_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2469_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2060_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2060_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2060_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2060_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2155_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2155_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2155_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2155_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2131_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2131_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2131_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2131_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2390_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2390_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2390_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2390_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2123_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2123_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2123_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2123_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2148_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2148_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2148_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2148_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2453_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2453_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2453_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2453_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2395_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2395_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2395_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2395_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2264_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2264_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2264_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2264_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1146_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1146_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1146_chrom_database
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anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2195_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2195_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2195_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2195_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1136_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1136_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1136_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1136_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2541_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2541_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2541_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2541_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2449_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2449_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2449_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2449_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2385_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2385_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2385_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2385_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2552_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2552_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2552_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2552_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2548_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2548_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2548_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2548_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2492_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2492_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2492_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2492_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2162_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2162_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2162_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2162_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2383_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2383_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2383_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2383_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2551_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2551_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2551_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2551_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2138_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2138_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2138_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2138_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2179_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2179_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2179_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2179_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2386_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2386_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2386_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2386_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2451_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2451_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2451_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2451_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2176_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2176_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2176_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2176_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2265_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2265_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2265_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2265_chrom_database
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anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2530_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2530_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2530_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1126_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1126_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1126_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1126_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2178_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2178_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2178_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2178_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2078_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2078_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2078_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2078_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2072_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2072_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2072_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2072_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1101_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1101_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1101_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1101_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2456_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2456_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2456_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2456_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2160_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2160_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2160_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2160_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2342_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2342_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2342_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2342_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS1106_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS1106_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS1106_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS1106_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2372_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2372_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2372_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2372_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2185_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2185_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2185_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2185_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2450_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2450_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2450_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2450_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2337_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2337_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2337_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2337_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2190_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2190_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2190_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2190_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2479_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2479_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2479_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2479_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f JKS2115_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
-o JKS2115_chrom.db --external-gene-calls JKS2115_chrom_gene_calls.txt
-n JKS2115_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae707_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
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Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae707_Ps1_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae707_Ps1_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae707_Ps1_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae717_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae717_Ps2_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae717_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae717_Ps2_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae505_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae505_Ps2_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae505_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae505_Ps2_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae406_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae406_Ps2_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae406_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae406_Ps2_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae331_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae331_Ps2_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae331_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae331_Ps2_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae356_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae356_Ps1_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae356_Ps1_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae356_Ps1_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae263_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae263_Ps1_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae263_Ps1_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae263_Ps1_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae168_Ps1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae168_Ps1_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae168_Ps1_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae168_Ps1_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae706_Ps2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae706_Ps2_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_Ae706_Ps2_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_Ae706_Ps2_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f Pseudonocardia_sp._HH13063007_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o Pseudonocardia_sp._HH13063007_chrom.db --external-gene-calls Pseudonocardia_HH13063007_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n Pseudonocardia_HH130630-07_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f Pseudonocardia_sp._EC08061901_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o Pseudonocardia_sp._EC08061901_chrom.db --external-gene-calls Pseudonocardia_EC08061901_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n Pseudonocardia_EC080619-01_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f Pseudonocardia_sp._EC08061009_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080610-
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09_chrom.db --external-gene-calls Pseudonocardia_EC08061009_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n Pseudonocardia_EC080610-09_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f Pseudonocardia_sp._HH13062909_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o Pseudonocardia_sp._HH13062909_chrom.db --external-gene-calls Pseudonocardia_HH13062909_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n Pseudonocardia_HH130629-09_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f Pseudonocardia_sp._AL04100510_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o Pseudonocardia_sp._AL04100510_chrom.db --external-gene-calls Pseudonocardia_AL05100510_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n Pseudonocardia_AL041005-10_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f Pseudonocardia_sp._EC08062504_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o Pseudonocardia_sp._EC08062504_chrom.db --external-gene-calls Pseudonocardia_EC0862504_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n Pseudonocardia_EC080625-04_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom_database
#!/bin/bash
#import gene functions
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._HH130629-09_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_HH130629-09_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._AL041005-10_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_AL041005-10_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080625-04_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_EC08625-04_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080610-09_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_EC080610-09_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae707_Ps1_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae707_Ps1_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080619-01_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_EC080619-01_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._HH130630-07_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_HH130630-07_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae706_Ps2_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae706_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae168_Ps1_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae168_Ps1_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae263_Ps1_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae263_Ps1_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae356_Ps1_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae356_Ps1_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae331_Ps2_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae331_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
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anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae406_Ps2_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae406_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae505_Ps2_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae505_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae717_Ps2_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_Ae717_Ps2_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2115_chrom.db -i JKS2115_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2479_chrom.db -i JKS2479_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2190_chrom.db -i JKS2190_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2337_chrom.db -i JKS2337_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2450_chrom.db -i JKS2450_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2185_chrom.db -i JKS2185_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2372_chrom.db -i JKS2372_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS1106_chrom.db -i JKS1106_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2342_chrom.db -i JKS2342_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2160_chrom.db -i JKS2160_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2456_chrom.db -i JKS2456_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS1101_chrom.db -i JKS1101_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2072_chrom.db -i JKS2072_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2078_chrom.db -i JKS2078_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2178_chrom.db -i JKS2178_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS1126_chrom.db -i JKS1126_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2530_chrom.db -i JKS2530_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2265_chrom.db -i JKS2265_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2176_chrom.db -i JKS2176_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2451_chrom.db -i JKS2451_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2386_chrom.db -i JKS2386_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2179_chrom.db -i JKS2179_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2138_chrom.db -i JKS2138_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2551_chrom.db -i JKS2551_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2383_chrom.db -i JKS2383_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2162_chrom.db -i JKS2162_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2492_chrom.db -i JKS2492_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2548_chrom.db -i JKS2548_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2552_chrom.db -i JKS2552_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2385_chrom.db -i JKS2385_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2449_chrom.db -i JKS2449_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2541_chrom.db -i JKS2541_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS1136_chrom.db -i JKS1136_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2195_chrom.db -i JKS2195_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS1146_chrom.db -i JKS1146_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2264_chrom.db -i JKS2264_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2395_chrom.db -i JKS2395_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2453_chrom.db -i JKS2453_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2148_chrom.db -i JKS2148_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2123_chrom.db -i JKS2123_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2390_chrom.db -i JKS2390_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2131_chrom.db -i JKS2131_chrom_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2155_chrom.db -i JKS2155_chrom_annot.txt
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anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions

-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

JKS2060_chrom.db
JKS2469_chrom.db
JKS2171_chrom.db
JKS2495_chrom.db
JKS2128_chrom.db
JKS1190_chrom.db
JKS2376_chrom.db
JKS2058_chrom.db
JKS2373_chrom.db
JKS2069_chrom.db
JKS2343_chrom.db
JKS2507_chrom.db
JKS2350_chrom.db
JKS2066_chrom.db
JKS1114_chrom.db
JKS2359_chrom.db
JKS1217_chrom.db
JKS2168_chrom.db
JKS2394_chrom.db
JKS2056_chrom.db
JKS2353_chrom.db
JKS2457_chrom.db
JKS2392_chrom.db
JKS2459_chrom.db
JKS2488_chrom.db
JKS2146_chrom.db
JKS2266_chrom.db
JKS2397_chrom.db
JKS1134_chrom.db
JKS1214_chrom.db
JKS2181_chrom.db

-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i

JKS2060_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2469_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2171_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2495_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2128_chrom_annot.txt
JKS1190_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2376_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2058_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2373_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2069_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2343_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2507_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2350_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2066_chrom_annot.txt
JKS1114_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2359_chrom_annot.txt
JKS1217_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2168_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2394_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2056_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2353_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2457_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2392_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2459_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2488_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2146_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2266_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2397_chrom_annot.txt
JKS1134_chrom_annot.txt
JKS1214_chrom_annot.txt
JKS2181_chrom_annot.txt

#!/bin/bash
#run HMMS
anvi-run-hmms
8
anvi-run-hmms
8
anvi-run-hmms
8
anvi-run-hmms
8
anvi-run-hmms
8
anvi-run-hmms
8
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms

-c Pseudonocardia_sp._HH130629-09_chrom.db --num-threads
-c Pseudonocardia_sp._AL041005-10_chrom.db --num-threads
-c Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080625-04_chrom.db --num-threads
-c Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080610-09_chrom.db --num-threads
-c Pseudonocardia_sp._EC080619-01_chrom.db --num-threads
-c Pseudonocardia_sp._HH130630-07_chrom.db --num-threads
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae706_Ps2_chrom.db
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae168_Ps1_chrom.db
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae263_Ps1_chrom.db
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae356_Ps1_chrom.db
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae331_Ps2_chrom.db
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--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads

8
8
8
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8

anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
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anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
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anvi-run-hmms
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anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms

-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae406_Ps2_chrom.db --num-threads
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae505_Ps2_chrom.db --num-threads
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae717_Ps2_chrom.db --num-threads
Pseudonocardia_sp._Ae707_Ps1_chrom.db --num-threads
Pseudonocardia_sp_P1_chrom.db --num-threads 8
Pseudonocardia_sp_P2_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2115_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2479_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2190_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2337_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2450_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2185_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2372_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS1106_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2342_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2160_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2456_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS1101_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2072_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2078_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2178_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS1126_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2530_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2265_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2176_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2451_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2386_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2179_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2138_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2551_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2383_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2162_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2492_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2548_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2552_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2385_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2449_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2541_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS1136_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2195_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS1146_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2264_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2395_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2453_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2148_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2123_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2390_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2131_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2155_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2060_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2469_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2171_chrom.db --num-threads 8
JKS2495_chrom.db --num-threads 8
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8
8
8
8

anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
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-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

JKS2128_chrom.db
JKS1190_chrom.db
JKS2376_chrom.db
JKS2058_chrom.db
JKS2373_chrom.db
JKS2069_chrom.db
JKS2343_chrom.db
JKS2507_chrom.db
JKS2350_chrom.db
JKS2066_chrom.db
JKS1114_chrom.db
JKS2359_chrom.db
JKS1217_chrom.db
JKS2168_chrom.db
JKS2394_chrom.db
JKS2056_chrom.db
JKS2353_chrom.db
JKS2457_chrom.db
JKS2392_chrom.db
JKS2459_chrom.db
JKS2488_chrom.db
JKS2146_chrom.db
JKS2266_chrom.db
JKS2397_chrom.db
JKS1134_chrom.db
JKS1214_chrom.db
JKS2181_chrom.db

--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
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8
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8
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8
8
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8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

#Anvio for Pseudonocardia environmental isolates
#rename environmental Pseudonocardia
anvi-script-reformat-fasta
Pseudonocardia_Dioxanivorans_GCA_000196675.1_genomic.fna -o
Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta
Pseudoncardia_spinosispora_GCA_000429025.1_genomic.fna -o
Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len
0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_GCA_000620785.1_genomic.fna -o
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 -simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_GCA_000423625.1_genomic.fna -o
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --minlen 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_GCA_000717175.1_genomic.fna -o
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len
0 --simplify-names
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#Run Prokka annotation for environmental Pseudonocardia
prokka Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_chrom_annotation --prefix
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_chrom --cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta
--outdir Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_chrom_annotation --prefix
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_chrom --cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_acaciae_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Pseudonocardia_acaciae_chrom_annotation --prefix
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_chrom --cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_chrom_annotation --prefix
Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_chrom --cpus 24
prokka Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -outdir Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_chrom_annotation --prefix
Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_chrom --cpus 24
#Parse .gff files for environmental Pseudonocardia
python gff_parser.py Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_chrom.gff --genecalls Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_chrom.gff --genecalls Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Pseudonocardia_acaciae_chrom.gff --gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_chrom.gff --genecalls Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_chrom.gff --genecalls Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_gene_calls.txt --annotation
Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_annot.txt
#Generate contig database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
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Pseudonocardia_acaciae_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_chrom_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta -o
Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_chrom.db --external-gene-calls
Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_gene_calls.txt -n
Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_chrom_database
#Import functions into database
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_acaciae_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_acaciae_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_chrom.db -i
Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_annot.txt
#Run Hmms for databases
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
8
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms

-c Pseudonocardia_autotrophica_chrom.db --num-threads 8
-c Pseudonocardia_asaccharolytica_chrom.db --num-threads
-c Pseudonocardia_acaciae_chrom.db --num-threads 8
-c Pseudonocardia_spinosispora_chrom.db --num-threads 8
-c Pseudonocardia_dioxanivorans_chrom.db --num-threads 8

# create a genome storage repository within anvio - to do so you need
to create a flat tab delim file with the name of each genome in the
first column and the file path to the corresponding database in the
second, see http://merenlab.org/2016/11/08/pangenomics-v2/#running-apangenome-analysis
# your output file MUST have the extension -GENOMES.db otherwise the
program will throw out an error
anvi-gen-genomes-storage -e chromosome_filtered_pangenome.txt -o
chromosome-GENOMES.db --gene-caller Prodigal
# Once you have completed the above steps you are ready to run your
pangenome! the -n flag creates the output folder containing your
analyses.
anvi-pan-genome -g chromosome-GENOMES.db -n chromosomepangenome_filtered --enforce-hierarchical-clustering --num-threads 8
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#run ani and MASH similarity in pangenome
anvi-compute-genome-similarity -e chromosome_filtered_pangenome.txt -program fastANI -o fastANI -T 8 -p chromosome-outgroupspangenome_filtered-PAN.db
anvi-compute-genome-similarity -e chromosome_filtered_pangenome.txt -program sourmash -o sourmash_all_outgroups -p chromosome-outgroupspangenome_filtered-PAN.db
# To view your pangenome navigate into the -n output folder you just
created, the pangenome will pop up in your internet browser.
sudo anvi-display-pan -p chromosome-outgroups-pangenome_filteredPAN.db -g chromosome-outgroups-GENOMES.db
#split pangenome into two - gene cluster shared in one to four genomes
and gene clusters share in >5 genomes
anvi-split -p chromosome-pangenome_filtered-PAN.db -g chromosomeGENOMES.db -C default -o SPLIT_PANs_2
#view separate pangenomes
sudo anvi-display-pan -p PAN.db -g chromosome-GENOMES.db
#extract dendrograms
anvi-export-misc-data -p chromosome-outgroups-pangenome_filteredPAN.db --target-data-table layer_orders --output-file
genome_orders.txt
#extract fasta files for coreSGC to build phylogeny
anvi-get-sequences-for-gene-clusters -p PAN.db -g chromosomeoutgroups-GENOMES.db --concatenate-gene-clusters -o
anvio_coreSGC.fasta
#generate core gene phylogeny
FastTree -wag anvio_coreSGC.fasta > anvio_coreSGC.tree
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#Anvio Pangenome Plasmid
#!/bin/bash
# Plasmid Anvio Pipeline - 50 T.septentrionalis plasmids and 9 NCBI
pseudonocardia plasmids
#rename T. septentrionalis extracted plasmids
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#!/bin/bash
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1101_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS1101_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1106_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS1106_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1114_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS1114_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1126_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS1126_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1134_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS1134_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1136_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1136_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1146_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS1146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1190_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS1190_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1214_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS1214_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS1217_plasmid_filtered.fasta -o
JKS1217_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2056_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2056_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2058_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2058_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2066_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2066_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2069_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2069_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2072_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2072_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2115_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2115_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2123_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2123_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
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anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2128_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2128_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2131_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2131_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2138_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2138_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2146_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2148_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2148_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2155_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2155_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2160_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2160_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2162_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2162_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2168_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2168_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2171_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2171_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2179_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2179_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2181_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2181_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2264_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2264_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2265_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2265_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2337_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2337_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2359_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2359_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2372_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2372_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
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anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2376_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2376_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2383_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2383_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2386_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2386_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2392_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2392_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2394_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2394_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2395_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2395_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2397_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2397_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2450_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2450_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2451_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2451_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2453_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2453_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2479_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2479_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2488_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2488_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2492_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2492_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2495_bedtools_plasmid.fasta -o
JKS2495_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2507_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2507_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
anvi-script-reformat-fasta JKS2530_plasmids_filtered.fasta -o
JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --min-len 0 --simplify-names
#Plasmid annotations
#!/bin/bash
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prokka JKS2530_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2530_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2530_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1101_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1101_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1101_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1106_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1106_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1106_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1114_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1114_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1114_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1126_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1126_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1126_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1134_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1134_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1134_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1136_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1136_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1136_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1146_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1146_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1190_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1190_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1190_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1214_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1214_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1217_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS1217_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS1217_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS1217_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2056_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2056_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2056_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2058_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2058_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2058_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2066_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2066_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2066_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2069_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2069_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2069_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2072_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2072_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2072_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2115_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2115_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2115_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2123_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2123_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2123_plas --cpus 24
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prokka JKS2128_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2128_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2128_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2131_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2131_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2131_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2138_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2138_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2138_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2146_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2146_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2146_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2148_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2148_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2148_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2155_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2155_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2155_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2160_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2160_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2160_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2162_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2162_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2162_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2168_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2168_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2168_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2171_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2171_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2171_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2179_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2179_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2179_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2181_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2181_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2181_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2264_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2264_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2264_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2265_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2265_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2265_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2337_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2337_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2337_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2359_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2359_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2359_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2372_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2372_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2372_plas --cpus 24
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prokka JKS2376_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2376_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2376_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2383_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2383_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2383_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2386_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2386_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2386_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2392_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2392_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2392_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2394_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2394_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2394_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2395_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2395_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2395_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2397_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2397_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2397_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2450_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2450_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2450_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2451_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2451_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2451_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2453_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2453_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2453_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2479_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2479_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2479_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2488_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2488_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2488_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2492_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2492_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2492_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2495_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2495_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2495_plas --cpus 24
prokka JKS2507_filtered_reformat.assembly.fasta --outdir
JKS2507_plasmid_annotation --prefix JKS2507_plas --cpus 24
#parse .gff file from annotation
python gff_parser.py JKS1101_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1101_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1101_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1106_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1106_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1106_plas_annot.txt
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python gff_parser.py JKS1114_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1114_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1114_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1126_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1126_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1126_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1134_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1134_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1134_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1136_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1136_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1136_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1146_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1146_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1146_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1190_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1190_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1190_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1214_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1214_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1214_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS1217_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS1217_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS1217_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2056_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2056_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2056_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2058_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2058_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2058_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2066_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2066_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2066_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2069_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2069_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2069_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2072_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2072_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2072_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2115_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2115_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2115_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2123_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2123_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2123_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2128_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2128_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2128_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2131_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2131_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2131_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2138_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2138_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2138_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2146_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2146_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2146_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2148_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2148_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2148_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2155_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2155_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2155_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2160_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2160_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2160_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2162_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2162_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2162_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2168_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2168_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2168_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2171_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2171_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2171_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2179_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2179_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2179_plas_annot.txt
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python gff_parser.py JKS2181_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2181_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2181_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2264_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2264_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2264_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2265_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2265_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2265_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2337_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2337_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2337_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2359_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2359_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2359_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2372_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2372_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2372_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2376_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2376_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2376_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2383_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2383_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2383_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2386_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2386_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2386_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2392_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2392_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2392_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2394_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2394_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2394_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2395_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2395_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2395_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2397_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2397_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2397_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2450_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2450_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2450_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2451_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2451_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2451_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2453_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2453_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2453_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2479_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2479_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2479_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2488_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2488_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2488_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2492_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2492_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2492_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2495_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2495_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2495_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2507_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2507_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2507_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py JKS2530_plas.gff --gene-calls
JKS2530_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation JKS2530_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py HH130630-07-2_plas.gff --gene-calls HH130630-072_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation HH130630-07-2_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py EC080610-09_2-1_plas.gff --gene-calls EC08061009_2-1_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation EC080610-09_2-1_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py EC080610-09_2-2_plas.gff --gene-calls EC08061009_2-2_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation EC080610-09_2-2_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py EC080619-01-1_plas.gff --gene-calls EC080619-011_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation EC080619-01-1_plas_annot.txt
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python gff_parser.py EC080619-01-2_plas.gff --gene-calls EC080619-012plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation EC080619-01-2plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py EC080625-04-1_plas.gff --gene-calls EC080625-041_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation EC080625-04-1_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py EC080625-04-2_plas.gff --gene-calls EC080625-042_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation EC080625-04-2_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py HH130629-09_plas.gff --gene-calls HH13062909_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation HH130629-09_plas_annot.txt
python gff_parser.py HH130630-07-1_plas.gff --gene-calls HH130630-071_plas_gene_calls.txt --annotation HH130630-07-1_plas_annot.txt
# Create new database with the Prokka annotations and import functions
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1101_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1101_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1101_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1106_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1106_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1106_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1114_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1114_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1114_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1126_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1126_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1126_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1134_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1134_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1134_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1136_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1136_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1136_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1146_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1146_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1146_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1190_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1190_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1190_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1214_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1214_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1214_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS1217_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS1217_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS1217_plas_database
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JKS1101_plas.db --

JKS1106_plas.db --

JKS1114_plas.db --

JKS1126_plas.db --

JKS1134_plas.db --

JKS1136_plas.db --

JKS1146_plas.db --

JKS1190_plas.db --

JKS1214_plas.db --

JKS1217_plas.db --

anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2056_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2056_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2056_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2058_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2058_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2058_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2066_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2066_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2066_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2069_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2069_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2069_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2072_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2072_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2072_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2115_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2115_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2115_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2123_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2123_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2123_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2128_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2128_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2128_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2131_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2131_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2131_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2138_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2138_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2138_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2146_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2146_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2146_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2148_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2148_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2148_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2155_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2155_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2155_plas_database
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JKS2056_plas.db --

JKS2058_plas.db --

JKS2066_plas.db --

JKS2069_plas.db --

JKS2072_plas.db --

JKS2115_plas.db --

JKS2123_plas.db --

JKS2128_plas.db --

JKS2131_plas.db --

JKS2138_plas.db --

JKS2146_plas.db --

JKS2148_plas.db --

JKS2155_plas.db --

anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2160_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2160_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2160_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2162_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2162_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2162_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2168_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2168_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2168_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2171_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2171_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2171_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2179_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2179_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2179_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2181_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2181_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2181_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2264_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2264_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2264_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2265_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2265_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2265_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2337_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2337_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2337_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2359_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2359_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2359_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2372_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2372_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2372_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2376_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2376_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2376_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2383_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2383_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2383_plas_database
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JKS2160_plas.db --

JKS2162_plas.db --

JKS2168_plas.db --

JKS2171_plas.db --

JKS2179_plas.db --

JKS2181_plas.db --

JKS2264_plas.db --

JKS2265_plas.db --

JKS2337_plas.db --

JKS2359_plas.db --

JKS2372_plas.db --

JKS2376_plas.db --

JKS2383_plas.db --

anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2386_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2386_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2386_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2392_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2392_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2392_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2394_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2394_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2394_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2395_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2395_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2395_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2397_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2397_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2397_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2450_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2450_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2450_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2451_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2451_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2451_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2453_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2453_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2453_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2479_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2479_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2479_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2488_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2488_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2488_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2492_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2492_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2492_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2495_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2495_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2495_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2507_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o
external-gene-calls JKS2507_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2507_plas_database
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JKS2386_plas.db --

JKS2392_plas.db --

JKS2394_plas.db --

JKS2395_plas.db --

JKS2397_plas.db --

JKS2450_plas.db --

JKS2451_plas.db --

JKS2453_plas.db --

JKS2479_plas.db --

JKS2488_plas.db --

JKS2492_plas.db --

JKS2495_plas.db --

JKS2507_plas.db --

anvi-gen-contigs-database -f
JKS2530_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o JKS2530_plas.db -external-gene-calls JKS2530_plas_gene_calls.txt -n
JKS2530_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f HH130630-07_plasmid_pLS22_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o HH130630-07_pLS22_plas.db --external-gene-calls HH130630-07_pLS2-2_plas_gene_calls.txt
-n HH130630-07_pLS2-2_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f EC080610-09_plasmid_pBCI21_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o EC080610-09_pBCI21_plas.db --external-gene-calls EC080610-09_pBCI21_plas_gene_calls.txt -n EC080610-09_pBCI2-1_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f EC080610-09_plasmid_pBCI22_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o EC080610-09_pBCI22_plas.db --external-gene-calls EC080610-09_pBCI22_plas_gene_calls.txt -n EC080610-09_pBCI2-2_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f EC080619-01_plasmid_pBCI11_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o EC080619-01_pBCI11_plas.db --external-gene-calls EC080619-01_pBCI11_plas_gene_calls.txt -n EC080619-01_pBCI1-1_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f EC080619-01_plasmid_pBCI12_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o EC080619-01_pBCI12_plas.db --external-gene-calls EC080619-01_pBCI12_plas_gene_calls.txt -n EC080619-01_pBCI1-2_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f EC080625-04_plasmid_pFRP11_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o EC080625-04_pFRP11_plas.db --external-gene-calls EC080625-04_pFRP11_plas_gene_calls.txt -n EC080625-04_pFRP1-1_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f EC080625-04_plasmid_pFRP12_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o EC080625-04_pFRP12_plas.db --external-gene-calls EC080625-04_pFRP12_plas_gene_calls.txt -n EC080625-04_pFRP1-2_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f HH130629-09_plasmid_pLS11_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o HH130629-09_pLS11_plas.db --external-gene-calls HH130629-09_pLS1-1_plas_gene_calls.txt
-n HH130629-09_pLS1-1_plas_database
anvi-gen-contigs-database -f HH130630-07_plasmid_pLS21_filtered_reformat.plasmid.assembly.fasta -o HH130630-07_pLS21_plas.db --external-gene-calls HH130630-07_pLS2-1_plas_gene_calls.txt
-n HH130630-07_pLS2-1_plas_database
#!/bin/bash
#import gene functions
anvi-import-functions -c EC080610-09_pBCI2-1_plas.db
09_pBCI2-1_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c EC080610-09_pBCI2-2_plas.db
09_pBCI2-2_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c EC080619-01_pBCI1-1_plas.db
01_pBCI1-1_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c EC080619-01_pBCI1-2_plas.db
01_pBCI1-2_plas_annot.txt
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-i EC080610-i EC080610-i EC080619-i EC080619-

anvi-import-functions -c EC080625-04_pFRP1-1_plas.db -i EC08062504_pFRP1-1_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c EC080625-04_pFRP1-2_plas.db -i EC08062504_pFRP1-2_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c HH130629-09_anvi-1_plas.db -i HH13062909_pLS1-1_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c HH130630-07_pLS2-2_plas.db -i HH13063007_pLS2-1_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c HH130630-07_pLS2-1_plas.db -i HH13063007_pLS2-2_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2530_plas.db -i JKS2530_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2507_plas.db -i JKS2507_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2495_plas.db -i JKS2495_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2492_plas.db -i JKS2492_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2488_plas.db -i JKS2488_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2479_plas.db -i JKS2479_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2453_plas.db -i JKS2453_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2451_plas.db -i JKS2451_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2450_plas.db -i JKS2450_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2397_plas.db -i JKS2397_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2395_plas.db -i JKS2395_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2394_plas.db -i JKS2394_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2392_plas.db -i JKS2392_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2386_plas.db -i JKS2386_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2383_plas.db -i JKS2383_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2376_plas.db -i JKS2376_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2372_plas.db -i JKS2372_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2359_plas.db -i JKS2359_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2337_plas.db -i JKS2337_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2265_plas.db -i JKS2265_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2264_plas.db -i JKS2264_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2181_plas.db -i JKS2181_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2179_plas.db -i JKS2179_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2171_plas.db -i JKS2171_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2168_plas.db -i JKS2168_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2162_plas.db -i JKS2162_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2160_plas.db -i JKS2160_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2155_plas.db -i JKS2155_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2148_plas.db -i JKS2148_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2146_plas.db -i JKS2146_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2138_plas.db -i JKS2138_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2131_plas.db -i JKS2131_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2128_plas.db -i JKS2128_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2123_plas.db -i JKS2123_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2115_plas.db -i JKS2115_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2072_plas.db -i JKS2072_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2069_plas.db -i JKS2069_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2066_plas.db -i JKS2066_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2058_plas.db -i JKS2058_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS2056_plas.db -i JKS2056_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS1217_plas.db -i JKS1217_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS1214_plas.db -i JKS1214_plas_annot.txt
anvi-import-functions -c JKS1190_plas.db -i JKS1190_plas_annot.txt
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anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions
anvi-import-functions

-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

JKS1146_plas.db
JKS1136_plas.db
JKS1134_plas.db
JKS1126_plas.db
JKS1114_plas.db
JKS1106_plas.db
JKS1101_plas.db

-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i
-i

JKS1146_plas_annot.txt
JKS1136_plas_annot.txt
JKS1134_plas_annot.txt
JKS1126_plas_annot.txt
JKS1114_plas_annot.txt
JKS1106_plas_annot.txt
JKS1101_plas_annot.txt

# Once databases for each genome have been created run HMM - optional
but HIGHLY ENCOURAGED step
# must do in order to get data for redundancy and completion
#!/bin/bash
#run HMMS
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms

-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

JKS1101_plas.db
JKS1106_plas.db
JKS1114_plas.db
JKS1126_plas.db
JKS1134_plas.db
JKS1136_plas.db
JKS1146_plas.db
JKS1190_plas.db
JKS1214_plas.db
JKS1217_plas.db
JKS2056_plas.db
JKS2058_plas.db
JKS2066_plas.db
JKS2069_plas.db
JKS2072_plas.db
JKS2115_plas.db
JKS2123_plas.db
JKS2128_plas.db
JKS2131_plas.db
JKS2138_plas.db
JKS2146_plas.db
JKS2148_plas.db
JKS2155_plas.db
JKS2160_plas.db
JKS2162_plas.db
JKS2168_plas.db
JKS2171_plas.db
JKS2179_plas.db
JKS2181_plas.db
JKS2264_plas.db
JKS2265_plas.db
JKS2337_plas.db
JKS2359_plas.db
JKS2372_plas.db
JKS2376_plas.db
JKS2383_plas.db
JKS2386_plas.db

--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
--num-threads
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24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms
anvi-run-hmms

-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c
-c

JKS2392_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2394_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2395_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2397_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2450_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2451_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2453_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2479_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2488_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2492_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2495_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2507_plas.db --num-threads 24
JKS2530_plas.db --num-threads 24
HH130630-07_pLS2-1_plas.db --num-threads 24
HH130630-07_pLS2-2_plas.db --num-threads 24
HH130629-09_anvi-1_plas.db --num-threads 24
EC080625-04_pFRP1-2_plas.db --num-threads 24
EC080625-04_pFRP1-1_plas.db --num-threads 24
EC080619-01_pBCI1-2_plas.db --num-threads 24
EC080619-01_pBCI1-1_plas.db --num-threads 24
EC080610-09_pBCI2-2_plas.db --num-threads 24
EC080610-09_pBCI2-1_plas.db --num-threads 24

# create a genome storage repository within anvio - to do so you need
to create a flat tab delim file with the name of each genome in the
first column and the file path to the corresponding database in the
second, see http://merenlab.org/2016/11/08/pangenomics-v2/#running-apangenome-analysis
# your output file MUST have the extension -GENOMES.db otherwise the
program will throw out an error
anvi-gen-genomes-storage -e plasmid_filtered_pangenome.txt -o plasmid2x-GENOMES.db --gene-caller Prodigal
# Once you have completed the above steps you are ready to run your
pangenome! the -n flag creates the output folder containing your
analyses.
anvi-pan-genome -g plasmid-2x-GENOMES.db -n plasmidpangenome_filtered_2x --num-threads 24
#run ani in pangenome
#anvi-compute-ani --external-genomes JKH266_filtered_pangenome.txt -output-dir ANI --num-threads 24 -p JKH266-pangenome_filtered-PAN.db
# To view your pangenome navigate into the -n output folder you just
created, the pangenome will pop up in your internet browser.
sudo anvi-display-pan -p plasmid-pangenome_filtered_2x-PAN.db -g
plasmid-2x-GENOMES.db
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#split anvio pangenomes into two more manageble data sets - pangenome
containing sets of genes shared between 1-4 genomes, and genes shared
between >4 genome
anvi-split -p plasmid-pangenome_filtered_2x-PAN.db -g plasmid-2xGENOMES.db -C default -o SPLIT_PANs_2x
#display new pangenomes
sudo anvi-display-pan -p PAN.db -g plasmid-GENOMES.db
#Summarize pangenome
anvi-summarize -p plasmid-pangenome_filtered_2x-PAN.db -g plasmid-2xGENOMES.db -C default -o plasmid_PAN_summarize_2x
#Export dendrograms for phylogeny
anvi-export-misc-data -p plasmid-pangenome_filtered-PAN.db --targetdata-table layer_orders --output-file plasmid_orders.txt
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#Snippy for chromosome using JKS2530 as reference
#!/bin/bash
snippy --outdir JKS1101_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1101_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1101_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS1106_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1106_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1106_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS1114_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1114_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1114_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS1126_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1126_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1126_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS1134_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1134_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1134_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS1136_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1136_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
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snippy --outdir JKS1146_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1146_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1146_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS1190_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1190_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1190_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS1214_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1214_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1214_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS1217_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS1217_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2056_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2056_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2058_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2058_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2058_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2060_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2060_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2060_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2066_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2066_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2066_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2069_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2069_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2069_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2072_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2072_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2072_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2078_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2078_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2115_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2115_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2123_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2123_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
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snippy --outdir JKS2128_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2128_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2128_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2131_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2131_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2131_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2138_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2138_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2138_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2146_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2146_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2146_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2148_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2148_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2148_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2155_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2155_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2155_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2160_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2160_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2160_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2162_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2162_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2168_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2168_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2168_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2171_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2171_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2171_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2176_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2176_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2176_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2178_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2178_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2179_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2179_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2179_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
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snippy --outdir JKS2181_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2181_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2181_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2185_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2185_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2185_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2190_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2190_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2190_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2195_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2195_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2195_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2264_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2264_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2264_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2265_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2265_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2265_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2266_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2266_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2266_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2337_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2337_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2337_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2342_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2342_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2342_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2343_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2343_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2343_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2350_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2350_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2350_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2353_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2353_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2359_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2359_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
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snippy --outdir JKS2372_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2372_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2373_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2373_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2376_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2376_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2376_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2383_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2383_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2383_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2385_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2385_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2386_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2386_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2386_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2390_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2390_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2392_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2392_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2392_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2394_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2394_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2394_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2395_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2395_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2395_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2397_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2397_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2397_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2449_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2449_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2449_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2450_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2450_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2450_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
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snippy --outdir JKS2451_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2451_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2451_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2453_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2453_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2453_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2456_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2456_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2456_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2457_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2457_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2457_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2459_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2459_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2459_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2469_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2469_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2469_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2479_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2479_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2479_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2488_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2488_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2488_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2492_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2492_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2495_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2495_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2495_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2507_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2507_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2530_2x_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2530_2x_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2530_2x_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2541_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2541_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2541_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
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snippy --outdir JKS2548_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2548_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2548_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2551_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2551_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2551_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
snippy --outdir JKS2552_snippy_reads --ref JKS2530_2x.gbk --R1
JKS2552_TruSeq_output_R1_paired.fastq.gz --R2
JKS2552_TruSeq_output_R2_paired.fastq.gz --report --unmapped
#snippy core
snippy-core --prefix snippy_reads_core_2x_no_JKS2456 --ref
JKS2530_2x.gbk JKS1101_snippy_reads/ JKS1106_snippy_reads/
JKS1114_snippy_reads/ JKS1126_snippy_reads/ JKS1134_snippy_reads/
JKS1136_snippy_reads/ JKS1146_snippy_reads/ JKS1190_snippy_reads/
JKS1214_snippy_reads/ JKS1217_snippy_reads/ JKS2056_snippy_reads/
JKS2058_snippy_reads/ JKS2060_snippy_reads/ JKS2066_snippy_reads/
JKS2069_snippy_reads/ JKS2072_snippy_reads/ JKS2078_snippy_reads/
JKS2115_snippy_reads/ JKS2123_snippy_reads/ JKS2128_snippy_reads/
JKS2131_snippy_reads/ JKS2138_snippy_reads/ JKS2146_snippy_reads/
JKS2148_snippy_reads/ JKS2155_snippy_reads/ JKS2160_snippy_reads/
JKS2162_snippy_reads/ JKS2168_snippy_reads/ JKS2171_snippy_reads/
JKS2176_snippy_reads/ JKS2178_snippy_reads/ JKS2179_snippy_reads/
JKS2181_snippy_reads/ JKS2185_snippy_reads/ JKS2190_snippy_reads/
JKS2195_snippy_reads/ JKS2264_snippy_reads/ JKS2265_snippy_reads/
JKS2266_snippy_reads/ JKS2337_snippy_reads/ JKS2342_snippy_reads/
JKS2343_snippy_reads/ JKS2350_snippy_reads/ JKS2353_snippy_reads/
JKS2359_snippy_reads/ JKS2372_snippy_reads/ JKS2373_snippy_reads/
JKS2376_snippy_reads/ JKS2383_snippy_reads/ JKS2385_snippy_reads/
JKS2386_snippy_reads/ JKS2390_snippy_reads/ JKS2392_snippy_reads/
JKS2394_snippy_reads/ JKS2395_snippy_reads/ JKS2397_snippy_reads/
JKS2449_snippy_reads/ JKS2450_snippy_reads/ JKS2451_snippy_reads/
JKS2453_snippy_reads/ JKS2457_snippy_reads/ JKS2459_snippy_reads/
JKS2469_snippy_reads/ JKS2479_snippy_reads/ JKS2488_snippy_reads/
JKS2492_snippy_reads/ JKS2495_snippy_reads/ JKS2507_snippy_reads/
JKS2541_snippy_reads/ JKS2548_snippy_reads/ JKS2551_snippy_reads/
JKS2552_snippy_reads/
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#SNP tree, gubbins and BEAST tree
snippy-clean_full_aln snippy_reads_core_2x_no_JKS2456.full.aln >
clean_genome_full_2x_no_JKS2456.aln
nohup run_gubbins.py -p gubbins clean_genome_full_2x_no_JKS2456.aln -filter_percentage 100 --threads 24 &
snp-sites -c -o clean_genome.core_2x.aln
gubbins.filtered_polymorphic_sites.fasta
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fasttree -gtr -nt clean_genome.core_2x.aln >
snippy_reads_pilon_2x.tree
snp-sites -b -o clean_genome.core_2x_BEAST.aln
gubbins.filtered_polymorphic_sites.fasta
fasttree -gtr -nt clean_genome.core_2x_BEAST.aln >
snippy_reads_no_JKS2456_BEAST.tree
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#ClustCompare
#Chromosome all
nohup sh antiSMASH_annotation.sh &
nohup sh cluster_pfam_BBH_comparison.sh -p
../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/Pfam_v32.0/ -c 24 &
perl cluster_similarity_table_parser.pl -i ../Results/raw_edges.tsv -a
.8 -b 90 -c 3 -d 70 -o ../Results/cluster_edges_0.8_90_3_70.tsv
nohup sh find_cluster_completeness.sh -c 24 &
#Chromosome BGC-1 parameters
nohup sh antiSMASH_annotation.sh &
nohup sh cluster_pfam_BBH_comparison.sh -p
../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/Pfam_v32.0/ -c 24 &
perl cluster_similarity_table_parser.pl -i ../Results/raw_edges.tsv -a
.95 -b 95 -c 3 -d 95 -o ../Results/cluster_edges_0.8_90_3_70.tsv
nohup sh find_cluster_completeness.sh -c 24 &
#plasmid parameters
nohup sh antiSMASH_annotation.sh &
nohup sh cluster_pfam_BBH_comparison.sh -p
../../../../../../usr/local/bioinf_tools/Pfam_v32.0/ -c 24 &
perl cluster_similarity_table_parser.pl -i ../Results/raw_edges.tsv -a
.3 -b 70 -c 5 -d 55 -o ../Results/cluster_edges_0.3_70_5_50.tsv
nohup sh find_cluster_completeness.sh -c 24 &
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#R code for species accumulation curve
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library(vegan)
library(phyloseq)
library(ggplot2)
#chromosome BGC WITH SINGLETONS
clustcompare_chrom_singletons <read.csv("chrom_clustcompare_2x_with_zeros_singletons.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare_chrom_singletons <as.data.frame(clustcompare_chrom_singletons)
sp1 <- specaccum(clustcompare_chrom_singletons, method =
"rarefaction")
sp2 <- specaccum(clustcompare_chrom_singletons, method =
"rarefaction")
sp2
summary(sp2)
plot(sp1, ci.type="poly", col="blue", lwd=2, ci.lty=0,
ci.col="lightblue", xvar = "individuals")
#plasmid BGC WITH SINGLETONS
clustcompare_plasmid_singletons <read.csv("clustcompare_plasmid_with_zeros_singletons.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare_plasmid_singletons <as.data.frame(clustcompare_plasmid_singletons)
sp1 <- specaccum(clustcompare_plasmid_singletons, method =
"rarefaction")
sp2 <- specaccum(clustcompare_plasmid_singletons, method =
"rarefaction")
sp2
summary(sp2)
plot(sp1, ci.type="poly", col="darkolivegreen4", lwd=2, ci.lty=0,
ci.col="darkolivegreen1", xvar = "individuals", add = TRUE)
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#R code for Chromosome Mantel tests and Jaccard NMDS
#Library
library(vegan)
library(phyloseq)
library(ggplot2)
# working directory = Home/Desktop/Paper_3/for_r_stats/chromosome
#data
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dist <- read.csv("chromosome_distance_matrix_in_meters.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
dist <- as.matrix(dist)
newick <- read.csv("anvio_coreSGC_my_strains_newick_distances.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
newick <- as.matrix(newick)
clustcompare <read.csv("clustcompare_my_strains_pilon_2x_with_zeros_no_jks2456.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare <- as.matrix(clustcompare)
clustcompare_singletons <read.csv("chrom_clustcompare_2x_with_zeros_singletons.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare_singletons <- as.matrix(clustcompare_singletons)
clusfreq <- read.csv("gene_cluster_frequency.csv", header = TRUE,
row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clusfreq <- as.matrix(clusfreq)
presabs <- read.csv("gene_cluster_presence_absence.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
presabs <- as.matrix(presabs)
beast <- read.csv("BEAST_newick_matrix.csv", header = TRUE, row.names
= 1, check.names = FALSE)
beast <- as.matrix(beast)
dist_no_jks2456 <read.csv("chromosome_distance_matrix_in_meters_no_jks2456.csv", header
= TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
dist_no_jks2456 <- as.matrix(dist_no_jks2456)
snippy <- read.csv("snippy_newick_matrix_no_JKS2456.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
snippy <- as.matrix(snippy)
#Mantel
newick_mantel <- mantel(dist, newick, method = "spearman")
clus_mantel <- mantel(dist, clusfreq, method = "spearman")
presabs_mantel <- mantel(dist, presabs, method = "spearman")
beast_mantel <- mantel(dist, beast, method = "spearman")
snippy_mantel <- mantel(dist_no_jks2456, snippy, method = "spearman")
sink("mantel_results_spearman.txt")
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newick_mantel
clus_mantel
presabs_mantel
beast_mantel
snippy_mantel
sink()
#Jaccard analysis WITH singletons
clustcompare_singletons <read.csv("chrom_clustcompare_2x_with_zeros_singletons.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare_singletons <- as.matrix(clustcompare_singletons)
meta <- read.csv("metadata_for_phandango_2_9_2020.csv", header = TRUE,
row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
jaccard_analysis_singletons <phyloseq(otu_table(clustcompare_singletons, taxa_are_rows = FALSE),
sample_data(meta))
sample_data(jaccard_analysis_singletons)$names <sample_names(jaccard_analysis_singletons)
jaccard_dist_singletons <- distance(jaccard_analysis_singletons,
method = "jaccard")
jaccard_ord_singletons <- ordinate(jaccard_analysis_singletons, method
= "NMDS", distance = "jaccard", binary = TRUE)
jaccard_plot_singeltons <plot_ordination(jaccard_analysis_singletons, jaccard_ord_singletons,
color = "State", label = "names") + geom_point(size = 1) +
scale_color_manual(values = c("NJ" = "#0433FF", "NY" = "#941100", "NC"
= "#CC66FE", "GA" = "#107F01", "FL" = "#FC8008", "LA" = "#FB027F")) +
theme(panel.background = element_blank(), panel.border =
element_rect(fill = "NA"))
adonis(jaccard_dist_singletons ~ State, meta)
adonis(jaccard_dist_singletons ~ Park, meta)
#Jaccard analysis WITH singletons and NO JKS2456
clustcompare_singletons_no_JKS2456 <read.csv("chrom_clustcompare_2x_with_zeros_singletons_no_JKS2456.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare_singletons_no_JKS2456 <as.matrix(clustcompare_singletons_no_JKS2456)
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meta <- read.csv("metadata_for_phandango_2_9_2020_no_jks2456.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
jaccard_analysis_singletons_no_JKS2456 <phyloseq(otu_table(clustcompare_singletons_no_JKS2456, taxa_are_rows =
FALSE), sample_data(meta))
sample_data(jaccard_analysis_singletons_no_JKS2456)$names <sample_names(jaccard_analysis_singletons_no_JKS2456)
jaccard_dist_singletons_no_JKS2456 <distance(jaccard_analysis_singletons_no_JKS2456, method = "jaccard")
jaccard_ord_singletons_no_JKS2456 <ordinate(jaccard_analysis_singletons_no_JKS2456, method = "NMDS",
distance = "jaccard", binary = TRUE)
jaccard_plot_singeltons_no_JKS2456 <plot_ordination(jaccard_analysis_singletons_no_JKS2456,
jaccard_ord_singletons_no_JKS2456, color = "State", label = "names") +
geom_point(size = 1) + scale_color_manual(values = c("NJ" = "#0433FF",
"NY" = "#941100", "NC" = "#CC66FE", "GA" = "#107F01", "FL" =
"#FC8008", "LA" = "#FB027F")) + theme(panel.background =
element_blank(), panel.border = element_rect(fill = "NA"))
adonis(jaccard_dist_singletons_no_JKS2456 ~ State, meta)
adonis(jaccard_dist_singletons_no_JKS2456 ~ Park, meta)
##### Chromosome clade T-IV only Mantel tests and Jaccard NMDS
#Library
library(vegan)
library(phyloseq)
library(ggplot2)
#data
dist <- read.csv("yellow_clade_distance_in_meters.csv", header = TRUE,
row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
dist <- as.matrix(dist)
#don't have core plasmid newick tree to run the below analysis
newick <read.csv("chromosome_yellow_clade_coreSGC_newick_distances.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
newick <- as.matrix(newick)
clustcompare <- read.csv("clustcompare_yellow_clade.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
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clustcompare <- as.matrix(clustcompare)
clusfreq <- read.csv("yellow_clade_gene_cluster_frequency.csv", header
= TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clusfreq <- as.matrix(clusfreq)
presabs <- read.csv("yellow_clade_presence_absence_newick.csv", header
= TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
presabs <- as.matrix(presabs)
beast <- read.csv("BEAST_yellow.csv", header = TRUE, row.names = 1,
check.names = FALSE)
beast <- as.matrix(beast)
snippy <- read.csv("snippy_yellow_clade_newick.csv", header = TRUE,
row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
snippy <- as.matrix(snippy)
#Mantel
newick_mantel <- mantel(dist, newick, method = "spearman")
clus_mantel <- mantel(dist, clusfreq, method = "spearman")
presabs_mantel <- mantel(dist, presabs, method = "spearman")
beast_mantel <- mantel(dist, beast, method = "spearman")
snippy_mantel <- mantel(dist, snippy, method = "spearman")
sink("mantel_results_yellow_clade.txt")
newick_mantel
clus_mantel
presabs_mantel
beast_mantel
snippy_mantel
#Jaccard analysis yellow clade, WITH singletons, NO JKS2456
#switch working directory to yellow_chromosome_clade
clustcompare_singletons_yellow <read.csv("chrom_clustcompare_2x_with_zeros_singletons_yellow.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare_singletons_yellow <as.matrix(clustcompare_singletons_yellow)
meta <- read.csv("meta_yellow_clade.csv", header = TRUE, row.names =
1, check.names = FALSE)
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jaccard_analysis_singletons_yellow <phyloseq(otu_table(clustcompare_singletons_yellow, taxa_are_rows =
FALSE), sample_data(meta))
sample_data(jaccard_analysis_singletons_yellow)$names <sample_names(jaccard_analysis_singletons_yellow)
jaccard_dist_singletons_yellow <distance(jaccard_analysis_singletons_yellow, method = "jaccard")
jaccard_ord_singletons_yellow <ordinate(jaccard_analysis_singletons_yellow, method = "NMDS", distance
= "jaccard", binary = TRUE)
jaccard_plot_singeltons_yellow <plot_ordination(jaccard_analysis_singletons_yellow,
jaccard_ord_singletons_yellow, color = "State", label = "names") +
geom_point(size = 1) + scale_color_manual(values = c("NJ" = "#0433FF",
"NY" = "#941100", "NC" = "#CC66FE", "GA" = "#107F01", "FL" =
"#FC8008", "LA" = "#FB027F")) + theme(panel.background =
element_blank(), panel.border = element_rect(fill = "NA"))
adonis(jaccard_dist_singletons_yellow ~ State, meta)
adonis(jaccard_dist_singletons_yellow ~ Park, meta)
# Chromosome gene frequency and gene presence absence dendrogram
subclade mantel tests
#Library
library(vegan)
library(phyloseq)
library(ggplot2)
#data
dist <- read.csv("chrom_freq_clade_1_distance_in_meters.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
dist <- as.matrix(dist)
clusfreq <- read.csv("chrom_gene_freq_clade_1_newick.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clusfreq <- as.matrix(clusfreq)
#Mantel
clus_mantel <- mantel(dist, clusfreq)
sink("mantel_results_chrom_freq_clade_A.txt")
clus_mantel
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sink()
#Library
library(vegan)
library(phyloseq)
library(ggplot2)
#data
dist <- read.csv("chrom_freq_clade_2_distance_in_meters.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
dist <- as.matrix(dist)
clusfreq <- read.csv("chrom_gene_freq_clade_2_newick.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clusfreq <- as.matrix(clusfreq)
#Mantel
clus_mantel <- mantel(dist, clusfreq)
sink("mantel_results_chrom_freq_clade_B.txt")
clus_mantel
sink()
#Library
library(vegan)
library(phyloseq)
library(ggplot2)
#data
dist <- read.csv("chrom_pres_abs_clade_1_distance_in_meters.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
dist <- as.matrix(dist)
presabs <- read.csv("chrom_pre_abs_clade_1_newick.csv", header = TRUE,
row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
presabs <- as.matrix(presabs)
#Mantel
presabs_mantel <- mantel(dist, presabs)
sink("mantel_results_chrom_pres_abs_clade_A.txt")
presabs_mantel
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sink()
#Library
library(vegan)
library(phyloseq)
library(ggplot2)
#data
dist <- read.csv("chrom_pres_abs_clade_2_distance_in_meters.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
dist <- as.matrix(dist)
presabs <- read.csv("chrom_pres_abs_clade_2_newick.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
presabs <- as.matrix(presabs)
#Mantel
presabs_mantel <- mantel(dist, presabs)
sink("mantel_results_chrom_pres_abs_clade_B.txt")
presabs_mantel
sink()
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
#R code for Plasmid Mantel tests and Jaccard NMDS
#Library
library(vegan)
library(phyloseq)
library(ggplot2)
#data
dist <- read.csv("plasmid_distance_matrix_in_meters.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
dist <- as.matrix(dist)
clustcompare <- read.csv("clustcompare_my_plasmids_2x_with_zeros.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare <- as.matrix(clustcompare)
clusfreq <- read.csv("plasmid_gene_frequency.csv", header = TRUE,
row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clusfreq <- as.matrix(clusfreq)
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presabs <- read.csv("plasmid_gene_presence_absence.csv", header =
TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
presabs <- as.matrix(presabs)
#Mantel
clus_mantel <- mantel(dist, clusfreq, method = "spearman")
presabs_mantel <- mantel(dist, presabs, method = "spearman")
sink("mantel_results_spearman_plasmid.txt")
#newick_mantel
clus_mantel
presabs_mantel
sink()
#Jaccard analysis plasmids WITH singletons
clustcompare_plasmid_singletons <read.csv("clustcompare_plasmid_with_zeros_singletons_no_emptys.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare_plasmid_singletons <as.matrix(clustcompare_plasmid_singletons)
meta <- read.csv("plasmid_metadata_with_singletons_no_emtpys.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons <phyloseq(otu_table(clustcompare_plasmid_singletons, taxa_are_rows =
FALSE), sample_data(meta))
sample_data(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons)$names <sample_names(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons)
jaccard_dist_plasmid_singletons <distance(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons, method = "jaccard")
jaccard_ord_plasmid_singletons <ordinate(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons, method = "NMDS",
distance = "jaccard", binary = TRUE)
jaccard_plot_plasmid_singletons <plot_ordination(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons,
jaccard_ord_plasmid_singletons, color = "State", label = "names") +
geom_point(size = 1) + scale_color_manual(values = c("NJ" = "#0433FF",
"NY" = "#941100", "NC" = "#CC66FE", "GA" = "#107F01", "FL" =
"#FC8008", "LA" = "#FB027F")) + theme(panel.background =
element_blank(), panel.border = element_rect(fill = "NA"))
adonis(jaccard_dist_plasmid_singletons ~ State, meta)
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adonis(jaccard_dist_plasmid_singletons ~ Park, meta)
#Jaccard analysis plasmids WITH singletons NO Outliers
clustcompare_plasmid_singletons_no_out <read.csv("clustcompare_plasmid_with_zeros_singletons_no_outliers.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
clustcompare_plasmid_singletons_no_out <as.matrix(clustcompare_plasmid_singletons_no_out)
meta <- read.csv("plasmid_metadata_with_singletons_no_outliers.csv",
header = TRUE, row.names = 1, check.names = FALSE)
jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons_no_out <phyloseq(otu_table(clustcompare_plasmid_singletons_no_out,
taxa_are_rows = FALSE), sample_data(meta))
sample_data(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons_no_out)$names <sample_names(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons_no_out)
jaccard_dist_plasmid_singletons_no_out <distance(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons_no_out, method =
"jaccard")
jaccard_ord_plasmid_singletons_no_out <ordinate(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons_no_out, method = "NMDS",
distance = "jaccard", binary = TRUE)
jaccard_plot_plasmid_singletons_no_out <plot_ordination(jaccard_analysis_plasmid_singletons_no_out,
jaccard_ord_plasmid_singletons_no_out, color = "State", label =
"names") + geom_point(size = 1) + scale_color_manual(values = c("NJ" =
"#0433FF", "NY" = "#941100", "NC" = "#CC66FE", "GA" = "#107F01", "FL"
= "#FC8008", "LA" = "#FB027F")) + theme(panel.background =
element_blank(), panel.border = element_rect(fill = "NA"))
adonis(jaccard_dist_plasmid_singletons_no_out ~ State, meta)
adonis(jaccard_dist_plasmid_singletons_no_out ~ Park, meta)
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